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Zusammenfassung 

Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit befasst sich mit Großinteraktionen aus Unterrichtsstunden einer siebten 

Gesamtschulklasse. Der Multi-Teilnehmer-Faktor wird hier als essentiell für den Unterricht und seine 

Analyse zugrunde gelegt im Hinblick auf generelle Charakteristika von Anwesenheit und 

Teilnehmer-Ratifizierung, vor allem aber bezüglich der Annahme, dass jeder Teilnehmer ein 

Mithersteller des sozialen Ereignisses in seiner Erzeugung, Durchführung und Vollendung ist, und 

dass nur die Kooperation aller Teilnehmer einen erfolgreichen Ablauf ermöglicht. Mit einem 

konversationsanalytischen Ansatz werden die Mechanismen von Multi-Teilnehmer-Kooperation am 

Beispiel von Unterrichtsgesprächen vornehmlich auf die individuellen Anpassungsstrategien hin 

untersucht, die sich auf die Anforderungen des Schüler- bzw. Lehrerseins in der unmittelbaren 

Interaktion beziehen. Dadurch wird die Teilnahme an der Interaktion unter der Bedingung der 

gegenseitigen Bescheinigung von Unauffälligkeit als leitend oder unterstützend im Sinne der 

Unterscheidung zwischen ›Hauptdarstellern‹ und ›Nebendarstellern‹ beschreibbar gemacht. 

Abstract 

The present doctoral thesis is concerned with multi-participant interaction systems of school lessons 

in a seventh grade comprehensive school German class. The multi-participant factor is assumed to be 

crucial for the school lesson and thus for its analysis not only because the mere presence and specific 

ratification of school lesson participants constitute the very event in general. It is, moreover, argued 

that each participant is a co-producer of the social event as it emerges, develops, and turns out, and 

that only the cooperation of all the participants ensures the successful execution of the social event. 

With a conversation-analytical approach, the mechanisms of multi-participant cooperation in the 

classroom are primarily investigated with regard to all participants’ individual strategies of coping 

with the requirements of being a student or being a teacher during lesson discourses, which constitute 

the major part of the school lessons under scrutiny. Based on this, participation in classroom 

interaction can be described along the lines of leading and supporting activities conditioned by 

mutual attestations of inconspicuousness. 
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Preface 

This thesis is a ›byproduct‹ of the international, interdisciplinary research project “Literacy 

acquisition in schools in the context of migration and multilingualism” (LAS),1 funded by the 

Volkswagen Foundation from 2007 to 2011. The project investigated the process of acquiring literate 

competences in the social context of the school on condition of migration and multilingualism in two 

countries, Germany and Turkey. Literacy acquisition was empirically scrutinized on the basis of 

audio-visual documentations of school lessons, by means of ethnographic methods, and through the 

analysis of written text products of the students. Data were analyzed from a sociological and a 

linguistic perspective referring to two age groups (first and seventh grade), comparing students with 

German as a first and German as a second language, and Turkish as a first or second language, 

respectively. The aim was to reveal the reciprocal potentials of social and linguistic structures as 

enabling and restricting features coming together in the process of literacy acquisition. 

The German study group was hosted at the Institute of Migration Research and Intercultural 

Studies (IMIS) at the University of Osnabrück; the core data of the German project group were 

collected in the form of video films of German lessons in a primary school and a comprehensive 

school in the Ruhr area in the school year 2007/ 2008. For the comprehensive school seventh grade 

under scrutiny in this thesis, 32 double lessons were video-recorded from five camera angles each, 

accumulating to roughly 240 hours of footage in total. 

I was working in this project for nearly four years as a research assistant, entrusted with both 

field research and data analysis, and I developed the research question of my dissertation in the 

course of my work for LAS.  

 

                                                 
1  The project is an interdisciplinary cooperation between the University of Osnabrück (IMIS), the Bilgi University 

Istanbul (Centre of Migration Studies), and the University of Potsdam (SVM, Centre of Language, Variation and 
Migration). It has been funded by the VW Foundation in the funding cycle “Study Groups on Migration and Integration” 
from 2007 to 2011. Homepage: www.imis.uni-osnabrueck.de/FORSCHUNG/LAS.htm. 



Introduction 

Students as ›actors in supporting roles‹ is an un-sociological terminology for it refers to the un-

sociological relation of ›leading actors‹ and ›supporting actors‹ in the movie and theater business, i.e. 

the business where acting is what people do professionally, and not a situation-specific way of 

conduct or a means to an end. Applied to the school lesson with the functional, complementary role 

differentiation teacher/ students, the teacher’s factual leading role in classroom interaction is barely 

contested in scientific literature and has been thoroughly described from pedagogic, didactic, 

psychological, linguistic, and sociological perspectives. The students, on the other hand, enter the 

scientific field of vision on school lessons only in limited ways, being almost traditionally treated 

either in their quality as a social group, or in their quality as the teacher’s ›stooges‹. They are broadly 

empirically neglected as constant interactants because evaluations of classroom interaction are 

mostly done in the context of classroom research concerned with pedagogics and didactics so that the 

interaction system itself is not of prior interest. The analytical process becomes a diagnostic one, 

looking for syndromes and prescribing treatment2 (cf. Geertz 1973:26), and commonly, students’ 

contributions to lesson discourses are used to exemplify and illustrate successful and not so 

successful didactic and pedagogic strategies of the teacher. Only recently and occasionally, students 

are getting into the scientific focus as school lesson interactants of their own right (e.g., Breidenstein 

2006; Wiesemann 2009), while most of the time, they disappear from the depicted event as soon as 

they are silent again, or not performing a ›collective‹ activity. Funnily enough, this is also what often 

happens to real actors in supporting roles, who frequently are eclipsed in the public focus on the 

celebrity leading actor stealing everybody else’s thunder. 

Not surprisingly, multi-participant interaction systems are, as far as I oversee the literature, 

barely dealt with in a systematic way, i.e. in a way that systematically includes all attendants of the 

given social situation in analysis from data acquisition to data preparation to data interpretation: 

Looking for precedence in scientific literature concerned with classroom interaction, I was not able to 

find ground works for a systematic observation and analysis of all-participants’ behavior in multi-

participant settings, neither with regard to the school lesson nor any other multi-participant event. 

There are various explanations for this, the most obvious being that such approaches do exist and I 

was simply not able to locate them in the vast realms of scientific publications. If that should be the 

case, I can safely say that such a work did not raise the attention of colleagues working in this field 

because it is nowhere referred to in the pertinent literature, which brings me to a second possible 

explanation: In the great majority of investigations, school lesson interaction is treated as 

“multiperson but two-party” interaction (cf. Schegloff 1987:222), with the teacher constituting one 

party, and the students the other party; this perspective extends from Mehan (1979) to Ehlich & 

Rehbein (1986) to Kalthoff (1997). Allow me to quote a longer passage from Schegloff’s (1987) 

intriguing article on the macro-micro-perspectives of social research: 

                                                 
2  E.g., Aspelin 2006; Benwell & Stokoe 2002; Gal, Lin & Ying 2007; Lyster 2002; Maroni, Gnisci & Pontecorvo 2008. 
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In the classroom situation the teacher produces a question and allows a set of 
candidate-next-speakers to be assembled. Some students signify self-nomination into 
the candidacy pool by raising their hands. The teacher may wait and encourage more 
students to enter the pool (for example, seeking them out by eye-contact); the 
students may try to avoid this prodding by averting their eyes, by suggesting that 
they are “working on the problem”, by assuming preoccupied, studious, puzzled 
faces and the like. At some point the teacher selects someone from among the 
students to speak, usually (but not always) from the candidacy pool. The duration of 
the turn thereby assigned is primarily determined by the teacher, who can continue 
looking expectantly at the student after the apparent possible completion of the 
“answer” turn, or can begin talking at a possible completion point even if it appears 
that the student is prepared to go on. The teacher may then solicit additional 
answering talk from other students, and the selection process may repeat. After each 
answer or part the teacher may offer an assessment of that answer before soliciting 
more, or before beginning another cycle by taking a next turn to do either another 
question or “telling talk”. Various other behaviors occur simultaneous with all of 
this, of course, but a great deal of it is structured by reference to this organization. 
(An example is other students monitoring the “answer” a called-upon student is 
giving and shooting their hands in the air as early as possible after a possible error or 
after possible closure that has not exhausted the possible answer; but such behavior is 
obviously attuned to, and attempting to preempt, the turn-taking system as otherwise 
described.) (Schegloff 1987:223) 

I am citing the whole passage because it contains quite compactly all that is commonly 

accepted as characteristic for classroom interaction. And it is an interesting observation that the 

account for “two-party” (ibid., p. 222) classroom interaction given here is not marked as an actual, 

empirical example,3 which leads me to the conjecture that Schegloff bases his description on a 

common sense developed from own experiences as a student that most persons possess (at least as in-

born citizens of the modern welfare state), and on experiences as a teacher that many in the 

university-associated sciences have. I suspect that this is the reason why to the inclined reader, the 

account sounds absolutely believable and thorough and initially does not raise further questions or 

doubts. If that is indeed all there is, my research interest in the classroom as a multi-participant co-

production of a social event would be quite redundant. 

However, I believe that who ever had the opportunity to meticulously observe students’ 

behaviors during school lessons would find it worth scrutinizing with respect to several issues and 

aspects raised in Schegloff’s compact account. The prominent discourse status attributed to the 

teacher here, being the one who asks questions, appoints speakers, and assesses answers, is the very 

reason why I tend toward regarding the teacher as the ›leading actor‹ of the school lesson, factoring 

in the underlying common knowledge we all gained ourselves at least as students, and sometimes 

also as teachers. As students, we are socialized to give the teacher the leading part, and we continue 

to do so as researchers of classroom interaction. Yet, the leading actor requires supporting actors in 

order to distinguish himself as the main character in the first place, but as importantly to ›get the 

story told‹ by having addressees, conversational partners, projection surfaces, advocates, 

                                                 
3  As opposed to the following example (Schegloff 1987:224f) of a presidential press conference, which is illustrated with 

a real-case occurrence, namely when under the Reagan administration, the turn organization of the presidential press 
conference was temporarily changed. 
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contradictors, instruction executioners, and accomplices. Supporting actors thus have to be 

distinguished from ›extras‹ and ›mutes‹ who populate movie and theater scenes for reasons of 

authenticity, but who do not have own lines to contribute to the plot. In Schegloff’s account quoted 

above, the students support the story merely by attuning to the turn-taking system of the lesson 

conversation. Striking is the formulation that “various other behaviors occur simultaneous with all of 

this, of course, but a great deal of it is structured by reference to this organization” (see above). In my 

view, this almost dismissive statement does not answer, but trigger some intriguing questions: What 

are those various classroom behaviors? How are they displayed and dealt with by the co-participants? 

In what way do they refer to a given discourse structure? How does the factor of simultaneity play 

into this? 

When Breidenstein (2006) considers the student’s role as a form of professional role, the 

“Schülerjob,” student’s job (Breidenstein 2006:87ff), he facilitates a different approach to the school 

lesson. The students are neither treated as the mere addressees of teaching nor as a party only 

passively involved in the turn-allocation decisions of the teacher. With a classic ethnographic 

approach of mostly participant observation, Breidenstein succeeds in making an essential point in his 

descriptions of the classroom scenarios he and his research team investigated in a long-term study, 

namely that students are actors who constantly cope with the requirements of their professional role 

in the school lesson regardless of their active inclusion in lesson discourses and of their achievements 

as learners (cf. Breidenstein 2006:88). In the present doctoral thesis, I am adopting a similar 

perspective, but with a different theoretical, methodological and analytical framework: I consider my 

investigations in the classroom not ›classroom research,‹ but ›interaction research‹ – not necessarily 

in the sense of claiming that interaction research constitutes an isolated, self-sufficient research 

program (Kieserling 1999:7f), but rather considering it a sociological tool that serves the scientific 

purpose of describing and, ideally, understanding how social cohesion works in multi-participant 

interaction using the example of the school lesson.  

I initially take the investigation of human interaction in a formal setting like the school lesson 

as the self-sufficient investigation of how society is institutionally executed in the sense that 

organizations like individual schools are effected by means of interaction systems in the form of 

communication among attendants (Luhmann 1975:10; 1998:814), which in school predominantly 

occurs as the interaction system of the school lesson. The as compelling as understudied, broadly 

presumed as well as broadly questioned relation between the institution ›school‹ and the multi-

participant interaction system ›school lesson‹ emerging in its context shall be approached in this 

doctoral thesis with a focus on the multi-participant quality of institutionalized interaction. 

Die Frage ist daher: Wie korrelieren unter verschiedenen Bedingungen die 
Strukturmittel und Entscheidungsprozesse einfacher Systeme mit der 
wahrgenommenen Kontingenz des Verhaltens der Beteiligten? Oder ebenso wichtig: 
Wie viel Kontingenz des Verhaltens kann angesichts begrenzter Strukturmittel und 
Entscheidungsprozesse wahrgenommen werden? (Luhmann 1975:30) 

Part One of this thesis is therefore concerned with a theoretical conceptualization of multi-

participant interaction based on the generally assumed conditions of interaction systems as depicted 

in the context of systems theory, offering a universal understanding of the function and constitution 

of interaction systems. On this basis, I make an attempt to distinguish the ›formal meeting‹ and 
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particularly the school lesson as a special case of interaction system that, within its institutional 

context, can be thought to offer specific insights into the execution and interaction-internal 

negotiation of institutional expectations. In this, due to the lack of precedence, singular aspects of a 

theoretical frame for school lessons as formal interaction systems are, while deduced from pertinent 

interaction theory, based on my own analytical accesses to the subject. I deem these a necessary 

grounding for the following Part Two on the method proposed for investigating formal multi-

participant interaction systems, and for the subsequent empirical Part Three.  

Part Two deals with the methodological impacts of a thus-established conceptualization of 

formal multi-participant interaction, introducing a methodical approach to the research problem 

drawing on ethnomethodology and conversation analysis as instruments of data analysis. With the 

focus on the multi-participant quality of the school lesson, the methodical part is explicitly concerned 

with the possibilities of a data sample consisting of video films that are investigated in the empirical 

study presented in Part Three of this thesis. 

Part Three then contains the exhaustive discussion of three examples of lesson co-production 

with reference to the theoretical concept outlined in Part One, and conducted in accordance with the 

methodical approach proposed in Part Two. The detailed demonstration of analysis (instead of giving 

summarizing accounts of my findings) emphasizes that I understand this doctoral thesis as a 

predominantly empirical work accessing the peculiarities of formal multi-participant interaction in 

the school lesson that, at least to my knowledge, have not been systematically investigated so far. 

The final conclusions take up on the proposal of looking at students in lesson interaction as 

›actors in supporting roles,‹ and what such a perspective, including the consideration of all 

participants, might add to the investigation of formal multi-participant interaction systems and the 

institutions where they occur. 

 

 



Part One: Toward a Theoretical Conceptualization 
of Multi-Participant Interaction 

I.1 On the structural conditions of interaction systems 

Most main proponents of contemporary sociological theories and schools address ›interaction‹ in 

some way, and often prominently, while there seems to be a broad constructivist consensus that 

interaction is the primary site where social meaning is derived (Blumer 1969:2f; Geertz 1973:27) in 

the much-quoted “contingent ongoing accomplishments of organized artful practices of everyday 

life” (Garfinkel 1967:11). It is also widely accepted that interaction is by definition volatile in 

duration and execution (Berger & Luckmann 1969:33; Kieserling 1999:15), originally uncertain 

regarding its course and outcomes (Goffman 1983:5; Luhmann 1984:218), adaptively bound to 

societal conditions (Luhmann 1987:115) and impression management (Goffman 1959:203), and, as 

the case may be, monopolized through institutionalization (Berger & Luckmann 1969:59). But while 

broadly used and incorporated into various theoretical frameworks and empirical investigations, the 

very term ›interaction‹ is often treated as if it was self-explanatory, frequently resulting in 

descriptions of what it entails rather than what it means. 

A theoretical access to the problem of ›interaction‹ is offered by systems theory where it is 

regimented into the conceptualization of ›communication.‹ Luhmann (1984:195ff) defines 

communication as the synthesis of three selections, namely the specific information chosen from a 

repertory of possible information, the message as the behavioral form through which this information 

is conveyed, and the comprehension of the differentiation between information and message that 

facilitates the connectivity of subsequent action. With comprehension being indispensable to 

communication, the process is self-referential in essence because the subsequent communicative 

activity can only refer to the prior one (ibid., p. 198), and the thus-emerging communicative entity 

gains exclusiveness and autonomy through its self-conditioning (Luhmann 1984:200). 

Kommunikation ist danach ein völlig eigenständiger, autonomer, selbstreferentiell-
geschlossener Vorgang des Prozessierens von Selektionen, die ihren Charakter der 
Selektion nie verlieren [...].4 (Luhmann (1984:205) 

While social systems inherently consist of communications, interaction is the on-site 

differentiation between the particular communication at hand and all other communications in its 

environment that are beyond the control of the immediate communication (Luhmann 1987:114). 

Interaction is thus explicitly defined as communication among attendants – in Goffman’s (1967:2) 

words “that class of events which occurs during co-presence and by virtue of co-presence.” Between 

two present attendants, communication accordingly interlinks the speaker’s choice of information 

and the way it is conveyed with the addressee’s comprehension of what has been conveyed and how. 

On condition of correlated action among attendants, this process as a whole constitutes the 

                                                 
4  Translation (IS): Accordingly, communication is a completely independent, autonomous, self-referential closed 

occurrence of the processing of selections that never lose their character as selections. 
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interaction system as the reduction of “doppelte Kontingenz,” double contingency by means of 

communication (cf. Luhmann 1998:814). As a social system, the interaction system is by definition 

self-referential, constituting its own meaning, and in this self-reference distinguishable from its 

environment (Luhmann 1984:31). 

Double contingency as a permanent problem inevitably results in the establishment of social 

systems and thus interaction (Luhmann 1984:177). Applied specifically to interaction systems, 

›double contingency‹ describes the uncertainty about the respective counterpart each party of an 

interaction has to deal with in the form of the social risk that is inherent to the social encounter itself, 

arising from the fact that attendants cannot anticipate each other’s behavior as the openness of the 

social situation immediately allows for a variety of actions (Luhmann 1984:156) and necessitates the 

negotiation of meaning (cf. Luhmann: 1975:47). Communication thus reduces uncertainties in terms 

of expectations and expected expectations (Luhmann 1984:158), but it is important to bear in mind 

that this is an ongoing process, with contingencies likely to be not only reduced, but also to arise 

during communication, which makes communication a continuous management of contingency 

rather than its solution (cf. Ford 2004:30, 48). 

In contexts of immediate encounters, i.e. encounters of physically present parties without a 

detour via telecommunication technologies,5 mutual perceivability is a shaping factor of interaction 

insofar as “wahrnehmbare Teilnehmer wahrnehmen, daß sie wahrgenommen werden”6 (Luhmann 

1998:814), which means that they constantly have to consider each other and themselves as 

participants in an interaction even if no actual conversation takes place (cf. Luhmann 1998:814f). 

There are manifold social situations imaginable where participants quickly signal to each other that 

they do not intend to enter into a conversation, intentions that by no means have to be uttered 

verbally, but can be simply communicated by body postures that perform a turning-away from the 

possible other interlocutor (particularly by gaze directions).7 But as long as the respective persons 

perceive each other and perceive that they are being perceived, the interaction system must be 

thought to be still intact based on the binary code ›presence/ absence‹ that marks the difference 

between self-reference and other-reference (cf. Luhmann 1998:816). Initially, the decisive factor here 

seems to be physical proximity or “copresence” (Goffman 1966:17) in the form of potential 

visibility/ audibility that technically allows for making contact until a person is alone again and the 

social situation constituted by means of mutual perception is terminated (Goffman 1966:18). 

Goffman (1966:16) refers to this phenomenon as “the special mutuality of immediate social 

interaction:” 

That is, when two persons are together, at least some of their world will be made up 
out of the fact (and consideration of the fact) that an adaptive line of action attempted 
by one will be either insightfully facilitated by the other or insightfully countered, or 
both, and that such a line of action must always be pursued in this intelligently 
helpful and hindering world. Individuals sympathetically take the attitude of others 
present, regardless of the end to which they put the information thus required. 
(Goffman 1966:16) 

                                                 
5  What Goffman (1983:2) calls “reduced versions of the primordial real thing.” 
6  Translation (IS): perceivable participants perceive that they are being perceived. 
7  See in this context also Kieserling (1999:105ff) and Luhmann (1984:212) on the avoidance of interaction becoming 

communicative action itself. 
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Taking into account that copresence entails certain limitations of possible behaviors, 

interaction can therefore be thought to be intrinsically public (cf. Kieserling 1999:48) in the sense 

that with at least two persons present, one is generally a witness to the other, and each serves as the 

public to the counterpart. This way, interaction systems of any shape can be imagined to be always 

private, i.e. segregated, in their relation to their momentary social environment from which they are 

distinguishable through their execution, and always public in relation to themselves on condition of 

mutual perceivability. For this reason, one interaction system cannot be more private than the other 

because immediate attendance constitutes a public as such.  

Assuming that present persons are somehow relevant to one another so that individual 

behavior is aligned with expected or actual behaviors of others, one can understand interaction as 

correlated action between at least two attendants on condition that persons who find themselves 

together in a social situation of mutual perception cannot not interact (cf. Luhmann 1975:22f). As 

Kieserling (1999:94f) posits, this requires a nearly concordant individual perception of the mutually 

shared situation, being the “Minimalfall von Sozialität”8 (Kieserling 1999:117). From an analytical 

perspective, it is the fact that attendants are ›somehow‹ relevant to one another that calls for further 

differentiation. 

I.1.1 Attendants and participants 

Whenever more than one person is present, some form of “social order” must come into effect “that 

regulates the way in which persons pursue objectives” (Goffman 1966:8). In general, individuals deal 

with the situations they encounter by means of employing “frameworks or schemata of 

interpretation” (Goffman 1974:21) that allow for assigning meaning to certain aspects of the 

respective scene (ibid.) based on “background understanding” (ibid., p. 22). Frames are thus concepts 

that organize human experience in a way that makes it applicable to any momentarily perceived 

event (ibid., p. 39). One might perhaps say that in the most basic interaction, the “unfocused 

interaction,” as Goffman (1966:24) calls it, the attendants’ relevance to one another is not 

communicated explicitly, but only acknowledged in the form that the social order deduced from the 

frames at play is complied with as the “management of sheer and mere copresence” (ibid., p. 24). 

Numerous contexts are imaginable where the universal compliance with a social order is the only 

determinable information exchange that takes place: perceiving that one is being perceived in 

complying to certain regulations that apply to, for example, waiting room scenarios, elevator rides, or 

walking in a crowd on the sidewalk. Initially, all these ›situations‹ can be described as ›interaction 

systems‹ in the sense that they are subjected to the condition of mutual perceivability and clearly 

distinguishable from their environment based on the attendants’ presence at the respective event 

(Luhmann 1998:814f). But what is conspicuous about these situations is that apparently, the 

uncertainties of double contingency that are characteristic for the social encounter in general are here 

rather solved indirectly by the compliance with the social convention (cf. Luhmann 1987:115), which 

might then be thought of as a pre-selection of information that is commonly relevant for the 

respective context, leaves little room for relevant uncertainties, and thus can be expected to be 

universally comprehensible. Kieserling (1999:86) states that the starting point of interaction is always  

 

                                                 
8  Translation (IS): the minimal case of sociality. 
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the openness of the situation because if the participants were defined in every respect, their respective 

behavior would not be informative and could not be interpreted as a message. Therefore, when 

meaning is predefined and does not have to be distinctly negotiated among the respective attendants, 

interactions can remain very elementary and mostly observable as general behavior or conduct. 

In this line of argumentation, ›perceived perceivability‹ would never be without 

consequence, while such consequences become quite pointed in the case of “focused interaction” as 

face-to-face encounters of “single mutual activity” (Goffman 1966:89). Face-to-face encounters 

immediately lead to participation status allocations in relation to the very encounter (ibid., p. 89); 

accordingly, Goffman (1981:9, 137) differentiates attendants in focused interaction systems based on 

their momentary participation status as ratified or non-ratified with regard to the mutual activity 

taking place. A ›ratified‹ participant is here understood as a participant whose status technically 

authorizes them to actively engage in an interaction system by means of address in the broadest sense 

– not necessarily by being asked a direct question or called on individually, but at least by being in 

the visual focus of the respective coparticipant. ›Ratification‹ is thus considered a solely descriptive 

term that refers to the immediate addressers and addressees in an interaction, which has to be 

distinguished from a normative ›legitimation‹ to attend an event in general (see the discussion of the 

term in Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2004:12). While normative ›legitimacy‹ of attendance might vary 

gradually (participants might be more or less legitimized to attend/ observe an interaction), I deem 

descriptive ›ratification‹ in participation not to occur in shades of “more or less ratified,” as Kerbrat-

Orecchioni (ibid., p. 18) does, but to be prone to momentary shifts when shifts in address take place 

as a change in “footing” (Goffman 1981:128). Common indicators of participant frameworks, like 

being addressed or not addressed, witnessing or not witnessing, taking the floor or not taking the 

floor (Grosjean 2004:30) are thus as situational as the interaction itself, and in this sense, the 

participation status of attendants remains a production of the ongoing communication. 

Correspondingly, ›non-ratified‹ participants are attendants who are witnessing a 

communication without being immediately addressed; their participation status is thus described in 

relation to the interaction they are observing as bystanders or eavesdroppers. Of course, treating non-

ratified participants as ›absent‹ by means of not addressing them does not make the respective person 

vanish, as the inclusion into the interaction system as an undifferentiated system is not determined by 

membership, but by mutual perceivability; the minimal participation status “overhearer” (Goffman 

1981:9) is not granted, but emerges from the social situation itself, and can thus not be revoked 

without changing the situation substantially. So as long as an overhearer is present, there is no reason 

to assume that they have no effect on whatever activities take place when they perceive other 

attendants, who thus perceive that they are being perceived (cf. Clark (1997), who describes how 

speakers design their utterances in accordance with participation statuses). Therefore, also ignoring 

and being ignored might become an observable correlated activity depending on the given situation. 

When subsuming the interaction system as a social system that gains its discriminability due 

to its self-generated difference to its environment by means of a binary code ›present/ absent‹ that is 

operationally produced, not predefined (Kieserling 1999:29-30; see also Luhmann 1998:815), one 

thus has to make a sharp distinction between the broad participation framework that comprises all 

attendants of the given social situation as “any physical area anywhere within which two or more 

persons find themselves in visual and aural range of one another” (Goffman 1981:84) on the one 
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hand, and the particular conversation from which attendants can be excluded on the verbal level as 

›non-ratified‹ and thus from giving a communication-shaping verbal input (cf. Kieserling 1999:26, 

67; Luhmann 1998:15). Still, one has to consider that even non-ratified participants cannot be 

hindered effectively from chiming in, and ratified participants cannot be hindered from actively 

include overhearers, which is only plausible when considering that autopoietic systems in general 

produce and alter their own structure (Luhmann 1987:113). However, depending on the respective 

setting, an originally existing mutual perceivability for several attendants might undergo specific 

refinements of visibility and audibility the more interaction systems are established so that the 

physical space the social situation refers to becomes more and more limited until it only includes the 

respective interlocutors regardless of the actual number of attendants. In such a case, the binary code 

›present/ absent‹ refers to the immediate presence or absence in the specific interaction system at 

hand (cf. Luhmann 1998:814f), and ›focused interaction‹ then means to focus on the one interaction 

system that one is an actual participant of. This becomes the more demanding the less the single 

mutual activity is limited to mere mutual perception: 

Dazu kommt, daß Wahrnehmen, anders als Sprechen, nicht als Handlung 
zugerechnet wird. Jeder Teilnehmer ist in sozialen Systemen für das, was er sagt, 
nicht aber für das, was er wahrnimmt, verantwortlich zu machen.9 (Luhmann 
1975:23) 

Understanding ›responsibility‹ as the keyword here, focused or directed forms of 

participation, i.e. performing what is counted as action, must be thought to bear consequences that 

mere perception does not. In the following, this difference will be scrutinized in more detail. 

I.1.2 The common ground of interaction 

Focused interaction is not necessarily verbal interaction; it is obvious that a deliberate exchange of 

messages among attendants can also be accomplished by other means than talk, such as gestures, 

mimics, and gazes, even on condition that such an exchange requires the ›originally‹ language-based 

differentiation between the sheer information and the communicative message (cf. Luhmann 

1984:208f). This is why one might initially, corresponding with Goffman (1981:129f), rather recoil 

from denoting participants in communications beforehand as ›speakers,‹ ›hearers‹ or ›interlocutors,‹ 

which would all be labels that refer to communication as ›talk.‹ However, entirely nonverbal 

interactions can be assumed to occur only in very specific contexts and to be rather brief by 

definition10 as speech not only increases the efficiency of coordination and the accuracy of 

information (Bavelas 1994:206; Luhmann 1975:23), but also enables the attendants to refer to 

matters outside the situation (Goffman 1983:3; Luhmann 1975:10).  

On the dyadic verbal level, communication among attendants has been sufficiently described 

as a “sequence organization” of utterances in the form of an “organization of courses of action 

enacted through turns-at-talk – coherent, orderly, meaningful successions or ‘sequences’ of actions or 

‘moves’” (Schegloff 2007:2). In immediate interaction, the respective sequence in the form of an 

                                                 
9  Translation (IS): In addition, perceiving, as opposed to speaking, is not attributed to action. Each participant in social 

systems is to be made responsible for what he says, but not for what he perceives. 
10  With the obvious exemption of sign language as a nonverbal language per se, with ›talk‹ being by definition carried out 

by means of gesture and mimics. 
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utterance can be regarded as a unit of meaning that initializes, carries out or completes an action; the 

emphasis would thus be on the action implied and not on the topic discussed (cf. Schegloff 2007:1, 

7). Regardless of what a conversation between two interlocutors is about, its structure can therefore 

always be described by means of turn allocation, with a speaker selecting the next speaker “by 

addressing them with a turn whose action requires a responsive action next” (ibid., p. 4). That way, 

an adjacency structure of turns emerges, with the next turn displaying the understanding of the prior 

turn, a phenomenon that Schegloff (ibid., p. 15) refers to as “nextness” and that has been described 

above (see Chapter I.1) as the self-reference of communication. Nextness does not necessarily have 

to be expressed on the verbal level, but can also occur as a physical activity so that verbal action can 

be responded to with nonverbal action and vice versa (ibid., p. 10f) – of course, this also applies to 

structures where both parts of the adjacency pair are carried out nonverbally. By means of next 

speaker-selection in the form of address, expectations as to whose turn it is and what form of 

response is due can be reconstructed, indicating a “conditional relevance” of the first part of an 

adjacency pair that implies the second part (ibid., p. 19ff).  

Die Kommunikation muß ganz konkret an das anschließen, was vorher gesagt wurde, 
und sie muß schon erkennen lassen, was im Anschluß an diesen Anschluß geschehen 
kann.11 (Kieserling 1999:79) 

While by resorting to speech, the topical bandwidth of verbal interaction is literally unlimited 

because anything can be made a subject of discussion, in communication among attendants, only one 

subject can be discussed at a time. This means that structural features of immediate interaction like 

the adjacency structure of turns and the nextness between prior and subsequent turn can basically be 

ascribed to the physical confinement of the interaction system; for acoustic reasons alone, verbal 

interaction is serial with one speaker at a time, and in its seriality monothematic with one topic 

treated at a time (Kieserling 1999:38). These structural limitations are the reason why interactions 

among attendants cannot become highly complex regarding their own possibilities as they are 

confined to pragmatically motivated speaking orders and restricted in terms of their environmental 

relations as they are limited to one subject at a time (Luhmann 1975:11). Because they thus are by 

definition simple social systems, interaction systems do not establish own subsystems, but they can 

develop progressively with a stronger differentiation of the system and a higher selectivity of the 

system boundaries, depending on a more pronounced distinction between system-internal and 

system-external differences. This points at the relation of perception and communication (Kieserling 

1999:73) in the sense that not everything that is perceived is communicated, or can be made relevant 

for the actual interaction order. The boundaries of the interaction system therefore tighten with 

increasing topical determination that is often, depending on the functional system where it occurs, 

organizationally predefined (see Section I.2.3 and Chapter I.3); based on the immanent operative 

autonomy, however, thus-defined system boundaries are not unalterable (cf. ibid., p. 78f), while the 

boundaries of the system always remain the boundaries of the communication (cf. Luhmann 

1975:24f). 

                                                 
11  Translation (IS): The communication has to concretely connect to what was said before, and it has to indicate already 

what can happen in connection to this connection. 
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Clark (2004:371) states that “to communicate is, etymologically, to ‘make common’”, which 

indicates that in accordance with the ›mechanics‹ of talk organization, a verbal discourse is not 

merely a series of right utterances at the right time, as Clark & Schaefer (1989:259) point out, but 

that “it seems to consist of collective acts performed by the participants working together” (ibid.) in 

order to establish a common ground that they all refer to as the mutual knowledge that they can 

assume each other to be able to reproduce “well enough for current purposes” (Clark 2004:371; see 

also Lee 1987:23); that is, participants in interaction work together on the reduction of double 

contingency by providing one another with indicators of mutually established meaning. And they can 

only make assumptions about shared meaning on condition that they constantly – verbally as well as 

nonverbally – inform one another about what they consider the common ground of the 

communication to consist of in the form of contributions that signal the acceptance of messages and 

give evidence for how they are comprehended (Clark & Schaefer 1989:290; Goodwin 2009:30; 

Schober & Clark 1989:212, 228). Quite pointedly, Bavelas (2007:128) concludes that a participant’s 

contribution “does not evaporate into a social vacuum.” 

Among attendants, solely nonverbal communication is possible, whereas solely verbal 

communication is not. Commonly accepted, this refers to the fact that talk is always accompanied by 

some sort of bodily alignment of the speaker (like gestures or gazes). But it is important to note that 

the listening part is as crucial to the process of verbal interaction as the speaking part – not only 

cognitively, or with regard to turn selection devices (cf. Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974:728), but 

also communicatively (cf. Clark & Krych 2004:62; Goodwin 2001:161). The term ›face-to-face 

interaction‹ already points at the minimum requirement of interaction, to look at each other while 

engaging in a conversation. But the listener does much more than just looking at the speaker when 

considering that listening is an as crucial information to a conversation as is the verbalized message, 

and in this, it occurs simultaneously with speaking as a bilateral activity. Listening provides clues 

about the current state of comprehension (Clark & Krych 2004:62f; see also Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson 1974:728) by means of generic responses (continuers) like saying ›mhm‹ or non-committal 

nodding, but also by means of specific responses that directly refer to what the speaker is saying, 

like, for example, concerned or amused facial expressions, or gasps of surprise or horror (Bavelas, 

Coates & Johnson 2000:943f). Mutual perceivability thus also means that the speaker monitors the 

listener for such clues and shapes utterance accordingly, and only this way, nonverbal behavior can 

become meaningful in the first place (Clark & Krych 2004:69), and conducive to the reduction of 

double contingency. Therefore, listening is addressed to the speaker as much as speaking is addressed 

to the listener (Bavelas & Chovil 2000:167; Bavelas, Coates & Johnson 2000:942). One could even 

take up the position that listening is a universal social convention while speaking is not since there is 

no general rule as to when to speak (which entirely depends on the very social situation), while one 

might indeed identify a universal rule when to listen, namely when one is addressed by a speaker 

(regardless of the particular situation). It is apparently in the human nature to be extremely 

susceptible to the possibility that an addressee is not listening, and if ›not listening‹ is comprehended, 

it almost inevitably has to be made the conversation topic at least in one-on-one conversations. The 

termination of a conversation is therefore as likely when nobody listens as when nobody speaks. 

Interaction on the verbal level is thus diachronic, whereas its synchronic quality emerges on 

the nonverbal level in the form of the unspoken but visible orientation of non-speakers toward the 
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speaker while speaking, and vice versa. As indicated above, this is the very technique how 

connectivity is secured: by means of continuously establishing the common ground of the encounter, 

with each participant bearing the responsibility to display their momentary comprehension of what is 

being said or done in order to keep the interaction going (cf. Clark & Brennan 1991:129ff), and also 

with regard to where the conversation is headed (cf. Goffman 1967:35). This is, of course, only 

possible when the mutual point of reference is exclusive in terms of topic and address, which in itself 

constitutes a reduction of double contingency by means of establishing a common ground between 

addressers and addressees. 

I.1.3 Double contingency and impression management 

As distinguishable social systems, interaction systems operate autonomously even when they occur 

within greater systematic units (organizations) and in this context are in some respects institutionally 

predefined (e.g., by means of membership, discourse regulations, topical limitations; see also Section 

I.2.3 and Chapter I.3). This autonomy is generally owed to the above-mentioned self-conditioning 

process of communication with its implications depicted in the previous sections. Another aspect 

shaping the internal dynamics of communication among attendants shall here be identified with 

regard to the moral pressure of mutual acknowledgement and social reflexivity (Luhmann 1975:19; 

1987:121f), or, more pointedly, the moral pressure mutual acceptance (Goffman 1967:11).  

Being socialized as interactants, attendants can generally be expected to comply with the 

“ground rules of interaction” (ibid., p. 31) like turn allocations, listening conventions, and thematic 

boundaries that reduce uncertainties in terms of who speaks/ listens when and with regard to what 

topic. However, one might be inclined to doubt whether these mechanisms do indeed sufficiently 

cover the works of social risk management on condition of the inevitable mutual, reflexive 

perception of individual demeanor that is initially defined by double contingency, but subsequently a 

means to reduce it when included in the establishment and maintenance of common ground. 

Managing double contingency through individual demeanor can be thought to work by means of the 

momentary role the respective attendant displays as a participant of the interaction system in terms of 

how they are to be perceived by the respective other – in short, what Goffman (ibid., p. 5) describes 

as “face12,” being “the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others 

assume he has taken during a particular contact” (ibid., p. 5; see also Goffman 1959:40). In other 

words, interaction always takes place on condition that mutual, reflexive perception inevitably 

requires “face-work,” i.e. the conveyance of verbal and nonverbal information on how attendants 

position themselves within the context of self- and other-perception that constantly involves the risk 

of being affronted (cf. Goffman 1967:13, 32, 37) – with regard to the topic discussed (e.g., saying 

something stupid), the listening conventions presumed (e.g., dozing off during a presentation), or the 

speaking order upheld (e.g., heckling a comment), but also concerning individual, interaction-

relevant features that might or might not shape the coparticipants’ impressions based on predefined 

expectations, like stuttering, blushing, being late, rustling a candy wrapper, or using a dirty word, just 

to name a few. Put another way, the inevitable alignment of conduct with the social situation at hand 

                                                 
12  Note that Goffman (1959:32) uses the term “front” in a similar way as “part of the individual’s performance which 

regularly functions […] to define the situation for those who observe the performance.” 
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is based on mutually acknowledged expectations emerging in the course of participation itself 

(Goffman 1967:105). 

While within the interaction system, face-work certainly includes the adjustment13 to rules of 

turn allocation, listening conventions, and topical limitations (as is suggested in Schegloff’s 

(1987:223) account quoted in the introduction to this thesis), it plausibly can be thought to regularly 

exceed these mechanical interaction rules. The assumption is here that “face” as the perceivable 

temporary constitution of an attendant can commonly be expected to be mutually accepted and not 

challenged by the respective other, and that “this kind of mutual acceptance seems to be a basic 

structural feature of interaction” (Goffman 1967:11). To this effect, face-work has to be consistent 

with face so that participants are able to decode each other’s momentary constitution; the reduction 

of double contingency would be severely impeded if the momentary strategies of self-presentation 

adversely affected the role an attendant assumes in the interaction system. Accordingly, the 

coparticipants have to allow each other’s momentary constitution to prevail also by means of 

counteracting incidents that implicate a threat of face and would result in embarrassment and 

subsequently in embarrassment about embarrassment (ibid., p. 12f, 105). Because participants strive 

to avoid embarrassment and embarrassment about embarrassment, social situations are “modified, 

prescriptively or proscriptively, by considerations of face” (ibid., p. 13).  

In this context, it is, however, necessary to differentiate between the thus-defined face-

keeping as a condition of interaction as opposed to situations when face-keeping becomes the very 

topic of interaction, namely in the form of corrective processes that emerge as the result of a face-

threatening event (cf. ibid., p. 14f), which will be discussed in detail in Paragraph I.3.4.1. But as a 

structural condition of interaction, face-work can be regarded as independent of its immediate 

success that is determined by the specific communication at hand when assuming that what 

interactants observably do is employing strategies of maintaining face. Each individual action in 

interaction would then be correlatable as constituting a latent communication about how face is 

mutually maintained regardless of the topic at hand, and face-work shall here be understood as the 

most elementary reason why interactions among attendants succeed at all.  

With the focus on the interaction system as the smallest societal subsystem, no differentiation 

regarding the number of attending participants appeared to be necessary as the factor ›mutual 

perceivability‹ serves as a plausible distinctive feature and seems to sufficiently specify the 

conditions of immediate interaction with all its discussed implications. Based on these 

considerations, I will now turn to the question how multi-participant interaction might constitute a 

special case of interaction system in the context of the general conditions of communication among 

attendants.  

I.2 Multi-participant interaction: a special case of interaction system 

Goffman (1983:6f) identifies six “interaction units” based on the specific social situation they occur 

in: ambulatory units in public places that are literally on the move, like pedestrians on sidewalks or 

processions, where no particular contact is made between passing individuals; single contacts 

                                                 
13  Whereas ›adjustment‹ does not categorically mean ›compliance‹ since obviously, the necessity of face-work can include 

not to obey to a particular rule in case the rule itself is identified as face-threatening. 
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acknowledging copresence, like greetings or eye-contacts; conversational encounters of ratified 

participants in small circles; formal meetings with a chair person managing speaking orders and 

discussion topics; platform performances that are set before an audience; and social occasions of the 

celebrative kind, where participants gather on a controlled basis under predefined circumstances. All 

these units can technically emerge as one-on-one as well as multi-participant interaction, whereas 

especially the latter three – formal meetings, platform performances, and social occasions – can 

probably be thought to rather include a number of participants, with one-on-one situations being the 

exemption. 

In a conversational encounter of two attendants, both can only be ratified participants in this 

interaction, and a third attendant can only assume a participation status in relation to this interaction 

as an overhearer (a bystander or eavesdropper), or another ratified participant. It is therefore simple 

math that when it takes at least two to establish an interaction system, it takes at least four to establish 

two interaction systems.14 On this account, ›multi-participant‹ settings shall generally be considered 

social situations with more than three attendants so that there is a technical possibility of establishing 

more than one communication and thus more than one interaction system; also, interaction between 

three attendants leaves no room for short-lived subsystems and can therefore not be observed as a 

system of dominant and subordinate interaction (see Sections I.2.1 and I.2.2 below), while it is my 

assumption that only on this condition, the mechanisms of how one single interaction system with 

multiple participants is maintained become observable. 

Of course, already in a three-participant setting, accommodations have to be made especially 

in the form of direct and indirect address not only in terms of turn allocation, but also with respect to 

the common ground that is established when the information that is immediately exchanged between 

the speaker and the direct addressee(s) must be expected to be heard, comprehended, and 

connectively used by the attendant(s) not directly addressed (cf. Clark & Carlson 1982:333f; Kerbrat-

Orecchioni 2004:5). While the basic techniques of turn organization, however, can theoretically be 

thought to be compatible with any number of participants (cf. Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 

1974:712), the management of address is a basic characteristic of more-than-two-participant 

interaction. But only when the possibility of a second interaction system is a given, explicit claims 

have to be made as to what is the ›main event‹ or the “core activity” (Knoblauch 2006:74) in the 

mutual center of attention. 

I.2.1 Establishing and maintaining a main event 

Initially, the quite loose term ›main event‹ is chosen because it covers the various forms of multi-

participant encounters that are not necessarily dialogic or constantly conversational. Typically, the 

main event is marked by a conventionalized, “ritual bracket” that signifies its beginning and end, and 

within this bracket, participants physically align themselves with the event (Goffman 1981:130; see 

also Goffman 1974:251f). The main event can be predetermined in cases when attendants gather in 

order to participate in the respective event (like the school lesson); the main event can evolve from a 

situation where participation was initially random and then becomes focused (like a spontaneous 

game in the school yard); and of course, the main event can always change in the course of 

                                                 
14  Also Goffman (1981:135) implicitly assumes this when attributing the mergence into “separate encounters” to 

encounters of “four or more participants.” Similar evidence can be found in Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974:713. 
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interaction as it is typical for the undifferentiated system that it is not obliged to the limits of the 

system boundaries in which it occurs. It is specific to the interaction system that the main event is 

negotiated through interaction because it processes internal or external disturbances either 

immediately or not at all (cf. Luhmann 1975:17, 29). So when someone throws a fit during a work 

meeting, this cannot be dealt with later, or parallel to the original main event, but either becomes the 

main event for the time being or must be ignored completely.  

As multi-participant interaction is oriented toward a main event that has the same relevance 

for all attendants, it has to be true that a main event can be identified by means of the attendants’ 

orientation toward it because its relevance is negotiated through interaction. Only when one 

interaction system decomposes into more interaction systems at the cost of mutual perceivability (see 

Section I.2.1), as opposed to forming temporary subsystems, a main event might fade into the 

background as the mere occasion fostering several interaction systems that are not directed toward a 

core activity and cannot be integrated into a general situation, as Kieserling (1999:40) points out. As 

the case may be, establishing or restoring an interaction system ›main event‹ as a unity therefore only 

works by terminating the multiple interaction systems that might have emerged (ibid., p. 40), which 

involves that collective attention has to be claimed by means of explicitly addressing all present 

persons, leading to collective attention in the form of physical orientation toward prominent sound 

and movement (what is happening), cognitive orientation by means of implicit knowledge of 

situationally expected behavior (what should I do), and social orientation toward each other (what are 

the others doing). 

Accordingly, collective bundled focus is what constitutes the main event in the multi-

participant setting in the first place; it is not the attention claim, but the answer to the claim that is 

observable as coordinated action in the form of collective focus (cf. Goodwin 2009:30f) because a 

single participant “can at best make proposals about the structure of participation that should be 

operative at this moment” (ibid., p. 31). As long as an attention claim goes unnoticed or is ignored, 

the main event is not established yet, which becomes most obvious when the attention-claimer feels 

compelled to repeat their claim a number of times until a sufficient amount of focus is ascertained; 

note that here, the obvious question of what constitutes a ›sufficient amount of focus‹ shall be 

postponed for the time being to be scrutinized empirically in Part Three of this thesis. It is, however, 

safe to say that it would be a rather unusual course of action to go on with a speech, a presentation, or 

a performance when nobody is watching or listening.15 Interestingly, securing collective focus is a 

procedure that regularly occurs even in contexts where there is a “prescribed level of attentiveness”, 

as Grosjean (2004:37) puts it with regard to “formal meetings” (that will be discussed in Section I.2.3 

below). The very fact that there is a predefined main event for which attendants gather purposefully 

does not mean that attention is a priori a given; it only means that the inevitable attention claim 

directed toward the main event can be thought to be a priori legitimate. Moreover, also in formal 

settings, the attention claim is constantly renewed and renegotiated throughout the event by means of 

the respective speaker’s or performer’s conduct (cf. Goffman 1981:173); particularly volume, pose, 

and gaze are constant markers of the claim no matter how legitimate it is in the first place, and  

 

                                                 
15  Note here that in LAS field research, the procedure of collective focusing in the first grade of primary school turned out 

to be one of the most prominent pedagogical practices, sometimes taking up to ten minutes of lesson time. 
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regardless of the formal weight of prescribed attentiveness. So even if attendants can be 

institutionally expected to pay attention, it is not a reliable mode, but subjected to the momentary 

interactional conditions of collective action, which, of course, in the extreme case can even mean that 

the ›original‹ main event can not be claimed at all if the attendants do not respond to the claim. 

Attention claims and responses are the first indicators in the multi-participant interaction 

system of how participation statuses might be negotiated in the course of the main event. Obviously, 

as will be shown below, such negotiations are not concluded with the mere establishment of a core 

activity, and depending on the participation framework, different processes of status allocation can be 

identified. 

I.2.2 Participation statuses in relation to the main event 

As the definition of the situation is singular to the interaction (Kieserling 1999:50) – or, as was 

suggested above, as the social situation and the very interaction system are codependent –, it is not 

possible that one social situation includes two or more interaction systems. This is particularly 

interesting in the case of multi-participant events where the respective situation can be individually 

defined by means of the relative participation statuses of the attendants in relation to the main event. 

Since it is not possible to treat two topics simultaneously in one interaction system, ratified 

participants can contribute to the topic, or change the subject of the interaction system as a whole, but 

they cannot open up another interaction system without losing their participation status in the primary 

interaction system they attend, and often this goes along with physical, but at least acoustical 

distancing. When the ratified participation status remains unaltered – either by definition or by 

preference – subsystems to the interaction system can only be established temporarily and in relation 

to the main interaction in the form of lowered voices or cipher that acoustically or semantically 

exclude a part of the attendants (cf. Kieserling 1999:38f; Luhmann 1984:264). In multi-participant 

interactions, this results in a differentiation between “dominating” and “subordinate” communication, 

as Goffman (1981:133) puts it; in such cases, I assume that in relation to the interaction system, all 

participants are ratified regarding the dominant interaction, while with regard to the subordinate 

interaction, statuses from ratified to bystander and eavesdropper can be allocated. I thus deem the 

social situation to be denoted by the different impacts of mutual perceivability that in the case of 

subordinate interactions has to be explicitly evaded. This means that interactions on the below-

surface level are not private even when they are meant to be private and thus concealed by lowered 

voices or restrained movements: The very fact shows that the subordinate communication is 

considered in its relation to the dominant interaction. 

In this sense, the participation status in multi-participant interaction is not entirely exclusive 

despite the fact that temporarily, one cannot be engaged in two or more interactions at the same time: 

Engaging in an interaction subsystem means to signal the exclusion of other attendants from a 

communication on the very condition that one has an acknowledged, unaltered status with regard to 

the core activity. The thus-excluded coparticipants can either become overhearers to the subordinate 

interaction or ignore it, but in both cases they remain ratified participants in relation to the dominant 

communication. Participants in an interaction subsystem can thus at any time be reclaimed by the 

dominant event, and then either have to obey to the claim, or to opt out of the interaction system 

completely. This touches upon the question of the relation between externally imposed interaction 
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orders in the form of institutionalized expectations on the one hand, and the momentary dealing with 

such expectations in the actual interaction system on the other hand. 

I.2.3 The ›formal meeting‹ 

Kieserling (1999:44f) assumes that interaction systems as undifferentiated systems cannot get very 

large, and that an increasing number of participants causes, on the one hand, more standardized forms 

of interaction, and, on the other hand, an increasing imposition of passivity as a consequence of the 

system-specific serialization of actions. I already pointed out that this serialization can be thought to 

inevitably apply to the verbal level, while on the nonverbal level, actions that occur parallel to speech 

are crucial for the communicative correlation of speech acts on the part of the speaker as well as on 

the part of the non-speakers (see Section I.1.2). ›Passivity‹ thus refers to the limited possibilities of 

verbally contributing to a main conversation when a greater number of potential speakers is present, 

which means limited opportunities to verbally intervene and accordingly reduced chances of shaping 

and influencing the communicative progression of a discourse. Theoretically, based on the 

undifferentiated inclusion that is typical for interaction systems, considering that all participants have 

the same proximity to the given main event (ibid., p. 47f), longer stretches of verbal passivity come 

about because every participant is to be heard, and the more ratified speakers are present, the more 

time is naturally spent on listening than on verbally contributing (cf. ibid., p. 45f). Practically, one 

might probably say that in informal multi-participant conversations (regimented into Goffman’s 

“conversational encounters,” see above), turn allocation does not consequently work by means of 

explicit address, but rather in the form of floor-taking, and in this sense, competition for speaking 

rights and speaking times is likely to result in unequal turn distribution and therefore in unequal 

imposition of passivity (see also Luhmann 1975:17). 

In settings where this is an undesired effect, which predominantly is the case in the context of 

organizations that are based on predefined asymmetric relations despite formal equality (Luhmann 

1987:123), interaction must then be standardized to a degree that ascertains a reliable formal 

interaction order, and accordingly, formal multi-participant interaction must be predominantly found 

in formal settings characterized by “highly specialized conditions of professional or organizational 

discipline,” creating a “tight coupling between interaction systems and their social environment” 

(ibid., p. 124). The very formality is then gained from the resistance of at least some characteristics 

of the social system against varying participants and varying topical selections (cf. Luhmann 

1964:29) in combination with certain normative behavioral expectations toward participants (cf. 

ibid., p. 38, 56). These become apparent in the form of fixed role distribution and corresponding 

fixed participation statuses, fixed time frames, and fixed possibilities of topical references (Bargiela-

Chiappini & Harris 1997:207). Such a reproducible, invariable formal structure has, of course, to be 

recognized by the participants, and it has to be practically accomplished (cf. Garfinkel & Sacks 

1970:345f).16 

On site, this observably takes effect with regard to turn allocation that is artificially regulated 

by other means than verbal or nonverbal powers of self-assertion, for example with a predefined 

speaking order, or with the help of a moderator who appoints speakers either based on indications of 

                                                 
16  Whereas the basic sequential turn allocation as a ›formal‹ structure of interaction can be thought to be generally 

invariable regardless of the number of participants (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974:700). 
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the potential speaker that they want to speak (most commonly by hand-raising), or based on the 

moderator’s appreciation of who could contribute something meaningful at the respective stage of a 

conversation (for example in a panel discussion where a general question can be directed to a specific 

expert based on their expertise). ›Standardized‹ interaction thus means ›formalized‹ interaction not 

least in the sense that turn allocation is not informally negotiated by volume and conduct, but 

subjected to commonly accepted specific regulations. The objective is not necessarily that every 

participant will speak, but that speakers and listeners orientate themselves by predefined participation 

statuses and topical boundaries (cf. Grosjean 2004:35). 

A crucial effect on the interaction order is, of course, that with the demand not to speak at 

once, but to indicate the intention beforehand, participants are basically obliged to be silent until told 

otherwise (cf. Wenzl 2010:39), which is the very precondition of appointed speakers being heard in 

the first place, and which determines the whole set of normative expectations toward participants’ 

behavior. As Kieserling (1999:47) points out, “auch wer wenig oder gar nichts beiträgt, muss dies vor 

den Augen der anderen tun,”17 or, in other words, who does not speak is still, albeit passively, 

included in the interaction system. Correspondingly, imposed passivity in formal multi-participant 

interactions concerns the limited range of activities that can be performed in accordance with the 

compliance to a predefined interaction order, with self-perception and other-perception immediately 

determining the individual participation status so that mere presence becomes a normative 

denominator of behavior. As I pointed out in Section I.1.2 above, listening is – as is speaking – 

bound to specific cognitive and communicative demands and as such certainly an active part of a 

verbal interaction without which it could not be performed in the first place. The more participants 

are present, the more likely it is that individual listening activities exceed speaking activities, and that 

more listening than speaking is done as a whole since the “one speaker at a time” rule (cf. Sacks, 

Schegloff & Jefferson 1974:705) does not equate ›one listener at a time‹. Not least, one has to 

consider that the range of possible activities is even more limited for the speaker than for the listener 

because the respective speakers have to regard themselves in the center of attention where it is much 

more difficult to conceal certain behaviors. 

Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (ibid., p. 699) expound that the interaction system is at the 

same time “context-free”, i.e. self-referential, and “capable of extraordinary context-sensitivity”, i.e. 

sensitivity to place, time, and social roles at play. This also means that even if every attendant 

complies with the given externally implied expectations from the start (provided that these 

expectations are part of a previously established common ground shared by the actual participants), 

they do so on condition of momentary mutual perception and impression management, and are 

therefore liable to the general possibility of deviations from ›protocol‹ in the sense that “man die 

Interaktion nicht bruchlos aus den Anforderungen der Gesellschaft oder anderer Großsysteme 

ableiten kann”18 (Kieserling 1999:22). Vice versa, social requirements cannot be thought to be 

sufficiently deducible from interaction systems, as Goffman (1983:8) states when saying that  

 

                                                 
17  Translation (IS): even who contributes little or nothing has to do this under the eyes of the others. 
18  Translation (IS): one cannot seamlessly deduce interaction from the requirements of society or other huge systems. 
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“conservative impact is not, analytically speaking, situational.”19 As for social risk, it thus cannot be 

sufficiently terminated by means of pre-structure because of the specific demands regarding 

professionalization, discipline, and self-control that serve as a measurement of successful impression 

management. To put it in colloquial terms, it is much easier to make a fool out of oneself when the 

expectations are highly formalized and narrowly marked-out than when they are rather random and 

allow for broader indulgence. With institutionalized expectations, uncertainties evoked by double 

contingency are initially reduced by means of specific rules of conduct, while they are reintroduced 

through the backdoor of the pressure to perform adequately according to the given situation, which 

can only be negotiated on a temporary basis as momentary adaptation. I shall get back to this issue in 

I.3.4. 

At this point, the assumption that a multi-participant main event requires a collective 

acknowledgement to become a main event in the first place, and that a formal meeting is pre-

structured by external rules of such a collective acknowledgement, might lead to the suspicion that it 

indeed requires some sort of externally defined ›collective‹ and thus to the question whether or not 

and to what degree external structures like personal and group relations can be made visible as 

relevant for the formal interaction system in terms of collective action. 

I.2.4 Collective action 

Initially, one would perhaps accept the notion that the shape of immediate interaction depends on the 

personal relationships of the attendants as one would assume an interaction between family members 

to be different from one between colleagues, and both, again, to be different from an interaction 

between strangers; after all, personal relationships are established through, and executed in 

interaction. At the same time, one would probably equally accept the proposition that these 

interactions do not differ structurally – they would all be describable in terms of mutual perception, 

turn organization, participant statuses, thematic boundaries, strategies of self-presentation and face-

work, and so on. But as collectives like family, work team, or interest group are prone to outlast the 

immediate interaction system, they also refer to a common ground that regularly exceeds the 

interaction system and are thus based on a shared history. 

Locating such collectives on the organizational level of system differentiation, social 

relations might become relevant in the form of organization-internal social or functional role 

differentiations, and as these, they might be reflected, i.e. regarded in organization-related interaction 

systems (cf. Kieserling 1999:360), as shall be further explicated in Chapter I.3 below. However, 

Kieserling (ibid., p. 50) assumes that apart from social and functional role differentiation, one can 

expect the immediate interaction, especially in the formal multi-participant setting, to remain largely 

unaffected by the individual relationships at hand when they are not explicitly relevant for the 

communication: A couple in a work meeting does not act the part of husband and wife, and in a court 

room, the judge and the defense lawyer do not act the part of golf partners. Particularly in formal 

multi-participant contexts, personal relationships are rather ignored or even concealed as they cannot 

be topically selected without excluding other participants from the communication. So no matter 

what kind of personal relations exist among attendants, they are not likely to be systematically 

                                                 
19  Also Luhmann (1984:455) concludes that problem solutions bound to the typicity of a societal system are not 

offhandedly transferable into interaction. 
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observable in momentary institutionalized multi-participant interaction and therefore not likely to be 

identifiable as systematically consequential for the immediate interaction system. 

Such a strict distinction between the interaction system and its environment is not easily 

upheld. For example, Vanderstraeten (2006:108) assumes classroom interaction to be different from 

other interaction systems based on the contextual features of the interaction situation, namely the 

particular relationship between the teacher and the students, the time-wise intensity of spending time 

together, and the thus established group history. This is also what Herzog (2009:172) refers to when 

conceiving role asymmetry in the school class to be secondary to the established personal relations in 

the form of “Verbundenheit,” attachment, and identifying this attachment as the main factor of social 

cohesion.20 While these aspects are initially undeniable, their implications for interaction analysis are 

quite uncertain because of the difficulty of momentarily factoring them in. First of all, factors like 

group history and personal attachment can mostly be thought to be part of an implicit common 

ground that is not necessarily addressed in immediate interaction (like, for example, last year’s class 

trip). Secondly, such factors are impossible to determine by means of immediate individual behavior 

since any behavior could be motivated by a number of interests or relationship qualities, and every 

interest could trigger a number of behaviors (cf. Goffman 1983:9; Kieserling 1999:142f; Knoblauch 

2006:74; Luhmann 1987:121). It might, however, still be possible to refer to momentary intentions 

and motives as immediately alleged by coparticipants (cf. Lee 1987:23), for example when a speaker-

in-waiting distinctly clears her throat, which the actual speaker might interpret as an indication of the 

other preparing to take the floor, and act accordingly, but still unpredictably; the speaker thus 

reminded of a coparticipant waiting for their turn might expedite the speaking pace as well as 

promptly interrupt the speech or increase the speaking volume, just to name a few possibilities. The 

speaker-in-waiting, on the other hand, might simply have had a lump in her throat and not meant to 

signal anything. Even on condition that the speaker and the throat-clearer do have a well-established 

relationship transcending the boundaries of the immediate interaction system they both take part in, 

i.e. even if the speaker has on several previous occasions made the experience that the throat-clearer 

does so as a preparation to take the floor, neither of the two is committed to an according non-

negotiable behavioral pattern. 

This does not change the fact that commonly, the communication between group members is 

treated as a special case of multi-participant interaction (or even: as the only case of multi-participant 

interaction). Apparently, what makes ›groups‹ scientifically interesting in terms of their 

›communication‹ is that one can look at them as goal-oriented problem-solving or decision-making 

entities, with a successful agreement on a decision being the desired outcome of the communication 

(e.g., Allen & Plax 1999; Buckley, Burns & Meeker 1985; Propp 1999). This perspective includes 

immediate interaction as the vehicle of problem-solving and decision-making, and does not refer to 

interaction itself as a problem to be solved or a decision to be made (as can be withdrawn from 

Propp’s (1999:227, 228ff) dealing with the issue). With an outcome-oriented conceptualization, 

research on group communication has thus an often normative connotation, pursuing an almost  

 

                                                 
20  However, at the same time, Herzog (2009:174) admits that school education is principally possible without the teacher 

knowing the individual students (which, by implication, must mean that it is also possible without the students having 
personal relationships with each other); he also refers to the findings of Krappmann & Oswald (1995:64; cited by 
Herzog 2009:181) that group relations of students do not have an observable impact on classroom interaction. 
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pedagogic mission of ›improving‹ such communications (cf. Poole 1999:40; Propp 1999:230). As 

opposed to this, an empirical approach that is interested in interaction as such would have to distance 

itself from said concept: 

Man kann Kommunikation nicht als Programm zur Maximierung von Konsens 
verstehen, weil Kommunikation ja immer auch die Möglichkeit von Dissens und 
Ablehnung reproduziert.21 (Kieserling 1999:379) 

The notion of groups as goal-oriented units fosters the perspective that collective action is a 

joint contribution to a cause “to achieve specific, mutually preferred outcomes” (Buckley, Burns & 

Meeker 1985:81) by means of coordinated action and group orientation of the involved individuals. 

The focus is on the individual choices that lead to group decisions based on individual considerations 

regarding the personal costs of cooperation versus non-cooperation by taking one another into 

account (ibid., p. 84f, 91). When assuming that ›cooperative action‹ is aimed at a cause beyond the 

interaction system, this means to direct the analytic focus away from the interaction system and 

toward group member interests and relationships as observer-defined categories, and this also implies 

that ›cooperation‹ is something that has to be achieved through interaction. Both notions – group 

member interests as the guiding principle of group communication, and cooperation as the desired 

outcome of interaction – can be also retrieved in classroom research. For example, Vanderstraeten 

(2006:104f) proposes that the school’s treatment of its clients as members of the organization causes 

a minimum of motivation and willingness to cooperate in the school lesson on the part of the 

students, whereas Sann & Preiser (2008:211ff) condition students’ lesson cooperation on concrete 

intrinsic motivations, i.e. incentives like good grades for good performances, or extrinsic 

motivations, i.e. working as a self-rewarding activity.  

What I deem problematic here is that with a normative connotation of ›cooperation‹ as a 

desirable joint effort in interaction to achieve a higher goal, a contrast is construed that implies that 

interaction is something different than cooperation, which not only terminologically would leave 

open the question what interaction is if not cooperation. When considering structural characteristics 

of the interaction system like turn organization or topic selection, it is hardly imaginable how this 

could work without cooperating coparticipants. Therefore, I would rather conclude that the question 

of why participants cooperate can only be pursued outside the interaction system because if they 

would not cooperate, there would be no interaction in the first place: What is displayed in immediate 

interaction is already the result of the however motivated willingness to cooperate, and not its 

emergence. In other words, interaction always requires cooperation on the immediate level, i.e. the 

momentary concurrence or interplay of operations.  

Finally, one might doubt, anyway, if groups can communicate at all except for the case when 

groups communicate with other groups on the organizational level (cf. Luhmann 1975:22f; 

1998:842f). Strictly speaking, ›group communication‹ as immediate interaction can only be 

communication among attendants that are for the moment functionally confined to their role as 

members of a specific group. Looking at it this way, the term ›group‹ is merely an excluding 

category that describes who is exempted from the very interaction system (namely, non-members), 

                                                 
21  Translation (IS): One cannot understand communication as a program to maximize agreement because communication 

always also reproduces the possibility of disagreement and rejection. 
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but usually, this does not mean that group communication is only possible when all members of the 

group are present. Getting thus back to the question of the ›collective‹, I would like to argue that 

regardless of the personal relations, group memberships, specific tasks and projected outcomes that 

are at play in multi-participant interaction systems, a collective that seems to be observable in 

immediate interaction is not an independent, outlasting entity – as such, it would technically be an 

organization within the interaction system, which is not possible per definition. Goffman (1959:83ff) 

thus does not talk of ›groups‹, but considers the possibility that in multi-participant interaction, 

attendants might perform as “teams” that can be distinguished from opposed teams or audiences in 

the form of specifically, team-internal coordinated action between the momentary members of the 

respective team. However, this kind of ›teaming up‹ can only be executed along the lines of 

differentiation from other attendants, for example when four participants team up as two couples.  

In the context of this thesis, the advantage of such an approach is that the interaction system 

remains nothing more and nothing less than communication among attendants. Proceeding to 

classroom interaction as the object of study of this thesis, collective action in the interaction system 

shall therefore be approached as the joint co-production of the social event itself, and classroom 

interaction is understood as the co-production of a formal social event on condition of multiple 

participants being present. 

I.3 Multi-participant interaction in the school lesson: the co-production of a social event 

Schools as organizations of the educational system can, as interaction systems and society itself, be 

described by means of their specific dealing with double contingency (see Chapter I.1), which is here 

solved by the particular conditions of membership (access, inclusion, maintenance, exclusion) and by 

the primacy of function in the form of assuming the binary code of the educational system 

(determined by Luhmann (2002:59) referring to Kade22 as “vermittelbar/ nicht vermittelbar,” 

conveyable/ not conveyable)23 and therefore being attributable to this functional area. Membership 

and primacy of function are produced, executed, and continued in the form of programs and 

decisions, communicated indirectly via written products, and immediately in the form of social 

interaction (Luhmann 1998:829f, 841f). Organization in general can thus be thought to be 

implemented in the form of direct as well as indirect interaction, and institutional interactions 

between attendants would therefore be a co-production of social events that partly constitute the 

organization. 

The organizational system ›school‹ and the interaction system ›school lesson‹ are assumed to 

be bound to different logics that are not easily connectable as the school operates with standardized 

technical categories while the school lesson takes place on condition of a lack of standardization and 

technology, as Herzog (2009:156, 160) points out. Correspondingly, Vanderstraeten (2006:106) 

argues that there is a separation of the administrative, organizational level of the school on the one  

 

                                                 
22  Luhmann refers here to Jochen Kade’s article “Vermittelbar/ nicht vermittelbar,” published in Dieter Lenzen/ Niklas 

Lehmann, “Bildung und Weiterbildung im Erziehungssystem,” Frankfurt 1997. 
23  For the education system, the operation of ›conveying‹ is thus the reference point of its binary code, and failing to 

›convey‹ certain knowledge to its clients would then serve as a subsequent negative measurement with regard to topics 
that could not be imparted and students to whom they could not be imparted (cf. Luhmann 2002:59f) in order to refine 
and extend the scope of the ›conveyable‹. 
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hand, and the actual activities in the classroom on the other hand, materializing as the absence of 

coordination and control from a superordinated level. However, one should consider here that this 

logical and logistical separation of the organizational system and the associated interaction system 

might not be specific to school, but a general characteristic of the relation between organization and 

interaction, as was already suggested above in the context of ›formal meetings‹ in general (Section 

I.2.3). One might thus conclude that the actual activities in the classroom can be only to some degree 

plausibly translated or retranslated into the categories offered by the organization (e.g., curricula, 

meritocratic assessments) because classroom interactions are not a one-to-one execution of these 

categories, but can be thought to be influenced by the weight of expectations that are imposed on the 

interaction system through the organizational program (cf. Kieserling 1999:340, 358). The 

organization can therefore only indirectly draw on its interaction systems, whereas the absence of a 

binding, institutionalized translation tool structurally impedes the replicability of decision-making 

processes on the immediate interaction level. On the organizational level, however, this deficit can be 

faded out as long as arbitrary decision-making is not random, but serves the interests of the 

organization (cf. Luhmann 2002:159ff, 164). At any rate, my assumption is here that the impacts of 

the institutional arbitrariness of classroom interaction are only to a very limited extent observable by 

means of interaction analysis. They are a problem of the organization and therefore treated and 

solved at the organizational level. I would like to argue that the uncertainties that might be evoked in 

the wake of organizational unobservedness are part of the underlying features of double contingency 

that precisely necessitate the practiced rules of immediate interaction in the classroom. 

While all of Goffman’s “interaction units” (see Chapter I.2 above) can be assumed to be 

found in an organizational context to some extent, it is particularly the formal meeting that is 

characterized as an institutionally intended immediate interaction system as it is an inherent part of 

the organizational procedure of daily business. With school lesson interactions generally being 

shaped by the implications of mutual perceivability, double contingency and corresponding face-

work, and composed based on verbal seriality and corresponding strategies of turn allocation in the 

context of synchronic related listening activities, they are, as formal meetings, additionally 

characterized by fixed role distribution and corresponding fixed participation statuses, fixed time 

frames, and fixed (albeit broadly laid out) topics. Of course, it must be borne in mind that this general 

structure of the formal interaction system does not already predefine the course it is going to take 

despite the fact that certain forms of routine indeed might serve as connectable orientation (Luhmann 

2002:109). Only this way, as Kieserling (1999:52) points out, it is possible that interaction remains 

visible as an autopoietic system that builds its structure through its own operations. 

But despite the obvious resemblance to other sorts of formal meetings, school lessons 

probably can be assumed to be substantially different in at least two regards. First of all, there is the 

unequalled frequency with which they are carried out. Leaving aside the impacts this might have on 

the social relations among the participants, as proposed in Section I.2.4 above, there is still the fact 

that in other domains, formal meetings at the workplace constitute only a part of the professional 

workday (if at all). By contrast, the workday at school mostly consists of one formal meeting after 

another with the occasional break or recess, and this goes for both students and teachers. Whatever 

autonomous work has to be done to prepare and process the daily order of school business, it is 

usually not conducted at the workplace – at least as far as the students are concerned, who, in the 
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German school system of regular half-day schooling, literally do their homework at home. But also 

teachers are normally not equipped with sufficient workstations at their workplace, where only those 

with a functional position have an own office. With this basic conceptualization of the educational 

procedure, immediate interaction is the cornerstone of the organization; it is thus an inherent 

characteristic of the school that it is systematically executed in the form of gross interaction. Hence, 

although in the context of this thesis, comparisons with other sorts of formal meetings are not being 

conducted, one can at least conjecture that the regular inclusion in such an interaction system leads to 

a kind of unparalleled professionalization in dealing with it on the part of the participants.  

Secondly, while an asymmetric interaction order of the school lesson initially can be derived 

from role differentiation and thus might apply to various constellations where role differentiation is at 

play (e.g., doctor/ patient, judge/ courtroom attendants, president/ administrative staff, etc.), one 

should bear in mind that in the case of at least primary and lower secondary education, the 

asymmetry teacher/ students is substantially shaped by the difference adult/ minors that has not only 

a conventional impact in the form of normative seniority expectations with regard to paying respect 

or following orders, but also a legal connotation as underage students have to be supervised by the 

teacher not only as their instructor, but also as their legal guardian for the time being. Moreover, 

legally stipulated compulsory school attendance for underage children means that their being 

schooled is not a matter of preference, choice, or decision (neither on the part of the students nor their 

parents), but simply a legal duty like paying taxes or wearing a seatbelt, with regulated implications 

of contravention. Accordingly, in contrast to most other forms of formal meetings, cooperation in the 

school lesson must be considered to be at least partly influenced by the circumstance that none of the 

attendants have a lawful right to leave the premises – not the students, who have to comply with 

compulsory attendance, nor the teacher, who has a legal responsibility to supervise. This basically 

means that particularly for students, attendance is not a membership-related duty in the proper sense 

(cf. Kieserling 1999:341), but membership results from the duty to attend. As a predetermined 

reduction of double contingency, this pronouncedly makes sure that participation statuses do not have 

to be negotiated anew every time the attendants come together (cf. Hausendorf 2006:942). 

I.3.1 Participation statuses and asymmetric role distribution 

Participation statuses in the school lesson are derived from organizationally determined membership 

and per definition exclude everyone who is not a regular member of the class – and not the school, 

since as far as school lessons are concerned, they are confined to the subunit of the school class so 

that members of one class have no regular access to lessons of another class. A specific role-related 

difference might be recognized here as teachers, especially in secondary school, can be assigned to 

more than one class, which students cannot. But at the level of the interaction system, ›lesson 

membership‹ is as exclusive for teachers as it is for students, and attendants of the interaction system 

›school lesson‹ are a priori ratified participants within the specific institutionalized interaction order 

because they are per definition addressees of the dominant communication (see Section I.1.1).  

As every attendant is a ratified participant, there are normally no witnesses or bystanders to 

classroom interaction (possibly, the exemption would be the classroom interaction that is investigated 

by outsiders, which will be discussed in Paragraph I.3.4.1 and also in Section II.2.2 of this thesis). 

One might therefore assume that at least as far as the interaction order is concerned, the principal 
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double contingency is mitigated from the start because of the reduced uncertainties regarding role-

related expectations and expected expectations owed to the specific requirements of the functional 

system that are primarily reflected in the asymmetry of the role distribution teacher/ student, an 

asymmetry that is all the more enforced as other social roles do not have to be considered in the 

context of school (Luhmann 1998:825f). Hence, asymmetric role distributions produce asymmetric 

interaction based on specific role relations (Goffman 1967:52; Kieserling 1999:250f; Luhmann 

2002:108), empirically observable in the form of specific privileges regarding discourse organization, 

seating arrangements, object-handling, and movement within space, all these privileges lying by the 

professional role of the teacher, equipping him with “strukturell garantierte Überlegenheit”, 

structurally guaranteed superiority (Luhmann 2002:108), and being temporarily granted to students 

in accordance with specific situational requirements. 

While role asymmetry might initially suggest “two-party interaction” in Schegloffs’s 

(1987:222) sense, with the teacher constituting one and the students the other party of the interaction 

system, mutual perceivability in the school lesson is initially provided by the spatial boundaries of 

the classroom, and not by the predefined interaction order. Even if specific seating arrangements do 

not equip each participant with equal unlimited vision and visibility (which is probably the regular 

case), a general possibility of mutual audibility can be assumed to be a given at all times as the 

physical conditions do not allow the attendants to remove themselves from earshot.24 Given 

confinements of mutual visibility do not imply that any participant would be entirely invisible at any 

given time, or that any participant would be entirely unable to visually observe at least a segment of 

their coparticipants. Mutual perception as the cornerstone of interaction is thus not happening on a 

two-party level; however, depending on the seating arrangement at hand, easily observable segments 

might differ substantially between the students, whereas the teacher is endowed with the universal 

possibility to get an overview when positioning himself prominently in the room. Here, the teacher’s 

alleged professional need to monitor all students is recorded in the privilege of free movement, 

whereas the students, confined to their seats, are not supposed to have this particular need; they 

mainly have to be able to observe the teacher. While one might argue that this way, the teacher is 

constantly on show (cf. Hausendorf 2006:940; Herzog 2009:171; Vanderstraeten 2006:109), this 

does not mean that he is the only participant observed by the students, whose perception of one 

another must initially be assumed to have crucial relevance for their behavioral alignment. 

In general, one can assume that the more ratified participants are present in an interaction 

system, “the less dependent the occasion will be on any one participant” (Goffman 1967:131). The 

structural all-inclusion, albeit a characteristic of the ratified participation status, does therefore not 

necessarily, and certainly not at all times, entail an active inclusion of all participants in the main 

event (cf. Hausendorf 2006:939). This is why to an observer, students might convey the impression 

of spectators, especially when a respective lesson unit solely requires observing (mostly in the form 

of listening).25 But compared to an audience, students are much more responsible for keeping track of 

the main event because they are supposed to be able to reproduce what they hear and see, which is a  

 

                                                 
24  In the case of the LAS seventh grade, efforts were regularly made to ensure and maintain this mutual audibility by orders 

to ›speak up‹ (given by the teacher) or complaints that someone spoke ›too low‹ (sometimes also made by a student).  
25  Breidenstein (2006:96f) describes students as audiences specifically in the context of whole-class instruction, while he 

also concedes that they are an audience that at any given moment can be included in the center of attention. 
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general characteristic of conversations, as was elaborated in Section I.1.2 above. One can thus 

conclude that present students are, in contrast to audiences, an integral part of the lesson discourse 

whatever acute shape it might take, and whatever concrete individual behavior is displayed because 

as by definition ratified participants, students can, within the limits of certain rules, verbally 

contribute to the public discourse established. This distinguishes students from mere audiences who 

do not perform the staged event that is central to the respective social occasion, but only pay attention 

to it (Abercrombie & Longhurst 1998:40) since a reallocation of speaking/ not speaking among 

audience and performer is not included in the expectation context of platform performances 

(Kieserling 1999:45). 

In the following, with a closer look at the whole-class lesson discourse as one of the main 

events of school lessons and the major format of active inclusion in and adaptation to the dominant 

conversation, I will go into the specific issues that arise from the fact that students in the school 

lesson interaction system are exactly not audiences, spectators, or bystanders. In an attempt to apply 

the foregoing considerations regarding the interaction system of the school lesson, Sections I.3.2 and 

its subchapters contain a number of theoretical assumptions on classroom interaction that I derived 

from my own observations and analyses. 

I.3.2 The main event and the problem of establishing a common ground 

In the classroom, Breidenstein (2006:91) identifies four general sorts of interaction format: individual 

work, partner work, team work, and whole-class instruction, which here shall be called the ›lesson 

discourse‹ referring to the German term ›Unterrichtsgespräch‹26. While there is a great research 

interest in classroom groupings as an alternative to whole-class instruction (for an overview, see 

Naujok, Brandt & Krummheuer 2008), the latter can be thought to be (still) the major interaction 

format in the classroom: Note here that during LAS research in the seventh grade, team or group 

work did not occur once, while partner work was documented only two times in the school year, so 

that whole-class discourses and individual work were the predominantly observed interaction 

formats, with an average ratio of 84:16 per month, which, after all, appears to be the rule rather than 

the exception (Breidenstein 2006:94f). 

As the discourse in the multi-participant setting has to be organized in turns due to the 

seriality of immediate interaction, the formal meeting in the classroom can generally be thought to be 

“institutionalized communication” (Hausendorf 2008:934), structured by means of an interaction 

order that is, on the hand, the responsibility of a presiding chair, a moderator, or a discussion 

manager whose task it is to appoint speakers, which initially equips him with and continuously 

reinforces his distinguishable authority (Heritage 2005:117). On the other hand, the interaction order 

is also the responsibility of the coparticipants, who are supposed to accept the chair’s momentary turn 

allocations and to position themselves accordingly as speakers, listeners, and listeners who are at the 

same time speakers-in-waiting (see Section I.1.2). Depending on the occasion, a presiding chair can 

be pre-appointed by means of a program, or explicitly or implicitly appointed at any point of the 

meeting depending on the respective interaction format (for example, a presenter can become the 

moderator of the discussion following her presentation); in the classroom, the public discourse is  

 

                                                 
26  I find the term ›instruction‹ misleading as it implies an objective that cannot be taken for granted. 
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usually managed by the teacher qua institutional program in the sense that discourse moderation is 

part of the teacher’s job description. But in contrast to formal meetings among adults where all 

participants can be thought to be legally equal, the specific legal role asymmetry between the teacher 

as the lawful guardian and the students as the lawfully guarded creates a specific hierarchy where the 

teacher as the attendant with the highest rank has an initially non-negotiable authority over the lower-

ranking students. 

The institutionally set unequal distribution of power a priori shapes the immediate lesson 

interaction in the sense that the teacher is not merely the moderator or the manager of the lesson 

discourse, as the presiding chair would be in a formal meeting among adults, where, for example, it is 

not uncommon that participants leave the room for a while without announcing the purpose or the 

fact itself; as far as my moderate experience goes, I never witnessed that such a behavior was 

challenged by the discourse manager in the form of asking the respective person where they were 

going, or ordering them to stay. In the classroom, leaving the premises on one’s own behalf is simply 

not an option, as was already mentioned above. The teacher is not supposed to do so because of his 

legal duty to supervise the minors in his custody. The students, again, have to ask the teacher’s 

permission not only to leave the room (for example, to go to the bathroom), but often enough also to 

leave their seat (for example, to throw something into the garbage can). Such demands can be as 

easily denied as granted by the teacher; both cases were observed during LAS field research. 

Basically the same goes for the lesson discourse. As in any formal multi-participant meeting, 

an intention to speak has to be nonverbally indicated by the respective speaker-in-waiting, here by 

raising a hand, and to be granted by the teacher in the form of calling on the hand-raiser and giving 

them the floor. In contrast to the presiding chair, however, the teacher has the privilege to terminate 

the public discourse whenever for whatever reason regardless of whether there are still speakers-in-

waiting (what a moderator can probably only do with a hint at the time running out, and with an 

apology to those who thus do not get the floor)27; and the teacher can call on whomever he sees fit 

regardless of whether the respective participant indicates an intention to speak or not (which I would 

deem extremely unlikely in a meeting among adults). The teacher can give crucial input himself; he 

can insert affirmative loops of repetition; he can pose intermediate questions; he can mark 

participants’ contributions as relevant or irrelevant regarding the common ground to be established 

and developed; he has the power to decide the connectivity of the communication based on a ›right/ 

wrong‹ differentiation that he mostly executes himself; in short, the teacher determines and processes 

the discourse to a much larger extent than any of his coparticipants, and this is not a coincidental 

momentary expression of an immediately negotiated interaction order, it is the definition of ›doing 

being a teacher‹ itself. Although the as permanent as various interventions illustrate the selectivity of 

the momentary procedural decision based on previous decisions that always include the possibility of 

doing it differently (cf. Hausendorf 2006:943), the one who makes the obvious decisions remains 

commonly the teacher. 

These differences between the presiding chair of a formal meeting and the teacher in the 

classroom (who initially both maintain control over the event by exerting the right to turn allocation,  

 

                                                 
27  On several occasions at official meetings or workshops, I even witnessed that discussions that were cut short for reasons 

of time were offered to be continued after the end of the formal meeting, or on the next appropriate occasion. 
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as Heritage (2005:116) expounds) is here ascribed to the fact that it is a crucial aspect of the teacher’s 

job that he has the professional responsibility for the discourse on the content level, while the 

presiding chair literally distributes this responsibility to his coparticipants (cf. ibid., p. 116): From a 

normative perspective, the teacher’s programmatic claim to discourse moderation entails more than 

mere turn allocation, namely the establishment and securing of common ground (see Section I.1.2). 

This means that in order to fulfill the professional requirements of his job, he somehow has to make 

assumptions as to if and how the information provided in the discourse is comprehended by the 

students. While the presiding chair can treat this as a problem of his coparticipants – often enough, 

for example in parliament debates, the chair is explicitly not supposed to meddle with the discourse 

on the content level –, the teacher is supposed to regard the production of a reliable common ground 

as his very own problem (with the intention to impart knowledge being the operative mode of the 

function system, see Chapter I.3). The public lesson discourse is the cornerstone of creating and 

establishing a common ground and as such the very essence of ›teaching‹ in the form of providing 

and processing the information deemed relevant for establishing and maintaining classroom 

communication. Moreover, the continuously growing information pool is also supposed to outlast the 

immediate interaction system, i.e. to be recyclable and reproducible in subsequent lessons, but also in 

class tests, homework, and oral exams, with far-reaching consequences not only for the students’ 

school careers, but also for the teacher’s evaluation of the own professional success. 

Yet, the teacher cannot rely on each student’s responses to the common ground work of the 

discourse since by far not all students formulate or signal their momentary state of comprehension. In 

contrast to one-on-one interaction, classroom discourse mostly lacks responses in the form of 

continuers and assessments on the part of the students that normally help to keep the conversation 

flowing: The students do not utter ›mhm‹s or ›uh-huh‹s, and they rarely nod, smile, or frown 

responsively to the public discourse (cf. ibid., p. 124f). This is a phenomenon that seems to be quite 

common in formal multi-participant interaction, where everyone who has ever spoken in front of a 

greater number of participants knows that in these situations, one is often confronted with ›blank 

faces,‹ which requires a great deal of confidence on the part of the respective speaker, who gets very 

few clues as to how their utterance is being received on the synchronous nonverbal level, considering 

that from one-on-one interactions, participants are used to get and to process this crucial information 

imminently, as elaborated in Section I.1.2 above in the context of ›listening‹.28 While Kieserling 

(1999:138) suggests that common rules of listening that aim at motionlessness and inexpressiveness 

generally serve a stronger differentiation of the communication process (in terms of being forced to 

verbalize responses), I would like to add for consideration that at the same time, the very same rules 

relieve the ›listeners‹ from having to respond at all.  

Strictly speaking, in order to secure the common ground in a multi-participant setting, each 

participant would have to be actively included in the response part of the communication triangle; in 

the LAS seventh grade with up to 27 students attending the lesson, one can imagine that having each 

participant respond to the message at stake would not only take an unfeasible amount of time, it 

would most likely also bring to light a number of insufficient responses so that the ›lesson progress‹ 

                                                 
28  Kieserling (1999:129) points out that on condition of mutual acoustic perceivability, the burden of proof in cases of ›not 

having perceived‹ lies with the listener, not the speaker, so that an absent veto implies tacit agreement. It is, however, 
questionable if this, particularly in the multi-participant setting, applies to comprehensibility, as well. 
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would be severely impeded. It is therefore the ›lesson discourse‹ itself that constitutes an almost odd 

form of interaction format – ›odd‹ not in the sense that it would be quantitatively unusual as (at least 

in the German teaching culture) the ›Unterrichtsgespräch‹ is a common didactic technique, but 

certainly odd in the sense that the notion of a ›lesson discourse‹ deliberately fosters the illusion of 

universal active inclusion by means of maintaining the theoretical possibility to include and to be 

included (securing common ground), while practical active inclusion is not only rare with regard to 

the single participant, but also broadly undesired, considering that the students are mostly supposed 

to listen (as mere listeners or as speakers-in-waiting) and thus to be content with being mainly 

passively included in the discourse. 

Accordingly, there are very little means to secure common ground sustainably in the 

immediateness of the multi-participant interaction system as it is unfeasible to make sure that every 

information is indeed comprehended and internalized by each participant at any given time. The 

›improbability of classroom communication‹ is thus not only a matter of general double contingency, 

or of the underlying pedagogic-didactic ambitions that are by definition prone to interference and 

structurally risky as the predefined purpose might not be accomplished, as Hausendorf (2008:933f) 

points out. In my line of argumentation, classroom communication gains a great deal of its 

improbability through the practical impossibility of reliably ascertaining common ground in the 

multi-participant interaction system itself, while at the same time, this aimed-at common ground, i.e. 

what every participant needs to comprehend in order to process the ongoing communication, is not 

only the basic precondition of communication in general, it is the very basis on which a whole set of 

connected decisions in school are being made. In the so-called meritocratic decision-making, the 

crucial assumption is that the common ground established through lesson discourses is sustainably29 

internalized by each student, while at the same time, the interaction system of the school lesson offers 

no reliable technique to make sure that important information reaches its addressees in the first place. 

So, what a student is supposed to know differs extremely of what is made sure they know; the teacher 

might control the discourse, but this does not mean that he controls ›learning‹ (see also Hausendorf 

2006:950f; Herzog 2009:167). 

Technically, ›offering information‹ can therefore be thought to be the minimal requirement 

of the teacher’s job particularly in secondary school where special subject teaching is thought to 

solely depend on the teachers’ factual competence (Luhmann 2002:151, 162), which would also 

imply that the role-related socialization of the students by means of pedagogic measures is supposed 

to be finalized. In fact, it might not seem entirely unimaginable that a teacher leaves it at that; classic 

university lectures are executed that way, and an inclined reader might remember from own school 

experiences the kind of teachings that ›went over the heads‹ of the students. Essentially, a teacher has 

very little means to control the cognitive processes the offered information is met with. The lesson 

discourse can thus be understood as the comprehension-securing loop through which information is 

filtered not in order to really establish common ground (which is, due to the multi-participant quality, 

unfeasible), but in order to establish that common ground has been established. 

 

                                                 
29  In the sense that the interaction system of the school lesson within its structural organization draws on both a history and 

a future (Luhmann 1975:32). 
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A didactic technique of common-grounding that was regularly observed in the LAS seventh 

grade is to initiate a discourse by means of a quite general question (e.g., ›what is this poem about‹), 

allowing for different kinds of responses in the form of students’ suggestions that are serially 

collected and accumulated as single fragments composing a universal, collectively worked out 

solution. Interestingly, in the rare cases when a single student formulated an all-sufficient answer by 

him- or herself, particularly when it happened in the beginning of the discussion, this had no impact 

on the further discourse that was never terminated because the ›right‹ solution had been found, 

neither by the students, who still kept raising their hands, nor by the teacher, who still kept calling on 

speakers-in-waiting. This seems plausible when considering that the more participants are actively 

included in the establishment of the common ground, the more reliable it becomes in the ongoing 

communication. Accordingly, even in the case of topics that were clearly oriented toward a ›right/ 

wrong‹ differentiation, like, for example, ›what kinds of attributes are there‹, the students were 

regularly ordered to name one item each, and not to name them all at once. By attempting to actively 

include a number of students in the solution-finding process, the availability of common ground can 

be monitored on a broader level, while at the same time, also the responsibility for the common 

ground is collectivized among the participants, who work out problems by means of collaboration 

with a certain degree of dependence on the regular corrective control offered by the publicity of the 

discourse. For comparison, such a common ground-securing technique was only rarely observed in 

the LAS first grade where the teacher mostly delivered the entire input herself while the students 

were to repeat aspects of this input afterwards. 

The autonomy of the immediate interaction system of the classroom becomes all the more 

obvious when taking into account that topical units normally extend over several lessons and are 

based on one another content-wise. In the investigated school lessons, the information that was 

offered in previous lessons seemed to be taken for granted only to a certain degree since a teaching 

unit regularly started with bringing everyone up to date in the form of a repetitive loop as a 

constantly renewed attunement to the time-spanning thematic schedule (such a repetitive unit will be 

discussed in Example 2, Part Three of this thesis). So even the common ground that has already been 

established regularly has to be re-established in the immediate interaction system in order to facilitate 

a connective discourse. As could be expected based on the earlier considerations regarding 

interaction systems in general, the re-establishment of common ground could frequently be observed 

as taking on a life of its own in the form of a painstaking reconstruction of last lesson’s discourse, 

with the students contributing all kinds of fragments (essential and not so essential) of the previously 

discussed lesson contents, and raising issues that had not been comprehended before or not even 

discussed so far. Thus, a lesson section that was (assumingly) planned as a brief repetition could 

more and more (and almost uncontrollably) expand due to the immanent dynamics of the interaction 

system, which are – even within the limitations of institutionalized communication – more or less 

unpredictable as the course of the school lesson seems to be self-conditioning, as Luhmann 

(2002:105) points out. 

It is therefore conceivable that in the immediate interaction system of the school lesson, 

keeping up the notion of an all-including common ground without having the means to actually 

secure it (not temporally, and not sustainably) only works if the respective students who are actively 
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included in the discourse as responders are perceived by the teacher30 as representatives of the 

students as a whole, based on the assumption that the lesson discourse in the form of dominant 

communication is explicitly treated as a ›public‹ discourse, i.e. a part of the lesson that is literally 

›published‹ and concerns all participants equally, constituting what has previously been defined as 

the ›main event‹ (see Section I.2.1) in the form of “the official business” (Clark 2004:366). Although, 

as was explicated above in Chapter I.1, the interaction system has in general a public, not a private 

quality due to mutual perceivability, the multi-participant interaction system necessitates the internal 

differentiation between what is public not in contrast to what is private, but in contrast to what is not 

relevant. The public discourse is thus the one point of mutual reference in the multi-participant 

interaction system. In order to mark the discourse as public, the teacher has to create a 

communitization effect by referent as well as by volume, gaze directions and gestures; he has to 

make sure that every student can consider him- or herself as being addressed even if the conversation 

itself only includes a few participants actively. The students, on the other hand, have to perceivably 

acknowledge the public discourse as the main event in order to put it into effect even on condition 

that it is part of their universal knowledge of school lessons that never every participant is actively 

included in the momentary discourse of the immediate interaction system, which is already 

predefined in the very discourse organization. 

I.3.3 Lesson discourse organization 

The disparity teacher/ students coming to light in the very organization of the lesson discourse leads 

Schegloff (1987:222f), as touched upon repeatedly, to the conclusion that despite the multi-

participant quality of the setting, the actual lesson conversation is structured as a one-on-one 

interaction between two ›parties‹, the teacher on the one hand, and the students on the other hand. 

When looking at the lesson discourse as a solution-oriented communication, one comes to the 

conclusion that its regular structure can be described as “initiation – reply – evaluation” (Mehan 

1979:37), or, as refined by Pitsch & Ayaß (2008:972), as “initiation – response – evaluation (I-R-

E).”31 Such a conception of lesson discourse organization focuses on the linguistic mechanisms of 

establishing a common ground, with the teacher raising an issue in a way that initiates a (verbal or 

nonverbal) response on the part of the students, which, afterwards, is evaluated by the teacher 

according to its relevance to the communication. In Mehan’s (e.g., 1967:37-70) examples, the 

teacher’s utterances are either treated as “initiations” or “evaluations,” while the students utterances 

are always categorized as “replies.” In the case of the lesson discourses witnessed in the LAS seventh 

grade, however, “I-R-E” proves to be an abridged version of the discursive interaction in the lesson, 

omitting several steps of the all-including interaction that regularly occurred in the investigated case 

at hand. I deem these steps crucial for the understanding of how it is coherently established through 

multi-participant interaction that common ground is being established by means of multi-participant 

interaction.32 

                                                 
30  Which, as I suggested in the introduction to this thesis, apparently leads to a scientific practice of treating single students 

as representatives of their ›party‹ in classroom research, as well. 
31  This structure is also basically corroborated by Breidenstein (2006:98). 
32  Note that Hausendorf (2006:948) refers to the organization of speaking rights as presenting several forms of ›rituals;‹ in 

accordance with Luhmann (2002:109), I prefer to stick with the term ›routine‹ here as I deem the procedure of discourse 
organization a mainly pragmatic, not predominantly symbolic solution of the concrete problem of turn allocation (see 
also Wenzl 2010:37f). 
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First of all, in the multi-participant reality of the classroom, the teacher always has to give 

verbal and nonverbal clues as to who he is addressing in the respective discourse sequence, as was 

already explained above. I would like to suggest here that the publicity of the public discourse, and 

thus its universal relevance for all participants, has to be constantly claimed and accepted by the 

participants as long as it lasts, and is not once established in the beginning of the discourse and valid 

henceforth (as Mehan (1979:35f) assumes). If the teacher’s initiation addresses the students as a 

whole, the students would therefore not only have to await the finalizing of the question or summons 

(cf. Heritage 2005:118), they would afterwards also have to indicate in one way or the other that they 

understand themselves as being addressed, which would be the first comprehension loop that has to 

be mastered and signified. Due to the interaction order in the multi-participant formal meeting, what 

follows the initiation can then, for technical reasons alone, not be the entire response already (the 

complete verbal or nonverbal reply to the initiation) since it first has to be established who is inclined 

to respond at all (by hand-raising), and because one of the thus identifiable speakers-in-waiting (or, 

as the case may be, even someone else) has to be given the floor by the teacher as he remains in 

possession of the floor until he indicates otherwise, as suggested by Schegloff (1987:223). This, 

again, requires the acceptance by the students in the form of respecting the teacher’s authority over 

the speaking order, which, as Heritage (2005:111) notes, is a crucial indicator of the participants’ 

orientation toward their “institutional identity.” 

So in the observed cases, what follows after the initiation is indeed an orientation phase 

during which the students are supposed to position themselves visibly with regard to the issue at hand 

as listeners and, where applicable, as speakers-in-waiting, while the teacher becomes the observer of 

this process with the supposed objective of appointing one of the students as the next speaker. 

Ultimately, ›orientation‹ can be thought to be a response by itself that indicates the students’ 

alignment with the procedure proposed by the teacher, giving the feedback that the initiation was 

indeed comprehended as an initiation of a verbal response, and complying with the interaction format 

by displaying related behaviors. 

Schematically, the plausible following step is the appointment of a speaker by the teacher, 

which by itself requires that he made such a selection during the orientation phase based on whatever 

criteria applied. Only by appointing a specific speaker, the original public address changes to 

individually addressing the respective student who is being given the floor. Ideally, the teacher’s 

appointment of the speaker is not supposed to be contested by any of the participants, who are 

expected to accept the teacher’s choice (the appointed student as well as the speakers-in-waiting and 

the mere listeners). At the same time, while on the verbal level, the public address is being 

abandoned, the public relevance of the discourse has to be upheld, again only ideally in the form of 

collective (visible, but of course also non-visible) orientation toward the designated speaker. Again, 

one might understand the ›appointment of the speaker‹ as yet another responsive sequence, referring 

to the students’ response to the initiation. 

Subsequently, one might call the actual utterance of the appointed speaker the next plausible 

step. Quite consequently, this response can generally be expected to be addressed to the teacher by 

means of direction of view as it refers to the teacher’s utterance and address-of-appointing, and the 

teacher can be expected to reciprocate the gaze as the normal response to being addressed in turn. 

This means that technically, the responding utterance sequence is prone to look like a one-on-one 
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interaction between the teacher and the speaker, which would foster an impression of exclusiveness if 

it were not for the basic condition of mutual perceivability that (again, ideally) secures the public 

relevance at least on the acoustic level, which is why the response has to be considered on the 

semantic level in its connective quality regarding the further communication by the coparticipants. 

This, of course, concerns especially the teacher as the primary addressee of the response and the 

universal evaluator of students’ utterances. For the maintenance of the public discourse, it also 

concerns the other students who, on the semantic level, are expected to consider the response in the 

respective subsequent utterances (which, at the very least, probably means not to repeat it). 

But as far as the next formulaic step, “evaluation,” is concerned, I would like to put it in 

brackets since it does not seem to be a logical, but a didactic consequence of the previous steps 

without which the interaction order works just fine on condition that the common ground is already 

established in the steps before and thus can be expected to be mutually accessible by all participants. 

In fact, evaluation as a formal discourse sequence did not cross my way as regularly observable, 

neither in the classroom nor in other formal multi-participant interactions – whereas ›formal‹ is the 

operative word here, not broadly comprising all sorts of reactions on a response, but referring to an 

explicit assessment that would be conclusively connectable in the subsequent discourse. In the LAS 

cases (both in the first and the seventh grade), responses could be acknowledged by the teacher or 

responded to in one way or the other by the other students, but they were seldom directly commented 

with regard to their relevance, neither by the teacher nor by the coparticipants. In the seventh grade, 

there were manifold occasions of public discourses where literally every student’s response was 

accepted without reference to a ›right/ wrong‹ differentiation or a ›better/ worse‹ selection, which not 

seldom resulted in random collections of often unconnected contributions on a given question.33 One 

can imagine that in other implementations of formal meetings, formal evaluation loops are even less 

likely, whereas subsequent utterances might contain implicit or even explicit assessments of the prior 

one according to the mode of sequence nextness (see Section I.1.2). In my line of argumentation, a 

discourse organization that aims at the establishment of common ground in a multi-participant setting 

is not – maybe surprisingly – universally dependent on an extra-loop of formal evaluation because 

the evaluation of an utterance is an inherent element of the subsequent utterance, considering that 

even a non-reference can be interpreted as general acceptance. A formal evaluation would thus only 

be necessary if the content of an utterance must be marked as explicitly irrelevant (redundant or 

wrong) to the common ground. Instead, in the two observed classrooms, what appeared to be the 

most common next step after a given response was either the appointment of another speaker or the 

initiation of a further response by raising a new issue or re-referring to the prior one. This literally 

›makes sense‹ in the interaction system as it is immediately targeted at the maintenance of the 

conversation flow, so discourse units occur rather as “cycles” (Schegloff 1987:223) than in the form 

of limited adjacency pairs.34  

Integrating the intermediate steps that are observed in the multi-participant discourse, an 

extended formula of the routine cyclical discourse organization would thus read: ›initiation –  

 

                                                 
33  Instead of selecting relevant utterances within a discourse sequence, the teacher often employed a technique of 

incrementally narrowing down or specifying questions. 
34  However, this does not mean that the absence of an evaluation could not be interpreted by the respective contributor as 

an actual omittance or even a critique, as will be discussed in Example 3 of this thesis. 
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response 1: orientation – response 2: appointment of speaker – response 3: contribution (– response 

4: evaluation).‹35 Based on that, the analytical focus is not limited to the mere speakers, but includes 

the co-participants’ share in the preservation and execution of an organized lesson discourse, 

contributing to the social cohesion of the multi-participant interaction system.  

This means to abandon a normative perspective where lesson ›participation‹ is reduced to a 

certain behavior of performative fulfillment of ascribed requirements, mainly in the form of adding 

an utterance to the discourse, which is not least reflected in the very formula “I-R-E.”36 Considering 

that the formula contains two activities of the teacher (initiation and evaluation), and only one 

activity of the students (response), it seems to corroborate Breidenstein’s (2006:91) assessment that 

scientific analysis often merely reproduces the teacher-centeredness of the lesson discourse that 

mainly emerges from the fact that the teacher is usually the addressee of all of the students’ 

utterances.37 It is also Breidenstein (ibid., p. 9) who differentiates between the normative connotation 

of lesson participation and a broader definition of ›participants‹ as “die Anwesenden, […] die 

gemeinsam dieser Situation ausgesetzt sind und die zugleich gemeinsam diese Situation konstituieren 

und aufrechterhalten.”38 Due to the very nature of the multi-participant interaction system, one can 

practically observe how this works when considering the main communication as the relevant 

reference point for all participants (cf. Hausendorf 2008:932f) toward which adaptation strategies of 

the students are constantly oriented.39 

I.3.4 Adaptation strategies as forms of participation 

The formal meeting is a priori based on normative and socialization-induced expectations as to what 

is going on and how, and by entering the classroom, all participants become cooperators with regard 

to the predefined main event. All kinds of single individual behavior that might subsequently occur 

can therefore be observed as related to the main event of the lesson (which is also considered by 

Schegloff (1987:223)), and as both a constituting and a consequential factor of lesson production. 

The employment of adaptation strategies proves the attendants of the school lesson to be full-value 

participants who indeed consider themselves full-value participants. 

Of course, this first of all implies a conception of the school lesson as an entity ›interaction 

system‹ that lasts for as long as the participants are together within the physical, topical and temporal 

lesson frame set by the organization and implemented by the participants themselves. Accordingly, 

there would always have to be a ›main event‹ all attendants orientate themselves by regardless of the 

momentary interaction format at hand; for example, regularly occurring phases of silent individual 

work might be observed as (extremely short, that is) disconnection periods when everyone, even the  

 

                                                 
35  Of course, this ›ideal‹ discourse order is also a fragile construct that at all its transition points gives room for variation up 

to the pursuit of an entirely different course. 
36  Note that Herzog (2009:167f) touches upon this problem by referring to the thus-implied simplifying notion of ›learning‹ 

in the social situation of the school lesson. While this is certainly a good point, my modifications, as elaborated, are 
rather directed at the simplifying notion of the social situation as “two-party” interaction itself, regardless of what does 
or does not constitute ›learning‹ in this situation.  

37  The teacher-centeredness of school lesson analysis might, on the other hand, also be a result of the researchers’ own 
socialization as students, as I suggested in the introduction to this thesis. 

38  Translation (IS): the attendants who are collectively exposed to this situation and who simultaneously collectively 
constitute and maintain this situation. 

39  As opposed to, e.g., von Saldern (2008), who limits his focus on school lesson participation to a democratic definition of 
co-determination; or Gal, Lin & Ying (2007), who equate participation with verbal contributions to the public discourse. 
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teacher, sits with a lowered head, occupied with an individual activity, and not visibly or audibly 

acknowledging the presence of others, but still conforming to the collectively created main event 

›individual work‹ that is thus established and maintained. With regard to the lesson discourse, silent 

work in the school lesson might be construed as not so different from an ordinary conversational 

pause: as a problem within interaction, and not as something else that occurs between two separate 

interaction systems (cf. Kieserling 1999:42). 

As was suggested above (Section I.2.1), acknowledging the main event in the multi-

participant setting merely means to abstain from establishing another interaction system that would 

claim the collective attention in explicit competition with the first interaction system. Since the 

formal meeting is universally based on a normative pre-agreement on what is the main event, a 

simultaneous occurrence of two competing main events in the school lesson is highly unlikely, while 

what is actually co-produced as the one momentary core activity is obviously highly situation-

dependent. According to the concept that on condition of mutual perceivability, attendants are at least 

and at most participants in one interaction system at a time, what might be observed as individual 

›disconnection‹ from the main event does not alter the respective attendant’s participation status and 

is thus not to be interpreted as an exclusion from the interaction system. For the single student, the 

main communication can be thought to be a continuum of active and passive inclusion, with passive 

inclusion being the predominant minimum manifestation of the ratified participation status. Passive 

inclusion describes a state of participation that always contains the possibility of being actively 

included, either on one’s own behalf or by efforts of the coparticipants, since ratified participants are 

always at risk to be perceived by their coparticipants as potential singular addressees. The classroom 

geography itself does not provide the possibility that someone could interpret their role as something 

else than being an integral part of the social situation and therefore a participant. It is thus safe to say 

that no student can be mistaken about the fact that the lesson in general is his or her business; as soon 

as it begins, it becomes one’s business in the form of the social situation one has to deal with. 

Although regulations of conduct are always traceable to the social occasion in which they 

occur (Goffman 1966:20) in the form of abstract stereotyped expectations resulting from what is co-

produced as the main event (cf. Goffman 1959:37), it would be presumptuous to assume that 

normatively accepted and thus standing behavioral rules (basically: follow the teacher’s lead, 

conform to speaking orders, be attentive, remain seated, do not talk unless requested) are indeed 

observable in the lesson interaction system in the form of either compliance or defiance, i.e. as rule-

abiding or rule-breaking. From several conversations with inclined colleagues, however, I gather that 

the conception of this specific interaction system is substantially shaped by the notion that 

particularly in the classroom, rules are always bijectively clear in the sense that one rule equals one 

adequate behavior, that ›compliance‹ thus takes a shape substantially distinguishable from ›defiance‹, 

and that there is no grey area in between. Such a notion principally coincides with the ideal 

conception of discourse organization that was discussed above. In accordance with Luhmann 

(1975:30), the general objection to presumed conformity refers to the interactional production and 

alteration of an acceptable complexity downgrade between the demands and expectations of the 

environment on the one hand, and the interaction system on the other hand, which is aiming at social 

control in the form of “tragbare Kontingenz” (ibid., p. 30), tolerable contingency, not ideal states of 

perfection. Moreover, it should be obvious that multi-participant interaction does not work like 
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synchronized swimming where everyone does the same at the same time and everyone who does not 

literally gets out of line. This means that already on the mere time level, behavior undergoes 

unavoidable momentary deviations even if it universally complies with momentary requirements 

(some students might still browse the book while others are already reading the paragraph the teacher 

hinted at, while yet others are raising a hand, indicating they know the answer without having to 

consult the book in the first place).40 It was, as I stated in the introduction, the point of departure of 

this thesis that a closer look at the participants’ behaviors during the lesson initially indicates that the 

bandwidth of momentarily accepted activities greatly exceeds the normatively expectable behaviors, 

but without this appearing to be an impediment to the social cohesion of the event. On the contrary, 

one might assume the social cohesion to be to a great extent owed to the control and overview that is 

gained by rather overlooking peculiar behaviors instead of acknowledging them constantly (cf. 

Luhmann 2002:104). Accordingly, rule-breaking can be thought to be addressed by the teacher in 

order to make an example now and then (Breidenstein 2006:51), which then would have to do as a 

common point of orientation for the time being. Rule-breaking that is addressed by the students, of 

course, would have a different connotation. 

In sum, participants in the school lesson adapt to the general requirements of their social role 

by means of interpreting these requirements momentarily in accordance with the situation, and I 

assume that they do this on condition of impression management through face-work, as introduced in 

Section I.1.3. 

I.3.4.1 Keeping face 

Impression management has previously (Section I.1.3) been identified as a common denominator of 

social behavior regardless of other motives like topical interests, long-term ambitions, or momentary 

constitutions. The lesson participants are assumed to have each a certain idea of how they are 

perceived by their coparticipants and how they want to be perceived, and when they adapt to the 

requirements of the social situation itself, they do this on condition of executing the image they seem 

to have chosen corresponding with this situation (cf. Goffman 1967:13). 

The elements of a social encounter, then, consist of effectively projected claims to an 
acceptable self and the confirmation of like claims on the part of the others. 
(Goffman 1967:106) 

The social situation ›school lesson‹ can be thought to contain its own specific limitations as to what 

kind of self-image can be promoted according to the relevant social hierarchies, i.e. the role 

distribution, at hand. In the interaction system, self-perceptions and other-perceptions must be 

assumed to have an immediate impact on the communication; they are not just underlying, subtle 

concepts the coparticipants have of one another, but must be concretely utilized when dealing with 

each other. And only when concretely utilized (for example, in the way participants address one 

another), they become observable as meaningful for the communication. 

In order to maintain this argumentation, one would have to assume that participants in social 

situations possess the necessary social competence to actively promote the self-chosen line of face so 

                                                 
40  Pitsch & Ayaß (2008:970) observe this kind of asynchronous, processual alignment in lesson beginnings as an 

orientation toward a new activity. 
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that the self-image presented through interactional self-positioning is universally acknowledged, not 

contested by the others. Vice versa, social competence includes the respective other’s capability of 

perceiving the coparticipant’s self-positioning as such, and only in case this perception is 

communicatively revealed, the thus-perceived has the possibility to apply measures that correct or 

support the other-perception. But whatever face participants choose to promote in a given situation, 

they can be expected to endeavor to keep it, and in interaction, keeping face can be understood as an 

avoidance strategy in order to prevent losing face. 

According to Goffman (1967:14), basic face-work is initially defensive or protective; in its 

most extreme manifestation, it means to entirely refrain from contacts that are likely to contain a 

threat of face (ibid., p. 15). While the school lesson can certainly be deemed such a potentially face-

threatening contact situation, the possibility of completely avoiding it is neither given for the teacher 

nor for the students, who are all obliged to regularly attend. For comparison, it should be rather easy 

for a person who cannot dance to avoid dances without major personal consequences, whereas the 

teacher who has problems to execute his authority over students can not easily refuse to go to class, 

and the students who have not done the homework can not easily skip the lesson where the 

homework will be discussed. 

If the situation can not be avoided itself, its potential threat of face can be reduced by 

refraining from risky topics or activities (ibid., p. 16). To the school lesson, this only applies with 

massive qualifications because it contains a number of topics and activities that are institutionally 

predefined, starting with the curriculum that the teacher is generally amenable to, albeit to some 

degree negotiable.41 The students, on the other hand, have to accept whatever topic the teacher is 

offering them; they cannot completely avoid poetry or algebra or homework discussions regardless of 

how much potential threat to their face these topics might contain. The same goes for specific lesson 

activities; while it is safe to say that there are embarrassing activities that participants universally 

attempt to refrain from on condition of mutual perceivability, like nose-picking or touching one’s 

private parts, there are, of course, also those activities that, much like the topics, come with the 

territory. Talking in front of a crowd, for example, which for many people is per se a face-threatening 

activity that has to be avoided at all costs, is an inherent characteristic of the multi-participant event 

that participants in the school lesson ultimately cannot completely evade. Of course, due to the role 

asymmetry at hand, the teacher might have a little more latitude than the students in terms of 

avoiding face-threatening activities; a phys ed teacher who is clumsy at floor exercises might very 

well completely delegate the necessary demonstrations to a student, while for the students, refusing 

to participate in floor exercises for the same reason is generally not provided for. As the non-dancer 

who, for whatever reasons, ends up at a ball and is thus at risk to be asked to dance, the topic-wise 

clueless or physically clumsy student as a ratified participant in the lesson can be claimed for active 

inclusion in the main event at any given time with a high possibility of being embarrassed. However, 

while a dance-proposing person might experience a comparable amount of embarrassment as the 

non-dancer who is asked to dance, perhaps even regardless of whether the proposal is accepted  

 

                                                 
41  In the sense that ministry-issued curricula in Germany do not contain explicit teaching instructions, or prescribe specific 

materials, or stipulate topical units, but aim at securing a standard of achievement; see, for example, the curricula for the 
different school forms provided by the Ministerium für Schule, Jugend und Kinder des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, 
www.standardsicherung.schulministerium.nrw.de/lehrplaene/ upload/lehrplaene. 
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(resulting in an awkward dance) or refused (resulting in a personal rejection), an involuntary active 

inclusion in the lesson’s main event is first and foremost embarrassing for the respective student 

alone, regardless of whether or not they try to adequately respond to the respective summons. 

If one can neither avoid a face-threatening situation entirely nor keep clear of its face-

threatening aspects, the next-best protective strategy according to Goffman (1967:18) is to ignore the 

immediate threat of face, i.e. “to act as if an event that contains a threatening expression has not 

occurred at all” (ibid., p. 18) by either not acknowledging the incident itself or by denying its 

threatening quality. This means that despite the fact that participants in school lessons cannot 

completely avoid face-threatening contacts, topics, and activities, at least the students can try to avoid 

an active inclusion into potentially face-threatening incidents, and they can only do so because of the 

specific quality of the multi-participant interaction system in which the students’ responsibility for 

the maintenance of the discourse is divided among a number of equal-ranking coparticipants so that 

consequently, the probability of active inclusion in terms of figures decreases with increasing 

numbers of participants (see Section I.2.3). Therefore, despite the role-related norms at play in this 

interaction system, the single student is not inevitably forced to make a contribution to the discourse, 

or to read aloud the homework, or to do a handstand, but only can not easily refuse to do so when 

directly ordered by the teacher. Otherwise, a student can always try not to attract the teacher’s 

attention by implementing an avoidance strategy of whatever shape. Of course, in the school lesson, 

avoidance strategies themselves come within the ambit of unaccepted behavior; as opposed to the 

none-dancer whose possible dance-avoiding strategies are the more probable to be accepted the more 

transparent they are to the coparticipants, the students’ risk to be directly ordered to perform an 

activity can be assumed to actually increase the more they convey the impression that they are trying 

to avoid it. 

When all avoidance strategies fail, the potential threat of face becomes immediate in the form 

of an actual possibility of losing face. Here, it is important to note that losing face is not a state of 

mind that describes how a participant might feel when something embarrassing happens to them; 

losing face can rather be understood as a co-production of the participants who, in the interaction 

system, are altogether confronted with the embarrassing incident, and together have to mark it as 

such or not, for each participant has the general possibility of ignoring the other’s face-threat as well 

as the own. So it does not only take an embarrassing incident – a participant who in whatever way 

›offends‹ the expectations of the other participants – but the offence has to be ›challenged‹ by a 

coparticipant in order to become relevant (cf. ibid., p. 19ff). In Goffman’s argumentation, losing face 

does not start with the offence, but with the challenge, which also marks the turn from the avoidance 

process to a “corrective process” (ibid., p. 19). 

It is a peculiar characteristic of the school lesson that, due to the organization-relevant 

differentiation between conveyed and not conveyed knowledge and the selection code ›better/ worse‹ 

(see Section I.3.2), the organization is practically based on a face-threatening concept because not 

knowing something one is expected to know, which is generally quite likely to constitute an 

embarrassing incident in interaction systems, is an institutionalized observation mode in the school 

lesson and does not just coincidentally emerge from the given situation. This is the very reason why 

›not knowing‹ is an offence that is extremely likely to be challenged in the immediate interaction 

system of the school lesson, and interestingly, in combination with the imbalance of power between 
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the teacher and the students, one might say that it makes the teacher a ›professional challenger‹ in the 

interaction order.42 Of course, as an educator, the teacher can be expected to frequently challenge not 

only non-knowledge, but also other role-related misbehavior that is as much predefined as it is 

momentarily produced by means of the challenge itself. In the school lesson, the challenge thus 

becomes, on the one hand, a technique to establish that common ground has been established because 

it aims at what the respective student is supposed to know; a wrong, insufficient or inadequate 

response that occurs during a discourse phase where a new topic is only elicited should thus be less 

likely to be challenged than a similar reply in a repetitive or common ground-referring discourse 

phase. On the other hand, the challenge is an instrument of social correction when it addresses 

misbehavior – in this case, it also refers to a common ground that has already been established, but 

while in the multi-participant discourse, ›wrong answers‹ can only occur time-displaced, 

misbehaviors are not exempted from occurring simultaneously. Naturally, this means that the 

compliance with the social order is much harder to monitor than the public establishment of common 

ground in the discourse order. Moreover, as was discussed above, in contrast to the ›wrong answer,‹ 

which is an integral part of the communication and can be incorporated as such, misbehavior is 

usually non-topical in its relation to the lesson discourse, so when it is challenged on the discourse 

level, it automatically becomes a deviation from the topic. In the extreme case, which was often 

documented in the LAS first grade, behavioral corrections can therefore become an own thematic 

discourse unit and are not just inserted in the original discourse. Accordingly, topical or non-topical 

misbehavior that is not immediately challenged is momentarily accepted regardless of the universal 

knowledge of the misbehavior at hand, as was already suggested in Section I.2.1 above. 

Regarding the topical discourse level, avoidance strategies might fail, and the respective 

student might be actively included in the discourse despite any effort to prevent that. Depending on 

the actual form of the avoidance strategy, it can certainly be challenged itself in the form of a social 

correction, but it has to be combined with a hint at its relevance for the topical lesson event. A 

student in the gym who hides behind a stack of mats to avoid doing a handstand is unlikely to be 

simply rebuked for hiding behind the mats, but has to reckon with being directly ordered to do the 

handstand subsequently. This, of course, only works on precondition of the norm expectation that 

every participant keeps track of the main event and thus can be personally claimed for it, as was 

elaborated above. Consequently, students would have to apply avoidance strategies whenever the 

active inclusion contains an individual possibility to lose face, which also means that they would 

have to conceal misbehavior. 

However, various incidents are imaginable where a student does not mark a situation as face-

threatening in the form of an avoidance strategy, but in the course of action is put to shame 

nonetheless because even a voluntary, calculated contribution to the discourse (or a handstand, that 

is) might still be challenged as wrong or inadequate. This being a general possibility, volunteering to 

be actively included always means to take a risk, however manageable it might seem to be. 

Accordingly, the offence, albeit technically a deviation from protocol, is not the exemption from the 

rule, but a norm expectation: Students are institutionally expected to give wrong, insufficient, or 

                                                 
42  Note that Benwell & Stokoe (2002:435) come to the conclusion that due to the institutional role asymmetry, the teacher 

is not even ultimately bound to certain rules of politeness that would be valid among equals and that would furthermore 
prevent her or him from challenging offences in terms of politely overlooking offensive behavior. 
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inadequate answers, to fail performances, and to misbehave, on the very condition that their role 

requires right answers, impeccable performances, and rule-conform behavior – because it is the very 

legitimation of organized education in the first place that deficient knowledge and behavior are 

terminated in the course of schooling. 

In the usual “interaction ritual” as described by Goffman (1967:20f), the challenge would be 

followed by an offering made by the offender, which the challenger would have to accept, for which 

the offender would have to signal their gratitude. In the interaction system of the school lesson, 

where both the student’s offence and teacher’s challenge are the norm expectation, one can assume 

that this ritual is usually not given an accentuated status in the discourse, and that it is not always 

complied with in all its steps – not least because, as opposed to common interactions among adults, 

the challenge does not always contain the opportunity for the offender to make amends in a way that 

could be generously accepted by the challenger and subsequently cause gratitude on the part of the 

offender. Particularly in the case of behavioral correction, a student’s offence is mostly challenged in 

the form of a command to behave (›be quiet,‹ ›sit still,‹ ›don’t copy from your neighbor,‹ and the 

like), aimed at the immediate execution of the command. The only “offering” the given student can 

make in this situation is to comply with the command, which does not leave much room for an 

elaborate face-restoring activity in the form of compensation or self-punishment (cf. ibid., p. 21). 

Moreover, following the respective order does not necessarily entail acceptance in the form of 

confirmation or approvement on the part of the challenging teacher, who may just as well make an 

additional disdainful comment on the matter.43 One should take into account that the teacher’s 

challenge is genuinely not only corrective in the sense that it aims at the correction of a particular 

statement or behavior, it is also corrective in the sense that it establishes and re-establishes standing 

knowledge and standing rules for all participants, not just the challenged one. As such, the challenge 

is an exemplary corrective action that is not easily distinguishable from of actual punishment, with its 

emphasis on being picked out, exposed, and becoming shamefaced. Not leaving much room for a 

face-restoring activity, the corrective action probably does not leave much room for “gratitude” (cf. 

ibid., p. 22), either. In this context, it is an interesting question what possibilities and strategies 

students actually have at hand to restore their face once they have become shamefaced, and what 

strategies they can employ to make sure they successfully evaded a threat of face. This question will 

be addressed in Part Three of this thesis. 

Being the professional challenger, the teacher is at a much lesser risk of losing face than the 

students since he is the one who defines offences in the first place. Possibly, a teacher might be open 

to the idea that a student who does not know the answer to a specific question or who is not able to 

do a perfect handstand reflects poorly on the teacher himself, but it can be deemed rather unlikely 

that he would openly refer to such a notion by means of a self-challenge because the self-challenge is 

not provided for in the interaction ritual since no participant would consciously threat their own face. 

Students challenging the teacher, on the other hand, is not provided for within the institutional 

framework because the teacher is to be without fail knowledge- and behavior-wise, so challenging 

the teacher is itself an offence that bears the risk of becoming shamefaced. Of course, this does not 

                                                 
43  Which was regularly observed in both the LAS first and seventh grade, where students were usually not praised for 

finally desisting from misbehavior, but additionally reminded that they were expected to behave impeccably in the first 
place. 
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mean that it cannot happen; in fact, it seems quite believable that students would gladly or even 

gleefully take the opportunity to challenge a teacher’s mistake or misbehavior, but after all, it is still 

the teacher who has the power to implement consequences; the “noblesse oblige through which those 

of high status are expected to curb their power of embarrassing their lessers” (Goffman 1967:28) can 

be assumed to be regularly rescinded in teacher-student interaction. 

Here, a crucial methodical problem announces itself. While it is the students’ daily business 

to be exposed to their peers and a superior adult in the interaction system of the school lesson, the 

teacher normally only has to deal with subordinates. One has to consider that in their face-work, 

students always have to find a balance between keeping face in front of the teacher on the one hand, 

and keeping face in front of their peers on the other hand; the required face-work, dependent on to 

whom it is addressed, can be very different and occasionally even mutually exclusive, as keeping 

face in front of the teacher might require a behavior that entails the risk of losing face in front of the 

peers and vice versa, in the aftermath demanding respective face-restoring strategies. The teacher, on 

the other hand, has originally no peers around to witness and, as the case may be, to challenge him on 

an equal level. But as soon as the lesson is observed by adult outsiders, this condition changes 

fundamentally. Except for hidden observation, which is extremely unlikely in the school lesson, there 

is thus no way to document teachers’ actions in ›natural‹ circumstances because the presence of peers 

obviously increases their risk of losing face tremendously. Any adult observer thus puts the 

respective teacher in a precarious situation: Not only his own behavior is at scrutiny, but the students’ 

behavior reflects on his professional capability.44 Since he cannot prevent deficient behavior or 

performance on the students’ part, he might retrospectively explain it or comment on it to signal that 

he is aware of what he interprets as problematic (an observation that is also made by Breidenstein 

(2006:89)). On several occasions during LAS research, the teacher approached the investigators after 

the lesson to discuss certain incidents that occurred in the lesson, attempting to restore his image in 

cases where he thought it was threatened (e.g., the students were not able to solve a task), usually by 

means of shifting the blame on the students, a plausible strategy that emerges from the self-attested 

competent dealing with the task and the accordingly “kognitive Elastizität des Kausalschemas, das es 

erlaubt, Erfolge sich selbst und Mißerfolge den Eigenarten des Schülers zuzurechnen”45 (Luhmann 

2002:152; see also Höblich (2006:30), who describes how teachers might employ stereotyping of 

students that conveniently serves to factor out a teacher’s own doings in difficult student-teacher 

relationships). The methodical problems that are connected with peer-observation of the teacher will 

be discussed in Section II.2.2 of this thesis. 

The previous considerations were based on the assumption that the school lesson indeed 

constitutes a constant threat of becoming shamefaced because, as any communication among 

attendants, it contains the immediate social risk resulting from double contingency, and an additional 

specific risk emerging from the institutional expectations and expected expectations at hand (see 

Section I.2.3). Of course, each social situation includes its own threats of face and concordant  

 

                                                 
44  In the sense that a student’s possible misconduct discredits the student as the offender as much as the teacher as the 

technically offended (cf. Goffman 1967:51). 
45  Translation (IS): the cognitive elasticity of the causality scheme that allows assigning successes to oneself and failures to 

the peculiarities of the student. 
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possibilities of keeping face, losing face, and restoring face. After all, according to Goffman 

(1967:41), successful interaction is the successful face-keeping of all participants. The predominant 

strategy to achieve this is to maintain a low profile, as will be explicated in the following. 

I.3.4.2 Maintaining a low profile 

Initially, one would expect the main event in the multi-participant setting to create and to be created 

by collective focusing, which would mean that there is a fixed center of perception that consequently 

deflects attention from those participants who are not actively included. On condition of increasing 

imposed passivity coming along with increasing numbers of participants (see Section I.2.3), 

maintaining a low profile is an implicit requirement of multi-participant interaction in several 

regards. 

First of all, this refers to the demand to refrain from claiming undue attention to an event that 

would shift the center of perception and distract from the original main event, for example by looking 

out of the window and exclaiming loudly that it has finally stopped to rain, or involuntarily by 

rocking one’s chair and falling down with a noisy crash. Secondly, maintaining a low profile is also 

indicated with regard to the speaking order at hand where an undue attention claim would mean to 

heckle one’s statement when someone else has the floor and can thus expect to be at the center of 

attention. Certainly, both sorts of undue attention claims can also be performed by means of directing 

the attention not to oneself, but to a coparticipant, making it public, for example, that someone else 

fell from their chair, or that someone else has an interesting point of view on the discussion topic that 

they should share with the other participants. By giving up one’s low profile, one can therefore quite 

easily give up someone else’s low profile, as well. In the first instance, the desistance from claiming 

undue attention and disturbing the main event might be identified as what Goffman (1966:7) calls the 

“negatively eventful kind” of approved acts that pass unperceived if they are performed, but can be 

expected to trigger specific negative sanctions if not performed. 

Besides such undue attention claims, students must, of course, regularly give up their low 

profile in the form of justified attention claims by means of raising a hand and by verbally 

contributing to the public discourse. One can probably say that the publicity of active inclusion in the 

lesson discourse has a somewhat different quality than in mere conversational encounters because it 

can be assumed (also consenting with Breidenstein (2006:106)) that taking the floor in a formal 

meeting means to present oneself in a momentarily “elevated role” that requires “special 

competency” (Goffman 1981:166), here mainly owed to the organizationally predefined topical 

determination and the employed normative, ›meritocratic‹ orientation (see Section I.3.2). In this, 

albeit only short-lived, the quality of the active inclusion in the lesson discourse resembles the 

characteristics that are typically attributed to a speaker performing in front of an audience (cf. ibid., 

p. 165f) in terms of momentary increased exposedness; although, as was pointed out above, the 

coparticipants in the school lesson are by no means audiences in their relation to the main event, they 

must be taken into account as listeners and observers in their relation to the respective speaker. This 

means that the maintenance of a low profile coming along with imposed passivity is automatically 

given up as soon as a participant takes an active part in the discourse and the collective attention is 

directed toward them as public speakers who have to deal with the consequences of this immediate 

exposure. And of course, as was mentioned before (Paragraph I.3.4.2), this is not necessarily a 
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voluntary act since the coparticipants, and especially the teacher, can claim another participant for an 

active inclusion also against their indicated will. 

Therefore, maintaining a low profile is owed as much to the maintenance of the main event 

as it is owed to the maintenance of face. It is hence not least the cornerstone of feasible avoidance 

strategies (cf. Breidenstein 2006:102) in the form of displaying inconspicuous behaviors that, 

however, range between two possibly opposed options: to behave rule-conformingly on the one hand; 

and to behave like everyone else does on the other hand. Both strategies offer a certain security, 

considering that rule-conformity is a generally safe way to maintain a low profile, and that 

orientation toward coparticipants is a situationally safe option. The complicated relation between 

these two strategies becomes palpable when taking into account that rule-conform behavior includes 

the necessity to give up one’s low profile in the form of exposing oneself by contributing to the 

public discourse now and then. This might happen in accordance with the mainstream behavior of the 

coparticipants, who at a given moment might predominantly raise a hand and subsequently be 

actively included in the public discourse. But it could also be behavior against the tide when few or 

no coparticipants at all signal their inclination to contribute. Raising a hand to indicate a willingness 

to make a verbal statement can thus, on certain conditions, indeed be a strategy to maintain a low 

profile, whereas not raising a hand might be so conspicuous (in comparison to the coparticipants) that 

it in fact attracts attention instead of deflecting it (not only on the part of the teacher, but of all 

participants). 

Now, one might argue that during public discourses, the teacher, who constantly remains in 

the center of the main event (as the moderator, addresser, addressee, and challenger), has no low 

profile to maintain, but is in a state of continual exposure (as was already mentioned in Section I.1.3). 

Due to his prominent, superior status, the teacher probably can not easily make undue attention 

claims (neither regarding an ›undue‹ topic since he is the one who determines the topic of the public 

discourse in the first place; nor regarding an ›undue‹ focus on himself as the focus is on him, 

anyway), but just like his coparticipants, he may involuntarily attract unwelcome attention 

nevertheless, and then regularly under collective observation. Not being subdued to imposed 

passivity can be thought to put the teacher under an unequal stress to control his behavior that is not 

only under permanent scrutiny, but also supposed to have a model function. Behaving 

inconspicuously within the scope of role-related expectations is thus as crucial for the teacher as it is 

for the students. 

Hence, ›maintaining a low profile‹ in multi-participant interaction does not mean to 

constantly efface oneself, but to behave inconspicuously in accordance with the momentary social 

requirements of the situation, and in accordance with one’s individual interpretation of the situational 

risk of losing face. My assumption is that adaptation strategies that do justice to both the framework 

of the specific event and to the self-image one endeavors to promote are likely to vary individually 

and situationally, but not randomly or incoherently. With an analytical focus on adaptation strategies 

in multi-participant interaction, I thus claim relevance of the single participants’ behaviors to the co-

production and cohesion of the social event of the school lesson as an interaction system that shall be 

in the center of the empirical investigations conducted in the context of this doctoral thesis. 
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I.4 Methodological implications of a multi-participant interaction theory 

In an attempt to develop a theoretical conceptualization of multi-participant interaction, I referred, 

first of all, to the general characteristics of interaction: mutual perception resulting from physical co-

presence, double contingency and its management via communication, including, on the one hand, 

the sequential organization of a dialogic discourse structure in combination with the simultaneous 

alignment of speaker and listener in order to establish common ground, and, on the other hand, face-

work as the coparticipants’ reciprocal management of social risk. Applying these general 

characteristics to specifically multi-participant settings, I laid emphasis on the establishment and 

maintenance of a singular interaction system co-produced by means of collectively focusing on one 

main event. Integrating the school lesson as such a main event, it was suggested to treat it initially as 

institutionalized communication in the form of a formal meeting in the context of the organizational 

structure of the school. While I identified some of its characteristics as generally conditioned by the 

›formal meeting‹ quality, like topical limitation, management of speaking orders, and ratification of 

participants, other aspects had to be ascribed to the peculiarities of the very interaction system 

›school lesson‹, like the crucial role asymmetry teacher/ student and the establishment of common 

ground as ›improbable‹ communication with nonetheless far-reaching consequences. Based on this, I 

proposed how the management of double contingency might be construed as facilitating social 

cohesion in the form of lesson co-production in accordance with reciprocal impression management, 

including the maintenance of a low profile and the specific complications of such an endeavor that 

might emerge from the structural specifics of the school lesson interaction system per se. 

In order to both extend and specify theoretical assumptions about immediate interaction 

suitably for multi-participant settings, and particularly the school lesson, I introduced several 

suppositions that emerge from the thus stated proposal for a conceptualization of school lessons as 

multi-participant interaction systems. Basically, I assume that the ratified participants of the school 

lesson (the respective teacher and students) co-produce the social event by means of jointly 

establishing and maintaining the interaction system on the previously defined conditions, and 

regardless of the institutional ›purpose‹ of the event, by means of employing specific strategies that 

secure a broad social cohesion. In assuming so, I deliberately refrain from denoting the teacher as the 

one who is ›doing the teaching‹, and the students as the ones who are ›doing the studying‹, but intend 

to look at the participants as the ones who are ›doing the multi-participant interaction‹. 

Addressing the methodological implications of the theoretical conception of multi-participant 

interaction construed here, there are two factors that initially have to be taken into account when 

dealing with such interaction systems. First of all, acknowledging interaction as being carried out on 

the verbal as well as on the nonverbal level means to look at more than the mere spoken dialogue that 

shapes the main event. Secondly, acknowledging the multi-participant quality of an interaction 

system means to look at more than the mere interlocutors that are actively included in the dominant 

communication. 

Not only in research on classroom interaction, there are several contemporary studies that 

deal with interaction systems on the mere dialogic verbal level.46 This is initially quite plausible, 

                                                 
46  E.g., Aspelin 2006; Benwell & Stokoe 2002; Gal, Lin & Ying 2007; Maroni, Gnisci & Pontecorvo 2008. Note also that 

there is a whole branch of classroom research that investigates classroom interaction solely by means of post-evaluative 
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considering the traditional procedure of conversation analysis and pragmatics where especially in the 

beginnings, nonverbal communicative behavior was not considered in analysis; one might call this a 

›pure linguistic way‹ to deal with interaction. However, most current studies, and particularly those 

that deal with video data, explicitly include not only the nonverbal level of interaction into analysis, 

but also the physical environment of the interaction system in the form of semiotic fields of reference 

(Goodwin 2009), which will be discussed in detail in Sections II.4.1 and II.4.2. 

As opposed to that, the multi-participant quality of interaction systems is still being broadly 

neglected. Often, and especially in video interaction analysis, investigators deal with two-participant 

interaction systems in the first place, like doctor-patient conversations or talks between two co-

workers. But there are, of course, also multi-participant settings being investigated, not least the 

school lesson; and to my knowledge, there is no study that deals with the multi-participant quality 

systematically, having regard to all attendants participating in the respective interaction system. In 

most cases, analyses of multi-participant settings are limited to the immediate interlocutors to a 

degree that non-talking participants are not even mentioned, a tradition for which apparently already 

Mehan (1979) set the tone, who in his nonetheless groundbreaking studies on “social organization in 

the classroom” does not mention the actual number of students attending the very school lessons he 

scrutinizes. 

Apart from the already discussed conception of classroom interaction as ›two-party 

interaction,‹ I suppose that the reason for neglecting non-speakers in multi-participant interaction is 

the general notion that the co-production of social order in the interaction system happens on the 

level of the main event (the public discourse) in the form of a “turn-allocation-machinery,” as Mehan 

(1979:83) puts it, and that the alignment of the silent majority is taken for granted as long as this 

“machinery” remains intact, as Schegloff (1987:223) proposes. Within such a conception, non-

interlocutors are not considered as actual participants because particularly in the school lesson, 

›participation‹ mostly seems to be equated with what I tried to distinguish in Chapter I.3.1 as ›active 

inclusion‹ in the lesson discourse. This deliberate reduction of ›participation‹ in the interaction 

system to verbally contributing (cf. Mehan 1979:195) rather seems to be pedagogically motivated 

and is not entirely compatible with a scientific approach that initially considers ratified participants as 

the addressees of a main communication and therefore as all-time potential contributors (see Section 

I.1.1). A thus more interaction- than education-oriented definition of ›participation‹ includes the 

adaptation strategies of all present students by means of which they are establishing and conducting 

themselves as full-fledged participants in the interaction system of the school lesson regardless of 

their active inclusion in the lesson discourse. Practically, this means that every participant must occur 

in analysis even if they do not occur in the lesson dialogue (which, as already pointed out in Section 

I.3.2, is the rule and not the exemption). 

Furthermore, the investigation of classroom interaction is mostly carried out as classroom 

research, and not as interaction research in the narrow sense, leading to an orientation toward the 

“Performanz des unterrichtlichen Alltags”47 and the “situativen und praktischen Vollzug von  

 

                                                                                                                                                       
questionnaires, e.g. Wubbels & Brekelmans 1998, which here shall not be discussed any further as it does not touch 
upon the research question of this thesis. 

47  Translation (IS): performance of the everyday life of school education. 
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‘Unterricht’”48 (Breidenstein 2006:19), with the original interest in school education consequently 

resulting in evaluations of pedagogics and didactics.49 This means that even in the methodological 

context of symbolic interactionism aimed at the interactional reconstruction of the 

“Strukturleistungen der Beteiligten”50 (Naujok, Brandt & Krummheuer 2008:783), the participants 

still only come into the picture in the form of the contrast pair teacher/ students with the focus on 

teaching and learning (ibid., p. 783ff), or in the form of student-student interaction with the focus on 

study groups of peers (ibid., p. 788ff). As I pointed out in the introduction to this thesis, I intend to 

generally abstain from notions of ›teaching‹ and ›learning‹ in favor of role-specific communicative 

strategies aiming at the mutual establishment of common ground, which fosters a perspective on how 

participants adapt to situational social requirements rather than their compliance with alleged didactic 

and pedagogic demands. 

A methodical approach to the research problem thus outlined stands and falls with the data 

sample analysis can be based on, and I am proposing straightaway that video analysis is the only 

feasible methodological approach to the primary objective of scrutinizing the role that each present 

participant plays in the co-production of a social event like the school lesson because only by means 

of video recordings, single behaviors can be meticulously observed in their relation to the respective 

main event at any given time on a synchronic level. Fortunately, in the wake of LAS research, the 

data sample I can draw on includes video recordings of complete school lessons from five different 

camera angles, covering all participants in the interaction system visually and aurally51 while it lasts.  

 

                                                 
48  Translation (IS): situative and practical execution of the “school lesson.” 
49  For an overview, see Rex, Steadman & Graciano 2006. 
50  Translation (IS): structural accomplishments of the participants. 
51  With the exemption of explicitly whispered utterances that were not captured by the cameras. 



Part Two: Multi-Participant School Lesson Interaction 
as the Object of Study 

II.1 A conversation-analytical approach to video analysis 

Video analysis is the interpretative access to data in the form of video recordings that can be 

conducted in various ways according to different methodological and theoretical schools, just as 

audio analysis, image analysis, or the analysis of ethnographic field notes. Any methodological 

approach to video data starts with data acquisition itself, compiling a data set that not only somehow 

seems to fit the research problem to be investigated, but also allows for the application of a 

systematic methodology (cf. Banks 2007:37) in terms of data preparation and data interpretation. 

A system-theoretical framework seems to go along well with a conversation-analytic 

empirical access because both approaches rely on the autopoietic, autonomous, self-referential 

character of the interaction system that is only to a limited extent immediately influenced by external 

structural constraints; and both approaches do not refer to the individual in interaction as a complete 

psychological system to be considered, but are based on the reduction of individuals as momentarily 

observable interactants. With the conversation-analytical approach, I initially choose a qualitative, 

explicitly descriptive access, starting from the premise that a thorough description and a 

comprehensible descriptive account are the essence of a systematic interpretation of video data. 

Against this backdrop, conversation analysis is not aimed at the objective meaning of social 

phenomena as reconstructed by the researcher, but at the subjective meaning as constructed by the 

actors themselves. Treating hence situativeness as a “methodological principle” (Knoblauch 

2006:74), this entails to interpret actions solely with reference to the situative, local properties at 

hand (ibid., p. 74-75), and to refrain from attributing possible relevance beforehand: 

[…] what is of importance in the visual must not be speculated about but be indicated 
by the actors themselves. (Knoblauch 2006:78) 

Confining oneself to the visible orientation of the participants (Goodwin 2000:159) is thus an 

essential methodical requirement oft the conversation-analytic approach dealing with the 

intersubjective quality of the production of social order. For my investigations of multi-participant 

classroom interaction, I find this approach feasible because the visible orientation toward the main 

event of the school lesson, including strategies of adaptation, specifically constitutes the core of my 

research interest, and offers a very practical access to the multi-participant setting with an initial 

emphasis on the immediate co-production of social cohesion on site. 

An initial “parenthesis of context” (Raab & Tänzler 2006:89) is gained by means of the 

interpreter’s endeavor to omit their preexisting knowledge about contextual features of the analyzed 

situation. With regard to the classroom scenario, this would mean, for example, not to measure the 

teacher’s situational didactical course of action by one’s possible foreknowledge about the allegedly 

employed didactic method as described in the educational literature. For the time being, it also means 
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to refrain from correlating participants’ behaviors with what one might know about their educational, 

economical, or family backgrounds in interaction analysis. 

In the following, I will outline my methodical, analytical procedure explicitly aimed at the 

investigation of the multi-participant interaction system of the school lesson according to an 

ethnomethodological, conversation-analytical approach based on the assumption that there are three 

essential guiding features of video analysis from data acquisition to data preparation to data 

interpretation, namely sequentiality, reflexivity, and relevance. According to Knoblauch (2006:74), 

the factor “sequentiality” fosters a view on actions within a structural unit as always methodically 

connected to preceding and succeeding actions; “reflexivity” (ibid., p. 75) means that each action 

comprises the clues as to how it has to be interpreted by the participants so everything that happens 

makes sense (not necessarily initially to the observer, but to the participants); and “relevance” (ibid., 

p. 78) refers to the assumption that everything is relevant for interpretation that is relevant for the 

participants (“visible” orientation), and what is not relevant for the participants is not relevant for 

analysis (see also Schegloff 1987:119). The basic guiding feature of observation and interpretation 

thus remains the participants’ perception as the ecological precondition of interaction, and the 

scientific relevance of perception is oriented toward strictly system-internal processes (Kieserling 

1999:112f). 

II.2 Data acquisition: capturing naturally occurring events on video 

In today’s social research, the documentation of social interaction by film is a common way of data 

acquisition. While as recently as in 2000, Heath & Hindmarsh detected a “curios absence of video as 

an analytic resource” (Heath & Hindmarsh 2000:10) in the social sciences, one can probably say that 

a decade later, video has gained rising significance in the sociological analysis of immediate 

interaction (cf. Kissmann 2009:9; Knoblauch, Schnettler & Raab 2006:9). In general, it provides a 

comparably neutral observation tool that captures the naturally occurring event in detail and allows 

for ›constructive‹ analysis (as opposed to re-constructive analysis referring to participants’ accounts) 

based on the theoretical sampling guiding the primary research focus (cf. Banks 2007:37; Schubert 

2006:115f). 

Filming the “naturally occurring event” basically means to document prevalent social 

situations and not experimental designs or staged encounters (Laurier & Philo 2006:182); it is to be 

distinguished from the “natural event” that usually52 is not filmed, the filming almost always 

constituting an additional factor to the original setting that has to be considered. Therefore, video 

documentation usually requires not only the observed participants’ agreement with being filmed, but 

also a convenient foreknowledge of the research site and the event to be investigated that allows for 

practicable solutions of camera positioning in the first place (cf. Heath & Hindmarsh 2000:16). In 

this sense, the analytical process of research already starts with considerations of vantage points, 

observation procedures, and subsequent general implications of acquiring data by means of video 

recording, which will be discussed in this chapter. 

                                                 
52  Of course with the obvious exemption of movie shooting. 
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II.2.1 Vantage points 

An intriguing opportunity of video that, however, is not exploited systematically, is the possibility to 

cover social events with a theoretically indefinite number of participants, provided one has an 

indefinite number of cameras, which, of course, would rather not be the case under realistic 

circumstances. But it is a crucial advantage of video sampling that technically, cameras can cover 

more participants than a human observer could. In the classroom, this advantage can be used to a 

limited degree due to spatial limitations, while these very spatial limitations make it possible to film 

all participants in the first place because their activities during the school lesson are confined to a 

designated, unaltered space. This means that the number of cameras employed in order to capture all 

participants on video can be calculated according to the possible vantage points at hand. It must be 

borne in mind here that mere audio recordings are non-selective in themselves in the sense that they 

document every sound within earshot, be it interesting for the research problem or not; video 

recordings, on the other hand, are much more selective from the beginning because they only include 

the field of view the cameras are being pointed to, which is why in LAS research, the cameras were 

explicitly set to cover the complete room with all its participants. 

Since cameras must be generally 

considered to be an additional artifact introduced 

to the setting of observation, they at least have to 

be positioned in a way that does not make them 

physical obstacles to daily routines (interfering 

with lines of sight or walking paths, or blocking 

the access to potentially employed objects like 

closets or sinks). Cameras are thus to be placed in 

unoccupied places in the peripheral regions of the 

classroom where they furthermore do not attract 

unnecessary attention by standing too close to a 

student’s seat. Depending on the peripheral space 

at hand, a confined setting like the classroom is, 

on the one hand, rather easy to cover from the 

sidelines when stationary cameras are 

strategically distributed, elevated, and angled for 

vista shots (cf. Laurier & Philo 2006:182); in the 

classroom of the LAS seventh grade at hand, it 

turned   out    to   be    feasible   to   position   two  

stationary cameras in the front and in the back of the room respectively, while the two cameras in the 

front had to be placed in the very corners of the room so they would not be in the way, and a fifth 

camera was operated manually from the back of the room, focusing on the teacher with the widest 

range of inner-room walking paths (see Figure II.1); obviously, this means that each school lesson is 

documented with five video films that show the same event from different vantage points. 

On the other hand, easy coverage by means of wide shots including all participants does not 

mean that each and every one of them is properly visible on the film at all times; a student who raises 

a hand, for example, might momentarily block the view on someone sitting behind them, and the 

Fig. II.1: Camera positions in the LAS seventh grade 
classroom: C1-C4 = stationary cameras, C5 = 
manually operated camera. OHP = overhead 
projector; TEA = teacher 
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range of the cameras seldom allowed coverage of what students might do in a concealed way under 

their tables.53 Figure II.1 also shows that, depending on the momentary sitting position students 

assumed in the front rows, their visibility on the video might be partially impeded. Consequently, 

video recordings do not normally provide the opportunity for a one-to-one “re-observation” 

(Goodwin 2001:179; Laurier & Philo 2006:188) of the respective event as they usually do not 

preserve everything that is going on; however, one might be inclined to attest video recordings a 

much higher ›re-observing‹ quality than any other observation tool. At least, video provides the 

general possibility to avoid that collected data are already, as Geertz (1973:9) puts it, “our own 

constructions of other people’s constructions.” Finally, vantage points of camera observation are, of 

course, not identical with any participant’s individual field of vision; they cover the ›naturally 

occurring event‹ not as it naturally occurs to the individual participant. Already insofar, video 

cameras become ›observers‹ on their own, being a systematic extension of human participant 

observation. 

II.2.2 Using cameras on site: an extension of participant observation 

The weightiest argument in favor of video documentation might be that it, certainly dependent on the 

number of cameras and on camera angles, ideally covers the whole situation that is of interest 

visually and audibly including all its attendants at all times. As compared to field notes or re-

constructive evaluations like interviews, video and audio footage can also be thought to provide a 

more neutral documentation of the given situation in the sense that it is not yet filtered through the 

cognitive processes of the respective observer as long as camera focuses are not manually directed 

toward what the operator momentarily deems worth capturing.54 Beyond that, participant 

observation, be it solely by cameras as the observers’ proxy, by investigators, or both, changes the 

social situation in a crucial way, adding objects and attendants to the setting that are originally not 

provided for and that now have to be dealt with because they are present, by the immediate 

participants as well as in the course of subsequent analysis (cf. Laurier & Philo 2006:187). 

Correspondingly, I am prone to assume that the camera has generally to be treated as an observer, 

with the difference to a human observer mainly being that the camera is much better in one-to-one 

recording (cf. Banks 2007:49; Schubert 2006:115) so that there is no separation of recording and 

observing (Laurier & Philo 2006:188). I find it thus rather debatable when Heath & Hindmarsh 

(2000:17f) assume that a camera sans operator has less intimidating impact on the participants in the 

recorded situation than a camera that is manually operated by a human observer, especially when 

considering that participants are generally aware that being filmed means that their respective 

activities are not only sustainably preserved, but technically also become available to an unknown 

number of outsiders who might watch the video afterwards. In the case of LAS research, the parents 

who were asked to give their consent to the filming of their children regularly emphasized the 

importance of data protection with regard to the video films, but never with regard to the 

investigators participating in the lesson. 

                                                 
53  Cf. Schubert (2006:117) who states that “one must abandon the hope of being able to ‘film it all’.” This is also briefly 

discussed by Goodwin (2001:160). 
54  In addition, Laurier & Philo (2006:182) point out that “chasing down an event” with a manually operated camera 

regularly leads to bad footage quality. Of course, with enough cameras at hand, it is not necessary to chase down a 
particular incident. 
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For the classroom, it has been established in Chapter I.3 that usually, what happens here is 

beyond systematic organizational control. Despite being a public event by definition, the school 

lesson takes place in a secluded space, and in this way is somewhat similar to social situations 

associated with confidentiality and individual private data protection. As a physical space, but also 

along the lines of membership, age groups and schedules, school generally signals a pronounced 

closedness toward its environment, but also an inwardly directed closedness toward the interaction 

system of the lessons that is literally taking place behind closed doors. Much like a doctor-patient 

conversation or a religious confession, the school lesson is initially not meant to be overheard. In 

fact, when asking teachers how they would find it if school lessons were taped by hidden cameras or 

concealed microphones without the knowledge of the participants, teachers might plausibly answer55 

that this was an intrusion of their private sphere, when it is obvious that by definition, there is nothing 

›private‹ about a school lesson. Thus, introducing external observers to the lesson means a change of 

the common situation that can not be overestimated, even when arguing that by and by, participants 

are getting used to the cameras and to being observed. However, one also has to be clear about the 

fact that this change of situation concerns the teacher to a much higher degree than the students, as 

was explained above in Paragraph I.3.4.1. The students are by far more impressed by the possibility 

to be ›on tape‹ than intimidated by being observed by outsiders.56 

Usually, the argument would be that participants get used to being observed by outsiders 

after a while (Knoblauch, Schnettler & Raab 2006:11), but of course, that does not mean that they 

would behave as if they were not observed (which, quite logically, could hardly be proven, anyway) 

– it only means that the condition of being observed does not bother them as much when it becomes 

commonplace. Now, as for the students in the classroom, they are used to constant observation by 

equals as well as seniors, so the presence of observers (or cameras, as the case may be) does not 

fundamentally change the conditions of the interaction system for them as long as the observers stay 

on the sidelines of the event.57 For the teacher, it does, as pointed out in Section I.3.4.1. So anything 

one knows about teachers’ actions from first-hand teacher observation is to an unpredictable degree 

influenced by the unnatural condition of peer presence and cameras as the extension of human 

participant observation. In fact, this effect becomes the more uncontrollable the more the teacher gets 

used to the unoriginal situation; he might develop elaborated avoidance strategies himself in order to 

prevent embarrassment, for example refraining from calling on students whom he suspects to give 

›wrong answers,‹ or addressing his own mistakes or suboptimal teaching strategies himself during the 

lesson discourse in order to document for his peers that he inserts a defensive self-correcting loop to 

restore face (see Section I.3.4.1). Therefore, Aspelin’s (2006:239) interpretation that teachers’ face-

work is rather oriented toward abstract norms of commonly accepted teacher behavior than toward 

the immediate interaction with the students neglects not only the basic rules of  

 

                                                 
55  At least those teachers that I informally asked this question. 
56  In both grades observed during LAS research, students occasionally deliberately ›posed‹ in front of the cameras during 

recession, but never during the lesson where they are confined to their seats. 
57  In the case of the Turkish study group of the LAS project, investigators sometimes had to sit among the students due to 

reasons of space, and then became contact persons of the students during the lesson. As for the German study group, 
investigators were occasionally personally approached by the first-graders during individual writing assignments, but 
never in the seventh grade. 
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communication among attendants, but misses the point that in the observation situation, the teacher is 

bound to an additional social corrective other than the students. 

As this change of situation caused by the presence of investigators is unavoidable, it should 

not only be frequently considered, but employed to the advantage of analysis. It is impossible to 

know how the teacher would have acted in a given episode if he had not been observed by his peers, 

but it is often possible to determine the specific face-work addressed to the researchers and not so 

much to the students. For classroom research, it is interesting to investigate such episodes in which 

the teacher feels compelled to do explicit face-work for the benefit of his peers, and in what 

situations he does not, which, however, is not a crucial aspect in this thesis as such incidents mostly 

occurred after the lesson (see Section I.3.4.1). Possible implicit face-work occurring within the 

interaction system, on the other hand, is put up for discussion when indicated (e.g., Example 3 in Part 

Three of this thesis). 

In most of the publications dealing with classroom research based on video data, the number 

of cameras used and the angles covered by cameras are not mentioned.58 Therefore, it is often not 

even possible to say whether the multi-participant quality of the setting was originally factored in by 

means of sheer documentation or not. Depending on the research question, one might argue the 

feasibility of only capturing a part of the participants, a part of the event, or both; one might have to 

deal with spatial or time-wise limitations that do not allow for capturing the ›whole event‹ from the 

start. But however limited the thus-compiled data set might be, the choice of acquiring data by means 

of video involves entering into a commitment to treat the video as the data to work with. 

II.3 Treating video as data 

Treating the video (or, in the case of LAS, the videos) at hand as data means to make it available for 

pointed analysis in both its visual and aural qualities (cf. Knoblauch, Schnettler & Raab 2006:16; Lee 

1987:26) as a multi-modal documentation requiring multi-modal preparation and analysis (cf. Norris 

2006:404). Since in social sciences, scientific analysis commonly deals with ›texts,‹ the first 

analytical approach to the video is usually to transform it into some kind of transcript, which 

primarily means to depict verbal and nonverbal behavior by means of written language. Depending 

on the transcription tool, a few, some, or many aspects of the recorded situation are prone to get lost 

in the transformation process, like prosody, volume, facial expressions, movements, etc. The 

transcription format is therefore an analytical choice that has to be made with regard to the research 

problem at hand, and it is often also a choice being made with regard to the scientific discipline one 

is committed to: In my experience, linguists are generally prone to phonetically ›authentic‹ 

transcriptions even if they never intend to analyze phonetics, while sociologists are rather oblivious 

to phonetics in transcription and then, as the case may be, have to go back to the recording in order to 

scrutinize if a certain stress or accentuation might provide a clue on the meaning of the respective 

utterance. It is thus important to bear in mind that the analysis of prepared and processed data is not  

 

                                                 
58  Note that Mehan (1979:25) is one of the exceptions; probably due to the technology available at the time, he used only 

one camera positioned in the back of the classroom, which might explain why his video analysis is basically talk analysis 
with embedded particles of gesture reference. 
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the analysis of the event as such because, depending on the focus of data preparation, one usually 

only gets a fragment of what ›actually happened.‹ 

In the case of video preparation, this is aggravated by the fact that there is no common tool 

for transforming nonverbal activities (in the broadest sense) into text, as opposed to the written 

language that is greatly deduced from spoken language, albeit different due to mechanisms of 

standardization. Yet, in comparison, nonverbal action has no such written counterpart and can thus 

not be ›transcribed,‹ but only ›described‹ (cf. Goodwin 2001:160); depending on the description 

mode, again with regard to the research problem to be analyzed, the transformation of the nonverbal 

level of the video into text can thus be rather scarce (e.g., “points at window”) or extremely detailed 

(e.g., “points with index finger of right hand, with stretched arm on shoulder level parallel to floor, at 

second window from the left that is almost obscure due to white streaks of a substance that might be 

chalk powder”). Moreover, when the research focus is on interaction, there is the question of how to 

include a respective addressee into the ›text‹ who is not talking at the moment; obviously, the more 

addressees or ratified participants there are, the more complex a textual consideration of non-talkers 

would turn out to be. 

In the following, I am proposing a solution for the thus-established problems that I employ 

for the empirical analyses discussed in Part Three of this thesis.  

II.3.1 Reconstructing the main event in text form 

For the research question of multi-participant co-production of social events, the textual 

transformation of the video has to provide a coherent reproduction of the public lesson discourse as 

the ›main event‹ the participants orientate themselves by (see Sections I.2.1 and I.3.4). This means, 

first of all, that in this text version, indeed only those participants appear who are actively 

contributing to the main event. In order to derive a coherent text from the video, I consider both the 

video and the audio track of the recording to be crucial to this coherence in order to comprehensibly 

transform the film into text. This textual coherence is, however, not gained by an extensive 

description of all participants’ behaviors, but indeed by a scarce description of talk-related behaviors 

that merely indicates the immediate referential quality of an utterance. Compare the following 

notations of a video portion that is discussed in Example 1, Part Three of this thesis, transcribed 

compatible with CHAT59 transcription standards in two different versions: 

(1.1) *TEA: äh@i ja dann sacht mir nur mal ganz kurz . 
%eng: uh yes so just tell me briefly . 
*TEA: äh@i wie viel ihr gelesen habt . 
%eng: uh how much you’ve read . 
*TEA: petra . 
*PET: bis zum vierten kapitel . 
%eng: up to the fourth chapter . 
*TEA: mhm@i . 
*HIL: bis zum fünften . 
%eng: up to the fifth . 

                                                 
59  The CHAT system provides a standardized format for producing computerized transcripts of face-to-face conversational 

interactions, see: http://childes.psy.cmu.edu. 
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(1.2)60 174 *TEA: äh@i ja dann sacht mir nur mal ganz kurz . 
175 %eng: uh yes so just tell me briefly . 
176 *TEA: äh@i wie viel ihr gelesen habt . 
177 %eng: uh how much you’ve read . 
178 *TEA: petra . 
179 %com: mit meldung 
180 %eng: with raised hand 
181 *PET: bis zum vierten kapitel . 
182 %eng: up to the fourth chapter . 
183 *TEA: mhm@i . 
184 %act: nickt HIL zu, mit meldung 
185 %eng: gives HIL a nod, with raised hand 
186 *HIL: bis zum fünften . 
187 %eng: up to the fifth . 

Obviously, comparing the mere audio transcript of Version (1.1) with the ›scarce‹ video-and-

audio transcript of Version (1.2), Version (1.1) leaves out information that is essential to understand 

the course of action, namely that Petra61 (PET) raises her hand when she is called on by the teacher, 

and that also Hilal (HIL) is raising a hand and called on by means of a nod; Version (1.1) reads like 

Petra is being called on involuntarily, and like Hilal is heckling her answer. It can thus be deemed an 

incoherent text, evoked by too little information provided in the transcript. Version (1.2), on the other 

hand, constitutes a middle ground that allows for a comprehension of the connection of occurrences, 

but only containing observations that are immediately important to reconstruct the course of actions 

of the main event, which, in addition to the spoken utterances, mostly concerns basic nonverbal 

actions of the teacher and the students immediately involved in the discourse. Of course, this does not 

account for the multi-participant quality of the recorded situation, an issue that will be addressed in 

the following Section II.3.2. 

A written version of the video as proposed in (1.2) is the first step for purposes of 

reproducing the main event of the lesson (see Section I.3.3) in order to identify sequences that guide 

the observation of the single participants. In Section I.1.2, I referred to the basic formula of sequence 

organization by means of turns and adjacency pairs, while in Section I.3.3, I explicated the specific 

lesson discourse organization as ›initiation – response 1: orientation – response 2: appointment of 

speaker – response 3: utterance (– response 4: evaluation).‹ Adjacency is thus often not literally 

organized in pairs, but identifiable in the form of nextness between responses to an initiation 

followed by responses to responses. Moreover, in a lesson discourse with a questioning-and-

answering (Q & A) structure, one initiation can entail a number of responses in a row, leading to a 

semantic, but not chronological nextness of the respective utterances to the initial question, 

constituting discourse cycles. 

Consider the text version of the video offered in (1.2) above: While Petra’s response refers to 

the teacher’s initiation, Hilal’s response refers to both the initiation and Petra’s response as Hilal 

leaves out the subject ›Kapitel‹/ chapter that Petra has already introduced in her utterance. First of 

all, such phenomena lead me to a specific transcript-organizing practice of considering a ›sequence‹ 

as consisting of the whole cycle of turns (responses) that refer to one initiation. In order to follow 

through on this practice, I secondly appraise repetitions of the initiating utterance as being part of the 

same sequence, not counting it as a new initiation because even reformulations are themselves 

                                                 
60  See Appendices, lesson transcript extract of Example 1. 
61  The names of the participants have been changed in order to protect their privacy. 
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identifiable as responses to previous occurrences (for example, when no student raises a hand to 

contribute, the teacher responds by asking the respective question again, not necessarily rewording 

it), and connected responses are often still referring to the initial formulation in case there was a 

rewording. Thirdly, aiming at the transcript-wise coherence of the main event on the discourse level, 

I mainly refrain from counting heckles, rebukes, or other brief interruptions as distinct sequences 

since such interludes are mostly not disconnected from the original sequence on the nonverbal level. 

For instance, in Example 2 of Part Three of this thesis, there is an incident when the teacher orders a 

student to take off her coat while he is still writing another student’s answer on the blackboard (see 

III.2.2), with the ›initiation‹ thus not being separated from the original sequence on the nonverbal 

level, which causes me to not mark it as an independent sequence. 

Having reconstructed the main event documented by video in the form of a sequenced 

written text, the next step is to identify what I would like to call ›orientation units,‹ which, in the 

context of the research problem addressed in this thesis, is the main preparatory task for the 

systematic observation of the participants based on the assumption that nonverbal behaviors “both 

shape and are shaped by their immediate linguistic context” (Bavelas 1994:205) and are thus also 

customized with regard to addressees (ibid., p. 207). Orientation units of the main event are, on the 

one hand, utterances that are organized in phrases conveying distinguishable meaning on the verbal 

level, and, on the other hand, activities that convey meaning on the nonverbal level, like the teacher 

scanning the room, or writing on the blackboard. A third differentiation concerns a partition of 

speaker’s turns according to accompanying nonverbal behavior, like the teacher looking at the right 

side of the room during one part of his utterance, and to the left side during the next part. Here, it is 

important to consider the durations of the thus-identified units because a brief glance or a quick 

interjection might only take a fraction of a second that on its own merits might be too short to trigger 

a visible or audible alignment on the part of the coparticipants, and only in its immediate context 

serves as an orientation device. 

Subdivided into orientation units, Extract (1) from above is finally displayed as follows:  

 

1.3   

(1) 
2.1s 

TEA: Äh # [0.2s] ja, dann sacht mir 
 nur mal ganz kurz, 

 Uh, yes, so just tell me briefly, 

looks leftwards, forwards 

(2) 
1.9s 

TEA: äh, wie viel ihr gelesen habt, 
 Petra. 

 uh, how much you’ve read, Petra. 

looks rightwards, looks at PET who raises a 
hand 

(3) 
1.3s 

PET: <Bis zum vierten Kapitel. 

 Up to the fourth chapter. 

looks at TEA, folds hands on shoulder level; 
TEA looks at PET 

(4) 
1.0s 

TEA: Mhm. looks at HIL (not visible on cameras), gives HIL 
a nod 

(5) 
1.1s 

HIL: Bis zum fünften. 

 Up to the fifth. 

TEA looks at HIL, then at far right side 

For reasons of readability, the oral discourse is displayed in standard German/ English 

(including punctuation), with only two phonetic references, namely pauses and volume: ›# [1.0s]‹ 

indicates a speaking pause and its duration; ›<‹ marks a speaking volume below room level, ›>‹ a 

speaking volume above room level. The ›1.3‹ in the first line identifies this text sample as stemming 

from Example 1, Sequence 3. The orientation units are then consecutively numbered and provided 
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with time durations. In contrast to the text version of the video displayed in (1.2) above, the text 

version used for video analysis contains, on the one hand, the orientation-relevant nonverbal behavior 

of the immediate interlocutors; on the other hand, note that lines 175 and 176 of text version (1.2) are 

here subsumed as a single orientation unit since the teacher’s speaker appointment of Petra does not 

result from a ›responsive orientation unit‹ (see above), which in this case already occurred in the 

previous sequence (see Paragraph III.2.1). Since it might seem irritating that the descriptive parts do 

not contain facial expressions, it should be mentioned that, as already touched upon in Section I.3.2, 

meaningful mimics do simply not occur in this subsequence; they are, of course, described in cases 

where they do appear. 

The thus-produced text version of the video as a “location device” (Knoblauch 2006:76) is 

finally re-introduced to video observation as a ›rundown sheet‹ to allocate synchronous participant 

behaviors that are noted down in the form of observation logbooks.  

II.3.2 Observation logbooks 

With the division of the textual version of the lesson discourse into observation units, the single 

participant’s behavior can be observed from the beginning in its relation to the main event by noting 

down what each participant is doing during the respective orientation unit.62 The sequential 

organization depicting the course of interaction (Krummheuer 2009:62) thus remains the basis for 

interpretation with regard to how actions are reflexively performed (cf. Knoblauch 2006:74f); vom 

Lehn & Heath 2006:104). 

To include such observations directly in the text version of the video, with in the case of the 

seventh grade at hand up to 28 participants to observe, would make it extremely long and thwart its 

readability and textual coherence. More importantly, the descriptions are much more easily 

retrievable in a systematic way when they are compiled separately for each participant in tabular 

form, much like the subsequence 1.3.1-5 displayed above. The observation logbook can be thought to 

be a sort of “score” in the sense that it “records all actions in their simultaneous and successive 

order” (Raab & Tänzler 2006:88). The complete observation logbooks for the example cases 

discussed in Part Three of this thesis are provided in the Appendices; here, an extract from Example 

1 is displayed for illustrative purposes: 

                                                 
62  Note here that due to the stationary setting of the cameras aiming for wide shots, video description regularly necessitated 

to watch the films zoomed in to get close-ups. 
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Tab. II.1: Extract from observation logbook, Example 1 

OU TEA 1 NIN 2 BIR 3 THO 

1.1.1 

sits on his desk, looks 
leftwards, holds up book, 
lowers it, looks at left 
front row 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks down at table 

1.1.2 

looks rightwards, briefly 
waves left hand, holds up 
book briefly again, looks 
leftwards 

looks down, stares at 
table 

looks at TEA 

1.1.3 
looks leftwards, then 
down at book in his hand looks at TEA gazes ahead past TEA 

1.2.1 looks up to right side 

1.2.2 scans room 
looks around, raises hand 
a bit hesitatingly 

looks around, raises hand 

raises hand, looks around 1.2.3 looks at SVE 

looks at TEA with raised 
hand 

scans room 
1.2.4 

shakes head, looks at 
front right side 

1.3.1 looks leftwards, forwards 

looks at TEA with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA with raised 
hand, taps table with the 
other hand 

1.3.2 
looks rightwards, looks at 
PET 

1.3.3 looks at PET 

1.3.4 
looks at HIL, gives HIL a 
nod 

looks at PET with raised 
hand 

1.3.5 
looks at HIL, looks at far 
right side 

looks at TEA with raised 
hand 

The observation logbook is chronologically organized by observation units (OU) according 

to sequences, and by participants according to seat number. First of all, it remains visible in Table 

II.1 that in 1.1.1-1.3.5, the teacher’s behavior is the denominator of the respective observation units 

as he is the main designer of the discourse and the center of the main event toward which participants 

in the gross interaction system orientate themselves. Secondly, what one can see is that the students’ 

behaviors do not entirely coincide with the single observation units, but often encompass more than 

one of these units. Obviously, it also happens that students change their behaviors within one ever so 

short observation unit, which is only plausible because, as I already touched upon in Section I.2.3, 

the orientation toward a main event in multi-participant interaction system does not lead to 

synchronized behavior, neither among each other nor regarding the main event. It must be borne in 

mind here that orientation units are not individually compelling behavioral determiners, but initially a 

mere technical means to structure the text based on the behavior of the immediate interlocutors. 

Therefore, when it is Petra’s turn in 1.3.3 (see the text version above), Nina in seat 1, Birsen in seat 2, 

and Thorsten in seat 3 are all looking at the teacher with raised hands, but when the teacher calls on 

Hilal afterwards, Thorsten looks belatedly at Petra, while the other two stay focused on the teacher. 

The form of notation chosen here emphasizes that the lesson participants are not considered 

acting individuals, but interacting participants and co-participants in the main event. On this basis, 

the participants’ behavioral alignment with the main event is part of the description in the sense that 

their actions are observed and noted as occurring simultaneously with the public lesson discourse. 

The tabular record of the participants’ behaviors according to observation units is a systematic and 

clear way to descriptively display the relation between the main event and its participants; other 
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suggestions for annotation that are, for example, made by Heath & Hindmarsh (2000:21) and Norris 

(2006:405), are more closely oriented toward the video with only two to three attendants to cover, 

while such depictions are here deemed impractical for settings with a comparably large number of 

participants. 

It is therefore critical to bear in mind that the observation logbook does not ›substitute‹ the 

videos. As opposed to an audio document that does not have to be re-consulted during analysis once 

it is sufficiently transcribed to serve the investigation of the research problem at hand, the video data 

sample must remain a main point of reference of analysis because it is too rich a document to be 

described exhaustively, especially when one deals with multi-participant interaction systems. Details 

that have not been initially described might become acute in the course of analysis, which is, 

however, only determinable in the very course of analysis when meaning cannot be extracted from 

what has been noted down already. For example, regarding the previously mentioned incident when 

the teacher orders a student to take off her coat (discussed in III.2.2), it is indicated to go back to the 

videos in order to determine the exact point in time and activity when the teacher starts his utterance; 

and since the clothing of the students is here not generally a category of observation, it is also 

necessary to check the videos for a potential coat-wearing of the other students. As Sacks (1987:56) 

remarks, “one commonly tends to avoid making ‘obvious’ observations because it is not obvious 

what thereafter is to be done with them.” More often than not, such banal observations turn out to be 

essential for the understanding of what is going on. 

Consequently, the observation logbook, although very meticulous in terms of unit timing that 

rarely exceeds a few seconds, is not a one-to-one likeness of the ›real thing;‹ it is, however, in itself a 

quite rich description that does not a priori distinguish between behaviors that might be relevant or 

irrelevant for the respective research problem. As the question of this thesis is not generally what 

students are doing during school lessons, but how they contribute to the co-production of the lesson 

as a social event, I chose to generate an additional form of depiction by means of ›condensed 

illustrations‹ that re-visualize the descriptions of the participants in order to achieve a greater 

comparability and to highlight the connection of single behaviors both with the main event and with 

one another. From the observation logbooks, it is possible to deduce such condensed illustrations in 

the form of schematic representations that I deem a feasible tool to investigate the various time-

displaced behaviors on the synchronic level, again according to observation units. 

II.3.3 Schematic representations of participants’ behaviors 

It is almost redundant to say that schematic representations of behaviors can only be extremely 

reduced versions of what actually happens, requiring a predefined selection of activities that are to be 

considered and activities that are to be left out. As I already pointed out with regard to the 

observation logbooks, it also goes for the schematics that activities that are not displayed are 

expressly not omitted in further analysis that frequently refers to the observation logbooks as textual 

versions of the videos, and to the videos themselves. The schematics simply provide an easier access 

to the research problem of this thesis in a generalized way. 

Since in the seventh grade classroom, the students regularly remain seated during the entire 

lesson so that their physical activities are limited to the very confined space of their individual table 

area, the ground plan of the schematic representation is the respective seating chart based on which 
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the participants’ visible orientation toward the main communication is mainly displayed in the form 

of gaze directions, while the public discourse itself is mostly depicted in the form of the labeling of 

speakers. The following categories are employed: 

Looking at the speaker. The respective participant fixates the person who has 
the floor. 

Looking at the teacher. The student is looking at the teacher when someone 
else, not the teacher, has the floor. 

Observing coparticipants. The participant looks at several or particular other 
participants who do not have the floor. 

Looking down. The participant lowers his or her head, which means that they 
look in the direction of their tabletops. Usually, but not necessarily, this 
involves an occupation with an object on the table or in the hands of the 
participant. 

Gazing ahead. The participant does not visibly recognize what is going on 
around, but gazes into space. 

Engaging in a subordinate interaction. The participants disconnect from the 
public discourse and deal with one another, commonly outside the hearing 
range of the teacher. Subordinate interactions include talk as well as 
nonverbal activities like signaling, mouthing, and grimacing. 

Ratified speaker. The participant legitimately has the floor by authorization 
and makes an utterance. Depicted with a dashed line, the participant has the 
floor, but does not make an utterance. 

Non-ratified speaker. The student takes the floor without being authorized 
(called on) by the teacher. (Note that the teacher is treated as an all-time 
ratified speaker, as he, due to the basic asymmetries between the participants, 
has a predefined right to take the floor, and is at the same time the only 
participant who has the right to grant the floor to someone else.) Depicted 
with a dashed line, the respective student does not technically take the floor, 
but mutters something inaudible that is nonetheless referred to in the public 
discourse. 

Raising a hand. The student raises a hand. This category refers to the mere 
activity of raising a hand, and does not describe the way in which it is 
executed. Students who raise a hand are automatically speakers-in-waiting. 

Teacher’s field of vision. The teacher does not look at a particular student, but 
monitors the enclosed part of the classroom. 

Direction of view. The participant looks in the direction indicated by the 
arrow when not looking at the respective ratified speaker, either fixating on 
another student, gazing ahead, or looking around. 

Direction of movement. The participant walks in the direction indicated by 
the arrow. During the lesson, this mainly concerns the teacher for the students 
mostly remain seated. 

Not visible on cameras. The participant is not sufficiently visible on the 
cameras, being covered by an object or a coparticipant, or being cut partly or 
completely from the picture due to a suboptimal camera position. 
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Of course, the schematic concentration on gaze directions (albeit furnished with additional 

observations of momentary activities in the actual analytical process, see Part Three) is already an 

interpretation of ›what is going on‹ based on the previously elaborated assumption that a main event 

requires the acknowledgment of its participants to be established and maintained: 

The decision to describe gaze in terms of the speaker-hearer framework is itself a 
major analytical one, and by no means simple, neutral description. (Goodwin 
2001:160) 

Applied to the seating chart, a schematic of an observation unit that includes all possible 

categories would look like the model scheme of Figure II.2. The seating chart contains the numbering 

of the students’ tables from front to back,  the tokens of the  participants’ names  (whereas the teacher 

is “TEA”), and the symbol indicating the sex of the 

respective student (see the list of participants 

provided in III.1.2). For the analysis of multi-

participant interaction, the schematic displays of 

individual behaviors during orientation units serve as 

summarizing, comparative overviews that in analysis 

are scrutinized in detail with regard to orientation by 

and relation to the main communication, including 

the occupation with objects that are referred to as 

›ratified‹ when they, in the broadest sense, have 

something to do with what the main event is about, 

as opposed to ›non-ratified‹ objects that indicate a 

discourse-external preoccupation (cf. Goffman 

1967:117). Accordingly, objects like the blackboard 

only occur in the schematic when they are made 

relevant  in the  public  discourse.  Note  here that the 

investigators are always depicted in the schematic as ›tolerated participants‹ (see Section III.1.2), but 

not with regard to their particular discourse behavior. Also the observation logbooks do not include 

the present investigators, who are left out of this kind of analytical observation because their specific 

behaviors are not guided by their participation in the main event, but by their observation of 

previously assigned participants. Sitting in the back of the room, their behaviors can for physical 

reasons alone not serve as immediate orientation devices for the students, while the teacher is 

assumed to take into account that he is being perceived by his peers regardless of their momentary 

behavior, as explicated above. In this quality, the investigators are considered in analysis as possible 

points of reference, but not as relevant regarding their individual behaviors. I shall come back to this 

point in Section III.1.2. 

With the video data thus prepared, video analysis refers to the videos themselves, the text 

version of the videos, the observation logbooks, and the schematics of the observation units. Of 

course, presorting individual behaviors in relation to the main event means to already identify 

individual units of action in accordance with the order of events (Knoblauch 2006:75f). With the 

Fig. II.2: Model scheme of observation schematic 
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conversation-analytical approach, social organization is depicted “to describe the ways in which 

social activities are normatively organised into social structure” (Lee 1987:21). 

II.4 From multi-participant action to multi-participant interaction: connecting the dots 

Conversation analysis is concerned with how the social order of the interaction system is established 

by means of an indexical and reflexive understanding of actions and meaning (Garfinkel 1967:5f; 

Krummheuer 2009:61; Sacks 1987:54). The general question is thus how one action is fitted to 

another in a continued ongoing practical process of comprehending or making sense of the nature of 

scenes and activities in situ (Lee 1987:21ff). The videos in combination with the textual 

representation of the lesson discourse as the main event, the observation logbook and the observation 

schematics initially describe serial and simultaneous actions of all participants, but not yet the 

“organisation through which participants produce particular actions and make sense of the action of 

others” (vom Lehn & Heath 2006:104). 

“Making sense” of these observations then means to consider the participants’ 
actions with regard to the situation in which they occur, including the immediate 
physical ecology, the course of the main event, and the perspective of the individual 
participant. (Heath & Luff 2006:47) 

My assumption is that in focused multi-participant interaction constituting a formal meeting 

based on institutionalized expectations and expected expectations (see Section I.2.3), the concurrence 

of participants’ operations – i.e., cooperation – is not random, but aligned with the jointly established 

and maintained main event, which I here investigate by means of whole-class public lesson 

discourses. If one would suspect this alignment to be solely displayed by the participants following 

the public discourse, one would soon come under pressure for failing to offer an explanation when 

participants do not follow the public discourse, which consequently would have to mean that they do 

not participate in the co-production of the main event despite their general cooperation. With the 

factor ›impression management‹ introduced in Section I.1.3, it is possible to widen the analytical 

perspective toward the interactional potential of ›keeping face‹ as an additional feature of 

interpretation explicitly targeting the multi-participant interaction system that is not characterized by 

one-to-one alignments of behaviors. 

II.4.1 Constructing the main event 

The meaning of utterances as co-produced by the participants becomes analyzable in the form of the 

sequentiality or connectivity of phrases and accompanying nonverbal behaviors within an utterance 

and in the relation of responses with responses on both the verbal and the nonverbal level (Lee 

1987:33). A response is thus shaped by the prior initiation or response and related to the following 

initiation or response, and the shape of the very responses is determined by the reflexive 

interpretation of each participant; each participants’ response (verbal and nonverbal, or solely 

nonverbal) contains the interpretation of what happened before, and the clues as to what can happen 

afterwards on the public discourse level, as pointed out above (see Section I.1.2). What is made 

relevant on the public discourse level thus not only depends on the immediate meaning of an 
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utterance, but as much on the coparticipants’ visible record of this relevance in the form of verbal and 

nonverbal responses. 

Address or footing (see Section I.1.2) is a first and safe indicator of implied relevance on the 

public discourse level in terms of who can consider themselves as being in the verbal and/ or 

nonverbal focus of the respective speaker; for example, encompassing all hearers in the form of all-

including glances means to accord them a momentary equal status in relation to the speech act 

(Goffman 1981:133), and additionally enables the speaker to police listenership and, if necessary, to 

take action in order to “bring back strays” (ibid., p. 135). While identifying the teacher as the 

›teacher‹ might be dependent on the cultural foreknowledge of the investigator, identifying him as 

the ›leading actor‹ must be possible by means of his behavior as in certain respects distinguishable 

from that of the other participants, for example with regard to his discourse status in the interaction 

order. Address and footing thus also give some indication of the role hierarchies at hand (ibid., p. 

128). While I do not intend to do extensive grammatical analyses of utterances, formulations of 

questions or tasks on the part of the teacher shall furthermore be scrutinized in terms of the actual 

message conveyed in the sense that what participants talk about cannot be separated from how they 

talk about it (Garfinkel 1967:28), for example by means of distinguishing interrogatives from 

declaratives (›how many cases are there‹ versus ›you must know how many cases there are‹), or 

imperatives from commissives (›do your homework‹ versus ›do your homework, or I will call your 

parents‹). The behavioral requirements thus communicated refer, on the one hand, to the social 

design itself as the public discourse demands collective attention (see Section I.2.1); on the other 

hand, specific requirements might also occur as perlocutionary speech acts in the form of concrete 

summons, orders, directives, corrections, and the like. Adapting to these requirements implies their 

general comprehension, and their individual translation into how they can be implemented most 

beneficially in due consideration of what serves the individual impression management in accordance 

with the maintenance of the main event. 

Utterance-accompanying gaze directions are not only a relevant feature of turns, but also 

demonstrate the speakers’ mindfulness to construct coherent sentences for their recipients (Goodwin 

1981:93f). Responses referring to original questions and tasks can then be explored with regard to 

how they refer to formulations, nonverbal clues, and thus-conveyed meanings. Therefore, “the words 

spoken […] are an integral part of a mutually coordinated physical undertaking, not a talk” (Goffman 

1981:142). This also refers to the physical setting where the interaction system is located as an “array 

of particular, locally relevant semiotic fields that participants demonstrably orient to” (Goodwin 

2009:21). The various artifacts at hand in the immediate physical setting can all be potentially 

employed by the participants in order to execute, facilitate, or complement an action, but only in 

doing so, such artifacts become relevant for the interaction system as semiotic resources at least 

adding to the meaning of the event, if not constituting it in the first place (ibid., p. 23). Accordingly, 

bodily gestures also structure the physical local setting (ibid., p. 29) as orientation landmarks for the 

coparticipants, and when the teacher holds up his textbook while referring to an assignment, the 

textbook in general (not just the teacher’s copy) becomes a semiotic field of reference for all 

participants, who on their part might either focus on the copy in the teacher’s hand, or reach for their 

own copies as a quasi-mirroring activity. 
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In formal multi-participant interaction, a mutual responsibility for ascertaining the 

communication flow can be assumed to be signified in the form of two general activities: orally 

adding to and reproducing the common ground that is established, and a general omission of 

questioning this common ground (see Sections I.2.1 and I.3.2). On the level of the public discourse, 

abstaining from active inclusion in the dominant communication can thus be thought to constitute a 

specific form of contributing to the co-production of the main event that is specifically accomplished 

by not talking, while this not-talking can be analyzed in two dimensions: as the acknowledgment of 

the public discourse on the one hand, and as a strategy of maintaining a low profile on the other hand, 

as elaborated in Paragraph I.3.4.2. When constructing the participants’ orientation toward the main 

event, the focus is directed toward the passive inclusion in the public discourse, but considered 

inclusion nonetheless. 

II.4.2 Constructing the participants’ orientation toward the main event 

While in the two-participant interaction system, meaning is always the meaning as implied by A and 

seized by B, including loops of repair and confirmation, this can assumed to be different in the multi-

participant interaction system where meaning as implied by A is not necessarily seized uniformly, 

but in various ways, so that double contingency becomes multiple contingency that is not resolvable 

like it is in one-on-one conversation, as was pointed out in Section I.3.2 by stating the improbability 

of establishing and securing common ground in the formal gross interaction system of the school 

lesson. In one-on-one conversation, B has no choice but to respond to A in a certain way that reveals 

how she seizes and processes the meaning of A’s action because anything that B does in reaction to 

A, even if there is no reaction at all, must be interpreted as a response, and expected to be interpreted 

as a response that A subsequently relates to. On condition of multiple contingency, many Bs might 

show various responses, and A might have a variety of responses to relate to; for example, a teacher’s 

question might be answered by raising a hand, not raising a hand, browsing a book, gazing out of the 

window, and so forth, and subsequently, the teacher can address any, but only one of these responses 

and make it relevant at the public discourse level. What thus goes for reflexivity in the multi-

participant interaction system (clues as to how something has to be interpreted) must also go for 

relevance (visible orientation) since various responses display varying attributions of relevance, 

which, again, cannot be made simultaneously relevant in the main communication. 

Observation logbooks are helpful for the crucial understanding of how participants indicate 

to one another what they are expected to consider as meaningful at the moment (Goodwin 2001:164). 

Gaze directions are not only displaying attentiveness, but also a means of mutual control of who 

perceives whom at a given moment, and controlling the perception of being perceived is a basic 

requirement of maintaining a low profile (cf. Hausendorf 2006:938). This goes particularly for the 

perception of being perceived by the teacher as the professional challenger in the interaction system 

(see Section I.3.4.1). But while staring at a coparticipant for too long tends to be perceived as a 

territorial violation, special focus might be explicitly encouraged by behavioural clues; particularly as 

regards the momentary speakers, these also must be rendered confirmation that they are listened to 

(Goffman 1981:140f). At the same time, visibly acknowledging that one is being addressed means to 

signal that one is a potential responder to issues raised on the verbal level so that impression 

management includes considerations regarding the possibility of being actively included. The very 
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execution of observing others is thus a social balancing act between signalling acknowledgment, 

intruding a coparticipants’ territory, and identifying oneself as a potential next speaker. One might 

plausibly suspect that therefore, participants in the school lesson are specifically not normatively 

expected to look at the speakers and especially the teacher all the time, but that there is a constant 

“interplay of different combinations of participant gaze” (Goodwin 2001:160). 

When including nonverbal behavior other than ›eye behavior‹ (directions of view, durations 

of gaze, fields of vision, lines of sight) into analysis, one should have an idea beforehand what one 

wants to find out with it. While eye behavior is crucial to mutual perception not least in the form of 

signifying address and as such easily decodable by participants as well as by the researcher (looking 

at somebody means to look at somebody, there is no subtext to the action itself), other nonverbal 

behaviors like gesture, posture, and stance are much harder to define meaning-wise when they are not 

explicitly illustrative (e.g., demonstrating a handstand, or how to hold a tool). Video observation and 

description of individual participants is a painstaking job,63 and I would like to suggest here that it is 

not feasible just to prove the existence of what is basically a given in dialogic situations, for example 

emphasizing gestures, if one does not consider the observable impacts such gestures might have on 

the addressee(s). As meaning is mutually construed in the course of a conversation, the mere fact that 

someone points somewhere is not as conclusive in isolation as it is when considering the effect of the 

gesture on other participants. 

In the very enlightening analysis of a lesson debate delivered by Bourne & Jewitt (2003), the 

nonverbal behavior of the respective interlocutors is being quite plausibly related with the speech 

level, while it seems to be much harder to relate the nonverbal behaviors of different speakers with 

one another (e.g., Bourne & Jewitt 2003:70) since listening behaviors of the interlocutors and the rest 

of the participants are not being considered. The authors artfully make their point that interlocutors 

convey meaning on both the verbal and the nonverbal level, but they do not go into the problem of 

how immediate participants themselves interpret meaning on both levels. This also goes for various 

studies on nonverbal aspects of group communication (as compiled by Ketrow 1999) that have 

fostered the identification of overall relations between the use of gesture or posture and status 

attributions, but in the form of post-evaluation and not within the immediate interaction system by 

means of direct responses to nonverbal behavior in terms of reciprocity. With the focus on listener-

responses, also Bavelas, Coates & Johnson (2000:950) remain rather vague as far as this reciprocity 

is concerned, detecting a general impact listeners’ responses have on the “quality” of narrations. 

Norris (2006:408), on the other hand, makes sure that she interprets the intersubjective behavior of 

the observed interactant correctly by asking him afterwards if he was momentarily aware of the 

respective coparticipant, in this case the researcher. 

Again, conversation analysis offers a way out of this dilemma with the reference to 

reflexivity and relevance based on the idea that participants indicate to each other the phenomena to 

be taken into account (Goodwin 2009:35). One can assume that interactants’ behavior is analyzable 

as either deliberate or unintentional in accordance with its specific occurrence as marking or not 

marking a semiotic field in face of a coparticipant, i.e. as other-directed as opposed to self-referential 

                                                 
63  A peculiar example for getting around this job is Yeşil (2008), who scrutinizes the effects of body language in 

interaction by means of participants’ post-evaluation in the form of questionnaires after the participants were asked to be 
mindful of this effect during the interactional event. 
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behavior (what Goffman [1966:64] calls “auto-involvements”). Taken by itself, yawning discreetly 

on the quiet is thus an entirely different action than yawning bluntly into a speaker’s face. Secondly, 

one can safely assume that also the coparticipant who perceives this is able to make this 

differentiation and to respond correspondingly: 

But to draw from such truths the conclusion that knowing how to wink is winking 
and knowing how to steal a sheep is sheep raiding is to betray as deep a confusion as 
[…] to identify winking with eyelid contractions or sheep raiding with chasing 
woolly animals out of pastures. (Geertz 1973:12)  

Hence, due to double contingency (or, in the multi-participant setting, multiple contingency), 

being able to differentiate between the various meanings of behaviors does not necessarily mean that 

a coparticipant only takes offence in being yawned at, but not in yawning in general, or even that she 

takes offence at all, and least of all that she has to inevitably challenge the offence if taken. On 

condition of being perceived in the first place, it is exactly the vast variety of response options that 

can be interpreted as the actual meaning that is mutually co-produced through nonverbal behavior. 

II.5 Hypotheses for the empirical investigation of multi-participant school lesson interaction  

In order to find out how social cohesion is co-produced in the formal multi-participant setting of the 

school lesson, I am basing my empirical investigations on the following hypotheses derived from the 

theoretical and methodical outline explicated so far: 

1. The interaction system is a self-explanatory social unit whose social requirements can be 

deduced directly from their verbalization and indirectly from the participants’ behaviors in the 

form of adaptation strategies. 

2. The main event of the school lesson is co-produced by its participants by means of not 

establishing interactions competing with this main event. The dominant communication 

including all participants can be accurately distinguished in its sequentiality from subordinate 

communications including few participants. 

3. The main event gains its public relevance through public address and public displays of being 

addressed on the verbal and nonverbal level with regard to the multi-modal reflexivity of 

momentary reciprocal interpretation and the semiotic fields established through mutual 

acknowledgment. 

4. The verbal seriality of the public discourse comes along with a variety of simultaneous behaviors 

on the part of the individual participants, constituting multiple contingency that can only singly 

be incorporated in the public establishment of common ground. 

5. Gaze directions and other behaviors indicate how the participants momentarily orientate 

themselves toward the public discourse and the respective speakers on condition of the balancing 

act between signalling acknowledgment, intruding a coparticipants’ territory, and identifying 

oneself as a potential next speaker. 
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6. Participants need to control the constant possibility of being perceived by their coparticipants in 

the form of impression management. Strategies of keeping face and maintaining a low profile are 

always related to the social requirements referred to in the public discourse, and by means of the 

possible perception through coparticipants. 

7. The observation by outsiders in the form of cameras and investigators adds an unoriginal social 

corrective to the interaction system that is mainly relevant to the teacher. 

In the following empirical investigation of the multi-participant co-production of social events in 

seventh grade German lessons, these hypotheses shall be tested by means of the methodical apparatus 

introduced here using the example of three key scenes selected with regard to the research question. 



Part Three: The Multi-Participant Co-Production  
of Social Events in 7th Grade German Lessons 

III.1 The setting 

Before going into the analysis of lesson video extracts, I will provide a few characteristics of the 

investigated setting that might help to sort the subsequent investigations of the interaction system. As 

the three examples discussed are always taking place in the same classroom and with basically the 

same participants, these descriptions precede the analytical part so that they do not have to be 

repeated for each key scene discussion. In order to do so, I am solely drawing on lesson video 

analyses I conducted in the context of my LAS project work and in the context of this thesis, and not 

on the ethnographical data sample I compiled during field research.  

III.1.1 Classroom geography: seating arrangements and physical fields of reference 

The classroom of the seventh grade comprehensive school is spacious and functional. There are only 

few  decorations  (a small  world  map,  a clock that does not work,  sometimes a poster announcing a 

school event) so that there is little diversion from 

the objective of making school, which also means 

that the room is not physically claimed by the 

students or the teacher by means of distinctive 

objects. The most important geographical 

landmark besides the tables is the front blackboard; 

the students’ tables are arranged in a comb 

structure, providing each one with a more or less 

convenient view of the blackboard in its elevated 

position. Since the teacher’s desk is on the left side 

of the room, it is not in the center region of the 

room (and it does not cover the blackboard), 

emphasizing the idea that the teacher, according to 

his designated position, is a part of the participants 

rather than their supervisor and the sole conductor 

of  the  lesson.   Consequently,  when  he  wants  to 

attract attention, he has to position himself in front of the blackboard, using the space as a stage for 

teaching. Therefore, the major part of his lesson performance is not conducted as from the teacher’s 

desk. Frequently, the teacher leans on his desk with one hand or sits down on it with one or both legs 

on the floor during ›stage teaching‹, keeping up an elevated position.64 Only when it is indicated to 

assume a more comfortable, less surveillance-oriented position, e.g., when reading to the class, or 

                                                 
64  Note here that in their example case, Bourne & Jewitt (2003:65) interpret the teacher’s sitting on the desk as an informal 

posture. In the case of the LAS seventh grade, sitting on the desk does not change the teacher’s general habit of 
superiority and correctness that is conveyed by disciplined body posture as well as speech register and not least formal 
clothing and advanced age. 

Fig. III.1: Schematics of the 7th grade classroom 
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when the students are working individually, the teacher sits down on the chair behind his desk. On 

these occasions, he is only conveniently visible for the students in seats 1-6, and his own view is 

blocked by the students in the front rows. In general, the geography of the classroom and the way in 

which it is utilized enables a “shared focus of visual and cognitive attention” (Goodwin 2007:69). 

In contrast to the teacher, who is the only participant in the classroom who moves about 

freely, the students are refined to the narrow space of their desk area. As Hausendorf (2008:932) 

points out, the classroom is a place of interaction with a specific connection between interaction and 

institution as the physical organization of seating arrangements means that not all participants are in a 

continuous face-to-face contact with each other, but directed toward the main stage in front of the 

blackboard (see also Breidenstein 2006:45). As can be seen in Figure III.1, the comb structure of the 

seating arrangement provides only the students in seats 1-6 with an unobstructed, immediate view of 

the stage; 2-5, however, sit with their backs to the rest of the class, and the students in the rows 

behind have to look past the students sitting in front of them. The participants in the window row and 

in the door row have to turn their heads to look at the stage, and, as the case may be, must look past 

one another to see it properly. Seeing each other conveniently is only given for 7/8, 15/16, and 23/24; 

all other students have to adjust their sitting position or turn their heads in order to see any other 

student. The students in the back row (25-31) can, regardless of their body posture, only see the 

backs of the students in the middle rows. As for face-to-face interaction in the narrow sense, the 

seating arrangement here is clearly not designed for conversations between all participants, but 

supports the dialogic teacher-student(s) structure of the lesson discourse. 

No frequent change of the seating arrangement takes place during the school year; students 

sitting in a different seat than the previous week mainly occurs when their table neighbors are absent, 

so they sometimes, but not regularly, scoot over a seat or two to the next student, or take a free spot 

next to someone else for the respective lesson. Only after the first term, the arrangement 

fundamentally changes, but in sum, changes of the seating order are not a strategy of social 

enforcement. Thus, most of the students possess an individual territory in the room, defined by their 

chair and table, providing them with a place where they belong and therefore with a certain degree of 

physical security and certainty. At the beginning of every lesson after entering the room, the students 

additionally mark their territory by stacking their materials (notebook, textbook, dictionary, 

occasionally the novel treated in the lesson, and pencil-case) in the left or right corner of the table. 

These are the ratified personal objects that are always unpacked without announcement and thus 

potential fields of reference. As far as the teacher is concerned, he also brings the respective lesson 

materials, and additionally carries a box of chalk to write on the blackboard. In the seventh grade at 

hand, non-ratified objects, e.g. juice boxes or cell phones, surface very rarely and are consequently 

ordered to be put away by the teacher. Other objects that are per definition ratified are clothes and, as 

the case may be, accessories, which, on the part of the students, can serve as items to occupy the 

hands with, and sometimes might absorb their attention entirely. This also goes, and to a much 

greater extent, for their own body parts, and here particularly hair and hands, that are frequently 

being inspected and fiddled with by many of the students, but seldom to a degree that would catch 

the teacher’s eye and entail a rebuke. 
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III.1.2 Classroom population: the participants 

The German teacher of the seventh grade under study is in his early sixties. His teaching style is 

rather traditional and authoritative, underlined by his advanced age and formal clothing, only on very 

hot summer days coming to class without a jacket. His appearance as well as his habitual conduct in 

the lessons make him easily identifiable as the ›leading actor‹ of the event in terms of his privileges 

of free movement, discourse management, and ›stage‹ occupation (see also Section I.3.1). 

The 27 students of the seventh grade are between twelve and fourteen years old, the ratio girls/ 

boys is 15 to 12, the ratio of students with German as a first/ German as a second language is 14 to 

13. A generally high degree of discipline upheld in the class during German lessons can solely be 

attributed to the German teacher himself, who is an undisputed authority figure in the classroom; in 

contrast, in situations when the investigators were alone with the students in order to conduct LAS 

experimental testing, it proved to be quite difficult to establish and maintain quiet and order, showing 

that the presence of the researchers and their cameras are not the reason for the students’ exemplary 

behavior during the German lessons. 

Dependent on the circumstances, there are one to four researchers65 present in the video-

recorded lessons. While the teacher and the students are ratified participants (see Chapter I.3.1), the 

investigators are a special sort of participants, their presence being tolerated so that they are not non-

ratified as mere overhearers would be, but they are also not by definition ratified like the teacher and 

the students in the sense that they could claim the whole set of participant rights or be required to 

adapt to the whole set of demands. The researchers are neither expected to create nor to contribute to 

the classroom discourse, which is marked by their particular behavior: sitting quietly in the back of 

the classroom, operating the cameras, and taking field notes. As tolerated observers, they can, 

however, be included into the main communication by the teacher, who every now and then 

addresses the investigators during the lesson in order to make a certain point toward the students, for 

example when he asks the observers if they acoustically understood a student’s low-voiced utterance. 

In a narrow sense, ratified participants are thus the teacher and the students who have an 

official status in the social context of the school and the classroom, and therefore in the lesson 

discourses (cf. Goffman 1981:131f): They are not only supposed to be attentive to the social event, 

but also to contribute to it by adapting to the specific requirements emerging from specific situations. 

As integral parts of the social occasion, teacher and students are the immediate, mutual addressees of 

the classroom discourse (see Section I.3.3). Table III.1 provides a list of the maximally attending 

participants in the investigated German lessons. Note that the names of all participants have been 

changed in order to protect their privacy. 

                                                 
65  The average number is three investigators who operate the cameras and take field notes, while during LAS testing 

phases with tests being conducted in a different room, only one researcher remained in the classroom. 
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Tab. III.1: Lesson participants: sex, tokens, and pseudonyms 

Female Male 

Token Pseudonym Token Pseudonym 

BAR Barbara TEA Teacher Mr. Schmidt 

BIA Bianca AHM Ahmed 

BIR Birsen ALI Ali 

CIG Ciğdem AZA Azad 

FAD Fadime CEM Cem 

GÜL Gülcan JAN Jan 

HIL Hilal JON Jonas 

ISA Isabell MUR Murat 

MED Medine MUS Mustafa 

MIR Miriam SAS Sascha 

MON Monique SVE Sven 

NIN Nina THO Thorsten 

PET Petra WAL Waldemar 

SIL Silke IV4 Investigator 4 

SÜH Süheyla   

IV1 Investigator 1   

IV2 Investigator 2   

IV3 Investigator 3   

III.2 Co-producing lesson events: three examples 

In the following, I am basing the analyses of the three selected example cases on the theoretical and 

methodical framework developed in Parts One and Two of this thesis. In order to scrutinize its main 

question, namely how social events are co-produced in multi-participant settings, in accordance with 

the hypotheses compiled in Chapter II.5, the example cases are dealt with on the assumption that 

each participant contributes to this co-production by adapting to the requirements of the situation 

through mutual observation and orientation. 

In general, public lesson conversations as observed in the LAS seventh grade are organized 

by means of a question-and-answer (Q & A) cycle with its internal procedure ›initiation – response 1: 

orientation – response 2: appointment of speaker – response 3: contribution (– response 4: 

evaluation)‹ (see Section I.3.3). In the examples discussed below, this surface structure is always 

moderated or orchestrated by the teacher. There are small monologic discourse portions of the 

teacher when he elaborates tasks, addressing the whole class, but not inviting students’ active 

inclusion in the form of active contributions. As for the verbal discourse level, in the normal case, the 

students are included as interlocutors in the main communication in turns so that the discourse 

remains dialogic in the literal meaning, being a face-to-face conversation between two participants at 

a time. I should add here that for analysis, I will subdivide sequences or cycles into smaller 

subsequences of discussion for reasons of clarity; I still attempt to take adjacency and nextness into 

account in order to accommodate the coherence of the event. 
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The three lesson extracts from the seventh grade chosen for analysis were selected by means 

of several criteria; the key scene approach is, of course, a rather common handling of huge amounts 

of video footage; however, as opposed to Raab & Tänzler (2006:87), I did not choose key scenes 

“intuitively,” but according to criteria that I was only able to employ because of my extremely good 

knowledge of the data sample that I helped to compile and that I organized and analyzed myself 

during my work for LAS. The very employment of ›key scenes‹ instead of whole-lesson/ whole-

video analyses is certainly owed to considerations of workability and, in the aftermath, readability 

and comprehensibility; note that the video extracts dealt with here add up to not even seven lesson 

minutes, or 35 video minutes. Taking much more than such an amount into account would mean that 

meticulous aspects of analysis would have to be displayed as broad summaries only, which would 

thwart the primary concern of this thesis, namely to depict in detail the multi-participant qualities of 

the social event. 

For the purpose of this thesis, I selected short, self-contained lesson episodes with whole-

class discourses preferably from lesson beginnings so that not too much referable common ground 

would have been established already; the respective lesson transcript extracts comprising the 

immediate preceding and subsequent lesson sequences are included in the Appendices, and, where 

indicated, referred to in the analyses. I identified key scenes according to different presumed 

intensities of ›social risk‹ for the students, i.e. the risk of losing face in the particular situation (see 

Paragraph I.3.4.1). This risk is predefined as increasing in the three investigated situations from a 

›poll‹ (Example 1) on a voluntary assignment, to a repetitive ›quiz‹ (Example 2) on a well-rehearsed 

topic, to a ›presentation‹ (Example 3) where single students are called on to stand up and read out 

loud a self-produced text. I assume these situations to implicate tendentially different requirements of 

adaptation and thus, at least gradually, different coping strategies on the part of the participants. This 

way, the key scene approach allows for an internally comparative consideration of the observed 

phenomena and possibly to identify common (and, consequently, diverging) features of multi-

participant interaction (cf. Knoblauch 2006:80). 

III.2.1 Example 1: Poll 

The first example ›poll‹ comes from the first period of a double lesson three minutes into the lesson. 

25 students, the teacher and four investigators are present. In the first four minutes of the video, the 

students and the teacher enter the classroom, prepare for the lesson and greet each other; afterwards, 

the teacher gives out copies of the novel that is the topic of the teaching unit, and collects money 

from those students who have not paid for the book yet.66 With the focus on the organizational 

matters of purchasing the novel, there is already an attunement to the subsequent teaching unit. After 

the organizational matters have been clarified, the teacher sits down on the edge of his desk with one 

foot on the ground. 

                                                 
66  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 1, l. 20-121. 
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1.1   

(1) 
2.2s 

TEA: Das Buch hatt ich ja, wie gesacht, 

 I had [given] the book, as I said, 

sits on his desk with one foot on ground, looks 
leftwards, holds book up, lowers it, looks at left 
front row 

(2) 
4.0s 

TEA:  den allermeisten von euch, bis auf die 
 zweien, die nicht da war, 

 to most of you, except for those two  
 who weren’t there, 

looks rightwards, waves briefly left hand, holds 
book up briefly again 

(3) 
4.8s 

TEA: äh, in der letzten Woche, glaub ich,  
 am Freitag, dann mitgebracht. 

 uh, last week, I believe, on Friday. 

looks leftwards, then down at the book in his 
hand 

1.1.1            1.1.2     1.1.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 1.1.1, the teacher accomplishes to make clear that most of the students had the 

novel over the weekend, referring to the previous lesson episode67 with “wie gesacht”/ as I said. For 

the investigators, who were not there on Friday, he thereby gives out valid information concerning 

the actual state of affairs. For the students, the teacher announces the topic of the teaching unit, and 

implicitly points to the general availability of the novel for the majority of the class. However, the 

speech does not contain an explicit hint that the students were to read the novel over the weekend; 

there is even a mitigation when the teacher says that he believes (“glaub ich”/ I believe) he gave out 

the book on Friday last week, signaling that he does not refer to a proper assignment. While talking, 

the teacher monitors the whole classroom with his eyes, looking at the window (left) side, the door 

(right) side, and then slowly from one side to the other. From his elevated position (sitting on the 

desk), he has a convenient overview. Direction of view in combination with the use of the plural 

pronoun “euch”/ you in 1.1.2 emphasizes that he addresses all participants, but note here that in 1.1.3, 

the teacher is looking down at the book in his hands toward the end of his utterance. The utterance as  

 

                                                 
67  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 1, l. 116-121. 
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a whole is here interpreted as an illocutionary act establishing the public discourse after having been 

dealing with individual students before;68 content-wise, it establishes the common ground on which 

the further discourse can be expected to be based on.  

Orientation by public discourse. Of the 25 present students, eight (Birsen in seat 2, Petra/ seat 5, 

Monika/ 10, Ahmed/ 12, Ciğdem/ 19, Medine/ 25, Fadime/ 29) are constantly facing the teacher 

while he is talking, whereas three students (Ali/ 7, Cem/ 9, Jonas/ 27) are not once looking in the 

teacher’s direction; in these cases, getting into or out of the teacher’s field of vision has no 

observable impact on the student’s directions of gaze, so one can assume that it is rather the verbal 

level of the discourse they orientate by, not least because also their individual sitting positions do not 

seem to play a crucial role here since both ›focusers‹ and ›non-focusers‹ are rather scattered across 

the room. As opposed to that, the majority of the fourteen students who do not constantly focus on 

the teacher seem rather to look away when they enter the teacher’s field of vision. Of the eight 

students focusing on the teacher, all are displaying a relaxed body posture and keeping a straight 

face, signaling minimal concernedness by merely showing basic attentiveness. In contrast, Ali and 

Cem, who are not looking at the teacher, are involved in a subordinate interaction throughout the 

teacher’s introduction; they are talking quietly under their breath, but they face each other the whole 

time and thus are physically turning away from the main communication. This way, Ali and Cem 

visibly (if not audibly) mark the teacher’s speech as secondary to their own concern in this situation, 

while at the same time, the incident remains a subordinate interaction that does not claim public 

attention. Another incident occurs between Süheyla/ 8 and Waldemar/ 14; in 1.1.1 and 1.1.2, 

Waldemar reaches over to Süheyla’s table and fiddles around with her folder; in 1.1.2, Süheyla 

observes Waldemar doing so, and in 1.1.3, she adjusts the folder that Waldemar meddled with. This 

is thus an incident where a student physically trespasses another student’s physical space, with the 

state of trespassing being constituted by both students’ actions (reaching over and touching objects 

on one part, restoring objects on the other part). As in the case of Ali and Cem, the incident between 

Süheyla and Waldemar, although not being a direct interaction (Waldemar is not once looking at 

Süheyla while trespassing her space), gains priority over the main communication. Jonas, who is also 

not once acknowledging the teacher by looking at him, browses his copy of the novel, with the 

engagement in the artifact being not entirely strange to the situation as the novel is the theme of the 

teacher’s speech. Of the fourteen students who look away from the teacher occasionally, six 

(Thorsten/ 3, Sven/ 10, Azad/ 18, Mustafa/ 23, Isabell/ 28, Barbara/ 31) are looking down and 

dealing with the book in between, but note that none of them actually reads in it, while their playing 

and browsing does not indicate a disconnection from the public discourse as reading would do. With 

the reference to the novel, the teacher thus opens up a semiotic field that includes the handling of the 

object regardless of it being factually required or not, especially as he himself looks at it in 1.1.3. In 

sum, most of the students interpret the social requirements communicated in the teacher’s 

introductory speech in the form of either acknowledging the teacher as the speaker or acknowledging 

the object he is talking about. Despite the low demands of the mainly informative public discourse 

that here does not immediately suggest a specific social risk, several students seem to avoid the  

 

                                                 
68  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 1, l. 140-159. 
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teacher’s gaze, which hints at a general adaptation strategy that has nothing to do with the actual 

situation. Furthermore, this part of the discourse can be subordinated to prevalent individual needs, in 

the cases at hand (Ali/ Cem, Süheyla/ Waldemar) without giving up one’s low profile, i.e. without 

being marked as deviant behavior due to the concealment of the activities. 

1.2   

(1) 
2.0s 

TEA: Wer hat denn schon mal drin gelesen? 

 Who has already read in it? 

looks up to right side 

(2) 
0.9s 

 TEA scans room, several students raise a hand 

(3) 
1.0s 

SVE: Überschriften. 

 Headlines. 

looks and points at SAS, grins; TEA looks at 
SVE; low muttering and rumble in the room 

(4) 
2.6s 

TEA: Überschriften. # [1.6s] 

 Headlines. 

with a mocking, indignant tone, shakes head 
disapprovingly, looks at front right side, 
leftwards; SVE looks at TEA, smiling; low 
muttering, a few students laugh under their 
breath 

1.2.1             1.2.2      1.2.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2.4 
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Public discourse. In sequence 1.2, the teacher’s question who has already read in the novel indicates 

that reading the novel was indeed not a mandatory assignment despite the fact that all but two 

students had it available over the weekend, as was established as the common ground in 1.1. Without 

explicitly telling the students to do so, the question seems to imply a show of hands and is thus a 

perlocutionary act. The show of hands is the actual answer to the question, so unlike the usual Q & A 

situations in the classroom, raising a hand here is not slotted in ahead the student’s response, but 

constitutes the answer itself. Although the poll by show of hands does not require an oral answer, 

Sven/ 11 takes the floor in 1.2.3, addressing Sascha/ 30 by direction of view, but in a volume that 

indicates an all-including communication, particularly since the utterance is accompanied by 

pointing. As Sven already looked at Sascha in 1.2.2, it is maybe the fact that Sascha, who is staring 

ahead, does not reciprocate his gaze that makes Sven publish his remark on the discourse level; 

although in 1.2.3, Sven and Sascha look at each other, the primary interaction does not take place 

between the two of them since Sven’s utterance is not requiring a response from Sascha, but is rather 

a comment on Sascha, the pointing and gaze direction being the reference. By sheer volume, Sven 

marks his comment as relevant for the public discourse, and therefore is not initiating a subordinate 

interaction here. Accordingly, it is the teacher who responds to Sven in 1.2.4 by repeating his 

comment with a mildly indignant tone and a disapproving gesture. Sven’s comment “Überschriften”/ 

headlines in combination with the physical reference can thus be interpreted as an answer to the 

teacher’s question in 1.2.1 (who has read in the novel already), Sven’s reply being that Sascha has 

read the chapter headings. Assumingly, he refers to a common ground that has been established 

between Sven and Sascha on a previous occasion so that Sven has the specific knowledge that Sascha 

only read the chapter headings, which is corroborated by Sascha’s reaction, blushing and looking 

away, indicating that he does know what Sven is talking about and indirectly confirming it. Sven’s 

grinning while sharing the information with the public might show that he finds this so funny that he 

is momentarily willing to expose Sascha’s inadequate reading behavior, on the one hand merely 

repeating what he might consider a good joke; but on the other hand, taking into account that Sven is 

indeed one of the students who do not raise a hand here to indicate they already read in the novel, 

exposing Sascha could also be a defensive measure, deflecting the attention from his own deficit, and 

naming an ›ally‹ who shares this deficit with him. At least Sascha obviously does not interpret Sven’s 

comment as a positive remark, being thus offended; blushingly, he turns to Barbara/ 31, his neighbor 

to the right, muttering something she does not react on, which shows Sascha’s need for re-assurance, 

but also Barbara’s obliviousness to this need, indicating the after all rather minor relevance of the 

incident. Moreover, Sascha does not raise a hand here although he assumingly has read in the novel, 

even if only the chapter headings, which he therefore either does not consider reading in the first 

place, or can not claim to be an achievement anymore after Sven’s comment. As for the teacher, by 

responding solely to Sven’s heckling and not to the information on Sascha’s alleged sloppy reading 

behavior, he signals that he disapproves of Sven’s behavior also in the form of not pursuing the topic, 

and spares Sascha becoming even more shamefaced, deliberate or not.  

Orientation by public discourse. When the teacher asks the question in 1.2.1, he looks at the right 

side of the room, but most of the students are focusing on him also on the left side. Compared to the 

students’ focusing in sequence 1.1, the question seems to have a more attention-requiring quality than 
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the introduction, constituted by formulation, intonation, and direction of view (the teacher looks up 

from his copy of the novel). While Ciğdem/ 19 already raises her hand before the teacher even 

finishes his question in 1.2.1, twelve more students raise their hands in 1.2.2 and are either looking at 

the teacher or scanning the room as the teacher does to see who raises a hand; all students except for 

Sascha, who here is still gazing ahead absently (as in 1.1.2-3 and 1.2.1), are actively engaged in the 

process of evaluating who has or has not read in the novel yet, not least because the subsequent 

maintenance of a low profile might depend on how many students are raising a hand and the thus 

defined inconspicuous behavior (the more students indicate they have read the novel, the more 

conspicuous it becomes if one does not). Thereby, the students are supporting the teacher’s objective 

and explicitly mark it as justified, feasible, and being their business, not just the teacher’s. The 

activity illustrates the general observability of everything that goes on in the room, and thus the 

participants’ awareness of being observers as well as observed ones. Interestingly, except for Sven, 

none of the students who do not raise a hand (and thus indicate that they have not read in the novel) 

look at the teacher, so they literally do not ›confront‹ the teacher with their shortcomings face-to face, 

which would possibly mean to offend him; against this backdrop, Sven’s behavior in 1.2.3 seems 

even more offensive not only toward the teacher, but of course also toward Sascha since the adequate 

behavior apparently aims at avoiding attention under such circumstances, and drawing the attention 

to somebody else who is in the same position is thus rather uncalled for. This might be one reason 

why, despite Sven’s volume, the pointing and the staring, only few participants (the teacher, 

Waldemar/ 11, Azad/ 18, and Sascha/ 30) acknowledge him by facing him; and none of the 

participants ever look at Sascha, who is the subject of this episode. As Sven needlessly answers the 

question orally and takes the floor without being called on, the majority of the students might, of 

course, simply not anticipate his action and thus be not able to switch to his mode on time, regardless 

of the fact that heckling could be expected to be prone to attract attention because it is a deviance 

from the usual procedure. In the slight disquiet caused by the mutual observing, Sven’s comment 

might also not be audible for all participants, and after all, the heckle does not interfere with the 

procedure. However, when the teacher repeats Sven’s answer in 1.2.4 mockingly and disapprovingly, 

some of the students who are looking at him (Gülcan/ 15, Azad/ 18, Medine/ 25) laugh quietly, but 

even if they actually refer to the ›joke‹ here and not just to the teacher’s demeanor, they do so when 

the teacher repeats it, and not when Sven makes it, showing once more the broad disregard of Sven’s 

utterance. Except for these and Sven and Sascha, the students do not acknowledge the incident, most 

of them either still scanning the room or still focusing on the teacher in 1.2.4. Note here that only 

Waldemar/ 14 already lowers his hand in 1.2.3; all other students who raised their hands to indicate 

they read in the novel in 1.2.1-2 leave their hands raised, also during 1.2.4. This way, they ascertain 

the possibility to be perceived by the teacher and their classmates as having read in the novel, which 

is the main objective of this sequence. In sum, the students perform the implicit task they are given 

immediately, interpreting it as a poll, but also as an evaluation task as to who raises a hand; 

accordingly, the requirement here is to perform the poll collectively and thereby to acknowledge the 

coparticipants. This observation task apparently dominates the oral discourse that is accompanying it. 

At the same time, the poll/ observation task seemingly can be understood as a situation that allows 

for taking the floor without authorization, as Sven does, and only the circumstance that the incident is 
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not witnessed by a considerable number of coparticipants prevents Sven from being publicly 

humiliated by the teacher’s response. 

1.3   

(1) 
2.1s 

TEA: Äh # [1.0s] ja, dann sacht mir nur mal  ganz 
 kurz, 

 Uh, yes, so just tell me briefly, 

looks leftwards, forwards 

(2) 
1.9s 

TEA: äh, wie viel ihr gelesen habt, Petra. 

 uh, how much you’ve read, Petra. 

looks rightwards, looks at PET who raises a 
hand 

(3) 
1.3s 

PET: <Bis zum vierten Kapitel. 

 Up to the fourth chapter. 

looks at TEA, folds hands on shoulder level; 
TEA looks at PET 

(4) 
1.0s 

TEA: Mhm. looks at HIL (not visible on cameras), gives HIL 
a nod 

(5) 
1.1s 

HIL: Bis zum fünften. 

 Up to the fifth. 

TEA looks at HIL, then glances at far right 

1.3.1            1.3.2     1.3.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.4             1.3.5 
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Public discourse. Sequence 1.3 starts with the teacher requesting the students to report how much of 

the novel they have already read (1.3.1-2). With the summons formulated here, the teacher addresses 

those students who are still raising their hands to indicate that they have already read in the novel, 

and using the plural address, this implies that all students who have read something are to report how 

much they have read. The initial summons can be deemed a low-risk question as the students were 

not compelled to read in the novel at all, let alone a certain amount of it, and there is only a scarce 

possibility to be called on without raising a hand since who does not raise a hand indicates they do 

not have read in the book yet, anyhow. Moreover, the answer to the question is extremely easy and 

does not require a lot of contemplation or elaboration; it is virtually impossible to give an answer that 

could be classified as ›wrong,‹ so the immediate risk to lose face in front of the teacher is virtually 

the lowest it can get in a Q & A lesson section. However, one has to consider here that first of all, the 

students cannot know at this point in the discourse what the disclosure of how much one has read 

might entail in the aftermath. As one reveals that one has read in the novel, one becomes an expert on 

the subject, and is thus at risk to be asked further questions, for example to describe or evaluate its 

form or content. This certainly reduces the probability of lying about the own performance, but might 

tendentially increase the pressure on the hand-raising students, who might or might not be asked 

follow-up questions. Secondly, as was mentioned in Section I.3.4.1, keeping face in front of the 

teacher does not necessarily mean to keep face in front of the peer group. Particularly this case of 

›admitting‹ that one has done voluntary extra work (reading in the novel without being told to) might 

for some students contain the risk of hurting their image as ›cool‹ or ›independent.‹ Here, one might 

assume that the more students admit to have done the voluntary work, the greater the security against 

losing face in front of the peers. As the teacher scanned the room already in 1.2, and does so during 

1.3.1-2, and since the students are already raising their hands, he calls on Petra/ 5 directly without 

making an extra orientation or selection pause. Petra is facing the teacher when giving her response, 

which plausibly makes him the primary addressee as he is the one who asked the question. When the 

teacher is acknowledging Petra’s utterance in 1.3.4, he is already looking at the next potential 

speaker, Hilal/ 6 (not visible on cameras), immediately giving her a nod summoning her to answer, 

again leaving out an independent orientation/ selection phase. When Hilal is still talking in 1.3.5, the 

teacher already turns his gaze at the back of the room where two other students are raising a hand, 

and thus refrains from directly responding to Hilal’s answer. So, what the teacher does here is 

collecting answers one by one according to sitting position, starting with the first student on the right 

hand side of the room who raises a hand, appointing the respective speaker by name or with a nod, 

and retaking the floor after each turn. This way, pointed orientation and selection phases can be 

omitted. An interesting characteristic of the oral discourse is the close adjacency of the original 

summons and the girls’ responses, both girls not answering in phrasings that would be 

comprehensive in isolation, with Hilal’s response being an even more reduced form with which she 

refers to the question as well as to the previous speaker’s utterance. 

Orientation by public discourse. Of the thirteen students who do not raise a hand, only four (Ali/ 7, 

Monika/ 10, Mustafa/ 23, Sascha/ 30) are constantly focusing on the teacher during the formulation 

of his request, and the others are either looking down at their tables, or observing their classmates. 

Throughout 1.3.1-5, there is a strong orientation toward the respective speaker among the students 
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who are raising a hand. Of these, only Isabell/ 28 never looks at her classmates who have the floor, 

but focuses on the teacher the whole time. In 1.3.5, also Barbara/ 31 looks at the teacher while Hilal 

is speaking, probably because she enters the teacher’s field of vision. One can assume here that 

speakers-in-waiting are more likely to look into other speakers’ directions, maybe even paying a 

courtesy that they would expect themselves when it is their turn, but primarily signaling visible focus 

on the main communication, and, in the special case at hand, keeping an eye on the succession of 

speakers in order to anticipate the moment of the own turn. Accordingly, the focus on the speaker is 

not as strong in the case of the fourteen students who are not raising a hand (note that Fadime/ 29 

lowers her hand in 1.3.1 and that Cem/ 9 lowers his hand in 1.3.2), but only Murat/ 4, Silke/ 13, and 

Waldemar/ 14 are never looking at their classmates speaking, with Murat looking down constantly, 

scrutinizing the book, Silke observing her other classmates and the teacher, and Waldemar looking at 

the teacher constantly. Here, physical proximity to the respective speaker seems to have an impact as 

it is particularly those students sitting close to Petra and Hilal who are rather not looking directly at 

them while they are speaking. One explanation could be that close proximity would give the 

conventional looking at the speaker a more scrutinizing, up-close quality so that it could be 

interpreted as trespassing behavior; on the other hand, physical proximity to the speaker also means 

to get in the field of vision of those who focus on the speaker, and looking down when getting thus 

involuntarily in the focus of perception might be a strategy of taking oneself out of the equation 

again. Note here that in 1.3.5, when the teacher already averted his eyes from Petra, she herself is 

starting to glance around, observing her classmates; having just answered the teacher’s question, this 

kind of re-orientation might indeed be a check how other students take her active inclusion in case 

she needs to restore her image. This shows that although the primary interaction took place with the 

teacher, Petra is perfectly aware that her peers observed this interaction, acknowledging them as 

relevant participants in the incident, and re-establishing herself as a part of the group rather than a 

part of the main communication. 

1.3   

(6) 
0.9s 

 TEA looks at BAR who raises a hand, gives her 
a nod 

(7) 
1.4s 

BAR: Ich bin schon ganz durch. 

 I’m already done. 

lowers hand on ear level, smiles while talking, 
puts hand down; TEA looks at BAR 

(8) 
0.9s 

TEA: Einmal ganz gelesen? 

 [You] read the whole thing once? 

looks at BAR, shakes right hand slightly, raises 
eyebrows; BAR looks smilingly at TEA  

(9) 
0.4s 

BAR:  Ja. 
  Yes. 

looks at TEA, plays with book absently; TEA 
looks at BAR 

 TEA:  Mhm. scans back of room 
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1.3.6            1.3.7     1.3.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 1.3.6, the teacher gives Barbara/ 31 the floor by means of a nod, still upholding 

the order of speakers by sitting position. In 1.3.7, Barbara informs the teacher that she is already 

done, the formulation being again a direct reference to the original summons, and in 1.3.8, the 

teacher makes an inquiry upon her answer by reformulating it as a question, affirming that she had 

“einmal ganz gelesen”/ read the whole thing once. In combination with his astonished facial 

expression, the teacher’s inquiry is an acceptance as well as an appreciation, indicating that the 

circumstance is amazing, and when he does not wait for Barbara’s confirmation in 1.3.9, this shows 

that the inquiry was rather meant to emphasize the circumstance than to really assert Barbara’s 

statement. By inquiring, he also contrasts his dealing with Barbara from how he previously dealt with 

Petra and Hilal to whose answers he did not elaborately respond. Barbara’s smile in this moment 

signifies that she understands the teacher’s inquiry as a positive acknowledgment and that she is 

pleased with her achievement, which might be the reason why she, as opposed to Petra (1.3.5) before, 

does not re-orientate toward her classmates after her contribution, but stays focused on the main 

communication. Whereas Barbara does not seem to need reconfirmation from her peers here, the 

teacher’s subtle praise could also effectively restrain her from facing the others, which they might 

construe as displaying her success in a too obvious (or smug) way. 
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Orientation by public discourse. In 1.3.6, the majority of the students turn to the teacher after 

Hilal’s response (1.3.5) although he does not claim the floor in the form of an utterance. This 

automatic response emphasizes the teacher’s status as the leader of the discourse as he is given the 

floor by default through the students’ direction of view, which enables him in the first place to call on 

Barbara without verbalizing it – he can be sure that Barbara and most of her classmates are observing 

his actions. The main communication takes place between two interlocutors and is observed by the 

other participants. In 1.3.7, when Barbara makes her first utterance, not all students follow the 

teacher’s direction of view by turning to Barbara, not even all those who are raising a hand and thus 

have a specific interest to follow the discourse. Due to Barbara’s sitting position in the back of the 

room, looking at her would mean to make the physical effort to turn around in the seat for the 

students in the middle rows, four of whom making that effort, while seven are not. Of the latter 

seven, only three (Murat/ 4, Silke/ 13, Ahmed/ 12) have not been frequently looking at their speaking 

classmates before; the others (Thomas/ 3, Azad/ 18, Ciğdem/ 19, Bianca/ 20) are not looking at the 

speaker for the first time. Note here that both Murat and Petra/ 5 do make the effort to turn around in 

their seats, but instead of looking at Barbara, they observe their other classmates, seemingly taking 

the inconspicuousness of legitimately turning around as an opportunity to get an overview of what is 

going on behind them. Fadime/ 29, who had raised her hand in 1.2.4, has been looking down and 

browsing her book since 1.3.4 without looking up once, which here can be deemed evasive 

behavior;69 as she raised her hand before to indicate that she has read in the novel, she is at a higher 

risk than her classmates to be now called on involuntarily in case the teacher recalls the 

circumstance, regardless of the fact that not raising her hand means that she does not want to respond 

to the summons. Note that the only participant besides the teacher who is visibly shaken by Barbara’s 

statement that she has read the whole novel already is Ahmed/ 12, who in 1.3.7 opens his eyes wide 

and gapes, and still has not closed his mouth in 1.3.8 when he observes the teacher’s reaction. He is 

also the first student in the discussed lesson portion who visibly disconnects from the main 

communication by starting to simply gaze ahead, neither observing the other participants nor 

occupying himself with something else.  

1.3   

(10) 
0.7s 

 TEA scans back of room, looks at ISA who 
raises a hand, gives her a nod 

(11) 
0.8s 

ISA: Erste Kapitel. 
 First chapter.

puts hand on cheek, smiles; TEA looks at ISA 

(12) 
0.6s 

 TEA looks at CIG who raises a hand, gives her 
a nod 

(13) 
1.8s 

CIG: Siebte # [0.8s] Kapitel. 

 Seventh chapter. 

looks at TEA, lowers hand, nods at "Kapitel"/ 
chapter; TEA looks at CIG, in the pause at AZA 
who raises a hand, gives AZA a nod 

                                                 
69  ›Evasive behavior‹ shall here be understood as caused by a “fear over possible loss of face” (Goffman 1967:39). 
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(14) 
1.8s 

AZA: Fünfte oder vierte. 
 Fifth or fourth. 

looks at TEA, lowers arm behind head, waves 
other hand; TEA looks at AZA, briefly scans left 
side after “oder”/ or, looks at GÜL who raises a 
hand, gives her a nod while quickly scratching 
his head 

(15) 
0.9s 

GÜL: Bis dritte. 

 Up to third. 

TEA looks at GÜL, scratches head with left hand 

1.3.10           1.3.11    1.3.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.13           1.3.14    1.3.15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In portions 1.3.10 to 1.3.15 of the summons, the teacher calls on Isabell/ 28, 

Ciğdem/ 19, Azad/ 18, and Gülcan/ 15 by means of a nod; again, he does not acknowledge their 

responses by other means than not rejecting them; again, the students’ answers directly refer to the 

initial question, and Azad’s (1.3.14) and Gülcan’s (1.3.15) responses are reduced utterances 

connected with those of the previous speaker respectively. 
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Orientation by public discourse. As in the discourse portions before, there is a strong focus on the 

teacher both when he has the floor and when someone else has the floor, except for when it is Azad’s 

turn in 1.3.14, with all students who are following the discourse by means of direction of view 

looking at him. Consider here Cem/ 9, Monika/ 10, and Sven/ 11, who are not turning around to face 

Ciğdem/ 19 when it is her turn in 1.3.13, but who do turn around to look at Azad/ 18 when he speaks. 

Besides proximity to the speaker and sitting position of the speaker, there might thus be another 

factor influencing the participants’ discourse behavior that might have to do with a speaker’s status in 

terms of the expected relevance of their utterance for the establishment of common ground. Such an 

assumption would coincide with the regularly strong concentration on the teacher whose discourse 

status70 with regard to relevance is certainly the highest in the class. Azad’s assumed higher speaker’s 

status also becomes apparent when he self-assuredly starts a muted back stage interaction with Sven/ 

11 directly after his contribution despite being still in the teacher’s field of vision (Azad shows Sven 

something in his book), something that no other speaker presumed to do before. Obviously, this 

might still be deemed an enhancement of the kind of re-orientation Petra performed before in 1.3.5 in 

the form of an image-restoring, re-assuring activity. While Isabell follows the main communication 

after her turn in 1.3.11, Azad momentarily disconnects from it in the form of a subordinate 

interaction, taking not only Sven along, but also Ciğdem, who, after her turn, first focuses on Azad as 

the speaker, but then keeps on observing him, showing that she is orientating rather toward him than 

the communal discourse. The fact that the teacher does not intervene also indicates that subordinate 

interaction after one’s turn is a safe terrain; Azad has fulfilled his duty by contributing, and is not 

immediately ordered to demonstrate his further commitment to the main communication. According 

to the assumption that in interaction systems, irritations either have to be made a topic or be ignored 

(see Chapter I.1), ignoring a subordinate interaction (whether on purpose or not) facilitates the 

maintenance of the original discourse theme. Another interesting observation is that as the discourse 

location shifts from the right side to the left side, the students in the front section of the right side 

(except for Silke/ 13) almost entirely stop following the discourse by means of direction of view, 

either gazing ahead or looking around. Due to the predefined order of speakers, the students in seats 

4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 13 and 14 run the lowest risk to be observed by the teacher now, who is focusing on the 

left side of the room. As was the case before, only Fadime in seat 29 manages to look down at her 

table (playing around with the book, i.e. fanning the pages, scratching the cover) almost the whole 

time; the only time she looks up to the speaker is when it is Ciğdem’s turn, so, as opposed to some of 

the other students, Fadime seems to admit a different relevance to what Ciğdem has to say than the 

previously mentioned students do. During 1.3.10-13, Ahmed is still gazing ahead, but then turns 

around in his seat to observe Barbara/ 31 in 1.3.14-15; although this happens almost four seconds 

after Barbara has finished her contribution, Ahmed’s interest in her might be a belated reaction on 

her having read the complete novel already, which he acknowledged with his astonished facial 

expression before (1.3.7-8). Of course, his interest in Barbara might be of a totally different origin, 

but sticking with what is visible, Ahmed might indeed have needed the time to process Barbara’s 

achievement in reading. In this subsequence, two more students (Murat/ 4 and Süheyla/ 8) gradually 

                                                 
70  Goffman (1967:36) points out that an interactant can only demand “the amount of attention that is an appropriate 

expression of his relative social worth,” the “relative social worth” here being interpreted as the discourse status arising 
from the relevance situationally attributed to a speech act in accordance with the respective speaker. 
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start to disconnect from the main communication by gazing ahead (Murat in 1.3.12, Süheyla in 

1.3.15). With the general audibility of the main communication in the refined classroom, 

disconnection does not necessarily mean ›not listening‹ or even ›not hearing,‹ but it means that no 

effort is made to appear occupied (by the discourse, or by ratified objects). When it is Gülcan’s turn 

in 1.3.15, note that not only Cem/ 9, but also Thorsten/ 3, both raising their hands, are facing the 

teacher now, probably in anticipation of being called on shortly after, which actually happens in the 

next discourse portion discussed below (1.3.16-21). Note that in 1.3.16, you can see that after her 

turn, Gülcan starts to observe her classmates as Petra did in 1.3.5. 

1.3   

(16) 
0.9s 

TEA: Ja? Cem? 

 Yes? Cem? 

looks at GÜL, then at CEM who raises a hand 

(17) 
0.7s 

CEM: <Bis erste. 

 Up to first. 

looks at TEA, lowers hand; TEA looks at CEM 

(18) 
0.7s 

TEA: Ja. 

 Yes. 

looks at THO who raises a hand, gives THO a 
nod 

(19) 
0.9s 

THO: <Bis zum vierten. 

 Up to the fourth. 

looks at TEA, lowers hand; TEA looks at THO 

(20) 
0.5s 

 TEA looks at BIR who raises a hand, gives BIR 
a nod 

(21) 
0.6s 

BIR: <Bis zum ersten. 

 Up to the first. 

looks at TEA, lowers hand, smiles; TEA looks at 
BIR  
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1.3.16            1.3.17     1.3.18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1.3.19            1.3.20     1.3.21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. One major difference between the discourse procedure before and in 1.3.16-21 is 

that when the teacher calls on Cem/ 9, he does so by looking at him and calling him by name, which 

only occurred once before at the beginning of the sequence when he called on the first student 

(1.3.2). Tentatively appraised, this might be a means to reclaim attention to the main event by 

explicitly naming the designated next speaker, ensuring that everyone can know whose turn it is 

(since Cem is already looking at the teacher and hence must be aware that he is given the floor); 

however, neither now nor in the aftermath does the teacher monitor the rest of the class to check the 

degree of attention. Here, it is not safely determinable whether the “ja”/ yes in 1.3.16 is an 

affirmation directed at Gülcan/ 15, who was speaking before, or already belongs to giving the floor to 

Cem since the teacher looks at Gülcan while saying “ja”, but the pitch on the vowel [Ëya:], 

indicated in the transcript with a question mark, could also mark an interrogative meaning that would 

rather address Cem. The teacher’s “ja” has a different prosodic quality [ya<] when he calls on 

Thorsten in 1.3.19, and this time he is also looking at the student. Birsen, then, is once again only 
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called on by means of looking at her and nodding in 1.3.20. Note here that Birsen is the only student 

who just starts to raise her hand again when her potential turn is getting closer in 1.3.17. The three 

students’ utterances are direct responses to the original summons, and once again reduced sentences 

as already in 1.3.14 and 1.3.15. Another difference to the subsequences before is the actual volume of 

the students’ utterances; all three are speaking rather low compared to the previous speakers, which 

might be induced by their closer physical proximity to the teacher whom they are all addressing; with 

no other students between them and the teacher, this also means that by focusing on him when 

answering, especially Thorsten and Birsen entirely lose sight of the other participants, intensifying 

the face-to-face quality of their contributions. 

Orientation by public discourse. Although it is quiet in the room, it is not certain that the three 

students speaking in subsequence 1.3.16-20 are being heard by their classmates, which might be one 

explanation for the overall decreasing attention. Moreover, as the teacher is now focusing on the first 

rows on the left side and thus, from his elevated position, rather looking down, his field of vision is 

much more limited than when he called on the students in the back rows, which means that a larger 

part of the room becomes unobserved by him. In the relative safety of their location, Petra/ 13 and 

Waldemar/ 14 pick up a subordinate interaction (1.3.16-19), talking under their breath, while Murat/ 

4 and Süheyla/ 8 are still gazing ahead during the entire subsequence. Azad/ 18, after his brief one-

on-one interaction with Sven/ 11, now entertains an interaction with Ciğdem/ 19 (1.3.16-17) while 

Sven is observing him, and several others are watching their classmates in between or the entire time. 

As Petra (1.3.5) and Gülcan (1.3.16) before, Cem starts scanning his classmates after he finishes his 

contribution and only focuses on the main communication again when the teacher calls on Birsen in 

1.3.20. Compared to the subsequences before, where only one or two students at a time were looking 

down at their tables, there are now five students (Ahmed/ 12, Gülcan/ 15, Isabell/ 28, Sascha/ 30, 

Barbara/ 31) looking down at their books by the end of 1.3.21. When it is Birsen’s turn, only eight 

students are redirecting their view toward her. 

1.3   

(22) 
0.8s 

 TEA looks at NIN who raises a hand, gives NIN 
a nod; muttering, slight disquiet in the room 

(23) 
0.6s 

NIN: <Alles. 

 All of it. 

looks at TEA, lowers hand; TEA looks at NIN 

(24) 
0.4s 

TEA: Bitte? 

 Pardon? 

looks at NIN; NIN looks at TEA 

(25) 
0.3s 

NIN: Alles. 

 All of it. 

looks at TEA; TEA looks at NIN 

(26) 
2.1s 

TEA: Alles. # [1.4s] 

 All of it. 

looks rightwards, then scans room; muttering, 
slight disquiet 
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1.3.22            1.3.23     1.3.24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1.3.25           1.3.26 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 1.3.22, the teacher gives the floor to the last student who is still raising a hand, 

Nina in seat 1, again by looking at nodding. At this point in time, it has gotten slightly more disquiet 

in the room, and as Nina is speaking rather low in 1.3.23, the teacher interjects an inquiry (1.3.24); 

Nina repeats her response in 1.3.25, and the teacher, again, repeats Nina’s response in 1.3.26. As was 

the case with Barbara (1.3.7-9) before, Nina’s disclosure that she has read the complete novel is 

positively acknowledged by the teacher with an actual oral response; again, he inquires about her 

statement to confirm what she has said, and then acknowledges it in the form of repeating her 

answer. But in contrast to Barbara, Nina does not give a clue that she is pleased about her 

achievement or the acknowledgement, her facial expression remaining unmoved, despite or because 

of the fact that after her turn, the students in her close vicinity (Birsen/ 2, Thorsten/ 3, Ali/ 7, Cem/ 9, 

Monika/ 10) are observing her when the teacher scans the room once more in 1.3.26, whereas Nina 

herself keeps looking at the teacher as Barbara did before. But here, an assumed ambiguous quality 

of already having read the complete novel is more palpable than in Barbara’s case as the facial 

expressions of the students watching Nina are as inconclusive as her own, and not friendly, let alone 

appreciative. Refraining from facing her neighbors in this situation, Nina also evades a possible 

challenge that Barbara, in the safety of her back seat, was not as likely to be confronted with. Finally, 
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no student is still raising a hand in 1.3.26, which theoretically means that all those who have read in 

the novel by now have stated their reading progress. 

Orientation by public discourse. Of course, one has to consider that due to the predefined speaking 

order of the sequence, the students can be aware of the fact that the poll is coming to an end here, and 

only seven students (Ali/ 7, Cem/ 9, Monika/ 10, Ciğdem/ 19, Bianca/ 20, Mustafa/ 23, Jonas/ 27) are 

following the entire interaction between Nina and the teacher by means of direction of view, 

compared to eighteen students who were focusing on the respective speaker or the teacher in 1.3.1 

when the first student had her turn. In this subsequence, two subordinate interactions take place, one 

between Birsen/ 2 and Thorsten/ 3 (1.3.22-24), who just before had their turns to respond to the 

teacher’s summons, and are now whispering with each other and smiling at one another, a behavior 

similar to that Azad and Sven displayed in 1.3.15. Again, the teacher does not prevent this 

interaction, and neither does he refer to the subordinate interaction emerging anew between Sven/ 11 

and Azad/ 18 (1.3.24-26), which is again initiated by Azad. Summarizing sequence 1.3, one can say 

that due to the poll-like social design with a predefined number and order of speakers, the procedure 

quickly becomes quite predictable, containing a very low risk of being called on involuntarily. 

Moreover, because of the teacher’s general refraining from commenting the students’ utterances, 

there is also a low risk of being exposed based on the information provided on one’s reading 

progress. The students’ informative utterances themselves, always addressed to the teacher in the 

form of face-to-face interactions, are only on the linguistic level (adapting to the previous speaker’s 

formulation), but not meaning-wise immediately connectable in the sense of a progressive discourse 

construction, so the common ground established here by means of a quantitative accumulation of 

information initially remains unprocessed. A decreasing momentary relevance of the communal 

discourse is thus visible for the students who have delivered their contribution as well as for those 

who exit the teacher’s field of vision, albeit with the qualification that also a student’s status in terms 

of expectations toward the relevance of their utterance might influence the coparticipants’ visible 

attentiveness toward the speaker. Image-restoring activities are observable in the form of re-

orientations toward the classmates after a face-to-face communication with the teacher in the form of 

observing the coparticipants or taking up a subordinate interaction. In contrast to the incident with 

Sascha/ 30 and Barbara/ 31 in 1.2.4, the students who seek such contacts here can generally count on 

their counterparts’ support. As the teacher does not prevent such interactions, the public relevance of 

the main event is maintained in terms of not deviating from the topic, but, inevitably, at the cost of 

being not consequently claimed. 

1.4   

(1) 
3.2s 

TEA: Dann will ich jetzt noch mal umgekehrt fragen # 
 [0.9s] ähm. 

 Then I’ll ask the other way around, um. 

looks leftwards, rightwards 

(2) 
1.5s 

SVE: <Ich hab das xxx gelesen. 

 I’ve read xxx. 

looks at TEA, holds up book, shows one of the 
first pages, TEA looks at SVE 

(3) 
1.0s 

 TEA looks motionlessly at SVE; SVE lowers 
book, smiles at TEA; scattered, low laughter 
from a few students 

(4) 
0.8s 

TEA: Sven. in a quiet, matter-of-factly voice; looks at SVE, 
looks leftwards 
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(5) 
2.9s 

TEA: Wer hat, äh, noch gar nicht gelesen, gar nicht 
 angefangen? 
 Who has, uh, not read at all, not started at 
 all? 

looks leftwards, forwards 

(6) 
1.8s 

 TEA scans room, several students raise a hand 

(7) 
1.3s 

TEA: Gut, danke. # [0.5s] 
 Okay, thanks. 

looks leftwards, then down at the book in his 
hands 

1.4.1            1.4.2     1.4.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4.4            1.4.5     1.4.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1.4.7    
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Public discourse. In sequence 1.4, the teacher asks the counter-question to the one before, namely 

who of the students have not at all read in the novel yet. In contrast to the poll in 1.2, the pressure is 

now on the students who have to admit to the fact, and again, it is not clear what kind of teacher’s 

comments the revelation might entail in the aftermath. Pause and hesitation particle in the teacher’s 

utterance in 1.4.1 indicate that he is making up his mind on how to proceed while talking, and Sven/ 

11 seems to interpret the teacher’s hesitation as another convenient time to heckle. His utterance is 

yet another uncalled-for answer to the earlier question as well as to the summons already announced 

here in 1.4.1 (“umgekehrt fragen”/ ask the other way around). While Sven implies that the fact that 

he read the introduction or whatever he points at here (it is not visible on the cameras due to the angle 

in which he holds the book) can be considered as having read at least something, he is also likely to 

know that this does not count after his classmates revealed before in 1.3 that they at least read one 

whole chapter already. As this is the second time that Sven takes the floor without authorization, and 

considering the fact that he did not raise a hand before to indicate he read in the novel, one can 

assume that heckling is his particular adaptation strategy, marking the respective discourse as 

somewhat informal and thereby downplaying his own shortcomings. The teacher’s facial expression 

when he looks at Sven in 1.4.3 for an entire second remains kind of absent as if he is still making up 

his mind about something. When he finally says “Sven” in 1.4.4 in a normal voice, he turns his gaze 

away from Sven almost immediately, intonation and focus not indicating an admonishing quality of 

the response, a quality that is thus, if at all, solely generated by the fact that he calls Sven’s name at 

all, which has no graspable effect on Sven. After this interruption, the teacher asks his actual question 

who has not started to read the novel yet in 1.4.5, looking at the left side of the room and then 

scanning the room in 1.4.6, with four of six hand-raising students (Murat/ 4, Sven/ 11, Ahmed/ 12, 

Mustafa/ 23) facing the teacher, and two of them (Ali/ 7, Sascha/ 30) looking around, observing their 

classmates. This must appear to be an appropriate number to the teacher, adding to the number of 

students who did read in the novel, as he concludes this poll without inquiring any further in 1.4.7. 

Again, his handling of the poll indicates that the reading was not an actual homework since the 

teacher does not make any comment as to the non-reading. Quite similar to the first poll in 1.2.2-4, a 

show of hands is the appropriate response to the question, and again, teacher and students are equally 

scanning the room for those students who raise a hand. But in contrast to 1.2, the teacher actually 

concludes the poll this time by saying “gut, danke”/ okay, thanks in 1.4.7, signaling the closure of the 

discussion, which is emphasized by the fact that he averts his eyes from the students and looks down 

at his book. 

Orientation by public discourse. First of all, note that in 1.4.1-2, Nina/ 1 engages in a subordinate 

interaction after her active inclusion in the discourse in 1.3.22-25, first with Birsen/ 2 and then with 

Ali/ 7 (both her direct neighbors), which is pretty similar to the behavior of Azad/ 18 and Thorsten/ 3 

and Birsen before; afterwards, she refocuses on the public discourse again. Since she is the one who 

initiates these contacts, this might be active face-restoring behavior, primarily necessitated by having 

confessed to be an ›overachiever‹ (having read the complete novel), and responding to her neighbors’ 

scrutinizing her afterwards. As for Sven’s heckle, in contrast to 1.2.3 before, this time, in 1.4.2-3, 

Sven attracts the attention of several of his classmates both when he is speaking and when the teacher 

looks at him, so one can deem his engagement successful, getting a hearing and even raising a few 
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laughs. This kind of increased attention is probably due to the fact that this time, Sven actually 

interrupts the teacher; although he speaks in a rather low voice, he indeed not only talks when the 

teacher has not finished his utterance, but he even holds up his book and thus visibly claims his 

coparticipants’ attention. Interestingly, after his heckle, the majority of the students do not turn to the 

teacher in order to observe his immediate reaction, what they are likely to do after a regular 

coparticipant’s contribution, as was seen above. Only Birsen/ 2 and Medine/ 25, who are engaged in 

a silent subordinate interaction, signing and grimacing at each other, Süheyla/ 8, who has been gazing 

ahead without moving since the middle of the last poll (1.3.15), and Barbara/ 31, who is not raising a 

hand and still rather looking at the teacher, are not visibly committed to the hand-raising and 

scanning of 1.4.5-6. In 1.4.7, when the teacher concludes the poll, of the six students who indicated 

they have not read the novel, three (Murat/ 4, Sven/ 11, Ahmed/ 12) are looking down at their tables 

– a gesture that did not occur with students who raised a hand and were called on in 1.3, and thus 

showing that these three students are not seeking re-orientation or confirmation among their peers, 

but actually evade the mutual observation. This does not go for Ali/ 7, who had been glancing around 

before and now focuses on Birsen/ 2, who has a one-on-one exchange with Medine/ 25, and for 

Mustafa/ 23 and Sascha/ 30, who are both still raising their hands after the poll has been concluded, 

Sascha still looking around, and Mustafa still looking at the teacher. When the teacher concludes the 

poll, there is actually no immediate broad refocusing on him, but most of the students either go on 

observing each other or are looking down, which indicates that they in fact treat the discussion as 

finished. This is therefore the first time that the floor is not automatically reassigned to the teacher by 

means of the students’ gaze directions; with the teacher not looking at the students himself, the public 

discourse thus seems to momentarily come to a halt. In sum, sequence 1.4 is quite similar to 1.2 even 

in terms of another heckle by Sven, although this time inserted before, not during the actual show of 

hands. While the relevance of the poll in 1.3 subsequently decreased, the counter-question appears to 

increase the ascribed relevance of the public discourse again as far as the mutual observation phase is 

concerned. The closure of the poll phase as a whole is marked by both the teacher and the students in 

the form of averting the gaze from the stage where the main event took place. 

1.5   

(1) 
2.2s 

TEA: Ja, dann diejenigen, die etwas gelesen 
 haben. 

 Okay, then those who have read some. 

browses book pages, looks up 

(2) 
3.0s 

TEA: Sagt mal mit einigen Worten, # [0.9s] 

 Tell us in a few words, 

looks leftwards, folds arms with book in left hand 
across his chest 

(3) 
1.0s 

TEA: wie hat's euch gefallen, 

 how did you like it, 

looks rightwards, shrugs 

(4) 
2.2s 

TEA: oder was sind so eure Eindrücke von dem Buch, 
 or what are your impressions of the book, 

looks leftwards, shrugs 

(5) 
2.8s 

TEA: was würdet ihr sagen? # [1.7s] 
 what would you say? 

looks rightwards, scans the room 
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1.5.1            1.5.2     1.5.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5.4            1.5.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. Re-opening the main communication in sequence 1.5, the teacher explicitly 

addresses the students who have read in the novel, summoning them to reveal their opinion on the 

book. This is exactly the kind of question that could already have been anticipated in 1.2, referring to 

the assumed expertise of those students who are familiar with the novel. The actual question is 

subdivided into three parts, “wie hat’s euch gefallen”/ how did you like it, “was sind so eure 

Eindrücke”/ what are your impressions, “was würdet ihr sagen”/ what would you say. Already after 

the first part of the question, two students, namely Thorsten/ 3 and Barbara/ 31, raise their hands, and 

they remain the only ones to do so for the rest of the teacher’s utterance. The second part of the 

question might thus serve two purposes: to give the other students more time to raise a hand, and to 

implicitly include those students who have not read the complete book (as how did you like it would 

be a concluding assessment, whereas impressions do not require the knowledge of the whole novel). 

The teacher’s shrugging both in 1.5.3 and 1.5.4 might additionally underline that there are no right or 

wrong answers to the questions, as the shrugging implies that the teacher does not know the answer  
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himself.71 Also the third part of the question, including scanning the room, might be an extension to 

give the students more time to make up their minds about the question and to raise a hand. However, 

if this is the teacher’s objective, he does not succeed for no further students signal that they want to 

respond. Based on the number of students raising a hand alone, one can state that the summons for 

opinions is a much more difficult and therefore riskier task than the polls in 1.2 to 1.4 before. 

Obviously, one might argue that opinions and impressions are rather not subjected to a ›right/ wrong‹ 

differentiation, so technically, the risk is not created by the possibility to give a wrong answer. 

Formulating an opinion or impression, however, can be deemed a complex task in itself, and require 

that the students actually contemplated about the book to this effect, as the teacher might not be 

satisfied with a mere assessment, but expecting a rationale as well. Still, according to the aspects 

discussed before, it is the students who have read the book and are not raising a hand who take the 

greatest risk of embarrassment, as they are experts and can justifiably be asked for their opinion. 

Orientation by public discourse. In 1.5.1, the teacher again includes the book as an object into the 

semiotic field of reference by handling it, and twice as many students are now looking down at their 

books themselves than at the end of the previous sequence, mimicking the teacher’s action. Even 

more students (twelve) are looking down at their books when the teacher looks up and scans the left 

side of the room in 1.5.2. Not one of the students is focusing on the teacher for the whole sequence, 

not even the two who are raising a hand: Thorsten is actually looking down into his own book the 

entire time, while Barbara starts to look at the teacher only when she starts to raise her hand. By the 

end of the teacher’s formulation of the summons, seven students (Süheyla/ 8, Ahmed/ 12, Silke/ 13, 

Waldemar/ 14, Mustafa/ 23, Medine/ 25, Fadime/ 29) have assumed a state of gazing ahead, neither 

focusing on the main communication nor occupying themselves with something else. Of these, only 

Süheyla has been in this state for most of the lessen section up till now, so the immediate happenings 

are not decisive for her behavior. Of the other six, none raised a hand and had a turn during 1.3, 

which, as the teacher said himself, exempts them from taking an active part in the following 

discourse portion. Hence, they do not have to take active measures to evade or to attract the teacher’s 

attention, and neither do they seem to be obliged to signal acknowledgement of the teacher’s 

question. Ali/ 7, as another student who is excluded from taking a turn in the anticipated discourse, 

engages in whispered subordinate interactions with Birsen/ 2 and Nina/ 1, probably because it is safe 

for him to miss the question. Nina and Birsen, however, belong to the group of students who the 

teacher addresses explicitly, but none of them ignore or reject Ali’s attempts to make contact. Since 

both Nina and Birsen have already been engaged in subordinate interactions before with each other, 

with Ali, and with other coparticipants in 1.4, this points, on the one hand, to a potential quality of 

such interactions leading to further subordinate interactions, probably because if one is once 

established as a willing contact person, one is more likely to be contacted and to make contact 

oneself, at least temporarily, and especially when the issue at hand cannot be resolved in a single 

isolated contact, or offers valid connectivity options. On the other hand, a general openness to 

subordinate interactions indicates a general attitude of not attributing prominent relevance to the 

public discourse. Vice versa, looking back at 1.2.4 where Barbara/ 31 ignored an attempt by Sascha/ 

                                                 
71  Being, according to Hausendorf (2006:946), the unusual case as the teacher can be expected to be expected to always 

know the ›right‹ answer himself.  
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30 to initiate contact, one can conclude that attributing increased relevance to the main event prevents 

the respective participant from engaging in subordinate interactions for the time being, but possibly 

also lowers the probability of doing so subsequently, at least with the thus-rejected coparticipant. A 

striking difference to the polls before, conducted by show of hands, is that only very few students 

(Petra/ 5, Monika/ 10, Gülcan/ 15, Sascha/ 30) actually observe their classmates at the end of 1.5.5 in 

order to see who is raising a hand on the teacher’s question, although some students observed their 

coparticipants somewhere between 1.5.1 and 1.5.4 erratically. This means that the teacher’s getting 

an overview is not a mutual activity this time, but contains a subtle threat of meeting his gaze or 

attracting his attention. Even of the students who are clearly relieved from the pressure of 

contributing, only Sascha/ 30 takes the liberty to glance around and observe his peers.  

1.5   

(6) 
2.4s 

TEA: Barbara. looks at BAR raising a hand, gives her a nod, 
frowns 

(7) 
4.9s 

BAR: Äh, am Anfang, da, äh, da find ich das n 
 bisschen, # [0.8s] 

 Uh, in the beginning, there, uh, I find it 
 a bit,  

looks at TEA, lowers arm, folds hands loosely 
under chin, puts hand on cheek; TEA looks at 
BAR, frowns, gazes with concentration 

(8) 
3.4s 

BAR: ja, nicht, ja, äh, ja, nicht langweilig. Nicht 
 interessant. 

 well, not, well, uh, well, not boring. Not 
 interesting. 

looks at TEA, gestures helplessly when 
struggling with the formulation, blushes; TEA 
looks at BAR intently 

(9) 
5.0s 

BAR: Aber ab der Mitte so, ob die das jetzt sagen soll 
 oder nicht, da find ich das halt spannend. 

 But from the middle on, whether she should tell 
 it or not, I find it, well, gripping. 

looks at TEA; TEA looks briefly at left first row, 
at BAR again 

(10) 
2.5s 

TEA: Mhm. # [1.6s] looks from front right side to far left side 
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1.5.6            1.5.7     1.5.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5.9            1.5.10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 1.5.6, the teacher calls on Barbara/ 31 (by name and direction of view) as one of 

two students who are raising a hand. Barbara’s utterance in 1.5.7-9 shows how difficult it is to 

formulate an opinion when at the same time trying to avoid offending the teacher. One has to 

consider here that since the specific novel is an official reading matter, chosen by the teacher himself, 

criticizing the novel could be understood as criticizing the teacher by extension, as he obviously 

deems the novel worth reading. So what Barbara basically says is that she found the book boring 

until the protagonist finds herself in a dilemma of choice, but she hesitates in her utterance (1.5.7) 

and replaces the “langweilig”/ boring immediately by the (at least to her, it seems) less offensive 

“nicht interessant”/ not interesting (1.5.8). Her intonation reveals a meaning of the utterance as ›I 

don’t want to say it’s boring, so I say it is not interesting instead.‹ Given Barbara’s struggling with 

the formulation, one might conclude that the complexity of the task (finding the balance between 

one’s own opinion and what the teacher is expected wanting to hear) could be one reason why the 

vast majority of the students refrained from raising a hand to contribute to this discussion in 1.5.2-5, 

provided that they are, as Barbara, not entirely enthusiastic about the novel. Moreover, as most of 

them have only read the first part of the book, and if Barbara is right that this part is not interesting, 

this is clearly a statement that one would rather not make in front of the teacher. Looking at it this 
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way, Barbara can declare the first part to be not interesting only because she can qualify that the book 

becomes more “spannend”/ gripping later on. Whether deliberately or not, she not only manages to 

keep her own face with her contribution, but also the teacher’s, who is thus not compelled to defend 

his choice of the reading matter. The teacher acknowledges Barbara’s utterance with a simple “mhm” 

in 1.5.10, again, as occurred before, already looking someplace else, not evaluating Barbara’s 

response. At this point in time, no one is raising a hand anymore. 

Orientation by public discourse. In 1.5.7-9, only three students, Gülcan/ 15, Mustafa/ 23, and 

Sascha/ 30, are looking at Barbara for the entire length of her utterance. Factoring in the sitting 

positions, all three have a rather comfortable view on Barbara in general, as opposed to most of the 

other classmates, as was already pointed out above. However, not nearly all students with convenient 

vision are actually focusing on Barbara, while others with a less convenient view, like Azad/ 18 and 

Ciğdem/ 19, at least make the effort to look at her in between. Toward the end of Barbara’s 

contribution, but before she has finished, four students (Ali/ 7, Mon/ 10; Ciğdem, Fadime/ 29) are 

already looking at the teacher, and of these, only Ciğdem looked at Barbara in between when she was 

speaking. Several subordinate interactions occur in this subsequence, between Petra/ 5 and Silke/ 13, 

who are exchanging a glance and a smile that emerges from Petra looking around and Silke gazing 

ahead in 1.5.5 before, between Ali/ 7 and Cem/ 9, indicating that Ali has basically given up on 

focusing on the main event completely, allying with almost all of his neighbors, and once more 

between Nina/ 1 and Birsen/ 2. All these subordinate interactions take place in the safety of another 

student many seats away speaking, with the focus of the teacher being on that specific student. 

Several other students are looking down at their books, but none of them is actually reading, the book 

being merely an object, albeit ratified, to focus on and to occupy the hands with by playing around 

with it. On the other hand, note here that Süheyla/ 8 is actually refocusing on the main event during 

Barbara’s speech act, looking down at her book in 1.5.9 and looking belatedly at Barbara in 1.5.10. 

The teacher does not refer to these various acts of non-focus, listening hard to Barbara, who speaks in 

a normal volume, but might not be that good hearable for him due to the physical distance between 

the two. When he confirms Barbara’s contribution in 1.5.10, twice as many students as before visibly 

refocus on the discourse, a pattern that occurred before, again indicating the teacher’s higher 

discourse status, but also, of course, his more convenient visibility. 

1.5   

(11) 
3.4s 

TEA: Thorsten hat sich noch gemeldet. 

 Thorsten had also raised his hand. 

scans left side, looks at THO, then looks up, 
looks leftwards, at THO; THO looks at TEA with 
upper body turned to left 

(12) 
2.6s 

THO: <Ja, ich bin ja noch nicht so weit,   aber. 

 Yes, I’m not that far ahead,            but. 

in a relatively low voice, looks at book in his 
hands, looks at TEA at "laut;" TEA looks at THO, 
briefly at the left side, 

 TEA:              Laut. 

              Loud. 

at THO again, holds up right hand, opens and 
closes it quickly like a "mouth;" THO looks at 
TEA 

(13) 
3.3s 

THO: Ähem, ich bin ja noch nicht so weit, aber, ähm, 

 Ahem, I’m not that far ahead, but, um, 

clears his throat, looks down, but moves head 
as if addressing left side, TEA looks at THO 

(14) 
4.5s 

THO: die ersten drei Kapitel, die sind für mich noch 
 Einleitung, also, da passiert noch nicht so viel. 

 the first three chapters, for me they are 
 still the introduction, there’s not much 
 happening there. 

looks at TEA; TEA looks down, then looks at 
THO 
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(15) 
1.4s 

TEA: Mhm. looks at THO, then leftwards; THO looks at TEA 

(16) 
1.3s 

THO: <Kann ich jetzt noch nicht beurteilen. 

 Can’t judge [that] yet. 

looks at TEA; TEA looks rightwards, leftwards 

(17) 
2.1s 

TEA: # [0.6s] Gut. # [1.0s] 

 Alright. 

leans back a bit, looks leftwards; THO looks 
around; TEA scans left side 

1.5.11            1.5.12      1.5.13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5.14            1.5.15      1.5.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5.17 
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Public discourse. In subsequence 1.5.11-17, the teacher calls on Thorsten/ 3 with what appears like 

some reluctance since he still observes the other students in between when he is addressing him, as if 

to make sure that nobody else raises a hand spontaneously, a demeanor that also hints at a certain 

discontent in face of the unresponsiveness of the students. Tentatively appraised, the teacher’s 

discontent here might have to do with the presence of the investigators although they are not 

acknowledged by any participant in any way during the whole lesson portion; but from a normative 

perspective, the fact that the incident of no one raising a hand on a question that is perfectly 

answerable (otherwise, the teacher would not have asked it) is witnessed by outsiders does 

understandably contain a threat of face for the teacher that announced itself already when Barbara 

made her contribution. Not commenting on the class’s reticence despite being visibly irritated by it 

would then mean to prevent drawing extra attention to the fact, which, in this argumentation, would 

be the teacher’s way of maintaining a low profile. So instead, he appoints Thorsten as the next 

speaker, who is actually not raising a hand anymore as he lowered it when Barbara was called on 

before. In fact, he is not even looking at the teacher when he is addressed in 1.5.11, but has been 

gazing ahead for a while now. When the teacher calls on him, he does so by stating that Thorsten had 

been raising a hand before, which technically is not a summons to respond, but which Thorsten 

nevertheless and without hesitation understands as a request to speak. When he begins his utterance, 

this is the first time so far that a student does not look at the teacher when it is his turn; Thorsten 

looks down at his book, and additionally speaks in a relatively low voice, which almost conveys the 

impression that he is talking to himself. When the teacher interrupts Thorsten in 1.5.12, ordering him 

to speak up, this could be understood as a functional advice as well as an enforcement to be looked 

at, which Thorsten promptly does. This, of course, is not a sufficient clue that the teacher interprets 

Thorsten’s not looking at him as a deviance from protocol, or even as defiance. Thorsten might just 

as likely be looking down at his book because he is, despite his prompt response, taken by surprise 

when being called on without raising a hand, and has to collect his thoughts. However, after having 

only briefly looked at the teacher in 1.5.12, Thorsten indeed looks away from him again in 1.5.13, 

which appears to cause the teacher to look down at his desk himself. Only at the end of 1.5.14, their 

eyes meet again. Up to this point, Thorsten actually corroborates in his utterance what Barbara has 

said about the novel before, namely that “da passiert noch nicht so viel”/ there’s not much happening 

in the first chapters, which, as was suggested above, could be one reason why most of the students 

refrain from volunteering to contribute in the first place. It can not be determined here whether this is 

what Thorsten wanted to say all along, or if he indeed directly refers to Barbara’s statement, 

elaborating her thoughts further. It is also possible that he basically paraphrases Barbara because she 

was rather successful with her contribution in the sense that she did succeed to keep her face. But it 

becomes clear here that although Thorsten never looked at Barbara when she was speaking in 1.5.7-

9, he still listened to what she was saying. In 1.5.15, the teacher acknowledges Thorsten’s response in 

the same way he did Barbara’s, again immediately looking away to scan another part of the room. 

Still, Thorsten feels compelled to add in 1.5.16 that he can not judge the novel yet, which matches his 

declaration that he only read the first three chapters, but is a considerable mitigation of what he said 

before, and even makes it somewhat redundant. Of course, the question here is if the assessment that 

not much happens in the beginning of the book is meant and/ or can be understood as criticism; at 

least Thorsten himself seems to interpret it that way when he attenuates his statement belatedly, 
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particularly because it is safe to say that the addendum in 1.5.16 is not part of what he originally 

wanted to say (if he thought that he could not judge the novel yet, he would not have volunteered to 

state his opinion in the first place). The teacher’s “gut”/ alright in 1.5.17 is, due to intonation and 

direction of view, probably not meant as a praise (as is displayed in the translation as alright), but 

rather a concluding remark that might even contain a hint at Thorsten to stop talking.  

Orientation by public discourse. As for the other students’ behavior during Thorsten’s utterance, it 

is striking that, in contrast to Barbara’s contribution, half of them are focusing on the main 

communication, while the other half are looking down on their tables, dealing with their books; as 

was said before, both activities can be deemed legitimate as they concern ratified speakers and 

ratified objects. This means that none of students consider Thorsten’s turn as a safe point in time for 

subordinate interaction or absently gazing ahead. Since Thorsten’s position in the room is as limiting 

to the teacher’s field of vision as Barbara’s, it might be again his discourse status among the peers 

that causes this increased attention. But what should not be disregarded here is that with calling on 

Thorsten, who actually does not raise a hand anymore, the teacher signals that he is not willing to 

leave it at Barbara’s contribution, which points at an increasing probability that he is going to appoint 

more involuntary speakers. In this situation of an enhanced risk to lose face, this is the first time in 

the discussed lesson episode that all students resort to the two most inconspicuous behaviors, looking 

down at their books or looking at the speaker. One might at least assume here that the suddenly 

increased focus also has something to do with scrutinizing Thorsten’s contribution for contents that 

might be usable in an own involuntary contribution. In 1.5.15, when the teacher makes his first 

concluding “mhm,” it is also noteworthy that several students (Sven/ 11, Ahmed/ 12, Silke/ 13, 

Bianca/ 20, Sascha/ 30, Barbara/ 31) are still looking at Thorsten as if they expect him not to be 

finished, but it would go too far to claim that this is the reason why Thorsten makes his addendum in 

1.5.16 as he is not observing his classmates (but immediately starts to do so in 1.5.17 as a re-

orientation measure).  

1.5   

(18) 
3.7s 

TEA: Ja, die anderen, die noch gelesen haben, ihre 
 Meinung ganz kurz. 

 Yes, the others who have also read, their 
 opinion quickly. 

scans room 

(19) 
2.1s 

TEA: # [0.4s] Cem, # [0.3s] was meinst du? 

 Cem, what do you think? 

scans room, looks at CEM, shrugs slightly 

(20) 
0.5s 

 CEM looks up slowly, down again, shakes head, 
smiles uncomfortably; TEA looks at CEM 

(21) 
2.0s 

 TEA looks forwards, mocks CEM's shrugging 
and expression exaggeratedly, looks at CEM; 
CEM looks briefly at TEA, down again 
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1.5.18            1.5.19       1.5.20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5.21   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 1.5.18, the teacher poses the summons for opinions once more, again addressing 

those who have already read in the novel, but no one raises a hand to contribute. In this situation, the 

teacher calls on Cem/ 9 involuntarily, being one of the students whom the teacher knows to have read 

in the novel – Cem declared in 1.3.17 that he read the first chapter, which makes him an expert on the 

question at hand and therefore justifies giving him the floor. As was suggested above, it is the risk 

every student who contributed in 1.3 took, to be taken at their word in a subsequent inquiry; for Cem, 

taking this risk backfires now in 1.5.19-21. That the teacher picks him out here when he could have 

selected any of the students who contributed in 1.3 might be due to Cem’s sitting position close to the 

area where the last student had his turn. Moreover, after Cem had looked at the teacher in 1.5.17, he 

looks down in 1.5.18 while being in the teacher’s field of vision; the only other two students doing so 

are Murat/ 4 and Sven/ 11, both of whom students who admitted not to have read in the novel before, 

and both not lowering their heads directly under the teacher’s nose. Therefore, Cem might indeed 

particularly attract the teacher’s attention, and calling on him in 1.5.19, no matter how ›justified,‹ 

might thus be not least a corrective activity in the form of challenging the offence of looking away. 

Accordingly, the way Cem slowly looks up to the teacher in 1.5.20 conveys an almost scared 
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impression, as if he does not really dare to face him, and he already looks down again when shaking 

his head and smiling uncomfortably, which looks like embarrassment as much as trepidation.72 Also 

the teacher’s mocking in 1.5.21 emphasizes the punitive character of the incident that Cem 

apparently interprets correspondingly, glancing briefly at the teacher and quickly looking down 

again. After this incident, the teacher scans the classroom once more, and then moves on to another 

assignment.73 

Orientation by public discourse. With the teacher rephrasing the original question in 1.5.18, several 

students who mainly had been looking down before are refocusing on the teacher, while the majority 

is still in the scanning-and-observing mode or looking down. But as soon as the teacher mentions 

Cem’s name in 1.5.19, most of the students who are not looking down at their books turn to Cem, 

with the risk to be called on involuntarily averted for the moment. However, after Cem indicates 

nonverbally in 1.5.20 that he is not going to answer the question, being visibly uncomfortable, all 

students except for Sven/ 11 look away from him immediately, with only four students (Süheyla/ 8, 

Medine/ 25, Isabell/ 28, Barbara/ 31) looking at the teacher instead. The majority of the students are 

in fact looking down at their tables when the teacher is mocking Cem in 1.5.21; of those who are 

observing the teacher in 1.5.21, only Süheyla shows signs of amusement, smiling on the quiet, while 

the others keep the straight faces they have mostly put on so far with regard to the main event. Of 

course, the incident bears the imminent danger that other students might be called on involuntarily, 

and not meeting the teacher’s eye might be the main motivation why most students are looking down. 

What is interesting here, however, is that this way, the students also disregard the teacher, who 

obviously has the floor again after Cem shakes his head. This means that the majority of the students 

deliberately do not observe the teacher’s reaction and thus mark it as irrelevant, which is at least 

imaginable to be a an act of solidarity with Cem (and maybe even in contrast to the behavior toward 

Nina in 1.3.26 when she was scrutinized after having been subtly praised for her achievement). 

Resuming, one might say that with the beginning of sequence 1.5, it becomes a very difficult 

decision for the students how to adapt to the requirements and still evade the imminent threat of face; 

raising a hand when hardly anyone else does certainly attracts attention and is here a guarantee to be 

called on, which in itself requires some confidence and always contains the latent possibility of 

losing face, whereas not raising a hand is as risky if one technically could be deemed an expert on the 

question. Against the backdrop of the comparably complex question, uncertainty additionally arises 

with respect to the teacher’s expectations. These uncertainties are basically met with different sorts of 

evasive behavior on the part of the students, from avoiding to meet the teacher’s eye to resorting to 

explicitly inconspicuous behavior when the potential threat of face increases. When this threat 

becomes acute for Cem, the students rather solidarize with him, but certainly not with the teacher. 

                                                 
72  As opposed to Breidenstein (2006:106), I would not interpret the respective student’s silence following an involuntary 

inclusion in the public discourse here as ›feigning death,‹ but, with respect to the embarrassment and trepidation visible 
here, and sticking with the metaphor, rather as ›a little dying.‹ 

73  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 1, l. 299-421. 
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III.2.1.1 Summary 

Example 1 shows that the condition of social cohesion in the multi-participant interaction system not 

to compete with the main event is continuously met in the form of momentary subordinate 

interactions being executed with demonstrative discreetness; they also do not last longer than a few 

seconds at a time, and they are never the majority activity in the classroom. However, in some cases, 

subordinate interactions indeed appear to be a prominent occupation of single students who in the 

course of repeated disconnection from the public discourse mark it as being of only secondary 

relevance as compared to their one-on-one dealings.  

In sum, there is not one second where everybody does the same in the discussed lesson 

portion, but since collective attentiveness is never made a topical issue, an adequate level of 

attentiveness seems to be upheld. However, it is also safe to say that while none of the students 

constantly focus on the public discourse as the main event, none of them persevere a state of non-

focusing, either, while speakers-in-waiting generally appear to be more likely to focus on 

coparticipants who have the floor, paying a courtesy as much as signaling acknowledgement of the 

main communication, and, in the special case at hand, keeping an eye on the succession of speakers. 

Focus on the respective speaker also seems to be related to physical proximity with regard to 

considerations of territoriality, but possibly not least because physical proximity to the speaker means 

to get in the field of vision of collective attention, whereas non-focus can tendentially be aligned with 

being or not being in the teacher’s field of vision. Moreover, the sitting position of a speaker can 

serve as an additional explanation for focus or non-focus since there is a tendency that students in 

less visually accessible seats do not attract as much and as continuous focus as students in more 

conveniently visible seats. Another factor that can be deemed playing a role is the discourse status of 

the respective speaker in terms of the expected relevance of their utterance for the establishment of 

common ground. The teacher’s status as the leader of the discourse becomes obvious as most of the 

time, he is given the floor by default through the students’ direction of view, which not least enables 

him to call on students without verbalizing it. Assumed diverging discourse statuses of the students 

might be revealed by the different amounts of visible attention they get when publishing a 

contribution.  

In Example 1, gradually decreasing focus in the first part of the lesson portion (1.1-1.4) 

might also be attributed to the predictability of the course of the lesson discourse, including the 

minimal social risk that becomes more and more apparent, and the minor connective relevance of the 

information conveyed. But even those students who frequently engage in subordinate interactions 

›resurface‹ on the discourse level every now and then and re-orientate themselves by the main event. 

And there is also evidence that those students who do not keep a line of sight with a respective 

speaker might still be attentive to the verbal level of the discourse and able to refer to the common 

ground thus established subsequently. With active inclusion being extremely short-lived and most of 

the students having a turn, the majority of the students therefore appear to co-produce the interaction 

system primarily by not disputing it: They neither ignore it completely, nor do they initiate 

competing interaction systems,74 and subordinate interactions, playing around with the book, or 

gazing absently ahead are not marked as conspicuous behaviors by the coparticipants. This way, the  

 
                                                 
74  An observation that is also made by Breidenstein (2006:97). 
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students at least minimally support the teacher’s momentary decisions as to how to proceed by 

immediately adapting to the situational requirements of these decisions, which, however, does not 

mean that their supportive adaptation comes close to normative expectations toward behavioral 

ideals. Accordingly, the teacher’s maintenance of the main event is technically executed at the cost of 

not challenging deviating behaviors. 

Example 1 was originally selected because of its assumed low demands in terms of pressure 

to perform and maintaining a low profile, which can be upheld for sequences 1.1-1.4, but apparently 

undergoes an alteration in sequence 1.5. The students’ individual behaviors, regardless of the 

respective activity, can be aligned with what is going on in the public discourse as the main point of 

orientation specifically on precondition of low demands in the first part of the example (1.1-1.4) as 

these are, on the one hand, easiest to adapt to, and contain, on the other hand, the lowest risk of 

losing face. Understanding the maintenance of a low profile as the attempt of being perceived as 

inconspicuous, the example shows that this is not only highly dependent on the interpretation of 

situational requirements, like the legitimate dealing with ratified objects, but also has to be aligned 

with the momentary social risk and the imminent threat of face attributed to the specific situation, 

including the question from whom this threat originates. Often, students display ›re-assuring‹ 

activities after having been included in the public discourse (seeking contact with others ore 

monitoring the coparticipants), which seems to be more likely when the respective contribution is not 

particularly acknowledged by the teacher. Such strategies underline the continuous awareness of 

being possibly perceived by the coparticipants, which also goes for students who might interpret their 

active inclusion in the discourse rather as constituting a loss of face, like the ones who have to admit 

they did not read in the book, and, interestingly, also the ones who have already finished the book. In 

both cases, the students reveal a tendency to momentarily avoid a subsequent confrontation with their 

coparticipants, showing that behaving against the immediate mainstream, which is always a social 

risk, is treated as potentially attracting positive or negative attention or both, dependent on by whom 

it is perceived; but in order to constitute a case of giving up one’s low profile, it has to be 

acknowledged as such in the first place, i.e. it has to be made relevant in the public discourse. The 

latent, undirected and rather uncertain threat of face constituted in sequence 1.4 by ›admitting that 

one has not read in the novel‹ is therefore answered aggressively by Sven in the form of heckling 

sassy comments offending his classmates as well as the teacher, a behavior that is marked as deviant 

by the teacher to be still basically shrugged off, also by Sven’s other coparticipants. He is broadly 

attested inconspicuousness and thus apparently misinterprets the extent of the threat of face at hand; 

his behavior is not explicitly handled as a case of giving up one’s low profile in the context of the 

low-demand discourse design at hand.  

Other incidents of giving up one’s low profile occur in the cases of Barbara’s and Nina’s 

revelation that they already read the whole novel (sequence 1.2), of Barbara and Thorsten raising a 

hand when nobody else does (sequence 1.5), and of Cem looking away from the teacher when he 

asks a question that Cem is a designated ›expert‹ on (sequence 1.5). These constitute cases of giving 

up one’s low profile only because they are immediately marked as such by the teacher, the 

classmates, or both. The efforts to keep face are therefore not exclusively directed toward meeting 

the normative expectations ascribed to the students’ role, but are additionally influenced by 

considerations of relevance, social commitment, image-keeping, and image-restoring. This becomes 
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even more obvious when factoring in that the ›poll‹ episode (1.1-1.4) as a whole does not seem to 

constitute a social situation in which a student could deny another student’s approach to make one-

on-one contact; neither does it constitute a social situation in which a student would inevitably humor 

the teacher at the cost of a coparticipant. With the transition to the more complex assignment of 

sequence 1.5, there is at once a stronger tendency among the students toward defensive, evasive 

behavior, many of whom resorting to the safety of occupying themselves with their copy of the novel 

as a ratified object, while particularly those students who identified themselves as ›non-experts‹ on 

the subject in 1.4 initially show rather signs of disconnection. Also, 1.5 appears to give less room for 

open mutual observation as compared to 1.1-1.4, possibly because it contains the subtle threat of 

meeting the teacher’s gaze or attracting his attention, coupled with an increasing uncertainty of how 

to adapt to the social requirements and still evade the imminent threat of face. Accordingly, the 

publication of a response to this task is only ventured by two students who both palpably struggle 

with their answers, while the teacher’s refraining from broadly challenging the students’ 

unresponsiveness might be attributed to his own risk of losing face in front of the present 

investigators.  

When the episode amounts to a face-losing situation at the end of 1.5, there is also evidence 

that on the part of the teacher, mainstream-conform behavior (here: not raising a hand on the 

teacher’s question, which most of the designated ›experts‹ desist from) can actually be treated as 

deviant behavior according to the underlying mandatory universal rule when it catches the teacher’s 

eye (here: in the form of Cem’s looking away), thwarting the respective student’s effort to adapt to 

the situational requirements by behaving inconspicuously. Such complications regarding the 

interpretation of momentary requirements and adequate adaptation strategies are prone to create 

additional uncertainty as to how a low profile can be maintained and when it should be given up. In a 

tentative appraisal, one might deduce from the students’ reactions on the incident with Cem that a 

coparticipant becoming shamefaced is treated with a certain discreetness given the imminent threat 

for oneself, but also constituting a disregard of the teacher’s challenge. 

III.2.2 Example 2: Quiz 

The second example ›quiz‹ takes place in the first period of a double lesson five minutes into the 

lesson. 25 students, the teacher, and three investigators are present; note that the seating order is 

slightly, but not substantially different from that in Example 1. Compared to Example 1 above, the 

pressure to perform, and thus the latent threat of face, is assumed to be greater since a common 

ground on ›text abstracts‹ the quiz refers to has already been established in previous lessons so that 

all the attending students are expected to be ›experts‹ on the topic. Moreover, the specific knowledge 

is characterized as crucial for passing the upcoming class test, which increases its comprehensive 

relevance that is also signaled by the repetition itself.75 On the other hand, employing a repetitive unit 

shows that the supposedly already established common ground is not being taken for granted, but has 

to be secured in a rehearse loop (see Section I.3.2). During his elaboration on the class test, the 

                                                 
75  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 2, l. 58-95. 
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teacher has already written the word “Inhaltsangabe”/ abstract on the blackboard76 and thereby 

stipulated the topic in writing and included the blackboard as a semiotic field of reference. 

 

2.1   

(1) 
2.5s 

TEA: Jetzt beginnen wir mit der Inhaltsangabe. 

 Now we start with the abstract. 

holds piece of chalk in right hand, stands in the 
center aisle between his and MUR's table, looks 
briefly at his watch, then leftwards 

(2) 
1.5s 

TEA: Das schreibt ihr jetzt nicht ab, 

 Don’t copy this now, 

walks one step backwards, looks rightwards 

(3) 
1.9s 

TEA: das steht schon längst in eurem Heft. 

 that’s already in your notebook. 

walks backwards to blackboard, looks 
rightwards 

(4) 
2.2s 

TEA: Ich möchte nur mal wissen, oppa s auch im Kopf 
 habt. 

 I’d just like to know if you’ve got it in your heads. 

turns to blackboard, draws two slant, spread 
lines below "Inhaltsangabe"/ abstract on 
blackboard 

2.1.1            2.1.2                  2.1.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.4    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
76  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 2, l. 74. 
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Public discourse. In the speech introducing the quiz, the teacher announces the lesson unit ›abstract‹ 

with the immediately following remark that it is a repetition of a well-rehearsed topic, simultaneously 

indicating that there will be writing on the blackboard by walking toward it and telling the students 

not to copy from it in 2.1.2; since at this moment, there is only the word “Inhaltsangabe”/ abstract on 

the blackboard, the order not to copy now can be understood as including also what is going to be 

written on it from now on, and implies that copying from the blackboard is an otherwise common 

activity in this class that the students are asked to do frequently. Referring to the fact that the students 

already have the respective notes in their notebooks in 2.1.3, the teacher couples the statement with 

the remark that he intends to test whether they know about abstracts from memory in 2.1.4. The 

contrast notebook/ memory might suggest that the students are not supposed to consult their own 

writings, so with the reference, the students’ notebooks are included into the semantic field as 

implicitly non-ratified objects despite the fact that they were already unpacked by the students as part 

of the regular lesson preparation, and can thus thought to be usually a priori ratified. While the 

teacher monitors the class in 2.1.1-2.1.3, walking backwards toward the blackboard from 2.1.2 on, he 

turns his back to the students in 2.1.4 to write on it. The two slant lines he draws, radiant from the 

word “Inhaltsangabe,” can be interpreted as a hint that there are two different aspects to consider in 

an abstract. 

Orientation by public discourse. The introduction is accompanied by a broad focus on the part of 

the students. Ten students (Murat/ 4, Cem/ 9, Monique/ 10, Sven/ 11, Gülcan/ 15, Azad/ 18, Bianca/ 

20, Isabell/ 28, Sascha/ 30, Barbara/ 31) are not averting their eyes from the speaking teacher once, 

while five students look away from the teacher only in 2.1.4 when he turns his back on the class in 

order to write on the blackboard: Nina/ 1 and Birsen/ 2, who start talking quietly face-to-face with 

each other while dropping their gazes inconspicuously; Thorsten/ 3, who starts looking around; Petra/ 

5, who turns to Silke/ 13, unsuccessfully trying to get her attention, and Ciğdem/ 19, who for 

undeterminable reasons watches Ali. Jan, who still looks down in 2.1.1, focuses on the teacher from 

2.1.2 on, while Ali looks up to the teacher from 2.1.3 on. Also in 2.1.3, right on key, Silke/ 13 and 

Süheyla/ 14, who had been focusing on the teacher before, now start to browse their notebooks 

inconspicuously, apparently not considering that they could solve the task (that has not even been 

explicated yet) from memory, resorting to the safety of their notes, but all the while concealing what 

they are doing by cautious movements. This shows that the reference to an already established 

common ground that the students are expected to be experts on is indeed interpreted as an 

expectation one better lives up to. Although the two girls are sitting right next to each other, there is 

no sign that any of them realizes that the respective other is doing the same. At the same time, Murat 

as well as Ciğdem begin to raise their hands; since there has been no direct question yet, it can not be 

concluded whether the two of them are raising their hands in order to contribute to the topic or have 

something else on their minds, but when assuming that their hand-raising refers to the task, this 

would be the exact opposite behavior to Silke’s and Süheyla’s, right away signaling that they actually 

can solve the assignment from memory. Interestingly, they keep on raising their hands in 2.1.4 when 

the teacher turns his back on the class to write on the blackboard, but while Murat fixates his gaze on 

the teacher, Ciğdem watches Ali instead. Medine/ 25 looks down in 2.1.3 and then observes Mustafa/ 

23 in 2.1.4. Mustafa and Miriam/ 24 only look up in the teacher’s direction when he is already 
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writing on the blackboard, while Ahmed/ 12, Waldemar/ 16, and Jonas/ 26 are not once looking once 

to the teacher in subsequence 2.1, the former one scrutinizing and scratching his hands for the whole 

time, the latter two merely gazing ahead absently. Still, the majority of the students observe the 

teacher starting to write on the blackboard, not taking his turning his back on them as an opportunity 

of not being monitored, but keeping a unilateral line of sight, signifying the momentary relevance of 

the teacher’s activity.  

2.1   

(5) 
5.3s 

TEA: Wenn wir eine Inhaltsangabe # [0.7s] schreiben 
 # [2.0s], 

 When we write an abstract, 

writes "was"/ what below the first slant line, 
draws box around it 

(6) 
3.4s 

TEA: dann müssen wir uns darüber klar werden # 
 [1.6s], 

 then we have to decide 

writes "wie"/ how below the second slant line, 
draws a box around it; HIL comes into the room 
with the class register in her hand, approaches 
TEA 

(7) 
1.8s 

TEA: was diese Inhaltsangabe enthält 

 what this abstract should include 

turns around to right, HIL hands him the class 
register and goes to her seat 

(8)s 
2.9 

TEA: und wie die Inhaltsangabe von euch zu 
 schreiben ist. 

 and how you should write the abstract. 

looks at far right side, puts class register on his 
desk, positions himself next to desk, walks one 
step backwards 

2.1.5            2.1.6                  2.1.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.8   
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Public discourse. While the teacher is with his back to the class, he maintains his speaker status by 

commenting his writings on the blackboard in 2.1.5-2.1.6, explaining the basics of the task at hand 

that is divided into two parts, what to write in an abstract and how. These two parts are also made 

visible on the blackboard when he writes down the interrogatives “was”/ what and “wie”/ how below 

the two lines he drew before; note that he writes the words in 2.1.5 and 2.1.6, but refers to them in 

2.1.7 and 2.1.8, facing the class, attaching additional importance to the writings and at the same time 

keeping up the connection between what is written on the blackboard and what is orally uttered. On 

the verbal level, the teacher starts this utterance using the all-including pronoun “wir”/ we77 when 

referring to the general purpose of writing an abstract, suggesting in 2.1.5-7 that the task of finding 

out what it should include concerns him as much as the students as the topic of the public discourse. 

But then he switches to the pronoun “ihr”/ you [pl.] when he refers to the individual texts that the 

students are to produce, plausibly taking himself out of the equation when pointing at an actual 

assignment (possibly the already mentioned class test). He neither interrupts his talk nor his writing 

when Hilal enters the room with the class register,78 but only turns around when he is done writing 

and she is close enough to hand him the folder. This incident remains uncommented and is dealt with 

en passant so that it is marked as not relevant for the public discourse by the teacher, who just goes 

on talking about the task without looking at Hilal while she goes to her seat (number 8). Instead, the 

teacher scans a part of the class when he puts the class register away, and then approaches the 

blackboard again.  

Orientation by public discourse. In 2.1.5, with the teacher’s back to the class, one can see that the 

majority of the students have now stopped to observe him. Some, namely still Nina/ 1 and Birsen/ 2 

and now also Gülcan/ 15 and Ciğdem/ 19, are engaged in whispered face-to-face conversations, 

while of those seven who are sitting with a lowered head, only Ahmed/ 12 is not occupied with his 

notebook, but goes on examining his hands as he did before. Thorsten/ 3, Murat/ 4, Jan/ 6, Ali/ 7, 

Azad/ 18, and Miriam/ 24 are observing their direct neighbors or scanning the room. Interestingly, 

Azad, who looks into the direction of seats 12-14, says “Hefter zu”/ close notebooks in a low voice so 

that he is probably only heard by his direct neighbors, but the single one who acknowledges him in 

2.1.6 is Mustafa/ 23, and not the students Azad apparently was referring to in 2.1.5; Mustafa indeed 

leaves his notebook alone when he starts talking smilingly with Azad. The fact that Azad does not 

utter his appeal loud enough for the teacher to hear it is remarkable because this way, he avoids 

behaving like a snitch and still gets to state his disapproval of the circumstance that some of his 

classmates are peeking into their notes. This is all the more curios as the teacher never explicitly 

ordered the students to keep their notebooks closed, so Azad simultaneously shares his understanding 

here of what the teacher implied in 2.1.3-2.1.4. When Hilal enters the room in 2.1.6, this plausibly 

attracts some attention because of the sudden commotion in that part of the room. The intriguing 

observation here is probably not that a considerable number of students turn to Hilal at this moment, 

but that an also considerable number do not, namely all those students who are secretly browsing 

                                                 
77  Goffman (1981:145) calls “speaking in the name of ‘we’” an expression of self-identification with a specific collective 

membership. A change between “I” and “we” marks a change in “footing” that signifies a change of the speaker’s 
relation to what he is saying (ibid., p. 128); see also Lerner & Kitzinger (2007:548), who point out that the change in 
self-reference indicates a consequential difference between the alternatives. 

78  Hilal left the room before to get the class register, cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 2, l. 42-44. 
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their notebooks (except for Mustafa, who is talking with Azad, Cem/ 9 and Medine/ 25, who are 

continuing watching the teacher, Murat/ 4 and Petra/ 5, who engage in a one-on-one squabbling, and 

Miriam/ 24, who starts browsing her notes here). Nina/ 1, who talked with Birsen/ 2 before, even 

looks at the teacher now and not at Hilal, who walks in, while Barbara/ 31, who watched the teacher 

before, starts looking around in this moment. Only little irritation is thus provoked by the incoming 

person, which might be explained by the fact that Hilal, who left the room minutes before to go get 

the class register, could have been expected to come back at some point, and her entering the 

classroom without knocking on the door emphasizes the legitimacy of her coming and going. 

Comparing 2.1.6 with 2.1.7, when the majority of the students observe the quiet exchange between 

Hilal and the teacher, this would then be evoked by Hilal entering the front stage where the main 

action is at the moment; while it is not determinable whether the students are focusing on what the 

teacher says or on what silently goes on between the teacher and Hilal. In 2.1.8, only three students 

(Thorsten/ 3, Waldemar/ 16, Sascha/ 30) are watching Hilal taking her seat, whereas most of the 

others keep looking at the teacher. Apparently, the teacher’s strategy not to include his dealings with 

Hilal in his talk has the effect that most of the students do not mark them as relevant, either, which 

indicates that the verbal discourse is the dominant event the students orientate by. Directly 

responding, Mustafa/ 23 starts raising his hand in 2.1.7 when the teacher formulates the first question 

of the task at hand, and Süheyla/ 14, who browsed her notebook before, raises her hand in 2.1.8 when 

the second subtask is phrased (in addition to Murat and Ciğdem, who have been raising their hands 

since 2.1.3). But in the whole subsequence 2.1, only Cem/ 9 and Medine/ 25 manage to constantly 

keep their focus on the teacher and the blackboard; only when the teacher turns around again, the 

majority redirects the focus to the front stage. A normative expectation to look at a respective speaker 

can thus be suspected to not remain valid when the speaker himself completely disrupts the line of 

sight for a longer portion of his utterance regardless of the relevance that might be attributed to it, 

considering that the teacher elaborates the task to be carried out here. On the other hand, one 

certainly has to take into account that, this being a repetitive unit, the general procedure the teacher 

describes is already familiar to the students, who therefore can afford to engage in subordinate 

interactions or to check their notes. 

 

2.2   

(1) 
2.4s 

TEA: # [0.8s] Was schreib ich unter das was? 

 What do I write below the what? 

walks backwards to blackboard, turns half 
around to it, points a finger at "was," looks 
leftwards 

(2) 
1.3s 

 scans left side of room 

(3) 
1.5s 

TEA: Jeder nennt einen Punkt, Medine. 

 Everyone names one thing, Medine. 

looks at MED who is raising her hand 

(4) 
0.6s 

MED: Ort. 

 Place. 

lowers her hand, looks at TEA; TEA looks at 
MED 

(5) 
2.3s 

 TEA turns to blackboard, writes "Ort"/ place 
below "was" 
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2.2.1             2.2.2     2.2.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.4             2.2.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. After the task description of sequence 2.1, 2.2 comprises the question-and-answer 

(Q & A) cycle referring to the first subtask, to name the aspects that have to be mentioned in an 

abstract. Looking at the students on the left side of the room, the teacher states the performative 

procedure of the Q & A in his initial question, namely that he is going to write the students’ answers 

on the blackboard that he prepared to this effect in 2.1. The indicative in 2.1.1 (“was schreib ich”/ 

what do I write), in combination with pointing a finger at the “was”/ what on the blackboard, 

additionally implies that he is looking for definite answers and not merely collecting ideas or 

suggestions, signifying that the students are supposed to know the correct answers to this question. 

After he has scanned the left side of the room, the teacher gives the floor to Medine/ 25 with the 

instruction that each student is to name one aspect, so he provides against Medine naming all aspects 

at once. This is remarkable insofar as that way, it is clear that the students who are not called on now 

are not out of the loop of contributing to the question later on; the discourse thus remains public not 

only by means of mutual acknowledgement, but also regarding the standing prospect of being 

actively included at some point in the future of this Q & A. After Medine gives her answer in 2.2.4, 

the teacher’s response is to turn to the blackboard and write it down without praise or comment, 

again showing that expectable knowledge is merely reproduced; however, the very activity of writing 
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down Medine’s answer implies that it is right and is thus an indirect positive acknowledgement. One 

can assume here that noting down the aspects mentioned by students on the blackboard will also 

subsequently be the procedure of choice, creating a sort of lesson logbook that constantly informs 

every participant on the momentary common ground established so far; moreover, as the teacher 

decides what goes on the blackboard and what does not, his notes can be expected to become more 

relevant to the orientation toward the public discourse and thus the establishment of common ground 

than the students’ actual contributions, which Pitsch & Ayaß (2008:971) describe as the ›teacher’s 

echo‹ (the teacher ›echoing‹ the students’ contributions when relevant and noteworthy), here in the 

form of writing on the blackboard.79  

Orientation by public discourse. In 2.2.1, no student is particularly looking at what the teacher has 

written on the blackboard so far although he does not block the writings with his body, indicating that 

his speaking overrides the relevance of the notes on the blackboard, and corroborating the possibility 

that the students are broadly familiar with the procedure; also his direct pointing at the blackboard 

does not trigger increasing attention to the blackboard itself. By the end of 2.2.1, nine students are 

raising a hand while looking at the teacher (Birsen/ 2, Cem/ 9, Medine/ 23, Isabell/ 28, Barbara/ 31, 

in addition to Murat/ 4, Süheyla/ 14, Ciğdem/ 19, and Mustafa/ 23, who had their hands raised 

already before), so the task proves to be only moderately challenging (especially as compared to the 

task of evaluating the novel in Example 1). But while the teacher still scans the left side of the room 

in 2.2.2, Isabell and Barbara on the right side are actually lowering their hands again, with Isabell 

consulting her notes once more, whereas Barbara keeps looking at the teacher, possibly because the 

teacher is not looking in their direction so they can change their minds about volunteering for the task 

without being observed. By contrast, none of the students on the left side lower their hands in 2.2.2, 

and neither does any student here start to raise a hand during the scanning process. At this moment, 

both behaviors would be likely to prominently attract the teacher’s attention, which means that who 

would raise a hand right now would have to be very certain about their answer due to the increased 

probability to be perceived as a hand-raiser, while a student who would lower their hand before the 

teacher’s very eyes might take the risk of being called on all the more. Correspondingly, although 

Thorsten/ 3 lowers his head under the teacher’s nose (he starts to play with his copy of the novel on 

his table), a behavior that in Example 1 was challenged by the teacher, is rather unlikely to divert the 

teacher’s attention from the comparably broad hand-raising activities. Only Petra/ 5, Ali/ 7, and 

Bianca/ 20 use the teacher’s scanning activity to look around on their part. Possibly, such a mirroring 

activity is not indicated here because the students are not beforehand categorically divided into 

potential answerers and mere listeners by means of the very task, as was the case in Example 1; they 

are all supposed to be experts on the very assignment here. While in 2.2.2, Miriam/ 24 is observing 

Barbara, unsuccessfully trying to get her attention, and Sascha/ 30 is still watching Hilal/ 8 as he had 

been doing since she entered the room, also Jan lowers his head now, not being in the teacher’s field 

of vision; like Thorsten, he is not peeking into the notebook, but merely plays with the copy of the 

novel on his table that all students unpacked as an a priori ratified object at the beginning of the 

                                                 
79  In the observations of Pitsch & Ayaß (2008:974), the ›teacher’s echo‹ leads to an increased focus on the teacher’s 

evaluation of a student’s contribution, and reduces the focus on the contribution itself. This is also corroborated by 
Breidenstein (2006:51). 
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lesson (see Section II.4.2). This is the only behavior here that is probably evasive in the form of 

trying not to meet the teacher’s gaze while he is looking around, but still, the occupation with a 

ratified object serves to maintain a low profile while doing so; note that the other students who are 

looking down have been doing so before already. When the teacher calls on Medine and instructs her 

how to answer the question in 2.2.3, Barbara raises her hand again, demonstratively ignoring 

Miriam’s constant efforts to attract her attention, her hand-raising itself indicating that she is not 

interested in a subordinate interaction with her neighbor. Interestingly, Barbara also refrained from 

responding to efforts to make one-on-one contact in the comparable incident in Example 1 when 

Sascha was involved, and then also by raising a hand, obviously volunteering for active inclusion in 

the public discourse. But while then, Sascha immediately accepted Barbara’s refusal, Miriam seems 

to be quite unimpressed by it now and thereby marks her own need for a one-on-one conversation as 

superseding not only the relevance of the public discourse, but also Barbara’s obvious decision to 

follow it. In contrast, Barbara choosing the public discourse over her neighbor’s interest means that 

her attempt of keeping face in front of the teacher outranks the potential risk of losing face in front of 

her peer. Also Hilal/ 8 raises her hand when the teacher’s focus is already on Medine in 2.2.3; as was 

suggested above, raising a hand when being entirely out of the teacher’s field of vision might serve 

the purpose to not attract his attention at once. Quite similarly, when the teacher’s focus is on 

Medine, who gives her answer in 2.2.4, also Thorsten starts to raise his hand, looking at the teacher, 

when in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 before, he actively evaded the teacher’s gaze. In total, only Petra, Ali, and 

Waldemar/ 16 are actually looking at Medine when she answers, and only Waldemar has an 

unobstructed, direct view on her; Petra, however, had turned around in her seat a while ago, so she 

does not now make the explicit effort to look at Medine, but had looked her way before, anyway. A 

comparable behavior of students in the front row and particularly of Petra was already observed in 

Example 1. Most of the other students are either looking at the teacher or down on their tables or 

observing someone else; as for the hand-raising students, only Mustafa, who is again involved in a 

subordinate conversation with Azad/ 18, does not look at the teacher; as compared to Barbara, who 

signifies her disinterest in subordinate interaction by raising a hand and focusing on the teacher, 

Mustafa’s volunteering for the task does not prevent him from talking to his neighbor, not treating 

the two activities as mutually exclusive. Birsen, Murat, and Cem, who are lowering their hands in 

2.2.4 when not in the teacher’s line of sight, are all also averting their eyes from the teacher in doing 

so, with Birsen having a subordinate interaction with Nina next to her, Murat looking down, rubbing 

his face with a somewhat annoyed expression, and Cem looking at Ali, who turns his head in Cem’s 

direction in order to look at Medine, indicating that Cem considers here that Ali might actually turn 

to him instead of the speaker. After her short contribution, Medine immediately starts to scan her 

classmates, as was already observed in Example 1 as a regular, re-assuring behavior following an 

active inclusion in the public discourse. Since one has to consider here that Medine’s utterance is too 

short for to turn to her belatedly while she speaks, many students still watch the teacher in 2.2.5 when 

he turns to the blackboard to write on it, with several of these raising their hands (again) in addition 

to those who never lowered their hands in the first place. But only Silke/ 13, who had been reading 

her notes since 2.1, is raising her hand for the first time in 2.2.5, while Isabell/ 28 raises her hand for 

the second time after she checked her notes in between, so these two apparently gain the confidence 

to raise a hand by means of consulting their notes. When the teacher turns his back on the class again, 
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a rather broad refocus on him is visible, but only Monique/ 10, Süheyla, Ciğdem and Barbara 

maintain their focus on the public discourse throughout this subsequence, whereas Ahmed/ 12, 

Miriam, and Jonas/ 26 not once visibly acknowledge the main event. 

2.2   

(6) 
7.5s 

TEA: # [2.6s] Ihr dürft immer in einem ganzen 
 Satz, äh, antworten. Weil ich auch nicht 
 frage, was? 

 You may always, uh, answer with a complete 
 sentence. Since I don’t ask, what? 

turns around, steps to right, puts hands together 
in front of his stomach, looks briefly down at the 
chalk in his hands, looks from left to right, looks 
briefly at his hands; pronounces “was”/ what 
exaggeratedly with mocking grimace, looks 
leftwards 

(7) 
0.6s 

 TEA points at NIN who raises a hand 

(8) 
2.0 

NIN: Die Personen müssen vorkommen. 

 The persons have to be mentioned. 

lowers hand, looks at TEA, TEA looks at NIN 

(9) 
4.3s 

 TEA turns to blackboard, writes "Personen"/ 
persons below "Ort"/ place 

2.2.6            2.2.7    2.2.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.9    
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Public discourse. Turning around to face the class, the teacher steps slightly aside so he is not 

blocking the writings on the blackboard; while scanning the class from left to right, he belatedly 

evaluates Medine’s contribution from 2.2.4 after having it marked as a correct answer by writing it 

down on the blackboard in 2.2.5. Now, in 2.2.6, he implicitly criticizes Medine’s utterance for having 

been a single word and not a “ganzer Satz”/ complete sentence, but addresses this criticism at the 

whole class by using the pronoun “ihr”/ you (pl.). This, first of all, implies that he does not consider 

Medine’s faux pas to be a singular incident, but deems it a common verbal behavior that he has to 

prevent for the subsequent discourse. Secondly, using the modal verb “ihr dürft”/ you may in this 

phrase instead of “ihr sollt”/ you shall or “ihr müsst”/ you must denotes an ironic undertone when 

implying that speaking in complete sentences is something that the teacher rather allows than 

demands the students to do, particularly in combination with “immer”/ always, making clear that this 

is actually a standing rule applying to all contexts without exception. The exaggerated intonation and 

mocking grimace accompanying the teacher’s following explication that he, as well, always makes 

an effort to express himself adequately80 (although it is arguable if his formulation is entirely clear 

here as the “was” /what does not refer to Medine’s formulation in terms of wording) underlines the 

ironic connotation of the “ihr dürft”/ you may. Moreover, the ghastly grimace, probably satirizing a 

›typical‹ student’s expression when asking ›what?,‹ has an almost insulting quality, suggesting that 

who talks like that looks utterly stupid. So, what is established here as a standing rule is that one has 

to use complete sentences when contributing to the public discourse, which, interestingly, was not an 

issue in Example 1 where the students uttered sentence fragments all the time, indicating that the 

teacher awards this Q & A a more pronounced formal quality than the poll that was discussed above. 

However, one has to consider here that the teacher’s original question, what he is to write below the 

“was”/ what on the blackboard, does not necessarily invite answers in the form of complete 

sentences, but could as well be interpreted as aiming at keywords, particularly when taking into 

account that the teacher already wrote only the keyword on the blackboard in 2.2.9. Consequently, 

Nina/ 1, who is given the floor in 2.2.7 by means of a teacher’s nod and formulates her contribution 

in 2.2.8 as demanded, explicitly refers to the assignment context when neither specifying the definite 

“die Personen”/ the persons, nor elaborating with regard to what they “müssen erwähnt werden”/ 

have to be mentioned, but technically, she does not give an adequate answer to the original question 

by means of a connective formulation. Once again, the teacher responds to her apparently correct 

answer by turning to the blackboard, writing only the keyword down. 

Orientation by public discourse. With his utterance in 2.2.6, the teacher has the almost undivided 

attention of the students. Most of those who did not observe him in 2.2.5 refocus on him now, except 

for Jan/ 6, who is still gazing ahead, and Ahmed/ 12 and Jonas/ 26, who are still looking down. Even 

Miriam/ 24 gives up pestering Barbara/ 31 in order to look at the front stage. 17 out of 26 students 

are raising their hands at this moment, which can be deemed a remarkable number; whereas most of 

the hand-raisers kept their hands in the air while the teacher was writing on the blackboard, a few 

start to raise their hands (again) as soon as he turns around in 2.2.6 (again: Birsen/ 2, Murat/ 4; for 

the first time: Sven/ 11, Azad/ 18). The remarkable attention shift toward the main event already in 

                                                 
80  Which here illustrates the notion that what one accepts as an obligation for oneself simultaneously shapes the respective 

expectation as to how the others are to conduct themselves (cf. Goffman 1967:49). 
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the beginning of 2.2.6 seems to have no palpable cause in the form of a specific attention claim, but it 

might be triggered by Medine’s successful solution of the task, creating certainty for the others who 

now can be sure what is asked of them. At the same time, only one student, namely Azad, 

acknowledges the teacher’s ironic/ mocking utterance with a responsive grin while carelessly and 

exaggeratedly stretching his shoulders, signaling that he does not consider himself an addressee of 

the criticism (or at least not concerned by it). All other participants keep up the blank facial 

expressions they commonly display during the public discourse, which means that there is no 

immediate response that could inform the teacher on how his sarcastic criticism is received. This is 

obviously a quite catchy example for a rather blurry connectivity between nonverbal behavior 

accompanying speech and the nonverbal responses observable subsequently (see Sections II.4.1 and 

II.4.2). However, as soon as they are not in the teacher’s immediate field of vision anymore (during 

his scanning of the room), four students are in fact lowering their hands already toward the end of the 

teacher’s utterance (Birsen/ 2, Thorsten/ 3, Petra/ 5, Cem/ 9), while one, namely Waldemar in seat 

16, actually starts to raise his hand slowly and sloppily at the end of 2.2.6; Ahmed even looks up 

from his hand-scratching for the first time in this discourse portion after the teacher’s “was”/ what. 

Although these might be direct reactions on the demand to formulate complete sentences, or on the 

graphic sarcasm with which it is announced, or both, they must go unnoticed by the teacher as they 

do not occur within his field of vision. When he finally fixates his gaze on Nina in 2.2.7 to call on her 

with a nod, Medine/ 25, who plausibly could have interpreted the criticism uttered in 2.2.6 as 

referring to her prior contribution, looks down and makes an annoyed face, obviously not willing to 

confront the teacher with this response at all, but still showing that she feels offended to whoever 

might look at her at this moment. As actually no one does in 2.2.6 or 2.2.7, not one of her 

coparticipants indicate that they understand the teacher’s criticism as specifically directed at Medine. 

This way, the other students spare Medine the embarrassment of involuntarily getting into the center 

of attention for her faux pas, be it deliberately or by coincidence (an observation that what also made 

in Example 1 with regard to the incident with Cem in 1.5). As soon as the teacher signals that he is 

giving the floor to Nina in 2.2.7, Murat and Isabell/ 28 lower their hands, with Murat following the 

teacher’s gaze to Nina before she is even nodded at. When Nina makes her contribution in the form 

of a complete sentence in 2.2.8, complying with the teacher’s explicit demand, nine students (among 

them most of the hand-raisers) and the teacher are looking at her, while twelve are focusing on the 

teacher. Thorsten/ 3 and Jonas, on the other hand, keep looking down, Thorsten now occupied with 

adjusting his sweater, and Jan is absently gazing ahead as he has been doing for a while now. Only 

Petra in seat 5 uses this moment to turn around in her seat again and watch the students sitting behind 

her. But while only four students are not visibly following the discourse here, the collective focusing 

decomposes as soon as the teacher turns his back to the class again, not even half of the students 

watching the teacher writing on the blackboard in 2.2.9. Nina engages in a subordinate interaction 

with Birsen immediately after her active inclusion in the discourse, this being a phenomenon that was 

already observed in Example 1, but she is observed in doing so by Azad and Ciğdem/ 19, who had 

been looking at her already before, and additionally by Ali/ 7 and Monique/ 10, whose attention 

might be attracted to this interaction because they are sitting in the vicinity. But note here that this is 

a rather unusual behavior as up till now (and also in Example 1), subordinate interactions were rather 

not observed by coparticipants, corroborating the assumption that such interactions momentarily 
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exclude the otherwise ratified other participants (see Section I.2.2), while interestingly, the ›privacy‹ 

of these activities seems to be broadly accepted by those participants who in relation to it become 

overhearers (as bystanders or eavesdroppers). Another, yet unobserved subordinate interaction takes 

place here between Murat and Petra, both first raising their hands again simultaneously, and then 

Petra addressing Murat, followed by an inaudible whispered conversation. Jonas, who had been 

looking down for quite a while, now looks up in order to observe his coparticipants in the window 

row. He and Jan/ 6 are the only students who never focus on the main event in this subsequence, 

while eleven students, all of whom hand-raisers, remain visibly concentrated on the discourse even 

when the teacher initially turns to the blackboard, which are almost thrice as many as before and 

which apparently has to do with the broad volunteering to be actively included. In contrast, consider 

that none of the students orientate themselves toward the writings on the blackboard in 2.2.6-8. 

2.2   

(10) 
0.9s 

 TEA pushes blackboard a bit higher, turns half 
around to left side, looks leftwards 

(11) 
0.6s 

TEA: Cem. looks at CEM who raises a hand, nods 

(12) 
1.6s 

CEM: Und da kommt auch die Zeit hin. 

 And the time also goes there. 

lowers hand, leans a bit forward, looks at TEA; 
TEA looks at CEM, pushes blackboard a bit 
higher behind his back 

(13) 
3.8s 

TEA: Ja. 

 Yes. 

turns to blackboard, writes "Zeit"/ time below 
"Personen"/ persons 
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2.2.10            2.2.11                  2.2.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.13    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 2.2.10, the teacher does not turn fully to the class again after writing on the 

blackboard, but makes a half-turn that only exposes the left side of the room to his view; however, he 

makes sure that the writings on the blackboard remain visible by pushing it a bit higher. The stance 

alone might indicate that he now assumes a more efficient operative mode in the form of not turning 

away from the blackboard entirely, and not taking the time to monitor the whole room. After calling 

on Cem/ 9 by both his name and a nod in 2.2.11, Cem’s contribution in 2.2.12 is meeting the criteria 

of a complete sentence as demanded, but it is much more contextualized than Nina’s contribution 

from before as Cem uses the conjunctive “und”/ and at the phrase beginning, marking its connection 

to Nina’s prior utterance in 2.2.8 in the form of an addition, which is all the more emphasized by the 

“auch”/ also; the deixis “da”/ there is even so contextualized that it is not decidable whether it refers 

to the abstract as the overall topic or to the list on the blackboard. In 2.2.13, the teacher confirms 

Cem’s contribution with a “ja”/ yes while he turns around again to write the keyword on the 

blackboard.  
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Orientation by public discourse. Compared to 2.2.6 when the teacher fully turned around to the 

class, the half-turn in 2.2.10 seems to trigger less focus, probably not least because it is not 

accompanied by speech; most of the students maintain their behavioral mode that was already visible 

in 2.2.9, except for Murat/ 4 and Petra/ 5, and Nina/ 1 and Birsen/ 2, who stop their subordinate 

interactions, with the latter two raising their hands again. Now, Sven/ 11 and Azad/ 18 exchange a 

quick word after Azad started to raise his hand, while Monique/ 10 and Ciğdem/ 19, who raises her 

hand again, are still watching Nina, which at this point indeed seems a little bit odd as Nina is long 

done with her contribution and not behaving in a conspicuous way here. Cem/ 9 and Isabell/ 28, who 

already focused on the teacher in 2.2.9, are now raising their hands again, as is Ali/ 7, who refocuses 

on the teacher now. When the teacher gives Cem the floor in 2.2.11, Sven, Waldemar/ 16, Ciğdem, 

and Miriam/ 24 immediately look at him, while Nina and Azad immediately lower their hands in 

response. Apart from Monique, who now observes Ali, Medine/ 25 and Jonas/ 26, who still look 

around, Jan/ 6, who still gazes ahead, and Mustafa/ 23, who looks down and meddles with the sleeve 

of his shirt, a broad focus on the public discourse is thus reinstated in 2.2.11 when the teacher calls 

on Cem by name, but only seven students in total look at him when he makes his contribution in 

2.2.12, among them not Ciğdem and Miriam, who turned to Cem already in 2.2.11, but are now 

looking at the teacher again. It is, moreover, noteworthy that of the students who focus on Cem here 

(Hilal/ 8, Sven/ 11, Süheyla/ 14, Waldemar/ 16, Azad/ 18, Bianca/ 20, Sascha/ 30), none has to make 

a physical effort to establish a line of sight, which already served as a possible explanation for 

focusing behavior in Example 1. While most of the others are looking at the teacher instead of Cem 

who has the floor, Nina and Birsen engage in a subordinate interaction again, apparently feeling safe 

in doing so despite the fact that they are technically in the teacher’s field of vision when he looks at 

Cem; the teacher is thus, as was often the case before and also in Example 1, either not perceiving or 

deliberately ignoring the incident, once more showing that the maintenance of the main event can be 

explicitly claimed at the cost of not challenging deviating behavior, while the respective behavior 

itself does not claim attention in the first place. In 2.2.12, already seven students are not visibly 

following the discourse anymore; in 2.2.13, when the teacher turns to the blackboard again, only 

eight students in total watch him writing the keyword down. This is a remarkable difference to the 

prior discourse portion, showing that within a few seconds, a shift occurs from marking the teacher’s 

writing on the blackboard as relevant by means of broad collective focus in 2.2.9 to marking it as 

secondary to the several activities taking place now in 2.2.13, with four couples engaging in 

subordinate interactions (whereas Ali/ 7 and Hilal/ 8 are only mouthing words because of the 

physical distance between them that does not allow for audible, yet inconspicuous talk), four students 

getting occupied with looking-down activities, another four students observing their classmates, and 

two just gazing ahead. In order to find an explanation for this shift, one can refer to the teacher’s 

stance and minimal speech acts that from 2.2.10 on do not address the entirety of the students 

anymore, neither by physical nor by verbal orientation, which corroborates the assumption that the 

discourse’s relevance for all participants has to be continuously promoted in order to maintain the 

collective focus (see Section I.2.1) also during sequences when the teacher does not monitor the 

students for the time being. On the other hand, looking at the total discourse behavior here, only Jan/ 

6, Monique/ 10, and Jonas/ 26 never refocus on the main event in this subsequence.  
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2.2   

(14) 
2.8s 

 TEA turns around, steps to the right side, looks 
at center, rightwards 

(15) 
0.5s 

TEA: Silke. looks at SIL who raises a hand, with hands put 
together in front of belly 

(16) 
4.7s 

SIL: Äh, da kommt auch Handlung drin vor, also, 
 Handlung vor. 

 Uh, also the plot appears there, well, plot 
 appears. 

looks at TEA, lowers hand, folds hands in front 
of mouth, then puts hands on desk; TEA looks 
at SIL 

(17) 
4.8s 

TEA: Ja. 

 Yes. 

turns to blackboard, writes "Handlung"/ plot 
below "Zeit"/ time 

(18) 
3.8s 

TEA: Süheyla, ziehst du mal bitte deinen Mantel aus. 

 Süheyla, will you please take off your coat. 

starts talking while he is still writing, turns 
around on “ziehst”/ take off 

(19) 
1.3s 

 TEA observes SÜH, SÜH looks down at her 
table, starts to unbutton her coat 

2.2.14            2.2.15    2.2.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.17            2.2.18    2.2.19 
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Public discourse. In 2.2.14, the teacher once more turns fully around to face the class; here, he takes 

thrice as much time to scan the room than he did in 2.2.10 before, maybe because he perceived the 

slight unrest that was going on in his back although the total volume arising from it can not be 

deemed suspicious. In 2.2.15, the teacher calls on Silke/ 13 by name, his hands folded over his 

stomach signaling calm and to some degree withdrawing the more efficient mode he assumed in the 

subsequence before. Silke’s contribution in 2.2.16, formulated in a complete sentence that, however, 

is not uttered fluently, is again quite contextual; she uses, like Cem before her, “auch”/ also, marking 

the reference to the previous utterance, while the formulation with the deictic “da”/ there and “drin 

vorkommen”/ appears there clearly refers to the abstract as the topic of the task, not to the list on the 

blackboard. Note here that Silke, as opposed to Nina and Cem before, does not use the definite article 

for the aspect she names and in this point manages to decontextualize her utterance a little bit more. 

In 2.2.17, the teacher confirms this contribution by saying “ja”/ yes and writing “Handlung”/ plot as 

the next keyword on the blackboard. While he is still writing, he addresses Süheyla/ 14 and turns 

around to her in 2.2.18 to tell her to take off her coat, using a word order like in a question, coupled 

with a “bitte”/ please, but intonating it as a statement, which makes the utterance rather a command 

than a request. As the teacher observes Süheyla following his demand in 2.2.19, he thus gives her the 

floor not in order to make a verbal contribution, but to perform an activity marked thereby as relevant 

to the public discourse. Apparently, not wearing a coat during the lesson is a standing rule in the class 

because otherwise, the teacher could not expect Süheyla to obey the order to take hers off without 

causing irritation (see below); indeed, Süheyla is the only participant who did not take off their coat 

before the lesson started. Moreover, the rule is marked here as of such prominent importance that for 

the time being, it necessitates a change of subject in the public discourse; therefore, it is quite 

plausible to assume that the teacher addresses the issue as soon as it catches his eye, which thus has 

not been the case before. However, based on the common knowledge that there are only four major 

aspects an abstract is composed of (time, place, protagonists, plot) that have all been named by now, 

one might as well assume that, with this part of the assignment being finalized, challenging Süheyla’s 

offence of the dress code, albeit a change of subject, is not an interruption of the discourse in the 

narrow sense. 

Orientation by public discourse. Several students are still not focusing on the teacher in 2.2.14; 

although three of the four subordinate interactions from 2.2.13 are terminated as soon as the teacher 

faces the class again (except for Murat/ 4 and Petra/ 5), another whispered interaction almost 

immediately occurs in the back of the room between Sascha/ 30 and Miriam/ 24, which here attracts 

the attention of Barbara/ 31, who is sitting between them and thus cannot easily ignore it. Thorsten in 

seat 3, on the other hand, actively tries to attract the attention of Murat (who is whispering with 

Petra) by staring and hissing at him. Both subordinate interactions take place on the very side of the 

room that the teacher is monitoring, which thus does not seem to make a difference here and is again 

not commented by the teacher. While several students assume a scanning mode themselves when the 

teacher takes his time to monitor the right side of the room, those students who look at him are 

predominantly those who are raising a hand, among them Silke, who is called on by name in 2.2.15. 

When the teacher fixates his gaze on Silke and says her name, some of the students, namely Petra/ 5, 

Sven/ 11, Süheyla, and Jonas/ 26, are immediately looking at her, with Süheyla simultaneously 
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lowering her hand. Ali/ 7, Azad/ 18, and Bianca/ 20 are still scanning the room. Also Barbara, who 

had been observing the brief subordinate interaction between her neighbors before, is now looking 

down at her folder again, while Thorsten manages to get Murat’s attention and briefly exchanges 

hisses and grimaces with him. In total, thirteen students are visibly following the discourse in 2.2.15, 

which then changes in 2.2.16 when Silke starts to talk, with only two students (Ali and Murat) rather 

scanning the room, and five looking down at their tables, three of whom (Ahmed/ 12, Süheyla, and 

Waldemar), however, sitting right next to Silke who has the floor, so not looking directly at her might 

have something to do with physical proximity to the speaker, as was suggested in Example 1 above. 

On the other hand, Ahmed had again been looking down, scratching his hands and his chin for a 

while now, so this is not a direct reaction on Silke having the floor here, but note that by now, he has 

actually put his head on his arms folded on the table, as if assuming a comfortable position to take a 

nap, indicating an increasing self-involvedness. As opposed to several incidents discussed before, 

more students are actually looking at Silke while she talks than are looking at the teacher, even Jan/ 

6, who had been gazing ahead absently since 2.2.4, which might be a hint at Silke’s discourse status 

in class (see Example 1), and all but one student (Ciğdem/ 19, who lowers her hand belatedly) have 

now lowered their hands. As was suggested above, one might assume that this is due to the fact that 

this part of the Q & A is finalized with Silke naming the fourth and last aspect of an abstract (›plot‹) 

so there is nothing left to add. When the teacher turns his back on the class again in order to write on 

the blackboard in 2.2.17, only nine students observe him in doing so, eight of whom had been visibly 

following the discourse already before, while Nina/ 1 is the only student whose attention is 

particularly attracted by the teacher’s activity here, maybe because from her seat, she has a good 

view on what he is doing. In the right front corner of the room, a rather vivid subordinate interaction 

occurs now between Petra and Jan, which in Jan’s case is especially interesting because he uses his 

previous ›resurfacing‹ on the discourse level immediately to engage in a subordinate interaction 

instead of, for example, looking at the blackboard in order to re-orientate himself toward the common 

ground of the public discourse established by now. Up till now, however, this sort of re-orientation 

did not occur at all apart from the times when the teacher actually wrote on the blackboard. Murat as 

well as Silke are observing Petra’s and Jan’s dealings with one another, both trying to get a word in, 

which momentarily conveys an impression of increased unrest and volume; one can see here that 

apparently, although the ›privacy‹ of subordinate interactions is usually respected, the “overhearer” 

status is not as exclusive as it could be, with Murat and Silke obviously rather considering 

themselves ratified participants also in this one-on-one interaction. This can probably be attributed to 

the overall ratified status of the immediate attendants (see Section I.3.1), which makes it possible to 

barge in here, but at the same time increases the risk of attracting even more attention. Also Ali and 

Hilal are taking the opportunity to engage in another subordinate interaction, again only mouthing 

inaudible words. Several other students are occupying themselves with the objects on their tables 

here, while some are scanning the room. When the teacher starts his challenge of Süheyla’s dress 

code offence in 2.2.18, note that none of the students look at her despite her name being mentioned, 

but a few more students (Ahmed, Süheyla herself, and Mustafa/ 23) look at the teacher now – Ahmed 

even sits up straight in doing so. In contrast, when the teacher turns around to watch Süheyla take off 

her coat, there is actually only one student, namely Waldemar, who sits directly next to Süheyla, who 

looks at the teacher, and one who deliberately looks down in this moment (Mustafa), while eighteen 
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students indeed follow the teacher’s gaze and observe Süheyla, who lowers her head with a stoic face 

and laboriously starts to peel off her coat. None of her observers indicate by facial expression that 

they find this incident in any way irritating or strange; their faces are as stoical as is Süheyla’s, 

except for Silke, who grins smugly while watching her neighbor, being either gleeful or simply aware 

that she gets in the focus by physical proximity. Süheyla, of course, does indeed signal 

embarrassment by looking down and avoiding to meet anyone’s gaze, but at the same time, she does 

not obey the teacher’s order hastily or awkwardly like someone who is caught in the act might do, 

but slowly and cautiously, which all the more conveys the impression that she is attempting to deflect 

attention by avoiding abrupt movements, while not looking at anyone prevents her demeanor from 

appearing confrontational. As for the almost undivided attention this incident creates among the 

students, although they do not spare Süheyla the embarrassment of being looked at (which was the 

case before with Medine in 2.2.6, and Cem in Example 1), there is no indication that the majority of 

them would consider the episode exciting or scandalous. But watching it nonetheless marks the 

students’ curiosity as to how Süheyla handles this situation, which, again, indicates a certain 

peculiarity of the specific incident. This peculiarity might arise from a general rareness of the 

respective rule being offended against (as opposed to the rule to utter contributions in the form of 

complete sentences, which in Example 1 was offended against all the time), and it might also arise 

from the way the teacher equips it with pronounced importance. Technically, the incident’s 

peculiarity might as well arise from Süheyla’s social standing in the class in case she is commonly 

known either for deviant or obsequious behavior, but there is no indication that her coparticipants 

expect her to do anything else but obeying the order. 

2.3   

(1) 
2.7s 

TEA: Äh, so # [0.5s], dann pullen wa über. 

 Uh, well, so we proceed. 

walks toward right side, positions himself in front 
of PET’s/ JAN's table, looks at right side 

(2) 
6.1s 

TEA: Wie, in welcher Sprache, in welcher Form # 
 [0.2s] muss die Inhaltsangabe abgefasst sein? 

 How, in what language, in what form should the 
 abstract be formulated? 

looks rightwards, spreads arms, points down 
with both index fingers, turns half to blackboard, 
looks leftwards, puts hands together, looks at 
blackboard 

(3) 
1.2s 

 TEA turns to front, looks rightwards, looks at 
MUR who raises a hand, points at him 

 
(4) 
0.8s 

MUR: Im Präsens. 

 In the present tense. 

looks at TEA, lowers his hand, TEA looks at 
MUR 

(5) 
3.8s 

TEA: # [0.6s] Kannste auch n ganzen Satz opfern? # 
 [1.8s] 

 Can ya also sacrifice a complete 
 sentence? 

turns to blackboard, walks toward it, starts 
writing on blackboard while talking, does not 
look at MUR 

(6) 
1.4s 

SIL: Opfern. # [0.8s] 

 Sacrifice. 

heckles, looks at MUR, grins; TEA writes 
"Präsens"/ present tense below "wie"/ how on 
blackboard; MUR rubs his nose, looks at PET, 
then at TEA 

(7) 
2.1s 

MUR: Wir müssen im Präsens formulieren. 

 We have to formulate in the present tense. 

looks at TEA; TEA turns around, looks at MUR, 
steps to right 

(8) 
0.8s 

TEA: Ja. 

 Yes. 

looks leftwards, puts hands together in front of 
his stomach 
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2.3.1            2.3.2    2.3.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.4           1.3.5    2.3.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2.3.7           2.3.8    
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Public discourse. With his utterance in 2.3.1, the teacher announces the beginning of the next 

subtask of the current assignment that was already signified in sequence 2.1. Accordingly, the 

incident with Süheyla before indeed took place at the end of the first Q & A, which, however, was 

not formally concluded then and neither is pointedly concluded here. To the effect of proceeding to 

the next subtask (which is even physically incorporated by the teacher walking toward the right side 

of the room), the teacher initiates the further, but related Q & A by spreading his arms and then 

pointing both index fingers to the floor, which might here underline the substantiation of the general 

“wie”/ how an abstract has to be written as referring to “Sprache”/ language and “Form” in 2.3.2. 

Only after this explication, the teacher makes a half-turn to the blackboard and thus the writings he 

was implicitly referring to in his utterance. Note here that this time, by phrasing, the assignment 

formulation rather invites students’ contributions in the form of complete sentences since it does not 

include the referral to the list on the blackboard as in 2.2.1. The teacher then turns fully to the class 

again in 2.3.3 and gives Murat/ 4, who is raising a hand, the floor by pointing at him. As Murat’s 

answer in 2.3.4 is in fact not a complete sentence, the teacher, after looking silently at Murat for half 

a second, turns around and walks to the blackboard and at the same time demands Murat to formulate 

a complete sentence in 2.3.5; only this time, in contrast to the similar incident in 2.2.6, he addresses 

the respective student individually in the form of a question by word order and also intonation (as 

opposed to the incident in 2.2.18), but starts writing down Murat’s keyword on the blackboard 

nonetheless. The formulation “n ganzen Satz opfern”/ sacrifice a complete sentence is clearly ironic 

and in combination with the colloquial “kannste”/ can ya has a somewhat disparaging connotation. In 

2.3.6, the word “opfern”/ sacrifice is then repeated by Silke/ 13 in the form of a not entirely 

concealed heckle that is directed at Murat by gaze, but too loud to be deemed a subordinate 

interaction by means of a one-on-one remark; Silke’s accompanying grin might denote that she is 

either mocking the teacher or challenging Murat, but one should keep in mind that she herself made 

the effort to formulate a complete sentence when it was her turn before, so she is also indirectly 

ascertaining some sort of equal treatment. Murat, who, despite the direct address in 2.3.5, has not 

responded to the teacher’s question yet, now rubs his nose somewhat confused and exchanges a quick 

glance with Petra/ 5 (not with Silke) next to him before he looks at the teacher and rephrases his prior 

contribution in 2.3.7 while the teacher is still occupied with the blackboard. In fact, one might 

assume here that Murat makes this effort because of Silke’s intervention since apparently, he 

interpreted the teacher’s turning away and writing down the keyword anyway as a signal that the 

teacher’s utterance regarding the complete sentence was meant as a rebuke and not as an invitation to 

verbally respond. The teacher’s reaction here, turning to Murat when he starts to talk again, and 

accepting the contribution with a “ja”/ yes in 2.3.8 after already looking somewhere else, namely to 

the left side of the room, does not indicate whether or not he actually expected Murat to rephrase his 

utterance.  

Orientation by public discourse. After the almost undivided attention the incident with Süheyla 

caused in 2.2.19, several students (Nina/ 1, Monique/ 10, Silke/ 13, Medine/ 25, and Sascha/ 30) are 

still watching her in 2.3.1 when the teacher announces the transition to the next subtask; Süheyla is 

still occupied with ponderously peeling off her coat. With many other students now gazing ahead and 

looking down or around, only nine students in total immediately focus on the teacher when he takes 
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over again, with Ciğdem/ 19 already raising her hand once more although the actual task has not been 

mentioned yet (which she already did in 2.1.3, emphasizing her overall familiarity with the task). In 

2.3.2, however, already more students are back on track, focusing on the teacher, but almost half of 

the class are still in the scanning or the looking-down mode. Most of these students sit on the right 

side of the room where the teacher has positioned himself, possibly avoiding the teacher’s gaze in a 

situation where he is physically close and has a better view of them. Note that nobody looks at 

Süheyla anymore here, who now laboriously hangs her coat on the back of her chair, so she finally 

succeeded in marking her activity as not interesting. At the same time, she can afford to stay 

occupied with it and does not have to face the others, keeping her head lowered the whole time; 

apparently, she does not consider that the teacher might find fault with her behavior in case he would 

look at her. During the teacher’s task explication, a few other students start raising their hands 

besides Ciğdem, namely Gülcan/ 15, Mustafa/ 23, and Barbara/ 31, but it is Murat who attracts the 

teacher’s attention by raising his hand not until the teacher is scanning the right side of the room in 

2.3.3. This observation seems to confirm the assumption that raising a hand directly under the 

teacher’s eyes increases the likelihood to be called on (see Example 1), which happens in 2.3.3 in the 

form of the teacher pointing at Murat with his index finger. At the same time, the focus on the public 

discourse distinctly decreases on the left side of the room; in addition to Thorsten/ 3 and Sven/ 11, 

who had been absently gazing ahead before, and Jonas/ 26, who was already occupied with 

scratching his hands in 2.3.2, now also Nina and Birsen/ 2 visibly disconnect from the discourse by 

engaging in a subordinate interaction once again, while Ali/ 7 scrutinizes his table, and Cem/ 9 and 

Medine scan the right side of the room like the teacher does. On the right side, the majority of the 

students still avoid the teacher’s gaze. When Murat utters his brief contribution in 2.3.4, only Azad/ 

18 and Ciğdem are looking in his direction, while ten students (including Murat), scattered across the 

room, are focusing on the teacher. By now, five students (Thorsten, Sven, Waldemar/ 16, Miriam/ 24, 

Sascha) are merely gazing ahead, with Sascha intensely studying a poster on the right wall. This state 

of discourse focus changes when the teacher walks to the left to the blackboard and asks Murat if he 

could sacrifice a complete sentence, with Nina, Birsen, Thorsten, Ali and Cem refocusing in face of 

the teacher’s movement in their direction, while Ciğdem still looks at Murat, her and Isabell being 

the only ones still raising a hand since Mustafa looks down at his table now, lowering his hand. 

Accordingly, Ciğdem is the only student visibly acknowledging Murat as the addressee of the 

teacher’s utterance here. When Silke is delivering her heckle in 2.3.6, she, as well, is only being 

acknowledged by one student by means of gaze direction, namely Thorsten, and nobody is looking at 

Murat whom Silke practically gives the floor in terms of reminding him that he still owes the teacher 

a reply, except for Petra with whom he exchanges a quick glance. The other students are either 

watching the teacher writing quietly on the blackboard (nine in total) or occupied with looking 

around or down, while Nina and Birsen pick up their one-on-one conversation again. Almost 

consequently, only four students turn toward Murat when he offers his rephrased utterance in 2.3.7, 

but not Silke, who is (quite typically) observing her classmates after her heckle, still grinning, despite 

the fact that she was the one who prompted Murat to make another contribution in the first place. 

Also Thorsten looks down here rather than making an effort to observe the discourse, although he 

was the only one to acknowledge Silke’s heckling before. Interestingly, in 2.3.7, when the teacher 

turns to Murat, almost the entire window row is now looking down, while apart from Murat, only six 
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students are focusing on the teacher, among them Ciğdem and Isabell, who are still raising their 

hands. Only when the teacher accepts Murat’s utterance and scans the right side of the room in 2.3.8, 

a broader refocusing takes place, with Sven, Süheyla, Gülcan, Waldemar, and Mustafa redirecting 

their gaze to the teacher in this moment; as Süheyla is now finally done with adjusting her coat on the 

back of her chair, she actually looks up for the first time since she was embarrassed by the teacher’s 

challenge. Rather not typically (see Example 1), Murat keeps looking at the teacher after his 

contribution, not seeking re-assurance among his classmates, possibly uncertain if he has really paid 

his dues by now and thus rather looking for the teacher’s confirmation. Moreover, despite being in 

the teacher’s field of vision, Mustafa now raises his hand again and risks attracting the teacher’s 

special attention in doing so. But note here that none of the students directly in front of the teacher 

reciprocate his gaze, with Birsen looking at Murat now and Ali scanning the room. Barbara, who had 

been observing Sascha in 2.3.7 before, is now gazing in the same direction as he is, studying the 

poster on the wall that Sascha apparently called to her attention by scrutinizing it himself.  

2.3   

(9) 
2.6s 

 TEA looks rightwards 

(10) 
1.8s 

TEA: Sascha, was gehört noch dazu? 

 Sascha, what else belongs to it? 

looks at SAS 

(11) 
3.7s 

 SAS looks at TEA, lowers his head a bit, smiles 
embarrassedly, scratches his head; TEA looks 
at SAS, makes a disparaging face, looks 
leftwards 

2.3.9            2.3.10    2.3.11 
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Public discourse. Instead of calling on a student after having scanned the left side of the room in 

2.3.8, the teacher turns to the right once more in 2.3.9 and monitors this side of the room. Since he 

remains silent, one can assume that the subtask at hand is still valid. When his gaze captures Sascha/ 

30, who is still staring at the poster on the wall to his right, the teacher apparently feels compelled to 

intervene as he addresses Sascha in 2.3.10 involuntarily, i.e. without Sascha having indicated that he 

wants to contribute to the discourse by raising a hand. Only now, the teacher utters a question related 

to the current assignment, addressing Sascha by name and asking him “was gehört noch dazu”/ what 

else belongs to it, referring to the context of the original question of 2.3.2, but slightly rephrasing the 

task as one aspect has already been mentioned. Note that also when the teacher called on Cem 

involuntarily in Example 1, he did so by asking him a direct question and not by merely saying his 

name or giving him a nod. Here, the formulation of the question is so random that only someone who 

has at least broadly followed the discourse up till now could possibly answer it adequately, so 

implicitly, the teacher also refers to the common ground established in the discourse by now, which 

normatively can be expected to be familiar to all participants. This does not go for Sascha, who has 

been absorbed by the poster on the wall for the entire subtask of sequence 2.3 so far, but it can not be 

determined if the teacher had already noticed the fact before. Much like in Example 1, where the 

down-looking Cem was called on involuntarily as a corrective action, but as an expert on the 

respective task, here, Sascha’s assumed expertise regarding the task at hand of course refers to his 

general participation status in this lesson as well as the previous lesson(s) when the common ground 

referred to here was assumingly established, and it is just as likely that the teacher calls Sascha up as 

a corrective action because his behavior is raising suspicion. Not surprisingly, when Sascha has thus 

the floor in 2.3.11, he remains silent and is visibly embarrassed, but he does not avoid the teacher’s 

gaze as Cem in Example 1 did, so the teacher’s disapproving grimace is directed at and perceived by 

Sascha and can be deemed yet another corrective action in the form of a nonverbal comment.  

Orientation by public discourse. The comparably long pause of 2.6 seconds that emerges in 2.3.9 

when the teacher scans the right side gives room for two subordinate interactions (once again 

between Nina/ 1 and Birsen/ 2, and between Murat/ 4 and Jan/ 6, an interaction that Murat already 

tried to initiate in 2.2.17). The majority of the students are not observing the teacher, while only three 

are raising a hand (Ciğdem/ 19, Mustafa/ 23, Isabell/ 28), which might be the reason why the teacher 

prolongs the selection of the next speaker here. When he addresses Sascha with a question in 2.3.10, 

four students make the effort to look at Sascha: Jan, who terminates his conversation with Murat in 

order to do so, and Sven/ 11, Ciğdem and Jonas/ 26, who had been looking at the teacher previously. 

One might consider here that although none of the students observed Sascha in 2.3.9 before he was 

addressed, the fact that the teacher asks him a direct question might be a hint at Sascha’s 

coparticipants that he was not volunteering to contribute since up till now, and also in Example 1, 

hand-raisers were simply called on by means of a nod, finger-pointing, or by name. It is thus possible 

that the other students who do not raise a hand realize that a point in the discourse has been reached 

where the teacher appoints involuntary speakers; Hilal/ 8 and Medine/ 25 at least both start to raise a 

hand here while not being in the teacher’s line of sight, whereas Thorsten/ 3 stops playing with his 

book and looks up, and Ahmed/ 12 looks down again after having concentrated on the discourse for a 

while now, maybe because he is in fact in the teacher’s direct line of sight here. However, broad 
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collective attention is still not regained, and when Sascha has the floor in 2.3.11, Sven and Jonas, 

who had looked at him before, now both look down and start browsing their folders inconspicuously, 

so these two are possibly regarding themselves as potential addressees of the next involuntarily 

speaker appointment and make according preparations. Most of the students who are visibly focusing 

on the discourse are observing the teacher, not Sascha, who is only examined by Thorsten, Jan, and 

Waldemar – with Jan already having turned to him when he was called on. As opposed to Süheyla in 

2.2.19 before, Sascha is thus spared the embarrassment of being collectively watched while being 

embarrassed, but this might be due to a number of circumstances, like his sitting position in the back 

of the room, the rather low focus on the discourse in general, and the latent threat of face that applies 

to all students who do not raise a hand here. Especially the latter aspect is, however, interesting in 

comparison to the incident with Süheyla before, where the teacher’s challenge referred to an offence 

that none of the other participants had committed so that nobody else was in the immediate danger of 

being challenged on the same grounds. One might therefore at least assume that the willingness to 

spare a coparticipant of being watched when embarrassed is in some way connected to the potential 

threat of face one identifies for oneself in such situations, which would also apply to the incident with 

Cem in Example 1. Still, the students display blank faces here, neither indicating discontent nor 

content., but note that in 2.3.11, also Silke/ 13 starts to raise her hand, and although it is safe to say 

that hand-raisers cannot be called on ›involuntarily,‹ the majority of the students indeed are not 

raising their hands in the aftermath of Sascha’s mishap. The least one can say here is that challenging 

and embarrassing Sascha as a pedagogic measure does not have a profound refocusing effect on the 

students. 

2.3   

(12) 
0.5s 

TEA: Gülcan. looks at GÜL who raises a hand 

(13) 
2.2s 

GÜL: Wir sollen keine wörtlische Rede. 

 We shouldn’t [quote] word for word. 

looks at TEA; TEA looks at GÜL, nods, turns to 
blackboard, steps to left side of blackboard 

(14) 
9.8s 

 TEA writes "keine wörtl. Rede"/ no direct quote 
below "Präsens"/ present tense, underlines 
"keine"  
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2.3.12           2.3.13    2.3.14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. Immediately after the incident with Sascha, the teacher looks away from him to 

the left side of the room where Gülcan/ 15 starts to raise her hand and is at once called on by name in 

2.3.11 (instead of Ciğdem/ 19, Mustafa/ 23, and Medine/ 25, whose hands were already raised when 

they entered the teacher’s field of vision). Gülcan’s utterance in 2.3.12 is obviously not a complete 

sentence as she leaves out the predicate, but it seems to be good enough in the eyes of the teacher, 

who nods confirmatively without hesitation and immediately approaches the blackboard to note 

down the aspect “keine wörtl. Rede”/ no direct quote in 2.3.14. 

Orientation by public discourse. The most remarkable difference between 2.3.11 and 2.3.12 is 

certainly that despite the loss of face that has just happened to Sascha/ 30 and that latently threatens 

many other students (who are not raising a hand), as well, is the immediate increase of subordinate 

interactions; in addition to Nina/ 1 and Birsen/ 2, who have been absorbed in their one-on-one 

dealings for a while now, also Thorsten/ 3 and Murat/ 4 engage in another concealed exchange of 

hisses and grimaces; Ali/ 7 and Hilal/ 8 mouth words and smile at each other again, with Hilal still 

raising her hand. Quite expectably, Sascha is quietly talking with Miriam/ 24 and Barbara/ 31, which 

here spares him facing the publicity of the class and the teacher in particular. As Barbara is in fact not 

raising a hand here like in the incidents described before when she refused subordinate interactions, 

she now attributes primary importance to these one-on-one dealings. In addition to Silke/ 13, only 

Süheyla/ 14 and Waldemar/ 16 start to raise their hands in 2.3.12 when the teacher calls on Gülcan, 

and except for additionally Isabell/ 28, who lowers her hand and looks down at her table, the other 

students do not change their behavior from before, with only nine students in total focusing on the 

teacher here, and none looking at Gülcan when she is called on by name. Moreover, when it is 

Gülcan’s turn in 2.3.13, the visible focus on the discourse further decreases, with only three students 

(Thorsten, Petra/ 5, and Ciğdem/ 19, who still raises her hand) looking at Gülcan, and six students 

(including Gülcan) looking at the teacher. Waldemar and Mustafa/ 23 not only both lower their hands 
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here, but they turn physically away from the discourse and look down at their tables, Waldemar 

stroking his hair, and Mustafa playing with his pencil case; also Medine lowers her hand here and 

starts looking around the room. Sascha, after interacting with Miriam and Barbara, scans the left side 

of the room, apparently also not feeling compelled to focus on the discourse. In 2.3.14, when the 

teacher turns his back on the class in order to write on the blackboard, note that only two of the 

students who focused on the discourse before (namely Petra and Ciğdem, who is still raising her 

hand) are keeping a line of sight with the teacher here, while Cem/ 9 and Monique/ 10 are observing 

their neighbors now, Silke and Süheyla are lowering their hands and looking into their folders again, 

and Azad/ 18 and Gülcan are looking down at their tables. Gülcan, however, refrains from a re-

assuring interaction or re-orientation, but avoids meeting her coparticipants’ gazes (that do not occur 

as nobody looks at her). Instead, the teacher is observed by Nina and Birsen, who interrupt their 

conversation to do so, by Hilal, who turns away from her interaction with Ali, and by Sven/ 11 and 

Jonas/ 26, who apparently found what they were looking for in their folders because they are both 

starting to raise a hand now while focusing on the teacher. At least on this occasion, following the 

verbal discourse and observing the teacher writing on the blackboard seem to be handled 

alternatively by these students. While Thorsten and Murat pick up their subordinate interaction from 

before here, which Thorsten apparently only interrupted to look at Gülcan (Murat kept observing 

him), Mustafa and Medine engage in a brief conversation for the first time, while several other 

students assume or maintain a scanning-and-observing mode. 

2.3   

(15) 
2.3s 

 TEA turns around, steps to the right, looks 
rightwards 

(16) 
0.6s 

TEA: Süheyla . looks at SÜH who raises a hand 

(17) 
2.4s 

SÜH: Da muss man sachliche Bericht 
 schreiben. 

 You have to write factual report. 

looks at TEA, lowers her hand, tilts her head a 
bit; TEA looks at SÜH, frowns slightly, fingers 
his shirt pocket 

(18) 
6.7s 

TEA: Ja. 

 Yes. 

turns to blackboard, writes "sachlich"/ factual 
below "keine wörtl. Rede"/ no direct quote on 
blackboard; there is some disquiet in the room 
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2.3.15          2.3.16    2.3.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.18    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 2.3.15, the teacher turns fully around again and clears the view on the 

blackboard that once more nobody looks at. He scans the right side of the room to call on Süheyla/ 14 

by name in 2.3.16, who raises her hand again after she read in her notes while the teacher wrote on 

the blackboard. As before, except for when challenging Sascha/ 30 in 2.3.10, the assignment is not 

verbalized or referred to in any other way by the teacher, but apparently still in force since Süheyla’s 

contribution in 2.3.17 refers to the very context by using “da”/ there that here refers to the topic ›how 

to write an abstract,‹ but obviously not to the list on the blackboard. Although technically phrasing a 

complete sentence with subject, predicate and object, Süheyla makes two formal mistakes in her 

utterance, namely omitting the necessary article, and using the wrong gender for the noun.81 This 

might be the reason why the teacher seems to be slightly irritated when frowning and fingering his 

shirt pocket; although it can not be ruled out that he refrains from correcting Süheyla because he 

already challenged her once in this lesson portion and here rather lets her seize the opportunity to 

restore her face, one has to bear in mind that he neither corrected Gülcan’s/ 15 deficient sentence in  

 

                                                 
81  Which are quite common mistakes for speakers like Süheyla with Turkish as a first and German as a second language. 
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2.3.13-14, so not correcting formal mistakes rather appears to be a characteristic of his general 

handling of the discourse here.82 However, the teacher’s visible irritation still allows the assumption 

that he deliberately disregards Süheyla’s mistakes, and one should consider here that she is the first 

student who in this discourse portion shows signs of uncertainty in the form of tilting her head while 

uttering her contribution – despite the fact that she consulted her notes before and could thus be 

expected to be quite certain about her statement. Tentatively appraised, one might thus assume that 

actually both the teacher and Süheyla are irritated by her insufficient utterance – the teacher because 

he is normatively expected to correct mistakes, and Süheyla because she therefore must expect the 

teacher to do so, which, of course, would either require that she is aware of the deficiency of her 

phrasing, or that she, particularly after the incident before, assumes the teacher to have it in for her in 

general. Of course, it is also possible that Süheyla simply mentions an aspect of how to write an 

abstract that the teacher did not have in mind and thus causes irritation on his part (which ultimately 

would mean that either her notes are wrong or the teacher does not know all the aspects by heart 

himself). Finally, the teacher’s irritation might merely mirror Süheyla’s insecurity. But whatever the 

case the may be, he solves the situation by not challenging Süheyla’s contribution, accepting the 

utterance with a “ja”/ yes in 2.3.18 and noting it down on the blackboard in the form of the keyword 

“sachlich”/ factual. 

Orientation by public discourse. Collective attention is not very distinct in 2.3.15 when the teacher 

scans the right side of the room; only nine students are observing him, three of whom (Sven/ 11, 

Ciğdem/ 19, Jonas/26) having done so before, with Sven and Jonas having raised their hands already 

in 2.3.14, while Ciğdem raises her hand only now, as do Süheyla/ 14, and Waldemar/ 16. Thorsten/ 3, 

Monique/ 10, Silke/ 10, and Bianca/ 20, who are refocusing on the teacher here, are not raising their 

hands, while Hilal/ 8, who does raise her hand, actually looks down into Süheyla’s folder when doing 

so. Of the other students who are looking down, only Barbara/ 31 is browsing her folder, while 

Ahmed/ 12 scrutinizes his hands once more, Azad/ 18 does nothing in particular, and Isabell/ 28 

plays with the items on her table. In addition to the ongoing interaction between Nina/ 1 and Birsen/ 

2 that indeed seems to be interrupted by the discourse now and then, and not the other way around, 

Mustafa/ 23 and Medine/ 25 are also still whispering with each other here, while Ali/ 7 and Cem/ 9 

pick up a subordinate interaction now after Cem had been trying to attract Ali’s attention in 2.3.14 

before. Gülcan/ 15, who initially looked down after her contribution in 2.3.13, now takes the liberty 

to look around the room, like Miriam/ 24, who did so before, and like Petra/ 5, who observed the 

teacher while he was writing on the blackboard, but she turns half around in her seat to face the back 

of the room as soon as she enters his field of vision. In the light of the observations made before, this 

might strike one as rather risky behavior as Petra is not only evading the teacher’s gaze, but 

physically signaling disregard by turning away from him, which, even more peculiar, remains 

without consequences despite her being in the teacher’s field of vision. So, instead of calling on Petra 

involuntarily like he did with an inattentive Sascha in 2.3.10 before, the teacher decides to give  

 

                                                 
82  Herzog (2009:184) offers the explanation that teachers’ decisions might be ›not optimal‹ because of the ambivalent 

requirements that emerge from the limited time that is available for the elicitation of a specific topic. Here, one can 
assume that ›time‹ and ›topic‹ are decisive factors insofar as grammar is not the theme of this lesson portion, and a 
detour would mean to spend precious time on a ›non-topical‹ issue. 
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Süheyla the floor, which furthermore fosters the interpretation that he is rather giving Süheyla the 

chance to restore her face here. While Murat/ 4, also under the teacher’s nose, is still looking at 

Thorsten with whom he had clowned around before, Sascha/ 30 still observes Miriam as already in 

2.3.14, and Jan/ 6 gazes absently ahead. None of the students’ behaviors appear to be particularly 

evasive or even defiant here, at least not in the eyes of the teacher, who does not call anyone to order, 

but calls on Süheyla in 2.3.15. This causes several students to refocus on the discourse by either 

looking at the teacher (in addition to the ones who had done so before: Birsen, Murat, Hilal, Azad/ 

18, Mustafa, Miriam) or at Süheyla (Nina, Thorsten, Silke/ 13), while most of the others keep on 

doing what they had been doing before. When Süheyla utters her contribution in 2.3.17, some of the 

focus shifts from the teacher to her, with also Jan, Medine, and Sascha refocusing on the discourse 

here by means of observing Süheyla. Thorsten and Miriam, on the other hand, defocus again already, 

Thorsten merely looking around, and Miriam trying to get Barbara’s attention. In total, 16 students 

(not counting Süheyla) are visibly following the discourse by now, six more than when it was 

Murat’s turn in 2.3.4, and twice as many than when it was Gülcan’s turn in 2.3.13. It is standing to 

reason that this enhanced attention has something to do with the previous incident involving Süheyla 

in 2.2.18-19, which perhaps increases the discourse’s overall significance here because of the 

probability of another incident, or because one simply ›owes‹ Süheyla attention now because she was 

so bluntly watched when she was embarrassed before. Note that still, the students are displaying their 

empty expressions in face of the discourse; unlike the teacher, nobody grimaces when Süheyla makes 

mistakes in her utterance, and no one immediately raises a hand during it or afterwards, which would 

indicate an intention of correcting her. The offence (against German grammar and therefore against 

the, admittedly only assumed, rule of speaking ›correct‹ German in the German lesson) remains 

unchallenged by all participants collectively. As soon as the teacher turns his back to the class again 

in order to write on the blackboard, the attention window created by Süheyla’s active inclusion partly 

closes again, with only Murat, Monique, Hilal (who raises her hand again), Süheyla, and Ciğdem 

continuing to observe the teacher; Petra is the only student who refocuses on the teacher here, while 

Silke still looks at Süheyla. The others either start to look around or down, some of these into their 

folders, some into their neighbor’s folders. Nina and Birsen, by now unsurprisingly, resume their 

subordinate interaction. 

2.3   

(19) 
2.9s 

 TEA turns around, looks rightwards, steps next 
to his desk, looks leftwards 

(20) 
0.4s 

TEA: Sven. looks at SVE who raises a hand 

(21) 
1.2s 

SVE: Knappe Zusammenfassung. 

 Concise summary. 

lowers hand, looks at TEA; TEA looks at SVE 

(22) 
7.2s 

TEA: Ja. 

 Yes. 

turns to blackboard, writes "kurz, knapp"/ brief, 
concise below "sachlich"/ factual on blackboard; 
some disquiet in the room 
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2.3.19           2.3.20    2.3.21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.22   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. Instead of just turning around after finishing writing, the teacher steps away from 

the blackboard toward his desk in 2.3.19 and scans the whole room, signaling that he dedicates his 

undivided attention to the students by creating a distance between him and the blackboard. In 2.3.20, 

he calls on Sven/ 11 by name, who had been raising his hand since 2.3.14 after checking his notes. 

Obviously, Sven’s utterance in 2.3.21 is not a ›complete sentence‹ as demanded by the teacher twice 

already in this lesson portion, but the teacher accepts it nonetheless and without hesitation, saying 

“ja”/ yes in 2.3.22, but actually writing down a variation of Sven’s “knappe Zusammenfassung”/ 

concise summary as “kurz, knapp”/ brief, concise because strictly speaking, Sven’s formulation is not 

an adequate answer to the original question ›how to write an abstract‹ that demands only the attribute 

or the comparative “als”/ in the form of a summary; moreover, the terms “Inhaltsangabe”/ abstract 

and “Zusammenfassung”/ summary are rather interchangeable as an abstract is basically a summary. 

The incident might indicate that the original question is not entirely available anymore at this point of 

the discourse, and that Sven simply quotes from his notes without adapting his utterance to the initial 

question. The slightly increasing noise in the room while the teacher is occupied with writing on the 

blackboard in 2.3.22 might furthermore show that the students are aware here that this Q & A is 
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finished now, which would be plausible because several of them have consulted their notes in 

between. In fact, after 2.3.22, the teacher proceeds to an individual writing assignment.83 

Orientation by public discourse. During the comparably long scanning phase of 2.3.19, most of the 

students are either observing the teacher or mimicking him by scanning the room themselves, which 

to this amount did not occur before, showing that the respective students quite frankly admit that they 

cannot add another aspect to the list on the blackboard and thus legitimately scan the room for 

coparticipants who might indicate they can, just as the teacher does. Only Murat/ 4, Petra/ 5, Hilal/ 8, 

who still raises a hand, Süheyla/ 14, who starts raising her hand again here, and Ciğdem/ 19, who 

also still raises a hand, never averted their eyes from the teacher during 2.3.18. Sven/ 11 and Silke/ 

13, both also still raising their hands, are refocusing now after having observed their classmates 

before, while Waldemar/ 16, Mustafa/ 23, and Jonas/ 26 are all three refocusing on the teacher and 

starting to raise their hands after consulting their notes (or, in Waldemar’s case, Süheyla’s notes) in 

2.3.18. Of the students who had been looking around or observing their neighbors before, Thorsten/ 

3, Ahmed/ 12, Azad/ 18, Bianca/ 20, Miriam/ 24, Isabell/ 28, and Sascha/ 30 keep on doing this in 

2.3.19, and Monique/ 10 starts to scan the room after having watched the teacher before, while Nina/ 

1 and Birsen/ 2 once more interrupt their subordinate interaction to look around now. Jan/ 6 and 

Medine/ 25 are looking down, whereas Gülcan/ 15 continues to read in her folder as she has been 

doing since 2.3.16. In sum, eleven students are focusing on the teacher in 2.3.19, eight of whom 

raising a hand, but note that of the hand-raising students, only Ciğdem never consulted her own or 

her neighbor’s notes during this discourse portion. When the teacher calls on Sven in 2.3.20, most of 

the hand-raisers immediately lower their hands (except for Waldemar and Mustafa); while Jonas and 

Ciğdem (and, of course, Sven) continue to look at the teacher; Hilal, Silke, and Süheyla immediately 

look down now, with Hilal and Silke both consulting their folders once more, while Süheyla starts to 

scrutinize her hands. Students refocusing on the teacher here are Birsen, Thorsten, Gülcan, and 

Isabell, but none of them raises a hand; Bianca is the only student looking at Sven already here. 

Murat and Petra, who had been looking at the teacher before, are now engaging in a subordinate 

interaction again, and all other students continue their prior behavior. Twelve students in total are 

visibly following the discourse now, but of course one has to factor in the rather remarkable 

individual attention shifts. During Sven’s contribution in 2.3.21, most of the students who are 

following the discourse focus on the teacher, with Nina, who was scanning the room before, and 

Murat, who ends his interaction with Petra, both refocusing at this moment; only three students look  

 

at Sven as the speaker, namely Jan, who had been looking down before, Waldemar, who is now the 

only one still raising a hand and who had been focusing on the teacher in 2.3.20, and Bianca, who 

already in 2.3.20 shifted her attention to Sven. Ciğdem and Mustafa both now lower their hands and 

look down; Ciğdem is visibly displeased, probably because she was not called on after all,84 and 

starts playing carelessly with her pencil case, whereas Mustafa adjust the items on his table. Both 

activities might be interpreted as having something final about them, indicating that these two 

                                                 
83  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 2, l. 215-270. 
84  Note that Wenzl (2010:41) posits that the compliance with the rule not to speak before called on consequently means to 

entirely hold back one’s concerns if one is not called on at all, which obviously can cause frustration. 
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students are aware that the Q & A is coming to an end. The other students continue what they had 

been doing so far, except for Jonas, who scans the room after having looked at the teacher in 2.3.20 

before. The teacher’s turning to the blackboard and writing on it in 2.3.22 is finally acknowledged by 

only three of the students who had been looking at him already (Monique, Gülcan, Isabell), whereas 

Bianca shifts her attention from Sven to the teacher here, and Azad refocuses on the teacher only 

now. Several subordinate interactions are continued (Ali and Cem), resumed (Nina and Birsen, 

Mustafa and Medine) or newly established (Thorsten and Sven, which in Sven’s case also serves as a 

re-assuring behavior), while Murat, Waldemar, and Barbara look away from the teacher and down at 

their tables, with Murat doing nothing special, Waldemar stroking his hair, and Barbara adjusting the 

objects on her table just as Mustafa already did while Sven was still speaking. As compared to 2.3.21 

before, not much more looking around is going on, with only Jan scanning the room now after having 

observed Sven before. In total, regardless of whether or not the students identify this subsequence as 

the end of the Q & A on the topic, none of them follow the discourse pervasively. 

III.2.2.1 Comparative summary  

Compared with Example 1, several basic features of discourse conduction and behavioral alignments 

also occur in Example 2: the main event remains unchallenged by other interactions that are 

demonstratively subordinated to the public discourse, and can be even refused in order to stay 

focused on the main event; speakers-in-waiting are likely to stay concentrated on the public discourse 

for the time being; the focus on speakers is subjected to constant shifts in attention, and there is a 

relation between focus on the speaker and physical proximity to the speaker, and the speaker’s 

assumed discourse status; turning around in one’s seat toward a speaker facilitates the observation of 

what is usually happening behind one’s back; re-assuring and re-orienting activities occur after active 

inclusions in the public discourse; students who are challenged by the teacher are mostly spared the 

embarrassment of being observed by their coparticipants afterwards; heckling is rather broadly 

ignored than made an issue; and involuntary speaker-appointment seems to be based on the 

respective student’s expectable expert status. 

Fundamental differences between Example 1 and Example 2 concern, first of all, the social 

design, with the blackboard here being introduced as a semiotic field of mutual reference; however, it 

is rarely acknowledged by the students as a prominent structuring or note-keeping device. Since they 

are told in the beginning not to copy the writings on the blackboard, and since one can assume that 

they all have the discussed aspects of the abstract already in their own notebooks, this being a 

repetitive unit, and considering the frequent notebook-checking, the teacher’s turning to the 

blackboard to write on it seems to be rather irrelevant for the establishment of common ground, not 

least because the fact that he is acknowledging a student’s answer this way suffices as a ›teacher’s 

echo‹ in itself. Therefore, these occasions are commonly used as an opportunity either to engage in 

subordinate interactions, or to check one’s own notes. Compared to Example 1, where the teacher 

hardly averted his eyes from the class, Example 2 displays a strong relation between his visible 

address and the students’ visible focus, showing that the discourse’s relevance for all participants has 

to be continuously promoted by monitoring activities on the part of the teacher. This is emphasized 

by the incident with Murat, who does not immediately respond to the teacher’s request to formulate a 

complete sentence when not being looked at. 
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Another essential difference in social designs is certainly the teacher’s insisting on the 

formulation of complete sentences in Example 2, which points at the higher relevance that he 

attributes to the repetitive unit as a whole, and accordingly marks it as more weighty for the students 

who are not only expected to know the right answers, but also to utter them in a certain way. 

However, within the limits of the interaction system, the students’ mostly highly contextualized 

contributions, which sometimes even contain a reference to the blackboard writings, reveal a strong 

adherence to the immediate discourse, hardly reaching a level of abstraction that would indicate a 

differentiation between the task at hand (listing aspects) and the general issue (writing an abstract). 

Moreover, while in Example 1, the students’ copies of the novel were ratified objects to 

occupy oneself with, often appearing to serve as a strategic point of focus in order to avoid the 

teacher’s gaze, the notebooks in Example 2 are explicitly not treated as ratified objects, but indirectly 

banned by the teacher, and only secretively, but constantly, consulted by many of the students. 

Taking the risk of being caught in doing so actually proves the precariousness of the demands at 

hand, either being exposed for not knowing the answer, or being exposed for cheating, and 

obviously, cheating is the lesser of two evils as none of the ›peepers‹ is challenged by the teacher. 

This becomes most apparent when Sven and Jonas start to furtively consult their notes only after 

Sascha has been called on involuntarily without being able to give an answer, i.e. when the risk to be 

challenged and thus to lose face becomes imminent. 

Quite consequently, face-keeping strategies appear to be slightly more accentuated in 

Example 2 than in Example 1. As opposed to Example 1, speakers-in-waiting seem to be less likely 

to look at their classmates who contribute an utterance to the discourse; there is generally less 

attention paid to the actively included coparticipants, while the main focus remains on the teacher as 

long as he faces the class. The greater demands of this lesson episode in terms of all-including 

expected, sustainably relevant expertise on the subject thus seem to result in a stronger orientation 

toward the ›teacher’s echo;‹ additionally, since in Example 2, the procedure of turn allocation and the 

very topic suggest that not every participant who is raising a hand will get a turn (in contrast to the 

poll in Example 1), the competition for being called on can be thought to be tendentially stronger. 

Keeping the teacher under observation would then be especially important to speakers-in-waiting, 

who can not anticipate whether they are going to be called on or not. On the other hand, students who 

are not raising a hand seem to be more likely to try and avoid the teacher’s gaze than was the case in 

Example 1, corroborating the higher pressure to perform resulting in a greater threat of being 

challenged and possibly losing face. Furthermore, in Example 2, a stronger orientation toward the 

teacher’s field of vision is observable with regard to raising or lowering a hand in order to identify 

oneself as a speaker-in-waiting or to withdraw from the signaled inclination to contribute; there is 

some evidence for the assumption now that the very act is rather not done under the teacher’s nose, 

indicating that it is important to be recognized as a speaker-in-waiting, but not to be caught in the act 

of making up one’s mind about it since it appears to be quite likely to attract the teacher’s attention  
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when observed in doing so. This shows that in this case, raising a hand requires considerable 

certainty about the contemplated publication, entailing the generally valid reservation to withdraw.85 

In this context, it is interesting that both Azad and Silke, although hardly acknowledged by 

their coparticipants, make an effort to support the procedure of the Q & A: they both prompt 

classmates to fulfill the teacher’s requests (in Azad’s case, not to consult the notebooks; in Silke’s 

case, addressed at Murat, to make the “sacrifice” to deliver a complete sentence). Compared to 

Sven’s hecklings in Example 1, their interventions are not preventive face-keeping strategies in the 

form of addressing an own deficit, but aimed at ascertaining the own achievement (Azad not peeking 

into his notes; Silke formulating a complete sentence at her turn) and in this sense ›retroactive‹ face-

keeping activities. This would be another indicator of the greater competition as compared to 

Example 1 so that face-keeping has now something to do with ensuring that the own performance is 

not belittled, and that all participants are measured by the same standards. Not directing these claims 

at the teacher as the discourse moderator suggests that the responsibility for this kind of ›fair play‹ is 

a legitimate demand toward the coparticipants and not just a teacher’s precept. Tentatively appraised, 

one might identify here a subtle form of team loyalty that prevents particularly Azad from “public 

disagreement” (Goffman 1959:91).86 This is, of course, why he can not (and does not really try to) 

prevail with his demand not to cheat because telling the teacher would be snitching and a violation of 

“fair play” on his part. The dilemma of keeping face in front of the teacher as opposed to keeping 

face in front of the classmates is rather obvious. 

An extraordinary incident of Example 2 is, of course, the teacher ordering Süheyla to take off 

her coat. This kind of challenge is entirely non-topical with regard to the public discourse, and the 

students visibly treat it as an uncommon occurrence in the sense that initially, they explicitly observe 

Süheyla losing her face with some dedication. In comparison with Example 1, there seems to be a 

difference between a challenge that could have come upon everyone, and a challenge that befalls a 

singular behavior that the coparticipants do not share; at the very least, such an incident raises more 

curiosity than common embarrassment, and is not treated as discretely. As was suggested in Chapter 

I.3.4.1, Süheyla can not really make amends here, but just follow the teacher’s request and try not to 

attract further attention. However, when she later volunteers to contribute to the public discourse and 

is given the floor, a possible interpretation of the teacher’s refraining from correcting Süheyla’s 

faulty grammar is that he spares her another embarrassment, and if that should be the case, it would 

be the teacher who makes amends here, almost as if his challenge before was rather an offence, 

which coincides with the observation that also none of the coparticipants get ready to correct 

Süheyla’s utterance. This interpretative variant points at the sensitive and complex economy of 

challenge and offence, and of face-threatening and face-restoring. 

In sum, the comparably greater pressure to perform, entailing a potentially increased threat of 

face, does not result in structural differences of discourse conduction and behavioral alignments 

between Example 1 and Example 2, but there seem to be qualitative distinctions made on the part of 

                                                 
85  Whereas changing one’s mind while speaking is a common occurrence in random conversations (cf. Clark 2004:373), it 

can be assumed that it rather has to be avoided in the lesson discourse based on a ›right/ wrong‹ differentiation. Note that 
Breidenstein (2006:101) makes the opposite observation, namely that students raise a hand in order signal engagement 
regardless of whether or not they are certain about their answer. 

86  It would go too far, however, to consider this “dramaturgical cooperation” (cf. Goffman 1959:90) since the students do 
not observably perform their activities as a team in order to “maintain the line” (Goffman 1959:94). 
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all participants, especially as concerns the students, with a tendentially greater alertness toward the 

possibility of being exposed, resulting in more pronounced defensive measures and a stronger 

emphasis on the competitive character of the event. On the other hand, the teacher seems not at all 

more inclined in Example 2 than in Example 1 to challenge students’ ›deviant‹ behaviors, still 

attesting broad inconspicuousness to the vast majority of the class. Obviously, he does not consider it 

a relevant feature of the task at hand to really verify that the students know the answers to his 

questions from memory, and refrains from naming observations to this effect. As a possible face-

keeping strategy toward his present peers (the investigators and their cameras), the teacher thereby 

would avoid admitting that the students do not live up to his explicitly announced expectations (see 

Section I.3.4.1). But one might also conclude that the maintenance of the ›illusion of sustainable 

common ground‹ (see Section I.3.2) indeed requires the teacher here not to contest this status quo 

regardless of the presence of his peers, not least because he already stated that writing an abstract is 

going to be a part of the upcoming class test.87 

III.2.3 Example 3: Presentation 

Among the three examples from the seventh grade German lessons discussed in this thesis, the lesson 

episode ›presentation‹ of a homework is initially treated as the one putting the students under the 

greatest pressure as it is assumed to contain the greatest risk of embarrassment: it concerns a common 

ground that has been established in several lessons before, so every student is a designated expert on 

the topic in general; it refers to a mandatory formal assignment that the students are expected to have 

already solved, so their potential contributions can not emerge from the immediate discourse; and it 

deals with written texts the students produced by themselves, so their individual writing 

performances are put to the test and not just their momentary thoughts or their immediately available 

knowledge. The homework review that will be analyzed in this paragraph takes place nine minutes 

into the second lesson of a double lesson in the fourth period. Here, 27 students, the teacher, and four 

investigators are present; note that the seating arrangement partly differs substantially from Examples 

1 and 2. Previously88 to this lesson section, the teacher had the students read the homework-relevant 

text in the textbook aloud; following a repetitive text discussion, he proceeded to the homework for 

this day and repeated what was the actual homework assignment, namely to write one part of a 

dialogue89 between a phys ed teacher and his students who do not accept their teacher’s suggestion to 

play handball, but want to play football instead (“ihr solltet euch entweder für den Lehrer oder für 

einen Schüler jetzt mal einen größeren Redebeitrach überlegen, ausdenken und den aufschreiben”/ 

you should, either for the teacher or for one of the students, think of a larger contribution to the 

discussion and write it down)90. After announcing that “und das wollen wa jetzt miteinander 

besprechen”91/ and this is what we want to talk about now, he asked who of the students did not do 

the homework by show of hands, and it should be mentioned here that although nine students 

(Thorsten/ 1, Jan/ 4, Sven/ 8, Ali/ 9, Ahmed/ 12, Waldemar/ 24, Bianca/ 25, Jonas/ 27, and Fadime/ 

                                                 
87  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 86. 
88  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1357-1924. 
89  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1399-1495. 
90  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1888-1892. 
91  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1894-1895. 
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29)92 raised their hands to indicate they had not done the homework, albeit largely reluctantly or 

inconspicuously, the teacher verbally registered only two, namely Waldemar and Bianca who both 

missed the previous lesson.93 This is one of the incidents where it cannot be ruled out that the 

presence of the investigators had an impact on the teacher’s modus operandi; as he asked who did not 

do the homework, but made no effort to really establish the number and identity of respective 

students, one can at least imagine that he refrained from going further into the matter in order to 

spare himself the embarrassment of having to admit that a considerable part of the students (in fact, 

one third of the class) did not do the homework, which might bear the risk of being interpreted as 

reflecting poorly on the teacher himself. Of course, another explanation would be that he simply did 

not want to waste time on pedagogic measures, but proceed with the task. Between this homework 

check and the following homework presentation, there is a three-second pause in which the teacher 

stands up, positions himself behind his desk, and scans a sheet that lies there. 

3.1   

(1) 
3.2s 

TEA: So, # [0.3s] jetzt machen wir 
 Folgendes. 

 So, now we’re going to do the following. 

stands on the right next to his desk, has right 
hand in pant pocket, looks at his desk 

(2) 
0.9s 

 TEA takes up sheet from desk with left hand, 
glances quickly at it 

(3) 
0.9s 

TEA: Wir können das mal machen, 

 This time we may do it 

looks at left side; lets sheet go, takes hand out 
of pocket, lifts both hands parallel in one 
movement 

(4) 
2.9s 

TEA: als wenn wir miteinander diese Szene 
 nachspielen. 

 as if we’re re-enacting this scene together. 

looks from left to right, with hands on shoulder 
level, forms half-circle with hands 

 

                                                 
92  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1906-1907. In the schematics of the public discourse, these 

students will be marked with a ›•‹ for better orientation. 
93  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1909-1920. 
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3.1.1             3.1.2       3.1.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.4   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 3.1.1, initiating the lesson portion with a “so” that has a concluding as well as 

an opening connotation, the teacher looks at the sheets on his desk for orientation, the one hand in the 

pocket maybe signaling indecision or self-involvedness in terms of not having made up his mind yet 

on how to proceed, but being casual at the same time. The public relevance of this utterance is solely 

marked on the verbal level by volume and with the pronoun “wir”/ we (see Example 2), but not by 

accompanying gestures or gazes. Only after having oriented himself by the sheet on his desk in 3.1.2, 

the teacher aligns his direction of view and his gestures with the speech act in 3.1.3-4, scanning the 

class and making an all-including hand gesture. His announcement to conduct the homework review 

in the form of a re-enactment of “diese Szene”/ this scene that was re-introduced in the textbook text 

and as the topic of the homework before seems to be a suggestion rather than an order due to the use 

of “können”/ may and “mal”/ this time. It indicates that it is not a common practice in this class to do 

this sort of re-enactment, and in combination with the teacher’s hesitating demeanor, it possibly 

shows that he himself is not entirely sure how to proceed. With the homework being the topic, the 

homework notebooks are included into the discourse as a relevant semiotic field. 
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Orientation by public discourse. In 3.1.1, at the beginning of the teacher’s introduction to the 

homework presentation, 16 students are looking down at their own tables, browsing their notebooks 

or scanning or reading a certain page in their notebooks, and due to the valid reference to the 

homework, browsing and reading in the homework folders instead of looking at the teacher when he 

is talking is an acceptable activity; as a response, it signals that a common ground has been 

established regarding the focus on the homework although at no point of the discourse so far the 

students were explicitly told to open their folders. Isabell/ 10, who is looking into her notebook, says 

“juhu”/ yippee under her breath when the role play is announced, which could be an ironic comment 

as well as an honest expression of pleasure, but since she is merely talking to herself, there is no 

response from her coparticipants. Six students are looking at the teacher, of whom Thorsten/ 1 and 

Ali/ 9 are still (but rather in an unobtrusive way) raising their hands from the previous lesson episode 

in order to indicate that they have not done their homework. Bianca/ 25 and Jonas/ 27, both without 

the homework, as well, use their position in the back of the room for widespread observation, but 

while Bianca observes the room inconspicuously, Jonas has put the edge of his folder between his 

teeth so that it dangles from his mouth, and shakes his head rhythmically to set the folder in motion. 

His chances of being seen by his classmates, who might be prone to acknowledge this kind of 

behavior as funny, are, however, very low due to his sitting position, whereas the risk that the teacher 

might look in his direction is much higher. But since the teacher looks at his own desk, Jonas’ 

behavior remains undetected so that it can only be interpreted as potentially, but not actually defiant; 

however, taking into account that he is one of the students who raised a hand before to indicate he 

has not done the homework, one might still conclude that with his odd behavior, he signals his utter 

carelessness about the fact. Medine/ 11 is subtly trying to get the attention of Hilal/ 15, who is 

observing the teacher, while Jan/ 4 and Ahmed/ 12, both having indicated before that they are 

without the homework, engage in a whispered, but slightly agitated conversation. Interestingly, when 

the teacher pauses in 3.1.2, several students start to look in his direction (Miriam/ 3, Petra/ 5, Silke/ 7, 

Medine, Ciğdem/ 19, Waldemar/ 24) or to look around (Isabell, Ahmed, Hilal, Fadime/ 29), so in this 

moment, the teacher’s silence attracts considerably more attention than his talking before, probably 

because the silence makes it necessary to check what is going on on the front stage. Thorsten lowers 

his hand hesitatingly when the teacher does not look up in 3.1.2, and Jan and Ahmed end their 

conversation, either because they are finished or because they can not conceal it that well when the 

teacher is quiet himself. When Ahmed turns around instead, his attention is apparently attracted by 

Jonas’ clowning around, but he remains entirely straight-faced, not showing any approving or 

disapproving reaction, possibly because their gazes do not meet and Ahmed is thus not required to 

acknowledge Jonas’ behavior. As soon as the teacher looks up and starts to talk again in 3.1.3, 

several students who had been observing him before in 3.1.2 are now looking down, and some who 

had not been focusing on him are looking up; only three students (Petra, Ali, who is still raising a 

hand, and Mustafa) actually remain focused on the teacher, and the alternating down- and up-looking 

emphasizes the general alignment with the discourse. While in 3.1.1, Medine was trying to get 

Hilal’s attention, it was the other way around in 3.1.2, and only now in 3.1.3 the two of them manage 

to look at each other at the same time and start a whispered exchange, as do Gülcan/ 6 and Sven/ 8. 

Nina/ 31, who had been looking at her own folder before, is now secretly reading Sascha’s/ 30 notes, 

which might be a way of re-assuring herself in the form of orientation by her neighbor’s work. In 
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3.1.4, there is again a shift in focus on the teacher. Ali lowers his hand at the beginning of 3.1.4 and 

stops observing the teacher; instead, he addresses Hilal, who now has a whispered conversation with 

both Ali and Medine. Thorsten, who lowered his hand in 3.1.2, and Ali might thus interpret the 

teacher’s utterance as establishing a state of affairs where it would not be adequate anymore to make 

their announcement, so they waive it. Jonas, apparently regardless of being in the teacher’s field of 

vision, which he was in 3.1.3 already, takes the folder out of his mouth in 3.1.4 and focuses on the 

teacher, while Sven, also without homework, now scrutinizes Gülcan’s notes. In total, none of the 

students consequently focus on the teacher in the subsequence 3.1.1-4, while five (Cem/ 2, Monique/ 

13, Barbara/ 14, Süheyla/ 17, Sascha/ 30) are constantly reading in their notes and Nina reads her 

own notes as well as Sascha’s. Murat reads in his folder most of the time and only once looks up to 

observe Ali, while Ahmed (without homework) first whispers with Jan, then looks around, and 

finally occupies himself with his folder, but without reading in it. Bianca, another student without the 

homework, constantly looks around the room, observing her classmates; except for the students who 

are concentrating on the teacher the entire time, she is the only one who never touches her notebook. 

The other students rather alternate between focusing and defocusing, but all forms of student 

behavior are acceptable in terms of not being labeled as unacceptable, as was broadly the case in 

Examples 1 and 2. However, it is interesting to see that despite the teacher’s comparably dramatic 

gesticulation, there appears to be no relation between his single gestures and the students’ looking at 

him or looking away from him, as also the teacher’s direction of view does not seem to have an 

impact on the students’ focusing behavior. Instead, the notebooks and folders (containing the 

homework) are the most prominent semiotic field the students refer to, and in face of the upcoming 

homework review, their browsing and reading is not simply evasive behavior, but also a legitimate 

preparative measure. Here, one might at least consider that another reason for the teacher’s 

ostentatious gesturing is that he (consciously or unconsciously) tries to attract the students’ attention 

on condition of legitimate note-reading. Of course, ›legitimate‹ note-reading does not apply to those 

students who do not have the homework (albeit without being acknowledged as such); of these, only 

Ahmed occupies himself with his notebook, smoothing the pages lengthily, while Waldemar fiddles 

with his textbook in between and Sven reads his neighbor’s homework. So, despite the fact that the 

teacher did not register most of them as not having the homework, the majority of the students 

without it are here not adapting to their classmates’ behavior by means of pretending to deal with 

their notes. 

3.1   

(5) 
1.4s 

JAN: Herr Schmidt, drei, oder? 

 Mr. Schmidt, three, right? 

not visible on cameras; TEA looks at JAN 

(6) 
3.1s 

TEA: # [1.2s] Mensch, ob zwei oder drei. 

 Man, whether two or three. 

looks at JAN; claps hands together, lowers arms 

(7) 
2.7s 

 looks at VAL who says quietly "ja, Mensch"/ yes, 
man; pauses briefly, raises his gaze, looks 
leftwards 
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3.1.5             3.1.6      3.1.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 3.1.5, Jan/ 4, who is not adequately visible on the cameras here, takes the 

teacher’s finishing of his sentence as an appropriate time to ask a question. He addresses the teacher 

by name and speaks so softly that the students in the back rows are unlikely to hear him, which is 

rather a characteristic of a subordinate interaction than of a public address. So technically, what Jan 

does here is heckling since he takes the floor without being called on by the teacher, but in 

addressing the teacher by name in order to attract his attention, Jan initially signals his awareness of 

making an interruption, and therefore the urgency of the question.94 Content-wise, Jan’s remark is a 

correction of the teacher, who in the lesson portion before95 stated that two students were without the 

homework, whereas Jan apparently counted three. Since he is one of the students who did not do the 

homework, this would explain why he addresses the topic in the first place, and why he does so 

despite the fact that according to the teacher’s course of action, the topic is off the table already: in 

this case, Jan is not an ›expert‹ on the homework (see Example 1) and needs to be acknowledged as a 

non-expert in order to prevent a subsequent active inclusion in the public discourse. This would then 

be a risk that outweighs the risk of admitting not to have done the homework. Obviously, Jan never 

says that this was the case, but phrases his concern almost cryptically as “drei, oder?”/ three, right?, 

which is an extremely contextual formulation, particularly when taking into account that the topic Jan 

refers to has been concluded already, and the teacher has proceeded to another lesson portion. The 

teacher’s initial hesitation in 3.1.6 might therefore indicate that he needs some time to make the 

connection of Jan’s utterance with the already concluded topic, and then he makes clear that he is not 

willing to go into the question again, rejecting Jan’s remark by pointing out its irrelevance, clapping 

his hands together, making a face and using the colloquial “Mensch”/ man, which, with its disdainful 

                                                 
94  While Wenzl (2010:42) observes that the rule to raise a hand is defined down in higher school grades when it comes to 

relevant topic-related questions that can be addressed without raising a hand, Jan’s example here rather shows that he 
initially does not utter his concern in a manner that would imply that it is of common interest and thus relevant.  

95  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1921-1922. 
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connotation, underlines the teacher’s assessment that Jan just asked a stupid question. However, 

while marking Jan’s remark as content-wise irrelevant, the teacher’s volume on room level indicates 

this exchange to be of public relevance nonetheless, so he also rejects the insinuation of this being a 

one-on-one interaction. Of course, one might still wonder here whether the teacher really understands 

what Jan is getting at because if it is not relevant whether “zwei oder drei”/ two or three students do 

not have the homework, he need not have had to inquire about it in the first place. The longer pause 

in 3.1.7, with the teacher first looking at Miriam, who murmurs something under her breath, and then 

shifting his gaze to the left side, might be an expression of his irritation, making it necessary to 

collect his thoughts. 

Orientation by public discourse. In 3.1.5, when Jan addresses the teacher, only Thorsten/ 1 and 

Miriam/ 3 are actually acknowledging him as the speaker by turning to him, while Petra/ 5, Gülcan/ 

6, and Azad/ 18 are focusing on the teacher as they had done in 3.1.4 before. The other students do 

not visibly respond to Jan, most of them still occupied with their notebooks, and some observing their 

classmates, plausibly not having heard what is going on in the front. As soon as the teacher replies in 

a distinguishable volume in 3.1.6, several other students refocus on the public discourse (Ali/ 9, 

Medine/ 11, and Ciğdem/ 19, who were in a observing mode before; Ahmed/ 12, Birsen/ 16, and 

Mustafa/ 23, who were looking down at their notebooks), but of course, to those who did not hear 

Jan’s question, the teacher’s response cannot make any decipherable sense, and many of them turn 

their eyes away from the teacher again in 3.1.7, indicating that they do not interpret his utterance as 

vital; of the students who get into the teacher’s field of vision here, only Medine/ 11 reacts visibly by 

lowering her head. However, those few who are likely to have caught both parts of the conversation 

are prone to directly respond to it in the aftermath: Thorsten smiles reassuringly at Jan in 3.1.7, 

Miriam quietly says “ja, Mensch”/ yes, man afterwards, not looking at the teacher, but making a face 

in Cem’s/ 2 direction, Petra smiles at the teacher, and Azad laughs at the informal “Mensch”/ man 

uttered by the teacher with the accompanying grimace. Compared to their usual demeanor regarding 

the public discourse (see Examples 1 and 2), this seems to be a lot of responding on the part of the 

respective students; one might assume here that particularly Thorsten and Miriam signal their 

understanding of Jan’s question as an indirect confession that Jan has not done the homework 

himself, which emphasizes the precarious situation of not having the homework and not having been 

registered by the teacher as such. Thorsten, who has the same problem, thus might be thought to 

honor Jan’s try by smiling at him, while Miriam rather shows her discontent with how the problem is 

handled by the teacher. Petra and Azad, on the other hand, apparently rather approve of the teacher’s 

dealing with the situation, showing a rare positive reaction on the teacher’s disdainful dismissal of 

Jan’s question (compare the similar incidents in Examples 1 and 2). Note here that of the students 

without the homework, who could have a legitimate interest in Jan’s attempt to rectify the respective 

situation, only Thorsten, who follows the conversation, Sven/ 8, and Ahmed/ 12 are in earshot of 

Jan’s question, and both Sven and Ahmed do not respond to Jan like Thorsten does; Ahmed, although 

looking briefly to the teacher in 3.1.6, rather looks down at his folder, while Sven first looks down, 

then tries to get Gülcan’s attention, and finally engages in a whispered subordinate interaction with 

her. Ali focuses on the teacher from 3.1.6 on, but either does not grasp the meaning of the incident, or 

prefers not to acknowledge it visibly, while Waldemar/ 24 starts to read Sascha’s/ 30 notes in 3.1.5. 
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Bianca/ 25, Jonas/ 27, and Fadime/ 29, all sitting in the back of the room out of earshot of Jan’s 

remark, go on observing their classmates unaffectedly throughout the incident. It is thus Jan’s modest 

effort in combination with the teacher’s and the students’ perception (or non-perception) of it that 

results in the problem remaining unsolved. 

3.1   

(8) 
1.8s 

TEA: Wir tun so mal, als spielen wir die Szene nach. 

 We’ll just pretend as if we’re re-enacting 
 the scene. 

looks at left side; lifts both hands and spreads 
them open on shoulder level, then folds hands 
under chin 

(9) 
5.4s 

TEA: Einer von euch # [1.8s] fängt als Lehrer an 
 # [0.5s], 

 One of you starts as the teacher, 

looks at right side; shrugs, gaze drifts to left 
side 

(10) 

2.6s 

TEA: und dann ruf ich andere auf, die als Schüler 
antworten. 

 and then I’ll call on others who’ll answer 
 as students. 

looks leftwards; index fingers describe circles, 
pointing around 

 
(11) 
2.8s 

TEA: Dann stehen die bitte auf und sagen ihren 
 Beitrag. 

 Then they please stand up and say their 
 contribution. 

looks rightwards; both open hands point to 
middle/ left; folds hands under chin 

 
3.1.8             3.1.9      3.1.10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.11    
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Public discourse. After possibly having collected his thoughts in 3.1.7, the teacher, still standing 

next to his desk, now picks up the thread of his announcement in 3.1.8, rephrasing his utterance from 

1.3.3-4, again using the pronoun “wir”/ we when describing the upcoming task as pretending to do a 

re-enactment of “die Szene”/ the scene, referring to the context previously established. When starting 

to explain the conditions of the re-enactment in 3.1.9, he nevertheless seems to hesitate, making two 

longer pauses that indicate that he actually might be still collecting his thoughts on how to proceed, 

but he seems to be back on track from 3.1.10 on. In the total task description 3.1.9-11, the teacher 

incrementally dissolves the communal “we” that encompasses all participants (as he already did in 

Example 2) into “einer von euch”/ one of you, “ich”/ I, “andere”/ others, and “die”/ they, illustrating 

the assignment by means of a predefined task division that includes one student taking the part of the 

›phys ed teacher‹ in the re-enacted scene and the other students playing the ›phys ed students,‹ while 

the teacher’s own task is basically described as calling on the respective contributors. This way, he 

initially limits his active part in the thus-announced sort of role play to a merely discourse-managing 

function (see Section I.2.3). Although he formulates the entire task description in an informative 

mode that equals a command rather than a request, he inserts a “bitte”/ please in 3.1.11 when telling 

the students who will take the ›student’s‹ part that they are to stand up when making their 

contribution. One can therefore assume the standing-up to be a rather uncommon demand that does 

not originally come with the territory of making a contribution to the public discourse (and, 

accordingly, did not occur in Examples 1 and 2). Interestingly, there is no hint in the teacher’s speech 

now that the re-enactment has anything to do with the homework, a connection that here is solely 

kept up by the notebooks as a field of pointed activity. Note that the teacher’s task description in 

3.1.8-11 is accompanied by his continuous, sometimes almost ostentatious illustrating gestures that 

might underline the notion that the re-enactment is not an everyday activity in this class, but could be 

once again triggered by the many students not acknowledging him visibly, being thus an attention-

claimer (see below). 

Orientation by public discourse. A comparably broad refocus on the teacher takes place in 3.1.8 

when he starts to speak again, rephrasing the introductory statement; of those students who are 

looking at him now, only Ali/ 9 had been doing so in 3.1.7 before. Yet, half of the students are (still) 

occupied with their notebooks (or, in the case of Sven/ 8, their neighbor’s); even Bianca/ 25 and 

Jonas/ 27, both without the homework, stop their observation of the others here, with Bianca looking 

into her textbook, and Jonas opening his notebook, browsing the pages. When the teacher goes into 

the task description in 3.1.9, however, the majority of the students are not looking at him, apparently 

independent of his direction of view that does not change; only seven students thus observe his 

accompanying gestures. Note here that Fadime/ 29, one of the students without the homework, now 

also starts to look down, but instead of handling an object, she simply stares at the top of her table. 

Not many more students look at the teacher in 3.1.10, but there is a slight shift in attention, with 

some refocusing on him, and some looking down now instead. To an even smaller degree, another 

shift in focus occurs in 3.1.11, with only Ahmed/ 12 refocusing on the teacher as he gets into the 

teacher’s line of sight, and Thorsten/1, Mustafa/ 23, and Bianca/ 25 looking away from him when 

they are not in the teacher’s field of vision anymore. In these cases, one can tentatively identify a 

tendency to rather reciprocate the teacher’s gaze when due, and not to look at him when unobserved. 
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In total, only Ali and Barbara/ 14 are looking constantly to the teacher in 3.1.8-11, whereas Barbara 

also seems to sustainably refocus here after she had been reading her notes the whole time before. In 

contrast to that, twelve students (including Monique/ 13, who here actually starts to write in her 

folder, and Sascha/ 30, who now uses a blotter on his notes, apparently correcting his writings) are 

not looking once in the teacher’s direction in 3.1.8-11, most of them constantly occupied with their 

notebooks. Again, as was already suggested above, this might be one reason why the teacher 

excessively embellishes his speech with accompanying gestures, assumingly being somewhat 

irritated by the meager attention he gets, but not legitimately able to demand the students to look at 

him as they are dealing with ratified objects. Of course, the very fact that most of the students are 

visibly reading in or working on their notes, Isabell/ 10 even with mouthing the words along, 

indicates that they attribute more importance to preparing themselves this way for the upcoming task 

than by intently listening (i.e., signaling listening) to the teacher. Moreover, compared to 3.1.1-7, the 

overall scanning-and-observing mode considerably decreases in the course of 3.1.8-11, with fewer 

and fewer students observing their classmates, which shows that behavioral orientation toward the 

others is not indicated here in light of the implicit reference to the individual homework that at the 

most triggers orientation by the respective neighbor’s notes. The emergence of an increased pressure 

might also be seen in the circumstance that by now, all subordinate interactions have been 

terminated, and no student shows an inclination to make a secret one-on-one contact. 

3.1   

(12) 
2.5s 

TEA: Ihr sitzt in der Sportstunde ja auch oft um den 
 Sportlehrer, 

 In phys ed you also often sit around the phys ed 
 teacher  

looks at center; steps forward (level JAN), points 
with both hands on ground, steps forward (level 
AHM); looks rightwards; makes sweeping 
gesture with both hands 

(13) 
1.0s 

TEA: der sagt, liebe Leute, 

 who says, dear people, 

looks rightwards; steps forward (level MUR), 
makes sweeping gesture with both hands 

(14) 
3.1s 

TEA: heute wollen wir mal, nach der Fußball-, 
 äh, -unterrichtseinheit, 

 today, after the football, uh, teaching unit, 

looks at left side, puts arms together, puts hands 
together on breast level, opens arms, makes 
sweeping gesture 

(15) 
1.4s 

TEA: mit Handball beginnen. 

 we’re going to start with handball. 

looks at ALI/ HIL; makes sweeping gesture with 
a small curtsey on "handball," then puts arms 
together, folds hands on breast level, steps back 
(level MUR/ AHM) 

(16) 
2.9s 

*TEA: Und ab heute wird für vier Wochen Handball 
 gespielt. 

 And as of today we’ll be playing handball 
 for four weeks. 

looks at left side, then shifts gaze to right side 

(17) 
1.9s 

TEA: /Euer Lehrer macht das gleich besser. 

 /Your teacher will do it better. 

looks rightwards; makes sweeping gesture with 
both hands, puts hands together on chest level, 
looks leftwards 
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3.1.12             3.1.13      3.1.14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.15             3.1.16      3.1.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 3.1.12-17, the teacher decontextualizes the re-enactment task by referring to the 

students’ own school experience in comparison to the problem of the textbook text96 that was read 

aloud in a prior lesson portion; he actually gives the same example that is displayed in the textbook, 

but claims that the students are familiar with the exact same situation of their phys ed teacher 

imposing a lesson unit of handball on them as his students. The statement “euer Lehrer macht das 

gleich besser”/ your teacher will do it better in 3.1.17 then refers to the previous task description that 

one of the students is to pose as the ›phys ed teacher‹ in the re-enactment (cf. 3.1.9), while here, the 

problem of ›doing it better‹ than the respective ›teacher‹ is only comprehensible in its relation to the 

lesson discourse prior to the portion discussed here. From the teacher’s speech in 3.1.12-17, it is not 

                                                 
96  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1399-1495. 
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deducible what the “besser” refers to, so the teacher relies on the common ground previously 

established and thus ›re-contextualizes‹ the task once more. Claiming everyday relevance of the 

assignment at hand still implies not only its legitimacy and usefulness,97 but also that it should be 

easy for the students to take the perspective of the protagonists in the textbook story. Interestingly, 

during his speech, the teacher moves forward into the center aisle of the classroom, leaving the stage 

in front of the blackboard, which is a rather unexpected behavior during a public lesson discourse 

that is commonly characterized by the teacher’s unimpaired visibility to the students achieved by 

standing in front of them. By leaving the stage, the teacher also leaves his designated territory in the 

classroom and intrudes a space that is usually claimed by the students only when they are walking to 

their seats or gather in groups during recess. This shows that the teacher actually has the privilege to 

move freely in the room, and in doing so at this point of the discourse, one might assume, in 

accordance with the prior interpretation, that he takes yet another measure to attract the students’ 

attention, i.e. to get them to focus on him. As before, he covers the class with gazes to the left and the 

right side of the room, and he is again gesturing excessively, but here without a clear illustrating 

connection between the utterance and the respective gesture.  

Orientation by public discourse. Indeed, the teacher’s moving forward in 3.1.12 attracts 

considerable attention among the students; in contrast to 3.1.11 before where only six students looked 

at him, 16 students are initially observing the teacher now. Of the eight other students who are 

looking down (mostly into their notebooks), only Ahmed/ 12 actually lowers his head as the teacher 

approaches, whereas the others had already occupied themselves with their notes in 3.1.11 and keep 

on doing so irrespectively of being in the teacher’s field of vision or not. This underlines once more 

the legitimacy of the activity, which is therefore not identifiable as evasive behavior even if that 

should be the case. The broad focus is basically maintained in 3.1.13 when the teacher moves further 

into to room, although a few students are lowering their heads now, namely Medine/ 11, Bianca/ 25, 

and Nina/ 31, with only Nina getting into the teacher’s field of vision at this moment. The teacher 

having his back on the students in seats 1-14 now does not seem to have a considerable effect on 

their discourse-following behavior (especially as compared to his turning his back on the class in 

order to write on the blackboard in Example 2), except for Miriam/ 3, who starts to scribble hastily in 

her notebook in 3.1.14, possibly taking the opportunity of not being in the teacher’s field of vision to 

catch up on her homework. However, note that the focus on the teacher gradually recedes from 

3.1.14 on; while there is a slight shift in focus again, Isabell/ 10 and Ciğdem/ 19 rather look in the 

same direction as the teacher, turning also physically away from him, and Bianca/ 25 starts to 

observe her coparticipants across from her. Another slight shift in focus occurs in 3.1.15; at this 

point, only twelve students are looking at the teacher, whereas Isabell is still in a scanning-and-

observing mode that also Jonas/ 27 assumes here. Again, there is no remarkable change in the 

discourse-following behavior on the right side of the room the teacher has turned his back on; also 

his walking backwards does not attract additional attention here, but note that of the two students the 

teacher momentarily fixes his gaze on, Ali/ 7 holds the teacher’s gaze, whereas Hilal/ 15 lowers her 

head. However, she immediately looks up again in 3.1.16 when the teacher averts his eyes from her 

                                                 
97  As the lesson unit is about a fictitious teacher who does not show interest in his students’ concerns, one might even 

construe the teacher’s line here as his way of ›doing it better.‹ 
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to scan the room as far as his position in the center of the classroom allows. Only Murat/ 20 appears 

to respond to his re-entering the teacher’s field of vision in the form of looking at him. However, 

while Isabell tries to attract Silke’s/ 7 attention with the teacher in the rear, Ciğdem turns around in 

her seat to face Fadime/ 29 under the teacher’s very eyes, immediately getting her attention and 

starting a silent exchange with her, mouthing words. At least these three students are here marking 

the teacher’s speech and stance as secondary to their momentary need to make contact with a 

coparticipant, tendentially pointing at a decreasing relevance of the teacher’s elaborations, which 

becomes more visible in 3.1.17 when only eight students are focusing on the teacher, of whom only 

Fadime refocuses on him after her brief exchange with Ciğdem, who herself is now merely gazing 

ahead. While nine students are still occupied with their notebooks (or, in Nina’s case, with her 

neighbor’s notes), Hilal, Murat, and Bianca, who were looking at the teacher before, are resuming 

looking down now. Isabell is successful in establishing a subordinate interaction with Silke, whereas 

Barbara and Waldemar both look away from the teacher in order to observe their classmates. In total, 

the teacher’s movement in the room initially seems to serve as an eye-catcher, but whereas six 

students (Thorsten/ 1, Petra/ 5, Sven/ 8, Ali/ 9, Birsen/ 16, and Azad/ 18) maintain their line of sight 

with him throughout subsequence 1.3.12-17, almost as many, namely five (Cem/ 2, Ahmed/ 12, 

Monique/ 13, Süheyla/ 17, Sascha/ 30), manage not to look up once despite the commotion going on 

around them, and regardless of the teacher’s direction of view. In general, the teacher’s physical 

approximation and direction of view do not seem to have a consequent impact on the students’ 

discourse behavior, although occasionally, one can observe that some of the students might watch the 

teacher and lower their heads when he is coming closer or looking in their direction, while others 

might do it the other way around, looking up mostly when the teacher is near. These would be two 

different strategies to solve the same problem, namely to behave adequately and not to attract undue 

attention at the same time.  

3.1   

(18) 
2.8s 

TEA: Und dann melden sich also Schüler. # 
 [0.8s] 

 And then students are raising their hands. 

looks at left side; makes sweeping gesture with 
both arms, points/ circles index fingers, folds 
hands on chest level, steps two steps 
backwards (level AHM/ JAN) 

(19) 
1.9s 

TEA: Und stehen auf und sagen ihren Beitrag, 

 And stand up and say their contribution, 

looks leftwards; makes sweeping gesture with 
both arms, shakes hands thereby, steps 
backwards (level JAN) 

(20) 
1.4s 

TEA: dürfen den auch mal verlesen, 

 may even read it out loud, 

looks leftwards; steps backwards (level desk), 
looks down on desk, puts right hand on desk, 
looks up; looks leftwards; makes pointing 
gesture with left hand (spread fingers) 

(21) 
2.8s 

TEA: und die anderen hören sich das an. # [1.2s] 

 and the others listen to it. 

looks down at desk at sheet, positions himself 
next to desk, looks up, looks at far left side 
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3.1.18            3.1.19       3.1.20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.21   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. The teacher’s further elaborations in 3.1.19-21 concern once more the procedure 

of the assignment that he already described it in 3.1.8-11, but now, after having concentrated on the 

task division, he gives a quite detailed instruction for the students who intend to reply to the ›phys ed 

teacher’s‹ statement that is supposed to be delivered by one of them, referring directly to 3.1.17 also 

by the connecting “und”/ and in 3.1.18. 3.1.18 and 3.1.19 are merely instructions (formulated as 

declaratives) to raise a hand and to stand up when making a contribution; the plausible step in 

between, namely that the teacher will call on students, has already been handled in 3.1.10. But note 

here that in 3.1.20, the teacher now implicitly refers to the homework by offering the students that 

they can make their contribution in the form of “verlesen”/ read aloud, which is the first, albeit quite 

indirect, connection he establishes between the homework and the re-enactment. Obviously, this 

connection has long been made on the nonverbal level through the students’ homework folders as 

legitimate objects of occupation, and against the backdrop of the announcement of the homework 

review98 prior to this lesson portion. However, the teacher’s formulation here indicates that the 

contribution does not necessarily have to be an actual presentation of the respective homework; 

indirectly, the students are almost encouraged to present their contribution without reading out loud 

                                                 
98  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1894-1895. 
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their homework text. Therefore, the specific formulation contradicts to some degree the utter 

importance the students attributed to the homework so far; moreover, it is not entirely clear whether 

or not they are at least supposed to base their potential contribution on their homework so that 

plausibly, the students who did not do the homework can interpret the lesson assignment as in fact 

not irrevocably connected to the homework and not a priori omitting them from active inclusion. If 

this is the case, it would also explain why the teacher did not make an effort to properly register the 

students without the homework in the first place. Looking at it the other way around, the sudden 

decoupling of homework and lesson assignment might even show that the teacher is indeed aware 

that many students did not prepare a text, which would mean that he deliberately re-interprets the 

original task in order to re-include those without the homework, but possibly also in order to save his 

face in front of the present investigators, retrospectively reducing the importance of the homework 

text for the task at hand. As the teacher’s utterance in 3.1.21 contains the explicit instruction to listen 

to the contributors, which one would assume to be a standing rule in any classroom, this might be 

understood as referring to the re-enactment context where a discussion or even a quarrel can arise, 

which is this way prevented by the order to listen, not to reply. While describing the procedure of the 

assignment, the teacher steps backwards toward the stage again, where he finally comes standing 

next to his desk once more in 3.1.20. Walking backwards means that he maintains a line of sight with 

the class, not giving up his monitoring habit; of course, he is also still addressing the students, but he 

solely looks at the left side of the room during this subsequence. Once more, the teacher uses several 

embellishing and underlining gestures, but as soon as he reaches his desk, he starts glancing at his 

sheet again as he already did in the beginning of this sequence for orientation. In this, one might say 

that he himself is mimicking the predominant behavior of the students now. Checking his sheet might 

be discourse-induced in terms of content-wise orientation, but it can also be seen as a sort of 

realignment with his own designated territory after his excursion into the center of the classroom. 

Orientation by public discourse. The teacher’s reference to the students’ task in 3.1.18 in 

combination with his walking backwards triggers twice as many students (eleven in total) to focus on 

him here than in 3.1.17 before, including Silke/ 7 and Isabell/ 10, who terminate their subordinate 

interaction as the teacher approaches; but the majority of the students is still occupied with looking 

down, while Ciğdem/ 19 and Nina/ 31 are now both gazing ahead, and Gülcan/ 6 and Waldemar/ 24 

are observing their classmates after having been looking at the teacher in 3.1.17. Already in 3.1.19, 

the focus on the teacher decreases again, with seven students still looking at him, and only Miriam/ 3 

refocusing here after having secretly scribbled in her notebook as long as she was not in the teacher’s 

field of vision, corroborating the assumption that she indeed did something uncalled for. While 

Gülcan and Birsen/ 16, who was focusing on the teacher in 3.1.18, are both looking at their 

notebooks again, as do ten other students, Barbara/ 14 and Hilal/ 15 stop observing the teacher in 

3.1.19 and start gazing ahead. Interestingly, when the teacher mentions the reading part in 3.1.20, the 

focus shifts entirely, with only Thorsten/ 1 and Miriam keeping the line of sight with the teacher, 

while Gülcan, Hilal, and Bianca refocus on him now. Whereas most of the students are still occupied 

with their notes (or, as in Sven’s/ 8 case, the neighbor’s notes), six students are looking around or 

gazing ahead here. Yet another massive shift in focus occurs in 3.1.21 when only Miriam keeps 

looking at the teacher, while the other five focusers had been looking down before or, in Petra’s/ 5 
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case, briefly looking around when the teacher reached his desk. Azad/ 18 not only averts his eyes 

from the teacher here, but actually opens his folder, starts to write, and uses a blotter on his notes, 

possibly working on his homework text (or even producing it only now) as Miriam did before. None 

of the students thus keep looking at the teacher throughout 3.1.18-21, whereas eight are never 

looking up. Of these, Cem/ 2 reads here and there in his folder and browses it in between like he has 

been doing for quite a while now; Ali/ 9, on the other hand, was visibly focused on the discourse 

before 3.1.18, and although he here constantly sits with a lowered head, he does not handle any 

object, and even nods excessively when the teacher says that the students are supposed to listen in 

3.1.21. This is one of the rare physical reactions on the public discourse that might have something to 

do with the fact that Ali is one of the students without the homework, so he emphasizes that he will 

not be one of the contributors, but listening nonetheless. Medine/ 11 reads her notes with some 

concentration, chewing her lips; Ahmed/ 12 has been scratching and twitching his eyebrows with a 

lowered head since 3.1.12, and starts rubbing his face fiercely in 3.1.21; Monique/ 13 has written in 

her notebook till 3.1.16 and since then has been rereading her notes, turning pages in between; 

Süheyla/ 17 has been staring at her opened notebook since 3.1.9 with crossed arms and absolutely 

motionlessly, so it is quite likely that she stopped whatever she was reading at some point; Murat/ 20 

started to smooth the pages in his folder in 3.1.18, but soon after began to rub his ear absently while 

looking down; finally, Mustafa/ 23 has been browsing his folder since 3.1.16. Therefore, students 

who look occupied with their folders and notebooks are not necessarily reading or writing, but the 

notebooks still serve as legitimate point of focus. The teacher’s subtle attempt to detach the 

homework text from the lesson assignment has no palpable impact on the students’ behaviors, who 

keep treating their notebooks as a major semiotic field of reference. 

3.2   

(1) 
1.7s 

TEA: Wer möchte beginnen? # [0.5s] 

 Who would like to start?  

looks at left side; sits down on his desk with 
hands loosely folded on knees, one leg on the 
floor; looks at MIR, then at ISA who raises a 
hand 

(2) 
0.7s 

TEA: Lehrer? 

 Teacher? 

TEA looks at ISA, leans a bit forward; ISA 
looks at TEA, with raised hand, straight back, 
pen in right hand 

(3) 
1.2s 

ISA: Ja, ich bin Lehrer. 

 Yes, I’m [the] teacher. 

ISA smiles shyly, lowers hand; TEA looks at 
ISA; lifts hands with palms upwards on head 
level 

(4) 
1.5s 

 ISA looks at her folder page while standing up 
smoothly; TEA looks down at his sheet, stands 
up, puts hands in jacket pockets, looks up, 
looks at ISA; steps one step backwards toward 
blackboard 

(5) 
2.6s 

ISA: Wir können ja erst Handball und dann 
 Fußball spielen. 

 We could play handball first and then  football. 

starts reading while standing up, one hand on 
table; TEA looks at ISA, takes hands out of 
jacket pockets 

(6) 
1.8s 

ISA: Das wäre doch eine sehr gute Lösung. 

 That would be a very good solution. 

looks down reading; TEA looks at ISA, puts 
hands in back pockets of pants; ISA looks up to 
TEA when saying “Lösung”/ solution 

(7) 
1.4s 

ALI: Richtig. 

 Right. 

heckles, grins at ISA, looks at TEA; ISA looks 
at TEA, smiles embarrassed; TEA looks at his 
desk, steps forward 

(8) 
0.8s 

 ISA sits down abruptly, looking at TEA, pulls a 
face when TEA does not react; TEA looks 
down, takes hands out of pockets 
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3.2.1             3.2.2       3.2.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.4             3.2.5       3.2.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.7             3.2.8    
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Public discourse. The teacher’s question who would like to start in 3.2.1 initiates the actual 

presentation sequence. Sitting down on his desk signals that his active part is over and that he is 

joining the group of the listeners, but due to his elevated position he is still able to monitor the class. 

After the question, the teacher briefly scans the left side of the room where he can see Isabell/ 10 

raising her hand and looking at him, but also Miriam/ 3 picking up her folder, which is why he 

briefly looks at her before he addresses Isabell in 3.2.2. Instead of directly calling on her, the teacher 

now makes sure that Isabell indeed will start the re-enactment with an adequate contribution, namely 

a text attributed to the ›phys ed teacher.‹ Affirming this, smiling shyly, Isabell is urged by the 

teacher’s gesture to stand up in 3.2.3, which is part of the designated task procedure announced in 

3.1.11 and 3.1.19 – although technically, it then only referred to the contributors answering as 

›students,‹ not the one acting as the ›phys ed teacher.‹ It can not be determined here whether Isabell 

would have stood up anyway because the teacher’s according gesture simultaneously indicates that 

he gives her the floor in the first place. While Isabell is preparing herself for her contribution in 3.2.4, 

the teacher gets up and steps away from his desk, which might signal that he is taking himself out of 

the equation, underlined by putting his hands in his jacket pockets, but giving up his sitting position 

also conveys a slight impatience in face of the brief delay. It becomes visible here that it is kind of 

inconvenient having to read one’s text while standing; Isabell does not pick up her notebook, but 

never averts her eyes from it when she gets up from her seat, and she supports her body with one 

hand on the table while she reads her contribution in 3.2.5-6 with the teacher observing her.99 When 

she signals that she is finished by intonation as well as by looking up to the teacher at the end of 

3.2.6, Ali/ 9 heckles his “richtig”/ right in 3.2.7 in a rather mocking tone, grinning quickly at Isabell, 

but then looking at the teacher with a straight face as a form of visible self-correction. Although 

Isabell does not look at Ali, her embarrassed smile with which she is looking at the teacher might be 

triggered by this comment. The teacher responds to her contribution and her smile by averting his 

eyes from her and looking at his desk, stepping toward it; Isabell’s reaction in 3.2.8 shows that she is 

actually expecting something else, probably a comment on her presentation, and that she is offended 

when it does not come. The missing response thus becomes a “relevant absence” (cf. Schegloff 

2007:20), with the teacher violating common conversation rules by remaining silent and looking 

demonstratively away from the speaker addressing him. By comparison, none of the students seemed 

to be offended by the same behavior of the teacher in Example 1, while in Example 2, the teacher 

indirectly commented on the students’ contributions by noting them down on the blackboard. Here, 

presenting one’s homework thus seems to have a different quality that entitles the presenter to a 

pointed response at least in Isabell’s eyes, not least indicating the greater risk she took in publishing 

her contribution in the first place. One might thus interpret the teacher’s abstaining from a comment 

as an expression of his dissatisfaction with Isabell’s work, and one should keep in mind here that 

Isabell volunteered to present her homework immediately, which indicates that she is confident that 

her homework is an adequate solution of the task. When the teacher responds by ignoring her, she is 

thus irritated and takes offence, possibly deciphering the unnamed criticism, but not being informed 

                                                 
99  Note here that Isabell’s homework text is mainly a variation of the ›phys ed teacher’s‹ argumentation in the original text 

in the textbook (cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1449-1454). 
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what this criticism refers to.100 Quite pointedly, this incident shows that the regular absence of a 

›formal evaluation‹ (see Paragraph I.3.3) can even amount to omitting crucial information that here 

would have served not only Isabell, but all the students to decipher the teacher’s expectations 

regarding this assignment. 

Orientation by public discourse. In the beginning of this sequence, when the teacher asks his 

question in 3.2.1, only six students are directly looking at him, two of whom (Isabell and Petra/ 5) 

raising a hand to contribute. All others are looking down (15 students in total) or looking around or 

gazing ahead (six students in total). At this point in the public discourse, with the teacher opening it 

up for students’ contributions by asking a direct question, the looking down, be it to read in the 

notebook or not, can be characterized as a behavior that now has a rather evasive connotation, 

especially when considering that only Gülcan/ 6 and Hilal/ 15 are scanning the room to observe who 

of their coparticipants are raising a hand. Interestingly, the students who are without the homework 

do not show a consistent behavior here, with five out of nine displaying evasive behaviors by looking 

down, while Sven/ 8 and Jonas/ 27 are focusing on the teacher, and Thorsten/ 1 and Ahmed/ 12 are 

gazing ahead, the former two apparently not interpreting the situation as particularly risky for them 

(see Examples 1 and 2 for comparison). With the teacher addressing Isabell in 3.2.2, Petra lowers her 

hand at once, but only Thorsten and Jonas immediately focus on Isabell, whereas several additional 

students look at the teacher; in the brief exchange between the teacher and Isabell, and during her 

preparations in 3.2.2-4, a broader alignment by gaze with the public discourse takes place, with half 

of the students looking at either Isabell or the teacher by the end of 3.2.4. In 3.2.5, when Isabell starts 

to read her homework text, eleven students are looking at her, while Cem/ 2, who in this lesson 

portion had been looking down the entire time since 3.1.1, mostly browsing his notebook lengthily, 

now risks a glance at the teacher for the first time, possibly with the security of another student 

having the floor so that he is unlikely to meet the teacher’s gaze, and even less likely to be addressed. 

Already in 3.2.6, he looks down at his notebook again. Also Hilal/ 15 and Waldemar/ 24 are rather 

looking at the teacher in 3.2.5, while in 3.2.6, even before it is foreseeable that Isabell is going to be 

done with her contribution (by means of intonation and looking up), several other students are 

redirecting their focus at the teacher, with Bianca/ 25, Jonas/ 27, and Nina/ 31 looking from Isabell to 

the teacher, and Miriam/ 3, Medine/ 11, and Murat/ 20 looking up from their tabletops. While Murat 

keeps looking at the teacher from now on till 3.2.8, Miriam is looking down again in 3.2.7, browsing 

her notes. Ciğdem/ 19 and Fadime/ 29, who briefly exchanged whispers in 2.3.5 after this 

subordinate interaction was initiated by Fadime in 2.3.4., refocus in 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 respectively, but 

interestingly, while one girl is looking at the teacher, the respective other one is trying to make 

contact again, which leads to another secretively exchange in 3.2.8. As for Ali’s heckle in 3.2.7, 

although uttered with distinguishable volume, not one of his coparticipants look at him here or 

afterwards in 3.2.8, marking the incident as entirely irrelevant, as does the teacher, which resembles 

the comparable first incident with Sven in Example 1. In contrast, many students are watching the 

teacher, immediately giving him the floor again after Isabell’s contribution, whereas only Thorsten 

                                                 
100  In fact, according to the teacher’s recapitulation of the homework assignment (see above), one might suspect that 

Isabell’s rather brief homework text does not adequately comply with the task of writing a ›larger contribution to the 
discussion.‹ 
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keeps looking at Isabell, while Medine is now looking up to her, and Nina shifts her attention from 

the teacher to Isabell. Note that Isabell’s visible discontent with how the teacher handles her here is 

indeed corroborated by her neighbor Medine, who looks at her commiseratively in 3.2.7, while 

Thorsten and Nina remain straight-faced in observing her. In case anyone but Isabell and Medine 

interpret the teacher’s behavior as offensive here, they do not signify it, but rather ignore the incident, 

which, intended or not, spares the already embarrassed Isabell further discomfort, which was also 

observed on comparable occasions in Examples 1 and 2. The peak of attention in subsequence 3.2.1-

8 is actually reached in the silence when the teacher is looking at his desk in 3.2.8 and refraining 

from commenting on Isabell’s contribution; 15 students are observing him in doing so, apparently 

expecting him to actively take the floor again. Azad/ 18, who had been scribbling and blotting in his 

notes the entire time before, refocuses on the teacher, his hand shooting up, which immediately 

attracts the attention of Bianca, Jonas, and Nina. In total, four students are not looking up once 

throughout 3.2.1-8: Monique/ 13 started to write in her notebook again in 3.2.1, Süheyla/ 17 

maintains her motionless staring at her folder, Mustafa/ 23 browses his notebook, and Sascha/ 30 

looks down at his notes, maybe reading, maybe just avoiding to look at the teacher. Up till now, 

Monique and Süheyla have not raised their heads since 3.1.1, and Sascha only looked up for a short 

time in 3.1.18-19. Regarding the students who admitted not to have done the homework, there seems 

to be a much stronger tendency to visibly follow the discourse as compared to the rest of the class, 

which makes sense when considering that they are not designated experts on the task (at least in their 

own eyes); only Ahmed makes no effort to look at the speakers, and Fadime is rather distracted in 

3.2.4-8 with her dealings with Ciğdem. None of them show an inclination to secretly produce a text 

belatedly like Miriam probably did, despite the fact that this is apparently not impossible, which 

could mean that the mere confession not to have done the homework, whether registered by the 

teacher or not, relieves these students from the pressure to perform, in contrast to their coparticipants. 

Again, the fact that the teacher was not entirely clear about the relevant connection between the 

homework text and the lesson assignment in 3.1.18-21 seems to make no difference here as the 

students appear to be primed for an actual homework discussion. 

 

3.2   

(9) 
1.4s 

 TEA looks at right, folds hands on hip level, 
sits down on desk, clears throat, looks at AZA 
who looks at TEA and raises hand eagerly 
with stretched arm 

(10) 
0.4s 

TEA: Azad. looks at AZA, chews on his lips 

(11) 
1.2s 

 AZA stands up expeditiously, looks down at 
his folder; TEA looks at AZA 

(12) 
3.0s 

AZA: Keine Lust auf Handball. Sport sollte doch 
 Spaß machen. 

 Don’t wanna play handball. Sports should be 
 fun. 

looks down at his folder, reads with hands at 
his sides, changes standing legs in between 
two times; TEA looks at AZA 

(13) 
5.0s 

AZA: Also können wir Sch-, Schüler 
 aussuchen, was wir heute machen. Die ganze 
 Klasse ist bestimmt für Fußball. 

 So we students get to choose what we’re 
 doing today. I bet the whole class is going for 
 football. 

looks down reading, changes standing leg; 
TEA looks at AZA 
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(14) 
3.8s 

AZA: Wenn wir heute Handball spielen, werden 
 bestimmt niemand rischtisch 
 mitmachen. 

 If we play handball today, I bet no one will 
 really go along. 

looks down reading, looks expectantly with 
raised eyebrows and slight smile to TEA as 
soon as finished; TEA looks at AZA 

(15) 
3.0s 

TEA: # [1.0s] Das Letzte hab ich n-, nicht richtig 
 verstanden. 

 I didn’t really catch the last [thing you said]. 

looks at AZA, shakes head slightly 

(16) 
1.8s 

 AZA looks at his folder, searches lines with 
right index finger; TEA looks down briefly, then 
to AZA 

(17) 
2.3s 

AZA: Ähm, die ganze Klasse ist bestimmt für 
 Fußball. 

 Um, I bet the whole class is going for football. 

reads aloud with finger under lines, TEA looks 
at AZA 

(18) 
4.1s 

AZA: Wenn wir heute Handball spielen, wird 
 bestimmt niemand rischtisch 
 mitmachen. 

 If we play handball today, I bet no one 
 will really go along. 

looks at TEA when finished; TEA looks at AZA 

(19) 
1.3s 

TEA: Mhm. looks at right; AZA looks at TEA, then looks 
down, takes blotter and erases something in 
his text 

3.2.9              3.2.10       3.2.11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.12              3.2.13       3.2.14 
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3.2.15             3.2.16       3.2.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.18             3.2.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Public discourse. In 3.2.9, the teacher scans the right side of the room and sits down on his desk 

once more, again implying that he assumes a rather passive role by means of the comfortable yet still 

monitoring position. He calls on Azad/ 18 by name in 3.2.10, who is the only student raising a hand 

now, his eager hand-raising indicating that he is very confident about his text (taking into account 

that he worked on it before). This confidence may be even increased by Isabell’s prior contribution 

and the teacher’s reaction on it, which also might be the reason why no other student raises a hand 

here. Although this was also the case in the beginning of the presentation phase, one might at least 

imagine that the teacher’s behavior did not help to recruit more volunteers. Note that, as opposed to 

before in 3.2.2, the teacher does not confirm now that Azad indeed has a ›student’s‹ reply to the 

›phys ed teacher’s‹ suggestion at hand, apparently taking for granted that this is the case. Azad stands 

up with some enthusiasm in 3.2.11 without being told to, and yet reads his homework in a quite 

nervous manner, changing his standing leg several times, showing that despite his confidence, the 

situation of presenting his homework still puts him under considerable pressure.101 Probably because 

                                                 
101  While compared to Isabell’s homework text before, one can say that Azad’s is indeed a ›longer contribution to the 

discussion‹ and at least in this point justifies his confidence. 
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Azad misreads in 3.2.14, the teacher asks him to repeat the last section of the text in 3.2.15 by 

actually only telling him that he did not understand that part properly. This apparently implies that 

Azad is to read this passage again, as he does in 3.2.17-18 after having re-orientated himself in 

3.2.16; the fact that he needs some time to retrieve the respective line in his text shows that the 

inquiry rather surprises him. So, while Azad looked expectantly at the teacher when finishing reading 

for the first time in 3.2.14, the teacher’s inquiry deflates his expectation visibly for in 3.2.18, his 

expression when facing the teacher once more being inscrutable. However, he remains standing and 

keeps looking at the teacher when the teacher turns his gaze away from him, accepting Azad’s 

contribution with a simple “mhm” in 3.2.19. Azad, who initially looks at the teacher with an 

unmoved face here, takes up his blotter a moment later and erases something in his text while still 

standing. As a face-restoring activity after the teacher has basically challenged Azad’s contribution in 

the form of not praising it, the work on the text that Azad resorts to signals the opposite of irritation 

or offence (as Isabell displayed in 3.2.8), namely that he accepts the teacher’s reaction as a criticism 

that he immediately takes care of. However, as a ›formal evaluation‹ is again not provided, it is 

entirely undeterminable what Azad might be ›correcting‹ in his text after all. Looking down spares 

him meeting his coparticipants’ gazes, but remaining standing at the same time emphasizes that he 

deals with the situation like there is nothing to be ashamed of. Note that this is the first explicitly 

face-restoring activity following a teacher’s challenge observed up till now, also in comparison to 

Examples 1 and 2; before, the teacher’s challenges were rather met with embarrassment and 

explicitly inconspicuous behaviors. 

Orientation by public discourse. In terms of the focus on the main event, not much changes 

between 3.2.8 when the teacher was looking at his desk and 3.2.9 when he looks up and scans the 

right side of the room. 15 students are focusing on him here, while seven are looking down, now 

including Ahmed/ 12 again, who had only refocused on the discourse in 3.2.8. While Hilal/ 15 and 

Nina/ 31 are observing Azad, who is raising a hand, only Thorsten/ 1 uses the teacher’s scanning the 

right side of the room as an opportunity to observe his coparticipants as well. Ciğdem/ 19 and 

Fadime/ 29 are still absorbed in their subordinate interaction, which they terminate in 3.2.10 to look 

at the teacher when he calls on Azad by name. Other than that, the state of focus remains basically 

the same as during the scanning phase before, except for Sascha’s/ 30 refocusing on the discourse for 

the second time only here, while Petra/ 5 now slouches in her chair, rests her head on her arms on the 

table and starts to scratch her leg thoroughly. Thorsten plausibly refocuses on the teacher as the 

scanning phase is finalized with the teacher giving the floor to Azad. The majority of the students (15 

in total) turn to Azad in 3.2.11, while the others are looking down, and only Jonas/ 27 rather scans 

the room instead of watching Azad’s back, the only possible angle from his seat. Note that Süheyla/ 

17 looks up for the first time here, glancing at Azad standing up as the movement directly in front of 

her probably cannot be ignored. She immediately looks down again in 3.2.12, but since the spell is 

apparently broken, she refocuses on the discourse now and then until 3.2.19. Ciğdem/ 19, who is also 

sitting right next to Azad, avoids looking at him by gazing at his notes instead, this being a frequently 

observed behavior due to proximity to the speaker. Compared to the visible attention previously paid 

to Isabell’s contribution, the greater attention paid to Azad seems to corroborate his elevated 

discourse status that was already suspected in Example 1. The overall state of discourse behavior 
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changes in 3.2.14 when Azad gets to the end of his reading and several students turn to the teacher as 

soon as Azad is finished, and some even before that; but when the teacher makes his inquiry in 

3.2.15, some of these students immediately look at Azad again, while others only now refocus on the 

teacher. However, in 3.2.16, with Azad searching his text for the respective passage, the visible 

attention to the main event decreases to some degree, with only ten students (including Ciğdem, who 

looks at Azad’s notes once more, and Ali, who seems to be amused by observing Azad trying to find 

the respective line in his text) are staying focused on Azad or the teacher, as opposed to 17 in 3.2.15. 

This has probably to do with the inquiry itself that is aiming at the repetition following in 3.2.17-18, 

which some of the students might not mark as relevant because they had understood the respective 

phrase already the first time, and thus do not look at Azad in 3.2.17 and/ or 3.2.18, either. 

Predominantly students in the back rows assume a momentary or constant scanning-and-observing 

mode from 3.2.16 on, like Jonas (who did so before), but also Bianca/ 25, Fadime/ 29, and Sascha/ 

30. Silke/ 7, who was rather attentive to the public discourse from 3.1.12 on, now looks down and 

begins to scribble in her notebook with some concentration, which in 3.2.18 attracts Thorsten’s 

attention, who starts to look at what she is putting on paper (it is not determinable whether she is 

writing or sketching or both). In 3.2.19, when the teacher finally acquits Azad’s contribution by 

saying “mhm,” but turning away from him already, scanning the right side of the room, several 

students redirect their gaze from Azad to the teacher. Mustafa/ 23 looks up for the first time since 

3.1.15; after a lengthy folder-browsing, he had mainly been staring at his notes and adjusting his 

sweater from 3.2.9 on. Other students are still looking at Azad executing his face-restoring activity, 

with Ciğdem still absorbed in Azad’s notes, whereas Fadime even refocuses on Azad here. None of 

the students who are observing Azad imply by facial expression that they find anything remarkable in 

the course his contribution has taken, which makes his face-restoring provision successful.  

 

3.2   

(20) 
5.7s 

 TEA looks rightwards, leftwards, AZA sits 
down, TEA looks at AZA, then rightwards 

(21) 
1.4s 

TEA: Wer möchte noch mal als Schüler? 

 Who wants again as a student? 

looks at right side 

(22) 
7.8s 

 TEA looks leftwards, purses lips, looks at 
center right, looks quickly to the left, right, left, 
then turns head slowly to the right  

(23) 
1.2s 

 TEA nods at SVE who raises his hand, pulls 
lips inwards, looks at SVE, SVE lowers his 
hand 

(24) 
8.5s 

SVE: Ähm # [2.0s] wir haben, also, vier Wochen, 
 # [0.9s] hä, vier Wochen haben wir kein 
 Fußball gespielt. 

 Um, we have, well, for four weeks, uh, for four 
 weeks we haven’t played football. 

looks ahead, stands up, hands on desk, looks 
at TEA when misspeaking, then ahead again; 
TEA looks at SVE 

(25) 
4.6s 

SVE: Vielleicht können wir auch, # [0.3s] ähm, # 
 [0.8s] zum Beispiel, zwei Wochen Handball 
 spielen 

 Maybe we can, um, for example, play handball 
 for two weeks 

fidgets nervously, puts left hand in pants 
pocket; TEA looks at SVE 

(26) 
1.6s 

SVE: und dann wieder zwei Wochen Fußball. 

 and then football again for two weeks. 

looks at TEA when finished; TEA looks at SVE 
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(27) 
4.8s 

TEA: Mhm. looks at far right, scans room; SVE sits down, 
looks at BAR with burning cheeks, grins 
embarrassedly, puts hand on right cheek 

3.2.20             3.2.21       3.2.22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.23             3.2.24       3.2.25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.26             3.2.27   
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Public discourse. Probably because no one raises a hand in 3.2.20, the teacher scans the room 

lengthily here, looking a bit irritated at Azad/ 18, who sits down only now after his contribution in 

the previous subsequence. Finally, the teacher reformulates the task at hand in the form of a question, 

asking quite politely who “möchte”/ would like to contribute another ›student’s‹ statement in 3.2.21, 

yet scanning the right side of the room with a discontent, impatient expression. Two students are 

raising a hand now, namely, of all people, Sven/ 8 and Ali/ 9, both being students who indicated 

before that they did not do the homework. Maybe they interpreted the teacher’s unclear instruction in 

3.1.20 as an implicit permission to contribute to the public discourse nonetheless, although Ali’s 

behavior in 3.1.21 indicated otherwise; but it is also possible that their greater freedom in terms of 

pressure to perform plays a role here, and they might even see this as an opportunity to make amends 

for the missing homework. However, in Ali’s case, it is also imaginable that he raises his hand by 

mistake because he lowers it immediately in 3.2.22 when the teacher, still in the scanning mode, 

turns to his side of the room, maybe recalling only now that he is, at least originally, not supposed to 

contribute. On the other hand, note that the third student who raises a hand in 3.2.22, shortly before 

the teacher calls on Sven in 3.2.23, is Ahmed/ 12, yet another student without the homework who, 

moreover, has not visibly followed the discourse very consequently so far as most of time, he was 

occupied with scratching and rubbing his face ostentatiously. In 3.2.24, Sven starts his utterance 

while standing up at the same time, and when he makes his contribution in 3.2.24-26, he seems 

extremely nervous, misspeaking in the beginning, making several hesitation pauses, not looking at 

anybody most of the time, and being quite fidgety. This is rather understandable due to the very fact 

that he does not have a self-written text he could quote, which means an increased pressure for he has 

no object to look at, and he has to improvise, while at the same time, he takes the risk of being 

registered as not having done the homework after all exactly because he has no text product and 

improvises. In face of his extreme bewilderment, one might conclude that volunteering to contribute 

was not a very smart move, all the more since content-wise, Sven’s utterance is a slightly 

embellished variation of what Isabell/ 10 read aloud in 3.2.5-6, so one cannot even say that Sven at 

least has to add a new thought to the discourse. It thus remains quite mystifying why he raised his 

hand to give a presentation in the first place. However, the teacher keeps a completely straight face 

the entire time Sven is struggling with his utterance, and finally acquits it with a “mhm” in 3.2.27 in 

the same way he acknowledged Azad’s contribution before in 3.2.19. It is therefore not ascertainable 

if the teacher simply does not realize that Sven does not contribute his homework here, or if he 

merely does not add any importance to the fact. It is certainly possible that the teacher is willing to 

cut Sven some slack because he struggled so much to get his utterance out, and because he 

volunteered when almost nobody else did. The fact that the teacher does not respond to Sven 

differently than to Azad before might indicate that he is rather discontent with both contributions, 

while again, refraining from formally evaluating the performance leaves everyone in the dark as to 

what the assumed dissatisfaction actually refers to. Unsurprisingly, Sven is crimson red by the end of 

his utterance, quickly sitting down and quite typically looking for re-assurance by grinning at 

Barbara awkwardly, so the fact that the teacher spares him an unfavorable comment does not change 

Sven’s overall embarrassment. 
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Orientation by public discourse. The circumstance that Azad is still standing at the beginning of 

3.2.20 still attracts considerable attention among the students, with eight students observing him as 

he sits down again without making any fuss, which is three more than in 3.2.19 (additionally: Hilal/ 

15, Ciğdem/ 19, Waldemar/ 24). Only Fadime/ 29 stops watching Azad before he is sitting again, and 

at the same time, only six students are looking at the teacher, who technically has the floor and scans 

the room, gazing at Azad himself in between. Except for Sascha/ 30, who is absently staring ahead, 

the other ten students (apart from Azad) are (still) looking down at their tabletops, and while Gülcan/ 

6, Jonas/ 27, and Fadime/ 29 do nothing more than that, Thorsten/ 1 still watches Silke/ 7 scribbling, 

Cem/ 2 still picks his fingers, Miriam/ 3 still looks into her folder that she holds above table level, 

Ahmed scratches and twitches his eyebrows again, Monique/ 13 writes in her notebook, and Birsen/ 

16 browses the pages of her folder. Mostly, the students thus evade the teacher’s gaze, which, 

however, changes in 3.2.21 when he asks who would like to read again, with the majority 

immediately refocusing on the teacher so that 17 students in total are looking at him now. Among 

these are most of the students who observed Azad before, and a few who were looking down in 

3.2.20, even Monique, who here raises her head for the first time since 3.1.1. Thorsten and Silke, on 

the other hand, are quietly talking about Silke’s scribbling now and keep on with this in 3.2.22 when 

the teacher scans the room again. At once, the focus on him decreases, with merely seven students 

now looking at the teacher, of whom Süheyla/ 17, Azad, and Murat/ 20 are actually refocusing on 

him, both Süheyla and Murat after only briefly defocusing in 3.2.21. So, instead of looking at the 

teacher or observing who might be raising a hand here, which only Miriam, Barbara/ 14, and Fadime 

do, most of the students are avoiding the teacher’s gaze once more, with Waldemar and Sascha even 

having a brief subordinate interaction, while Nina looks at Sascha’s notes again. Accordingly, only 

Ahmed and Murat, who both focus on the main event, promptly look at Sven when the teacher gives 

him a nod in 3.2.23, while five other students (including Sven) focus on the teacher here. Several 

others now assume a scanning mode, whereas a total of twelve students are evading the teacher’s 

gaze by looking down and thus cannot perceive that Sven is being called on. Sven’s contribution in 

3.2.24-26 initially attracts a lot more attention than was visible in 3.2.23, with eleven students 

looking at him in addition to Ahmed and Murat, most of whom entirely refocusing on the public 

discourse by means of looking at Sven now, while Medine/ 11 and Nina/ 31 are refocusing on the 

teacher. A major shift in attention then occurs in 3.2.25 when six students turn away from Sven to 

look at the teacher, around, or down, while eight other students who had not focused on the main 

event in 3.2.24 are focusing on Sven now. The attention then shifts again in 3.2.26, with nine 

students looking away from Sven, eight of whom looking at the teacher instead in addition to Isabell, 

who had been looking at the teacher and then down before, whereas Ali, Barbara, and Sascha turned 

away from Sven in 3.2.25 and refocus on him here in 3.2.26. Interestingly, although it occurred 

before that some students started to look at the teacher before the speaking student was done with 

their contribution, most of the students who turn to the teacher here do so already in the beginning of 

3.2.26; taking into account that only Ciğdem, Waldemar, and Jonas/ 27 manage to watch Sven during 

his entire contribution until he is finished, one might at least assume that the majority of the students 

are somewhat irritated by Sven’s performance, and expecting the teacher to react accordingly. 

Several students even abandon their stoic facial expressions during Sven’s contribution: Ali, who 

first looks at Sven approvingly with a smile in 3.2.24, starts to raise his eyebrows in 3.2.25, turning to 
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Hilal and saying quietly “hä?”/ huh? before he looks at Sven again in 3.2.26; Isabell, who starts 

scribbling in her notebook in 3.2.22, looks up at the end of 3.2.25 with an irritated smile on her face 

and mutters something to herself before she focuses on the teacher in 3.2.26; Monique, looking up 

for the second time in 3.2.24 to observe Sven, also raises her eyebrows and actually looks more and 

more defeated the more Sven is talking; Azad turns away from Sven in 3.2.25 with a smug smile and 

even laughs out loud when Sven is finished; and, finally, Nina starts chewing her thumb while 

watching Sven and the teacher alternately in 3.2.24-26. However, as usual, most of the students spare 

Sven the humiliation of being further observed after he is done with his contribution; while he sits 

down and exchanges an – on his part – embarrassed smile with Barbara (her responding smile is 

rather sympathetic), only four students are watching him. Of these, only Azad visibly responded to 

Sven’s awkward performance before and now even laughs blatantly, which certainly can be 

interpreted as laughing at Sven. Miriam, Ahmed, and Sascha, who also look at Sven in 3.2.27, kept 

their faces straight during his contribution and still do so now, except for Ahmed, who smiles rather 

friendly at him. In sum, there still is some proof here that an uncomfortable “embarrassment about 

embarrassment” (see Paragraph I.1.3) could not be avoided in this situation even regardless of the 

teacher’s reaction. The majority of the students are focusing on the teacher or looking around by the 

end of 3.2.27. 

3.2   

(28) 
1.5s 

TEA: Wer liest noch einmal als Schüler vor? 

 Who wants to read again as a student? 

looks leftwards, kneads hands, leans a bit to 
the left 

(29) 
1.2s 

TEA: Waldemar. looks quickly down at his sheet, then at WAL 
who does not raise a hand, kneads hands; WAL 
looks at TEA irritated 

(30) 
0.7s 

JON: Der war doch nisch da. 

 But he wasn’t here. 

heckles, looks at TEA; TEA looks at WAL; WAL 
looks down with burning cheeks 

(31) 
1.4s 

TEA: Ach so. 

 I see. 

looks down, waves left hand dismissively; JON 
looks at TEA 
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3.2.28             3.2.29       3.2.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.31   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. After no student raised a hand in 3.2.27 when the teacher looked at the right side 

of the room, he turns to the left in 3.2.28, still sitting on his desk, and again rephrases the actual task; 

kneading his hands in doing so might indicate that he is not entirely at ease in face of the 

unresponsiveness of the students. This time, however, he explicitly asks for someone to read out loud 

their text, and the reference to reading might be evoked by the circumstance that Sven improvised his 

contribution in 3.2.24-26, which would mean that the teacher indeed noticed the fact, and now rather 

aims to prevent another incident like that. This way, a vital connection between the homework and 

the lesson assignment is re-established, which up to this point was not entirely definite, as the 

volunteering of some of the homework-less students in 3.2.21 shows. As still nobody raises a hand in 

3.2.28, the teacher calls on Waldemar/ 24 in 3.2.29, who does not raise a hand, but who in this 

moment looks in the teacher’s direction. Note that the teacher does not call on one of the students 

who avoid his gaze as he did in Examples 1 and 2, so the involuntary call-up is unlikely to be a 

corrective action aiming at challenging a student’s unresponsiveness, but rather seems to refer to the 

fact that not evading the teacher’s gaze implies that one has nothing to hide. Of course, Waldemar is 

not only one of the students without the homework, but also was registered as such with the excuse 
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that he missed the previous lesson when the homework was set.102 While Waldemar looks quite 

astonished when being called on nonetheless, Jonas/ 27 steps in and heckles that Waldemar was not 

there in 3.2.30 (without explicating where, which he apparently assumes to be clear), the “doch”/ but 

signaling that he refers to an already established common ground that the teacher is supposed to have 

at his disposal. The teacher acquits Jonas’ unauthorized speaking by not looking at him, and keeps 

watching Waldemar, but he still processes the information by saying “ach so”/ I see, looking down 

and waving his hand dismissively in 3.2.31. But despite the fact that his not having the homework is 

thereby legitimized, Waldemar still is visibly embarrassed by being exposed this way, blushing and 

lowering his head. What is also interesting here is that on the one hand, the teacher withdraws from 

calling on Waldemar by means of utterance, gesture, and direction of view. On the other hand, by 

saying I see, he does not explicitly signify that Waldemar’s being without the homework due to his 

absence from the last lesson is indeed an information that he already had and only had to be reminded 

of. Just as well, this reaction could mean that the teacher was entirely unaware of the fact before and 

hence initially considered Waldemar to be one of the ›experts‹ on the homework. Thus, the whole 

procedure of inquiring about who did and did not do the homework becomes rather redundant in the 

aftermath, when the teacher now calls on students involuntarily to actually read aloud their 

homework, but does not recall who has not done it in the first place. Obviously, the strategy means 

an increased risk for the students in general, who from now on have to reckon with the possibility to 

be called on involuntarily. But there is also an increased risk for the teacher involved; being observed 

by the investigators as his peers, he is now in danger to redirect their focus on the homework-less 

students, which he managed to avoid before. Now he is confronted with the balancing act between, 

on the one hand, following through on the lesson assignment that depends on the students’ 

contributions, and, on the other hand, keeping face in front of his peers, who might consider missing 

homework discipline to reflect poorly on the teacher himself, as was suggested above.  

Orientation by public discourse. Compared to 3.2.27, there is a remarkable shift in focus 

accompanying the teacher’s assignment reformulation of 3.2.28, with some students refocusing on 

the teacher, but more looking away from him now, so that only seven students in total focus on the 

teacher here (Miriam/ 2, Silke/ 7, Ali/ 9, Monique/ 13, Süheyla/ 17, Mustafa/ 23, and Nina/ 31). At 

the same time, the students who observed Sven/ 8 before are turning away from him, except for 

Barbara/ 14 and Sascha/ 30, while four others (Petra/ 5, Ciğdem/ 19, Bianca/ 25, Jonas/ 27) are 

refocusing on him, who is now engaged in a subordinate interaction with Gülcan/ 6. Since 

subordinate interactions usually do not attract much attention, it is safe to say that the students 

looking at Sven here are still doing so as a repercussion of his performance in 3.2.24-26 before, much 

like in the case of the incident with Süheyla in Example 2; however, while Süheyla explicitly avoided 

the contact with her coparticipants, Sven rather seeks reconfirmation through one-on-one exchanges. 

Three students (Isabell/ 10, Azad/ 18, Waldemar/ 24) start to look around the room when the teacher 

implicitly urges the students to raise their hands, whereas Hilal/ 15 and Birsen/ 16 had been in a 

scanning-and-observing mode already before. Several other students are looking down at their 

tabletops; Thorsten/ 1, who had watched Silke’s scribbling with some intensity, now starts to scribble  

 

                                                 
102  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 1909-1914. 
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in his notebook himself, while Cem/ 2 plays with his pencil, Ahmed/ 12 plays with his eyebrows 

again, and Medine/ 11 and Murat/ 20 are not doing anything in particular. Fadime/ 29, on the other 

hand, although sitting with a lowered head, peeks in the teacher’s direction erratically as if she is 

secretly observing him, avoiding his attention and at the same time not losing track of what he is 

doing. With Waldemar being addressed in 3.2.29, none of the students immediately turn to him, 

whereas ten students are looking at the teacher now, but note that Bianca, Jonas, and Sascha are still 

observing Sven, who starts to scan the room here. Only when Waldemar has the floor in 3.2.30, a 

larger part of the students (eleven in total) turn to look at him, most of whom redirecting their gaze 

from the teacher to Waldemar, while others rather keep on focusing on the teacher. At this moment, a 

total of 17 students follow the public discourse visibly by either observing the teacher or Waldemar, 

and only Isabell and Sven are still in the scanning-and-observing mode despite the fact that the 

scanning phase is over by now. None of the participants look at Jonas who is heckling Waldemar’s 

excuse, addressing the teacher, and neither does anyone belatedly turn to Jonas in 3.2.31. This is 

exactly what happened when Ali/ 9 heckled in 3.2.7, the difference being that Jonas’ interjection is 

acknowledged by the teacher on the solely verbal level and thus made relevant for the public 

discourse, while Ali was ignored completely. As opposed to the incident before when Sven got 

shamefaced, no participant is looking at Waldemar, being also quite embarrassed, in 3.2.31 anymore, 

with most of the students who watched him before turning to the teacher (again), whereas Barbara 

and Hilal are merely gazing ahead. Sparing Waldemar thus the humiliation of being further observed, 

his coparticipants just might not identify the incident as noteworthy (since Waldemar is legitimately 

without the homework, and was therefore unrightfully called on). With 15 students looking at the 

teacher at once, it also seems to be much more relevant what the teacher is going to do next, not how 

Waldemar handles his embarrassment. Assumingly, this can be attributed to the fact that there is still 

no solution for the problem of the next speaker appointment, and since the teacher called on 

Waldemar involuntarily, he might be expected to proceed in this manner, especially as still no one 

raises a hand.  

3.2   

(32) 
2.4s 

 TEA folds hands loosely on knee, leans a bit 
back, looks up, to left side, runs eyes from left 
to center left 

(33) 
0.4s 

TEA: Medine. looks at MED who looks at him without raising 
a hand 

(34) 
0.8s 

 MED shakes head slightly, looks down; TEA 
looks at MED 

(35) 
3.9s 

TEA: Wie, nee? # [1.8s] Medine, bitte. 

 What, naw? Medine, please. 

widens eyes, shakes head, looks quickly to the 
left side, then down on his sheet; MED looks 
down 

(36) 
1.1s 

MED: Ich hab Lehrer. 

 I have teacher . 

looks at TEA; TEA looks down at the sheet on 
his desk 

(37) 
1.2s 

TEA: Ach so. 

 I see. 

looks up, at the middle right; MED exchanges 
smile with ISA 
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3.2.32             3.2.33      3.2.34 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.35             3.2.36      3.2.37 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. In 3.2.32, the teacher scans the room with still nobody raising a hand, but his 

stance while doing so does not convey the impression of tenseness anymore as folding his hands on 

his knee and leaning back rather demonstrates relaxation and patience as well as anticipation. 

Tentatively appraised, one might assume that the teacher signals here that he is willing to ride out the 

situation and to proceed with calling on students who do not raise a hand as long as it takes to find 

someone who reads aloud their homework. Expectably, he thus calls on another student who does not 

raise a hand in 3.2.33, namely Medine/ 11, who, just like Waldemar/ 24 in 3.2.29, looks directly at 

the teacher, indicating that the teacher is still searching for an ›expert‹ on the homework rather than 

executing corrective action. And as Waldemar in 3.2.30, Medine does not verbally respond, but 

lowers her head in 3.2.34, with additionally shaking it slightly to indicate that she can or will not 

comply with the teacher’s demand. Since this reaction does not necessarily imply that she does not 
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have a text to present, the teacher seems to interpret it as a mere refusal and thus an offence, which he 

does not accept in 3.2.35 when he challenges Medine by first verbalizing her gesture with some 

indignation, using colloquial language like in comparable incidents before (“wie, nee?”/ what, naw?), 

and then urging her to respond with the same indignant tone (“Medine, bitte”/ Medine, please). As a 

result, Medine obviously feels compelled to explain herself in 3.2.36 when she informs the teacher 

that she did not prepare a ›student’s,‹ but a ›phys ed teacher’s‹ statement. At the same time, the 

teacher looks away from her to glance at the sheet on his desk, which, with the connotation of the 

issue being settled, signals that he expects Medine to start with her contribution now. As this turns 

out to be not feasible, he relieves Medine from the demand by saying “ach so”/ I see like in 

Waldemar’s case before (3.2.31). He immediately starts scanning the room again, while Medine 

exchanges a secretive smile with her neighbor Isabell/ 10, which has actually the odor of complicity 

as if a situation that both knew was dangerous had been successfully averted.  

Orientation by public discourse. When the teacher scans the room in 3.2.32, several students who 

had been focusing on him before look away, with only Petra/ 5, Ahmed/ 12, and Azad/ 18 scanning 

the room as the teacher does, which Ciğdem/ 19 already did before, while Isabell/ 10 was previously 

looking at Hilal/ 15. Eleven students stay focused on the teacher, and the others are looking down 

except for Hilal and Jonas/ 27, who both gaze ahead absently. This state of attention does not change 

when the teacher addresses Medine in 3.2.33; only Sven/ 8, who was looking down before, and 

Isabell start to scan the room, while Ahmed/ 12 now looks down instead of looking around. Nobody 

looks at Medine already at this point, but in 3.2.34, when it is her turn, all students who looked at the 

teacher before (except for Medine) are now focusing on Medine, whereas none of the other students 

change their discourse behavior here. This is kind of conspicuous because a change in speaker turn 

usually provokes at least some shift in attention, so this indicates that those who did not focus on the 

main event either do not notice that Medine has the floor here, or deliberately abstain from visibly 

following the discourse, maybe due to the increased pressure invoked by the teacher calling on 

students involuntarily. However, when the teacher rebukes Medine in 3.2.35, at least Hilal and Azad 

refocus on the discourse to look at Medine or the teacher respectively, while Isabell lowers her head 

to look at Medine’s opened notebook, and Ciğdem and Sascha/ 30 defocus from the main event to 

look down at their tabletops now. Only Petra, Ali/ 9, Birsen/ 16, and Nina/ 31 keep on watching 

Medine in 3.2.35, whereas her verbal response in 3.2.36 leads to a broad refocus again, with 13 

students looking at her and only Azad (and Medine) maintaining the line of sight with the teacher. 

Once more, none of the students who were not visibly following the discourse in 3.2.35 are 

refocusing in 3.2.36. Neither is there a considerable attention shift toward the main event in 3.2.37 

when the teacher dismisses Medine and starts to scan the room again; while several students are 

looking from Medine to the teacher again, only Ahmed and Murat/ 20 are refocusing here after 

Ahmed had been looking at his folder since 3.2.33, and Murat mostly had been staring at the top of 

his table since 3.2.32. Sven, Barbara/ 14, and Silke/ 7 still observe Medine, who is having her one-

on-one exchange with Isabell here, while in addition to Jonas, also Monique/ 13 and Fadime/ 29 are 

gazing ahead absently now. Only Hilal and, again, Azad are scanning the room as the teacher does. 

In total, five students (Ali, Birsen, Süheyla, Bianca/ 25, Nina) visibly follow the entire public 

discourse 3.2.32-37, and five additional students (Silke, Monique, Barbara, Mustafa/ 23, Fadime) are 
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following it up till 3.2.36. The six students who never directly focus on the main event in the form of 

looking at participants having the floor are Thorsten/ 1, Cem/ 2, Miriam/ 3, Gülcan/ 6, Waldemar/ 24, 

and Jonas/ 27, with Thorsten still scribbling in his notebook, Cem still playing with his pencil, 

Miriam treating her table with an eraser since 3.2.29, Gülcan staring at her folder since 3.2.29, 

Waldemar playing with objects on his table since he was shamefaced in 3.2.30, and Jonas gazing 

absently ahead since 3.2.32. Maybe coincidentally, all these students are either sitting in the front 

(Thorsten, Cem, Miriam, Gülcan) or in the back (Waldemar, Jonas) of the room, but it is certainly 

conspicuous that particularly Cem and Miriam, who are sitting directly under the teacher’s nose, 

never make an effort to signal focus on the main event, with Cem even having only briefly looked up 

twice since 3.1.1. As the teacher has been sitting on his desk since 3.2.10, one might assume that his 

close proximity normatively rather discourages looking at him directly, which does, of course, not 

have a consequent impact on Cem’s and Miriam’s behavior, who both have not been attentive to the 

main event regardless of where the teacher was standing or sitting at the time. 

3.2   

(38) 
0.8s 

TEA: Wer hat noch als Schüler? 

 Who else has as student? 

looks at middle right, turns head quickly to left, 
then to right again 

(39) 
1.3s 

TEA: Ahmed. # [1.0s] looks at AHM, nods at him 

(40) 
1.0s 

AHM: Ich hab, ich hab nicht. 

 I have, I don’t have [it]. 

makes helpless gesture, folds hands in front of 
face while talking; TEA looks at AHM 

(41) 
1.5s 

TEA: Ach, du hast gar nicht, na, prima. 

 Oh, you don’t have [it] at all, well, 
 splendid. 

looks at AHM, nods; AHM rubs his face, looks 
down; TEA looks from right to center left, 
smiles uneasily, shrugs 
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3.2.38             3.2.39       3.2.40 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.41  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public discourse. Without taking much time to scan the room, the teacher asks in 3.2.38 who has 

prepared a ›student’s‹ statement, referring to the incident with Medine/ 11 (3.2.36) before, who 

claimed to have written a ›phys ed teacher’s‹ contribution that is not asked for in this phase of the 

homework presentation. Implicitly, the formulation “wer hat noch als Schüler”/ who else has as 

student also refers to the homework text, the “hat”/ has pointing at something that is already existing 

and not to be made up momentarily. However, the teacher does not wait for the students who are thus 

addressed to reveal themselves, but immediately calls on Ahmed/ 12 in 3.2.39, who is looking 

directly at him, as was the case with Waldemar/ 24 in 3.2.29 and Medine in 3.2.33 before. Possibly, 

the teacher recalls here that Ahmed had briefly raised his hand in 3.2.22, and as Ahmed’s 

reciprocating the teacher’s gaze implies that he has nothing to hide, he can be thought to be called on 

as another ›expert,‹ as well. Of course, Ahmed is in fact yet another one of the students who 

previously admitted by a show of hands that they did not do the homework, and awkwardly provides 

the teacher with this information in 3.2.40 with a stammered, fragmentized reply, covering his face 

partly with his hands, which certainly can once more be identified as signs of embarrassment. As 

opposed to the incidents with Waldemar and Medine before, Ahmed has thus not a legitimatized 

reason to refrain from presenting, but is indeed ›discovered‹ as not having done his homework at all 
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and regardless of the fact that he tried to make this known in due time, as the teacher’s response 

shows, who in 3.2.41 again signals his indignation and surprise and adds an ironic comment. Note 

that Ahmed does not try to defend himself here in the form of putting the record straight by telling 

the teacher that he already admitted to the fact when the teacher inquired about it, but accepts the 

rebuke and quickly looks down in 3.2.41, rubbing his face excessively. Neither does anyone of his 

classmates intervene here as Jonas/ 27 did during the incident with Waldemar. The teacher, who 

scans the room in 3.2.41 once more where still nobody is raising a hand, signals his dissatisfaction 

with a shrug and an uneasy smile. Note that he does not seem at a loss here; his shrug rather seems to 

underline that he still is expecting students to volunteer to contribute, and that he is not likely to 

terminate the task due to the lack of volunteers. 

Orientation by public discourse. 13 students, i.e. five more than in 3.2.37, look at the teacher when 

he poses his question in 3.2.38, with Isabell/ 10, Barbara/ 14, Hilal/ 15, Azad/ 18, and Mustafa/ 23 

refocusing here, but note that all of them had been following the public discourse rather attentively 

before, while of the notorious non-focusers, initially no one looks up in 3.2.38. Silke/ 7 and Sven/ 8 

are still observing Medine, who herself looks at Isabell with whom she had her quiet exchange 

before, indicating that she rather distracts her gaze than facing her other coparticipants yet. Still, it is 

noteworthy that whereas Waldemar was totally spared being observed from 3.2.31 on, Medine’s 

›performance‹ from before still results in some attention in the aftermath, maybe because she 

successfully refused to present her homework. When the teacher addresses Ahmed in 3.2.39, nobody 

immediately turns to Ahmed, while now, a considerable shift in attention takes place, with even 

Miriam/ 3 focusing on the teacher here, and also Waldemar appears to be done with his embarrassed 

down-looking, turning to the teacher as well. Several students who looked at the teacher before are 

now turning away, with Hilal, Azad, and Mustafa scanning the room again, while Nina starts to stare 

at Sascha/ 30 with a frown that is undecipherable here as up till now, there was no direct contact 

between the two of them. Ali/ 9 and Isabell are fixating on their tabletops when looking away from 

the teacher. Ahmed’s reply in 3.2.40 leads several students to look at him instead of the teacher, and 

even Thorsten/ 1 looks up briefly to watch Ahmed (but he goes on scribbling already in 3.2.41), 

while Azad and Nina refocus on the teacher here. In total, 16 students are following the discourse in 

3.2.40 by looking at the actively included participants, in contrast to twelve in 3.2.39 before, pointing 

at the momentary safety that is gained by another student having the floor. Another shift in attention 

occurs right afterwards in 3.2.41 when the teacher rebukes Ahmed and then scans the room; while 

several students are still observing Ahmed here (Miriam, Petra/ 5, Silke, Sven, and Medine), Barbara, 

Ciğdem/ 19, and Bianca/ 25 redirect their focus from him to the teacher again, whereas Ali and 

Isabell look up from their tables to face the teacher. Birsen/ 16 and Süheyla/ 17 turn away from 

Ahmed to scan the room. Note that none of the students who observed or observe Ahmed indicate by 

any means how they feel about the incident, but remain entirely straight-faced; not even one of the 

students who are also without the homework and thus could feel solidary with him show compassion 

or sympathy (in contrast to the incident with Sven before, who at least got a few sympathetic smiles, 

but who, then again, also actively embarrassed himself). Of course, since Ahmed looks down and 

fiercely rubs his face, he cannot meet any coparticipant’s gaze, sympathetic or not. While in total, 

only three students (Barbara, Murat/ 20, Bianca) are visibly following the entire discourse 3.2.38-41, 
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only five students, namely Cem/ 2, Gülcan/ 6, Monique/ 13, Jonas/ 27, and Fadime/29 never refocus 

here, and it is particularly interesting that Monique, who for the larger part since 3.1.1 had evaded the 

public discourse by occupying herself with her notes, now simply gazes ahead, with a brief window 

of attentiveness in between.  

3.2   

(42) 
1.8s 

AZA: Wer hat denn überhaupt Schüler? 

 Who has student anyway? 

looks at TEA; TEA looks at center right; AZA 
looks around 

(43) 
1.5s 

TEA: Wer hat Schüler noch? Bitte  aufzeigen. 

 Who else has student? Please raise a hand. 

scans right side, looks at NIN who points at 
SAS 

(44) 
0.9s 

TEA: Sascha, mach. 

 Sascha, go. 

looks at SAS who looks at TEA with raised 
hand, then down at his sheet 

(45) 
4.0s 

 SAS stands up awkwardly, looks down, adjusts 
his folder; TEA looks at him, puts right hand on 
cheek, supports right arm with left arm 

(46) 
3.3s 

SAS: In den letzten Wochen haben wir schon öfter 
 Handball gespielt. 

 In the past weeks we have played handball 
 several times. 

stands, looks down at his folder; TEA looks at 
SAS 

(47) 
2.2s 

SAS: Jetzt ist wieder Fußball dran. 

 Now it’s time for football again. 

looks down; TEA looks at SAS, folds arms 
across his stomach 

(48) 
2.2s 

SAS: Ein Jahr ist lange her. # [0.9s] 

 A year is a long time ago. 

looks down at his folder, head bent, blushing; 
TEA looks at SAS 

(49) 
5.6s 

SAS: Danach # [0.7s] demnächst findet ein 
 Fußballturnier der Jahrgangsstufe Sieben 
 statt. 

 Then, soon there will be a football 
 tournament in the seventh grades. 

looks down reading; TEA looks at SAS 

(50) 
2.2s 

SAS: Dafür müssen wir dringend üben. 

 For that, we really need to practice. 

looks at TEA when he says “dringend”/ really; 
TEA turns head to left 

(51) 
1.0s 

TEA: Mhm. looks at center left side; SAS still stands, 
looking at TEA 

 
3.2.42             3.2.43       3.2.44 
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3.2.45             3.2.46       3.2.47 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.48             3.2.49       3.2.50 
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Public discourse. As if the teacher’s stance and silence at the end of 3.2.41 call for an intervention, 

Azad/ 18 steps in in 3.2.42 and with a heckle rephrases the teacher’s evaluating question on who 

prepared a ›student’s‹ contribution from 3.2.38, which then the teacher did not follow up properly. In 

fact, with the task still valid, nobody raising a hand, and the teacher not showing any inclination to 

withdraw from the task, Azad’s self-assured interference does not seem so much a diplomatic move 

or an attempt to assist the teacher or his classmates, but rather an expression of his own impatience 

with the situation, especially as he does not make the suggestion to evaluate the status quo and leaves 

it to the teacher to initiate it, but initiates it himself as if to expedite the procedure. Of course, only 

the fact that Azad already presented his homework puts him in the position to intervene at all with 

this slightly presumptuous demeanor that he occasionally already displayed before when listening to 

his coparticipants’ contributions. In 3.2.43, the teacher reformulates the question once again, thereby 

accepting and also approving of Azad’s unauthorized heckle, but he adds the summons to raise a 

hand, which is certainly something that Azad could not have done, not having the authority to give 

direct orders to his classmates; therefore, the teacher’s addendum immediately restores his own 

position in the class as the one and only commander. In this situation, Sascha/ 30, who briefly looked 

at his notes in 3.2.43 before, hesitatingly raises his hand and looks at the teacher, while his neighbor 

Nina/ 31 tries to meet the teacher’s gaze and to attract his attention by inconspicuously pointing at 

Sascha with an urgent and serious expression on her face that signals that Sascha has a homework 

worth listening to (which Nina would know since she read it in 3.1.3-4, 16-17, and 22-23). Her 

behavior here might also explain why she was frowning at Sascha in 3.2.39, probably discontent with 

Sascha not raising a hand earlier despite his, at least in Nina’s eyes, remarkable homework text. 

When the teacher thus scans the room for volunteers, his gaze first meets Nina, who is pointing at 

Sascha, and then wanders quickly to Sascha who, being the only student raising a hand, would 

certainly have caught the teacher’s eye anyway regardless of the hesitant gesture itself, and he calls 

on Sascha with an encouraging “mach”/ go in 3.2.44. Technically, one can of course say that in 

alignment with the summons in 3.2.43, Sascha does not necessarily ›volunteer‹ to contribute, but 

merely raises a hand as someone who prepared a ›student’s‹ contribution to the discussion, but it can 

be safely assumed that raising a hand here implies being given the floor, which might explain 

Sascha’s initial hesitation. Accordingly, in 3.2.45, with Sascha’s awkward and comparably lengthy 

preparations, he does not convey the impression of an encouraged student, but rather seems to be 

insecure and clumsy, which all the more underlines his first reluctance to present his homework at 

all; correspondingly, the teacher observes him with an indulgent and demonstratively patient facial 

expression. During his presentation,103 Sascha stands quite still and with a lowered head as he reads 

from his notebook on the table, but hesitation pauses, misreading and blushing still indicate that he is 

nervous and uncomfortable with the situation. He looks up at the teacher at the end of 3.2.50, and, as 

in the other cases before, the teacher already turns away from him when accepting his presentation 

with a “mhm” in 3.2.51, scanning the left side of the room where Isabell/ 10 and Azad both raise a 

hand. Sascha remains standing, looking at the teacher as if waiting for the permission to sit down 

                                                 
103  Sascha’s text that he presents in 3.2-46-50 is, as Azad’s text (3.12-14) before, rather complying with the demand of 

writing a longer contribution (see above). Besides, it also discursively refers to aspects of the original text in the 
textbook that was read out loud in a lesson section before (cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 
1399-1492), which none of the previously presented homework texts and contributions accomplished.  
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again – since up till now, the teacher not once gave a formal evaluation of a student’s performance, it 

is rather not likely that Sascha is expecting an elaborate comment from him. 

Orientation by public discourse. Of the nine students who were observing the teacher in 3.2.41, 

four turn away from him in 3.2.42, of whom only Murat/ 20 looks at Azad, who claims the floor, 

being the only student to do so, showing again that heckling rather tends to be ignored regardless of 

its content, probably particularly when the teacher does not acknowledge it himself. Barbara/ 14 and 

Ciğdem/ 19, who were also looking at the teacher before, start to scan the room here, and Sascha 

looks at his notebook. Of those who had been observing Ahmed/ 12 in 3.2.41, Silke/ 7 and Sven/ 8 

maintain looking at him, while Miriam/ 3 scans the room, Petra/ 5 gazes ahead, and Medine/ 11 looks 

down at the top of her table. Ten students in total are thus either looking down or gazing ahead, and 

although this state does not change much quantitatively in 3.2.43 when the teacher asks for a show of 

hands, there is yet a shift in attention, with Sven, Murat, and Sascha refocusing on the teacher 

(Sascha raising his hand), while Ali/ 9 looks away from him to look at Silke’s notebook, and also 

Hilal/ 15 and Mustafa/ 23 lower their heads. Silke and Azad join the students who had already been 

scanning the room, this being a plausible response to the teacher’s summons since a ›poll,‹ much like 

in Example 1, facilitates the pointed observation of the coparticipants, especially in Azad’s case, who 

not only started the procedure with his heckle, but also already presented his homework. Looking 

around in this case thus indicates that one explicitly takes oneself out of the equation, but legitimately 

observes the course of action as a ratified participant who is not on the spot with regard to the 

summons, which also occurred in Example 2. When the teacher then calls on Sascha in 3.2.44, there 

is no broad change in focus at once, but note that Medine and Ahmed, who were both called on 

involuntarily before and had rather avoided the teacher’s gaze since, immediately look up at the 

teacher, as does Thorsten/ 1, who mostly is occupied with his scribbling and here only surfaces 

briefly. In contrast, when Sascha has the floor in 3.2.45 and clumsily prepares himself for his 

presentation, the shift in attention and redirection of focus is remarkable since it is one of the rare 

times (also in terms of Examples 1 and 2) when not a single participant is looking at the teacher, 

while 16 students observe Sascha (several of whom only refocusing now). Although they are 

probably not least mimicking the teacher in doing so, the complete turning away from him also 

indicates that Sascha’s upcoming presentation is most welcome after the painstaking search for the 

next contributor that put most of the students (except for those who already had a turn) at the risk of 

being addressed and called on involuntarily. Even notorious down-lookers and gazers, like Cem/ 2 

and Jonas/ 27, momentarily turn to Sascha. However, most of the down-lookers from before do not 

refocus on the discourse, and Medine and Ahmed both lower their heads again already, maybe also 

due to Sascha’s sitting position in the back of the room, which, on the other hand, does not prevent 

many others from turning around to him although it means a considerable physical effort. Fadime/ 29 

and Nina, both sitting directly next to Sascha, are not looking at him as it is rather common; Fadime 

thus keeps on gazing ahead, while Nina examines Sascha’s notes once more. General attention to the 

main event and specific focus constantly change during Sascha’s presentation in 3.2.46-50; already 

when he starts reading, almost half of the students who were looking at him before avert their eyes 

from him, and only Ali is now focusing anew on Sascha. Assumingly, the general defocusing is to a 

large degree due to Sascha’s inconvenient position in the back of the room since most of the students 
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who manage to stay completely focused on him (Barbara, Birsen/ 16, Mustafa, Bianca/ 25, although 

Birsen looks briefly at the teacher once in 3.2.48) have a comparably good and unobstructed view on 

Sascha; Petra and Azad, on the other hand, are actually making the effort of turning around to him 

the entire time. Petra, as could be seen already in Examples 1 and 2, is generally rather prone to turn 

around in her seat and observe what is going on behind her, and also during 3.2.46-50, she takes this 

opportunity to scan the room. This goes for Ciğdem, too, who, once turned around in her seat to face 

Sascha, does not withstand the impulse to take the rare chance of observing the part of the room that 

is usually in her back. Another conspicuous finding is that in the course of Sascha’s presentation, the 

number of students turning to the teacher steadily increases, starting when Sascha makes a longer 

pause in 3.2.48, which probably lets some students expect him to be done, but then gradually more 

and more students refocus on the teacher while Sascha is still reading. Therefore, turning away from 

Sascha for reasons of convenience is increasingly aligned with the demand to stay visibly focused on 

the discourse nonetheless, which consequently means to look at the teacher instead who is always the 

›other‹ actively included participant. Thus, despite the broad initial attention to Sascha, five students 

(Thorsten, Monique/ 13, Hilal, Süheyla/ 17, Nina, whereas Thorsten has once more a brief one-on-

one exchange with Silke in 3.2.47) acknowledge neither Sascha nor the teacher throughout 3.2.46-50, 

while Gülcan/ 6, Medine, Waldemar/ 24, and Fadime all never look at Sascha, but once to the teacher 

in between, with the qualification that Waldemar and Fadime sit too close to Sascha to be 

legitimately expected to focus on him (see Examples 1 and 2). Silke, Isabell/ 10, and Ahmed only 

refocus on the teacher toward the end of 3.2.50, while Murat, although not turning around to Sascha 

once, frequently looks at the teacher instead, signaling his general focus on the public discourse. 

When the teacher accepts Sascha’s presentation in 3.2.51 and scans the left side of the room, most of 

the students redirect their focus from Sascha to him, and only Petra keeps looking at Sascha, while 

Sven turns to him once more. Again, the teacher’s momentary direction of view has no conclusive 

effect on the students. 

3.2   

(52) 
0.6s 

MIR: xxx. turns slowly back to front (from looking at 
SAS), murmurs something; TEA looks at MIR 
with arms still folded across stomach 

(53) 
0.6s 

TEA: Pst. 
 

looks at MIR 

(54) 
1.6s 

 TEA looks at middle left side, gives AZA a nod 
who looks at TEA raising both hands eagerly 
and clicking fingers 

(55) 
1.4s 

AZA: Wir sollten doch eigentlisch vom Schüler. 

 Originally we should from the student. 

lowers arms, leaning back in his chair, points 
with open hand at SAS, looks at TEA; TEA 
looks at AZA 

(56) 
3.7s AZA: Und nicht vom Lehrer. # [0.4s]. Das war jetzt 

 eigentlich vom Lehrer. 

 And not from the teacher. That was actually 
 from the teacher. 

looks at TEA; TEA gazes from AZA to SAS to 
AZA 
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(57) 
2.9s 

PET: Hä? 

 Huh? 

AHM:    Nein. 

    No. 

WAL:    Nein. 

    No. 

JAN:    Nein, der hat doch gesagt  

           Fußball, Mann. 

    No, he did say            football, man. 

BAR:           Nein,    Fußball. 

             No,       football. 
BIR:           Nein, 
           Fußball. 

           No,  
                         football. 

looks at AZA 
 

looks at AZA  
 

looks down  

looks at AZA, AZA looks at JAN 
 
 

looks at AZA 

looks at TEA 

(58) 
3.1s 

AZA: Nein, der hat am Ende gesagt, wir müssen 
 dringend für Handball üben. 

 No, he said in the end, we really have  to 
 practice handball. 

looks at JAN 
 

(59) 
2.5s 

WAL:    Fußball. 

    Football. 

ISA:    Fußball. 

    Football. 

BIR:    Fußball. 

    Football. 

all three look at AZA; AZA rubs his nose, looks 
at ISA, looks around; TEA looks at JAN, 
purses lips, then looks at AZA again 
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3.2.52             3.2.53       3.2.54 
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Public discourse. While the teacher orders Miriam/ 3, who utters something inaudible in 3.2.52, to 

be quiet in 3.2.53, Isabell/ 10 and Azad/ 18 are still raising their hands. As both of them already 

presented their homework, they are obviously not volunteering for the task, but have something else 

on their minds, assumingly a comment on Sascha’s/ 30 presentation according to Azad’s immediate 

and extremely keen way of raising both of his hands. This would be a new development in the 

discourse so far and does not entirely correspond with the teacher’s instruction from 3.1.21 when he 

ordered the students to listen without mentioning anything about commenting, but Azad’s behavior 

certainly emphasizes the urgency of what he has to say, and also Isabell is quite fidgety in raising her 

hand here. The teacher, however, does not change his stance or unmoved facial expression a bit when 

calling on Azad in 3.2.54, and thus shows no particular reaction on the urgency with which Azad 

attracts his attention here. Tentatively appraised, this might signal that the teacher does not concur 

with Azad that there could be something that would necessitate a comment at all, let alone this 

desperately, especially when considering that the teacher himself refrained from any comment on the 

homework presentations so far. When Azad indeed comments on Sascha’s presentation in 3.2.55-56 

in the form of pointing out that allegedly, Sascha’s text was a ›phys ed teacher’s,‹ not a ›student’s‹ 

contribution to the discussion, he does so in a very self-righteous and self-assured manner, proudly 

leaning back in his chair and gesturing at Sascha without looking at him. Now, the groundlessness of 

Azad’s criticism notwithstanding, one might certainly wonder at the enthusiasm with which he 

presents it here, and when reconsidering his discourse behavior so far, with his slightly arrogant 

attitude toward his coparticipants’ contributions, one might come to the conclusion that he interprets 

Sascha’s presentation as an implicit threat to his own one that he up till now probably (and correctly 

so) deemed the one coming closest to the original demands. Azad thus seems almost happy to have 

found fault with Sascha’s competing text. Sascha himself, who (quite belatedly) got ready to sit down 

again in 3.2.54, now, thus accused, remains standing in a somewhat crouched position; he first looks 

at Azad, but then starts to look around insecurely with burning cheeks in 3.2.56 as if looking for help. 

This help actually comes in 3.2.57 in the form of several students (Jan/ 4, Petra/ 5, Ahmed/ 12, 

Barbara/ 14, Birsen/ 16, and Waldemar/ 24) intervening by means of unauthorized heckling mostly in 

the form of saying “nein”/ no, rejecting Azad’s criticism rather annoyed than indignant, while Jan 

(who is not adequately visible on the cameras) points out that Sascha referred to “Fußball”/ football, 

which identifies the contribution as a ›student’s‹ argument. Using “hat doch gesagt”/ did say and the 

colloquial “Mann”/ man here emphasizes Jan’s assessment that Azad is not only wrong, but should 

have realized the fact himself. The brief “polylogue” that starts in 3.2.57 is, according to Grosjean 

(2004:41, 51), not unusual for multi-participant settings where specific utterances may open up the 

floor to ratified participants for referring comments, criticism, evaluations, and the like, when 

originally unauthorized speakers can contribute to solve a problem, which here is certainly the case. 

However, it is likely that it is not only Azad’s utterance, but his whole demeanor that triggers his 

coparticipants’ objections, and with challenging Azad’s ›offensive‹ comment, they also jump in to 

defend not just Sascha’s presentation, but Sascha himself; note that Azad refers to Sascha’s text in 

3.2.55-56, but Jan refers to Sascha as a person in 3.2.57, showing that he understands Azad’s 

criticism primarily as an attack on Sascha. This corroborates Kerbrat-Orecchioni’s (2004:6) finding 

that polylogue can also be a way of forming “coalitions,” which here would be indicated by Azad 

making Sascha’s alleged failure public (as opposed to Example 2, where his remark on his 
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classmates’ cheating was not aimed at the public discourse level). In 3.2.58, Azad plausibly takes 

defensive measures himself, addressing Jan by direction of view and claiming that Sascha (now 

referring to him as a person, as well) indeed said “handball,” quoting from the text, which 

immediately causes Isabell, Birsen, and Waldemar to object once more in 3.2.59, and which finally 

causes Azad’s confidence to crumble when he is looking at Isabell and rubbing his nose in confusion. 

As far as Sascha is concerned, he actually looks briefly at his folder in 3.2.58 as if to check if Azad 

was right after all, underlining his utmost insecurity, but otherwise, he merely looks around with 

irritation, not trying to defend himself. On the other hand, he still does not sit down, showing that he 

considers that he actually could still have the floor, and can not retreat from being technically in the 

center of attention as the discussion is about him and his presentation. As for the teacher, he does not 

intervene, but follows the discourse as a listener, generally signaling that the students’ behavior here 

is appropriate, and particularly conveying that for the time being, he is content with the students 

settling the issue without his assistance. As the lesson is terminated after 3.2.59 due to a fire drill,104 

the incident is left at that. 

Orientation by public discourse. The brief moment displayed in 3.2.52-53 does not contain an 

element of the public discourse in the strict sense as nothing happens on the level relevant for the 

common ground; whatever Miriam says here is so faint that even Medine/ 11 and certainly Fadime/ 

29, who are looking in Miriam’s direction, could hardly have heard it and are thus probably rather 

following the teacher’s direction of view. Accordingly, only these two and those seven students who 

are observing the teacher here can actually decipher to whom, but not to what his “pst” refers. As far 

as the examples considered here go, it is, however, the first and only time that the teacher explicitly 

prompts a heckler to be quiet, so one might assume that Miriam’s utterance is neither feasibly 

discourse-related nor occurring at a moment when leniency can be granted, pointing at the increased 

relevance of the main event especially as compared to Sven’s/ 8 hecklings in Example 1. Since the 

teacher generally has the floor by default, and since also nothing else happens, the main event is still 

intact, yet not triggering a broad focus, but several shifts in attention. Only Petra and Mustafa/ 23 are 

observing Sascha here, whose turn it was last, while Thorsten/ 1 and Silke/ 7 once more exchange 

whispers about what they scribble in their notebooks. Sascha tries to attract Sven’s attention in 3.2.52 

and is successful in 3.2.53 when they quickly mouth something to one another. Despite Azad’s 

conspicuous hand-raising, nobody is looking at him (in contrast to 3.2.8 where his more modest 

hand-raising caused three students to watch him). This does not change in 3.2.54 when the teacher 

calls on him, whereas seven students are still looking at the teacher, most of whom having been 

doing so before. While thus Isabell, Medine, Azad, Ciğdem/ 19, Birsen, Bianca/ 25, and now also 

Sascha are focusing on the teacher in 3.2.54, Miriam, who was just rebuked, Hilal/ 16, and Fadime 

are merely gazing ahead, and Ali/ 9, Ahmed, Murat/ 20, Jonas/ 27, and Nina/ 31 are observing their 

classmates. Not much focus is absorbed by Azad when he makes his comment in 3.2.55-56, with 

seven students looking at him in 3.2.55, all but two (Sven and Waldemar) averting their eyes from 

him in 3.2.56 where only Silke and Mustafa redirect their focus on Azad. The attention shifts are, 

however, massive, with only Ciğdem/ 19, Mustafa, and Waldemar not turning away from the public  

 

                                                 
104  Cf. Appendices, Lesson transcript extracts, Example 3, l. 2124-2145. 
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discourse (Azad or the teacher) during Azad’s comment. This is quite unusual and basically indicates 

that Azad’s utterance is attributed an only minor relevance despite his assumed elevated discourse 

status that he seemed to be granted in Example 1 and previously in this lesson portion, hinting at a 

rather deliberate disregard that could be caused by Azad’s offensive demeanor; even the teacher turns 

away from Azad to observe Sascha in between, which, of course, is a direct reference to what Azad 

says. But nobody else looks at Sascha despite the fact that Azad points at him, and although his text 

is the subject of Azad’s contribution. With the start of the polylogue in 3.2.57, none of the non-

speakers look at any of the interveners in particular; while Cem/ 2, Sven, Mustafa, and Jonas look at 

Azad, Silke, Ali, Isabell, Murat, Bianca, Fadime, and Sascha scan the room, but it should be noted 

that most of them already started to look around in 3.2.56, maybe even in order to check whether 

objections would announce themselves. Furthermore, Medine, Hilal, and Ciğdem are looking down 

at the tops of their tables in this moment, in addition to Thorsten, Gülcan/ 6, Monique/ 13, Süheyla/ 

17, and Waldemar, who had been doing so already; note that Waldemar, as one of the interveners, 

does not address anyone with his objection by means of direction of view. Only Birsen and Nina are 

focusing on the teacher in 3.2.57, with Birsen being also one of the interveners, and by looking at the 

teacher when objecting Azad’s criticism, she is the only one of them who considers the teacher to be 

an addressee of the issue, and her objection thus purports to be rather a complaint about Azad. Of 

course, with several participants talking at once, a comparably great noise and unrest emerges, and it 

is all the more conspicuous that this does not immediately arouse all the students’ attention. One can 

only assume that the nine students not impressed by what is going on (after all, a third of the 

classroom population) are either not attributing any relevance to the incident, or trying to avoid to get 

in the middle of it. Also quite interesting is the finding that all the students who intervene in 3.2.57 

are sitting on the left side of the room across from Azad and hence, as chance would have it, on the 

›same side‹ as Sascha, which should not be overestimated, but allows the assumption that the 

proneness to interfere has something to do with the line of sight and the distance to the offender, and 

the physical proximity to each other, one encouraging and supporting the other. Only after Azad’s 

defensive maneuver in 3.2.58, Isabell, who sits on Azad’s side of the room, steps in to side with the 

other interveners in 3.2.59. With the many down-lookers and room-scanners on the one hand, and the 

several speakers on the other hand, not much specific focus is executed until in 3.2.59, eight students 

are observing Azad at last, while five are scanning the room, which means that almost half of the 

students are not acknowledging what is going on around them, most of them not having done so 

already before. At the same time, the teacher almost entirely fades from the spotlight. As for the 

students who are actively included in the polylogue, note that Barbara and Birsen actually followed 

Sascha’s presentation in 3.2.46-50 attentively, while Petra merely gazed in Sascha’s broad direction, 

and Waldemar rather looked at the teacher and around, whereas Isabell and Ahmed looked down and 

played with objects on their tables the whole time. Therefore, the polylogue also offers one of the 

rare proofs (cf. Example 1) that in the multi-participant formal meeting of the school lesson, students 

can be (and must be able to be) listeners without being visible focusers; even when they do not look 

attentive, they can rather be expected to hear what is going on because they can not easily evade the 

audible verbal level of the public discourse. 
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III.2.3.1 Comparative summary 

As compared to Examples 1 and 2, the basic features of discourse conduction and behavioral 

alignments remain valid also in Example 3. Having been originally selected as the lesson event with 

the most face-threatening potential, the pressure to perform is certainly most remarkable in Example 

3 due to the task at hand and the social design the homework presentation is carried out with. First of 

all, there is the uncertain ›expert‹ status that, much as in Example 1, is a priori assigned to all the 

students who have done the homework, while at the same time, the students who have not done the 

homework are not properly registered. As a consequence, students without the homework remain at 

risk to be called on to present it nonetheless, and, what is more, the ambivalent assignment 

formulation leaves it temporarily unclear whether a contribution has to be indeed a presentation of 

the homework text to be read out loud. Secondly, in contrast to Example 2, where a quick glance at 

the notes from previous lessons could help with solving the task, the written text of the homework is 

not easy to catch up on during the lesson under the teacher’s surveillance. Only a few students appear 

to produce the homework text secretively or to work on their writings belatedly, and except for 

Sven’s feeble attempt of voluntarily improvising a contribution, the students who are called on 

involuntarily rather own up to the fact that they do not have a text to present. Thirdly, the instruction 

to read one’s homework out loud while standing up means increased exposure as compared to 

Examples 1 and 2; not only is the self-produced text under scrutiny, but also the way it is presented in 

front of the coparticipants. None of the presenting students seem entirely at ease with getting in the 

center of attention this way. Finally, despite the greater demands at play here, it is interesting that the 

teacher employs basically the same procedure of leaving out formal evaluations as in Examples 1 and 

2, while in Example 3, abstaining from remarks or comments on the students’ presentations actually 

seems to equal a rejection, as the reactions of the respective students prove. The general absence of 

goodwill on the part of the teacher additionally increases the broad uncertainty and therefore the risk 

the presenter takes when volunteering for the task, which apparently triggers the effect that before 

long, nobody is willing to volunteer at all anymore. The broad uncertainty regarding the homework is 

also reflected in the students’ reading their neighbors’ texts as loops of assurance and orientation. In 

addition, there is a great readiness among the students to let even a totally failed contribution like 

Sven’s go by unchallenged despite broad irritation; only Ali makes an undue comment on a 

classmate’s presentation in the very beginning when it is not foreseeable what turn the discourse will 

take. Here, Azad certainly is the exemption to the rule, his behavior toward his coparticipants being 

offensive several times, for which he is finally collectively admonished by some of his classmates at 

the end of the lesson event. Tentatively appraised, one might detect a rather strong solidarity among 

the students here who are all affected by a considerable threat of face. 

At the same time, the semiotic field of the homework notebooks gives an even better 

opportunity to legitimately occupy oneself with a ratified object than was the case in Example 1 

where no actual approved activity could be carried out with the book in question, and a much better 

opportunity than in Example 2 where the originally ratified objects (the notebooks) were in fact 

banned as a point of reference. In Example 3, however, it is not only legitimate to handle the 

notebook, but browsing and reading it (and even writing or scribbling) are obviously plausible 

preparatory activities. That these activities are partly prolonged until the end of the lesson episode 

and never disputed by the teacher is yet another proof that he does not employ strategies of enforcing 
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collective attentiveness toward the main event as long as the attentiveness seems to be directed at a 

legitimate occupation. However, the teacher also seems to be somewhat irritated by the major non-

focus particularly during his introductory speech when he makes several efforts to attract the 

students’ attention by means of gestures and movements, his dilemma being that accepting the 

browsing and reading as ratified activities, he cannot at the same time explicitly order the students to 

focus on the public discourse. In fact, during his introduction, he raises the broadest attention when 

he is not talking and the students have to look at him in order to see what is going on. 

Visible orientation toward the main event is thus structurally impeded by the accepted 

possibility to deal with the notebook instead; apart from that, orientation features appear to be rather 

similar to Example 2 as far as frequent attention shifts are concerned, but one can also observe an 

interesting difference in so far as the students who admitted in the beginning that they are without the 

homework tendentially appear to be more attentive to the public discourse than their coparticipants, 

and less inclined to deal with their notebooks instead. At least before the incident with Sven’s failed 

attempt to publish an improvised contribution, a few of the students without the homework even 

seem to consider their risk to lose face to be lower than that of their coparticipants. But the more the 

potential threat increases in the course of the event (and after Sven’s contribution) by means of the 

teacher calling on students who do not raise a hand, which almost always causes visible 

embarrassment and trepidation, the more obvious it becomes that a re-focus on the public discourse 

level is much safer when the teacher is talking or a coparticipant already has the floor than when the 

teacher is still looking for a next speaker to appoint. In this context, it is certainly noteworthy that the 

teacher does not appoint involuntary speakers as social corrections of inattentiveness, but actually 

appears to search for ›real experts‹ on the topic, who are focusing on him and thus signaling that they 

have nothing to hide. This could be another indicator for face-keeping behavior on the part of the 

teacher toward the investigators, particularly when taking into account his reluctance to go on record 

with the homework-less students, and when considering that the homework is not an integral, 

immediate part of common ground established in the school lesson that the teacher must uphold as 

the common denominator.  

Except for the obligatory re-assurance loops, there is also a lesser inclination to subordinate 

interactions in Example 3; of course, as the teacher never entirely turns his back to the class, there are 

also no safe opportunities to do so in alignment with the increased risk involved. Moreover, also less 

scanning-and-observing activities occur in Example 3 as compared to Examples 1 and 2, and these 

only increase when the pool of ›experts‹ is narrowed down to specific homework texts to be 

presented. In the context of Example 2, it was observed that students’ claims to fair play toward their 

coparticipants were not made public on the level on the main event. In Example 3, however, there are 

several interventions made by the students with direct reference to the discourse, like Jonas’s coming 

to Waldemar’s defense against the teacher’s wrongly calling on him, and several students coming to 

Sascha’s defense when he is confronted by Azad. Azad, again, intervenes in the public discourse 

when the involuntary speaker-appointment does not result in useful contributions, and Nina assists 

the teacher in appointing Sascha to present his homework. These kinds of meddling did not occur 

(and were not necessary) in the previous examples and are explicitly supportive with regard to 

coparticipants or the general discourse procedure, which suggests that the responsibility for the social 

order is not considered to be entirely in the hands of the teacher; and on none of these occasions, the 
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teacher prevents the interventions, but indeed incorporates them as relevant to the main event. 

Greater pressure and social risk therefore not least seem to result in a tendentially stronger inclination 

to contribute to a smooth course of events. 

To sum up, the increasing pressure to perform, causing potentially greater social risk for the 

participants (both the students and the teacher), can be visualized incrementally from Example 1 to 

Example 3 with regard to several features like evasive behaviors, face-keeping strategies, and 

indulgence toward coparticipants. Still, despite the different conditions and the partly varying 

adaptation strategies, it remains valid for all three discussed examples that social cohesion is mainly 

maintained by means of the mutual attestation of inconspicuousness. This undertaking proves to be 

the more complex the greater the stakes are for the individual participants, and the more likely it is to 

be confronted with an immediate threat of face.  

III.3 Results: review of hypotheses 

Referring to my first hypothesis from Chapter II.5, I attempted to illustrate that the interaction system 

in general is a self-explanatory social unit whose social requirements can be deduced directly from 

their verbalization and indirectly from the participants’ behaviors in the form of adaptation strategies. 

In the three examples discussed, such momentary requirements could be sufficiently identified by the 

participants’ behaviors without referring to a potential pre-knowledge because every activity could be 

explained with the immediate sense it made in relation to the main event. The perspective on the 

interaction system as self-referential turned out to be explicitly feasible in order to distinguish 

normative expectations toward what is supposed to happen in the school lesson, and actual 

participants’ expectations that could be identified as valid for the respective situation. 

In accordance with this general understanding, my second hypothesis concerned the main 

event of the school lesson as being co-produced by its participants by means of not establishing 

interactions competing with this main event; I assumed the dominant communication including all 

participants to be accurately distinguishable in its sequentiality from parallel subordinate 

communications including few participants. Analyses showed that it is not so much a “prescribed 

level of attentiveness” (Grosjean 2004:37) that rules the immediate multi-participant interaction as 

attentiveness undergoes various and considerable deviations even in the course of lesson portions as 

brief as discussed here. The conclusion must be that the visible collective acknowledgment of the 

main event is secondary to the requirement that it remains undisturbed by competing interaction 

systems that would claim overall focus and attentiveness for themselves; the examples showed that 

this condition is continuously met in the form of momentary subordinate interactions being executed 

with demonstrative discreetness that illustrates their subordinate character so they do not engage in 

competition with the main event and do not have to be addressed as such by the teacher. This way, 

the students at least minimally support the teacher’s momentary decisions as to how to proceed by 

immediately adapting to the situational requirements of these decisions, which, however, does not 

mean that their supportive adaptation comes close to normative expectations toward behavioral 

ideals. Moreover, it turned out to be highly unlikely that subordinate interactions are entirely 

uncoupled from the main event since they are usually and frequently followed by, however brief, 

visible-re-orientation toward the core activity. This can be extended with regard to the recurrence of 

students’ hecklings as potential disturbances of the main event; such interventions are always directly 
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and reflexively referring to the public discourse, and in this mostly ignored by the coparticipants, or 

only indirectly incorporated into the main event on the part of the teacher. When the teacher does not 

prevent or prohibit subordinate interactions, disturbances or inattentiveness, it is, of course, possible 

that he simply does not register such incidents; applying the rule of relevance, however, it is not 

important whether the teacher misses or actually ignores them, if he lets them slide or is oblivious to 

them. Correspondingly, the constant refraining from addressing subordinate interactions and 

hecklings in the form of corrective loops could be deemed an indicator that in the analyzed examples, 

the undisturbed maintenance of the main event regularly outweighs the normative necessity of 

corrective action.  

In alignment with my third hypothesis that the core activity gains its public relevance through 

public address and public displays of being addressed on the verbal and nonverbal level, a necessary 

acknowledgment of the public discourse could be extended in terms of the multi-modal reflexivity of 

the momentary reciprocal interpretations of the participants and the semiotic fields established 

through mutual reference. Technically, the teacher can interact with the students as a group by 

collective address and collective task assignments, whereas the students cannot interact with the 

teacher as a group, but only individually, even if they are treated as and/ or understand themselves as 

momentary representatives of the group. For the students, it could be shown that they implement 

collective address by means of individual alignment, and not necessarily with orientation by the 

coparticipants, but on condition of being a part of the collective. While on the part of the respective 

speakers, address is mostly clear in terms of formulations and listener-orientation, orientation 

towards speakers in the form of visible listening is not. Only the teacher seems to be compelled to 

broadly maintain a line of sight with the respective speakers as he is the common immediate 

addressee of students’ contributions to the public discourse. As for the students, various behaviors 

and object-references proved to be a legitimate orientation towards the main event, without this 

orientation being displayed as visible focus on the happenings on the stage. Only in one case, looking 

intensely at a poster is indirectly marked as an unacceptable deviation from the claim to collective 

attention. Consequently, the notion of a uniform classroom scenario where behavioral deviations are 

easily identifiable did not stand close examination because in the investigated cases, imposed 

passivity as a specific feature of multi-participant interaction does not translate into mono-activity. 

While the possible activities in the classroom can be deemed a priori limited within the general set-up 

of spatial confinement (which is accepted without exception since all students remain seated in the 

discussed lesson portions), the multi-participant setting here seems to facilitate a constant alternation 

between individual states of ›dealing with others‹ and individual states of ›dealing with self‹ that is 

always accompanied by discontinuing the line of sight with the others in the form of looking down 

and not showing one’s face. Goffman (1966:64ff) calls such self-directed physical acts “auto-

involvements” that can be perceived as “subordinate side involvements,” but, depending on the 

context, also as “improperly distracting from dominating involvements.” However, it could be shown 

that certain auto-involvements, like the occupation with ratified objects, can still pass as 

›communicative‹ in the sense that they depict how conveyed meaning of object-ratification is  
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momentarily comprehended and used as a connective device.105 The state of ›gazing ahead absently,‹ 

on the other hand, might be deemed a borderline case as it includes a show of face without 

particularly acknowledging the coparticipants’ presence, a state that Goffman (1966:69ff) describes 

as “away” that signals the absence from the current main event. In sum, imposed passivity does not 

result in a factual, observable constant level of attentiveness to whatever degree other than that there 

is always ›some‹ visible focus on the main event.  

This partly already corroborates my fourth hypothesis that the verbal seriality of the public 

discourse comes along with a variety of simultaneous behaviors on the part of the individual 

participants, constituting multiple contingency that can only singly be incorporated in the public 

establishment of common ground. A rather unexpected outcome of analyses was, however, that 

multiple contingency is almost never incorporated in the public discourse, but broadly ignored by 

means of the mutual attestation of inconspicuousness not only on the part of the teacher, but also on 

the part of the students. This does not only apply to multiple behaviors, but also to the publicly 

conveyed information that are neither contested nor broadly affirmed, but regularly accepted even if 

their momentary relevance is not acknowledged on the part of the students. With Luhmann 

(1975:24), one might conclude that the unsorted multitude of mutual perceptions is more tolerable 

than uncoordinated multiple speaking would be, with the addition that on the one occasion of 

polylogue, multiple speaking is also tolerable because it does not contain multiple information. 

Regarding my fifth hypothesis concerning gaze directions and other behaviors that were 

assumed to indicate how the participants momentarily orientate themselves toward the public 

discourse and the respective speakers, the complex requirements of the balancing act between 

signaling acknowledgment, refraining from intruding a coparticipants’ territory, and identifying 

oneself as a potential next speaker could only partly be made visible by means of example case 

analysis. On too many occasions, it could not be safely decided whether focus or non-focus has 

something to do with one or all of these aspects or is mainly due to the convenient visibility of the 

respective speaker from a certain sitting position of the respective listener. Moreover, there is at least 

some evidence that the visible acknowledgment of a speaker might also be influenced by the 

respective speaker’s general discourse status in class. With regard to territoriality, visibility appears 

to be a concern predominantly on occasions of embarrassment, this being almost as discreetly treated 

as subordinate interaction. Although all participants, even the teacher, can avoid to look, they can not 

easily evade being looked at; the participants’ physical presence in a contained room with all its 

geographical and social preconditions is thus a setting in which total disconnection is very hard to 

accomplish and, as analysis showed, not being kept up without occasional reassurances. But since the 

signaling of visible acknowledgment by means of speaker-focus (see the second hypothesis) could 

not be proven to be an irrevocable demand of the multi-participant school lesson interaction in the 

first place, the balancing act of gaze directing, if at play, mainly seems to concern the problem of 

meeting or evading the teacher’s gaze. At the same time, none of the two strategies turned out to 

safely lead to active inclusion, or the absence of active inclusion, as the teacher rather tends to make 

his decisions particularly on involuntary speaker-appointment based on considerations of expertise  

 

                                                 
105  A general dismissal of behaviors like turning a page in a book as of “other-than-communicative function,” as Bavelas & 

Chovil (2000:166) propose, can thus not be invariably upheld. 
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regarding the task at hand. In this context, also the teacher’s reliance on immediate face-to-face 

interaction comes to light when he interprets looking at him as following a social convention that 

entitles him to claim a response since generally, someone who looks at the speaker can be expected 

to have listened, to have comprehended, and to be able to respond. 

Quite plausibly, I was able to find some proof for the sixth hypothesis that participants need 

to control the constant possibility of being perceived by their coparticipants in the form of impression 

management. With the consideration of face-keeping strategies in analysis, it was possible to find 

immediate explanations for various behaviors without the need to refer to broader concepts of 

motives and motivations. The detected strategies of keeping face and maintaining a low profile could 

be shown to be basically related to the social requirements referred to in the public discourse and 

additionally guided by the possible perception through coparticipants, including a common strategy 

of seeking re-orientation and re-assurance through observing the coparticipants after active 

inclusions. Commonly, the ›blank face‹ shown to the teacher is a basic adaptation strategy of the 

students who regularly refrain from giving away their individual evaluation of the respective 

situation to be perceived by the teacher. Particularly frustration, dissatisfaction and annoyance are not 

connectively addressed at the teacher, but concealed from him, while it seems to hold true that 

generally, not every participant is at all times compelled to display their immediate concernedness 

with the discourse. Uncertainties regarding the very requirements at hand, however, can be deemed 

to tendentially result in unsuccessful adaptation strategies when it is not clear what constitutes 

expertise on a task, or what constitutes inconspicuous behavior with regard to the task. Ad-hoc-

solutions of such uncertainties occur several times, but remain uncertain themselves due to their 

singularity.  

Finally, evidence could also be found for the seventh hypothesis that the observation by 

outsiders in the form of cameras and investigators adds an unoriginal social corrective to the 

interaction system that is mainly relevant to the teacher. These results are probably those that have to 

be appraised most tentatively as they primarily refer to indirect communication and thus rather 

constitute possible than bijective interpretations. Still, including the very option in analysis that the 

teacher being exposed to peers might have an effect on his conduct proved to be helpful in 

understanding the complex dynamics of the social situational created by all participants. 

To sum up, with the meticulous analyses of multi-participant school lesson interaction 

systems, I tried to make the point that an abridged view on such interactions as ›two-party 

conversations‹ deprives the inclined researcher of scrutinizing the intricate mechanisms of social 

cohesion that are at play even on condition of institutionalized interaction where the basic interaction 

order, topical selections, and ratified participants are predefined. Social cohesion was here 

investigated as an effect of immediate coordinated interaction under specific situational 

circumstances of increasing threats of face and higher demands towards impression management that 

in the interaction system aims at immediate impression. Against this backdrop, it was possible to 

show that specific social designs of lesson-making like the poll, the quiz, and the presentation, at 

least gradually require specific adaptive alignments not so much in terms of diverse adaptation 

strategies (which are, after all, rather limited within the physical and institutional refinements), but 

certainly with regard to how, when, to what extent, and in consideration of what such strategies are 

employed and accepted. With the mutual attestation of inconspicuousness being the cornerstone of 
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social cohesion in the interaction system, increasing pressure on the single participants does not 

result in breaches or even the dissolution of the mutually established and maintained main event. The 

joint effort to keep the façade, however, becomes more complex and difficult since at the same time, 

the illusion of a mutually valid common ground is at stake. 



Conclusions: Students as Actors in Supporting Roles 

Goffman’s “The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life” (1959) was and still is published in Germany 

with the title “Wir alle spielen Theater,” We all are playing theater, which is a little bit odd because 

it is already an interpretation of the original title and a rather bold summary of what it means to 

present oneself in everyday life according to Goffman; only at the very end of the book, he reveals 

that he employed a respective terminology of performers, audiences, lines and routines in part as “a 

rhetoric and a manoeuvre” that “is not to be taken too seriously” (Goffman 1959:246). Also Lee 

(1987:32) calls the notion of “the world as a stage” to be nothing more than an attractive metaphor 

that does not do justice to the common sense that conversations are naturally improvised and not 

staged. 

On the other hand, ›institutionalized‹ interactions, especially as they occur in school lessons, 

are often perceived from the outside as somehow less improvised, more staged, more scripted, and to 

a greater extent outcome-oriented than random everyday interactions. Hausendorf (2006:934), for 

example, assumes the common institutionally defined purpose of students and teachers as members 

of the class to become observable by means of “so zu tun, als ob man dabei wäre, sich unter 

Anleitung und Führung gemeinsam ein bestimmtes Wissen zu erarbeiten”.106 Also Kieserling 

(1999:138) speaks of “die Darstellung eines Minimums an Aufmerksamkeit”, the presentation of a 

minimum of attentiveness, and not of attentiveness per se, that is expectation-wise taken for granted. 

Both authors hence do not distinguish between the ›real‹ thing and the ›faked‹ thing because, as I 

suppose, working and pretending to be working, and listening and pretending to be listening indeed 

might have the same effect, namely to keep a low profile and to facilitate the undisturbed 

maintenance of the main event. 

Still, any professional actor can be expected to resentfully reject the notion that the essence 

of what they do is ›faking‹ or ›pretending‹ because in order to believably pretend something, one first 

and foremost has to develop an in-depth interpretation of the role one is playing. While this 

interpretation would be a deliberate intellectual effort in the professional actor’s case, it is the result 

of an incremental socialization process in the case of the students in the school lesson. Looking at the 

two first grades of primary school investigated during LAS research, it can actually be observed that 

the major part of the lessons in the first school year is spent on conveying and internalizing the 

specific requirements of the student’s role, many of which are directed at the multi-participant quality 

of the event, for example concerning the compliance with speaking orders, the refraining from undue 

interaction with co-participants, the confinement to individual seats and tables, and the disconnection 

from the social context during individual assignments. In this, no qualitative differentiation is 

promoted between what constitutes ›working in the lesson‹ and ›working on the lesson,‹ the very fact 

ensuring that the interaction system remains intact for as long as the school lesson lasts. 

According to school-typical norm expectations of homogeneity, students are a priori not 

supposed to be individual actors during the lesson, but while they are clients as well as members of 

the institution, they are also professional participants in the sense that they are trained to be students,  

 

                                                 
106  Translation (IS): to pretend to be in a state of jointly acquiring certain knowledge under guidance and tutelage. 
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and that they are continuously assuming this role at least until they finalize compulsory education; in 

contrast to other categories of clients, they are not sporadically, but constantly included, making their 

essential and indispensable contribution to the process of lesson-making and the reproduction of 

school on a daily basis. In lesson-making, they support the teacher’s decisions by continuously 

making decisions themselves on how to adapt to momentary requirements based on how they 

interpret what is conveyed on the level of the main event and with regard to mutual perception. By 

choosing the un-sociological terminology of students ›as actors in supporting roles‹107, I thus ›put the 

students on the stage‹ of investigation not only in terms of actual performative publications on the 

discourse level, but also as perceivers, supporters, and evaders of what happens on the stage. I made 

a qualitative, not a functional differentiation as I assume that all ascribed social or functional roles 

can be described as either ›supporting‹ or ›leading‹ in immediate interaction, while within 

complementary role distribution, it stands to reason that this contrast initially depends, although most 

likely not irrevocably, on predefined hierarchies. 

Thus assuming that impression management on condition of institutionalized hierarchies is 

based on functional roles as well as legal roles, it can be thought to be subjected to initially minor 

uncertainties as regards who takes the lead, and who does not. In so far, one might take the 

differentiation between ›supporting‹ and ›leading‹ actors as a descriptive feature of school lesson 

interaction systems quite literally: The leading actor needs to lead, and the supporting actor needs not 

to lead, and there is probably no harsher criticism for a leading actor than that he or she was upstaged 

by an actor in a ›minor‹ role. While among adults, and particularly in informal settings, it seems 

plausible that such role distributions might be subjected to immediate negotiations and momentary 

shifts, it is the very essence of the functioning of the school lesson and the school itself that the 

prescribed hierarchies are reproduced on the interaction level, and this is the active part of support 

that the students, and only the students, can accomplish. 

Vice versa, a complete dissolution of the interaction system would mean that the predefined 

hierarchy was momentarily or generally inoperative, i.e. that the teacher’s authority as the leading 

actor was fundamentally in question. This not being unheard of, it still can be deemed extremely 

uncommon that a whole class would enter the classroom in order to defy the teacher’s authority; as 

an orchestrated undergoing of sabotaging the lesson, one could probably still identify a coherent 

event, just not the one that the teacher had in mind. Aside from such an imaginable, but highly 

exceptional occurrence,108 students’ refusals to support the teacher-guided lesson course must take 

the form of open confrontation in order to endanger the teacher’s authority and therefore possibly the 

continuance of the interaction system. While hidden non-compliance is more common and also 

discussed in this thesis in various manifestations (e.g., subordinate interaction, not following the 

public discourse, fabricating the homework during class), open confrontation on the public discourse 

level was rarely witnessed in the LAS seventh grade, and only in the form of back talk, when the 

respective students either felt wrongfully accused of something or unfairly treated (e.g., being late for 

                                                 
107  Note that the wordplay would not work in German; while in English, ›actor‹ means both ›acting person‹ in the 

sociological sense and ›performer in a play,‹ ›Akteur‹ and ›Schauspieler‹ are non-exchangable terms in German. 
Moreover, the English differentiation between ›leading role‹ and ›supporting role‹ comes much closer to my objective 
than the German distinction between ›Hauptrolle‹ and ›Nebenrolle.‹ 

108  Which, after all, is very unlikely to be witnessed by outsiders if not deliberately designed as a “breaching experiment” 
in Garfinkel’s tradition (cf. Garfinkel 1967:40ff). 
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class for – in the justification of the student – perfectly good reasons, but being rebuked for tardiness 

anyway). It is crucial to note that none of these occasions were marked by any of the participants as 

mere defiance or spite, and they always had a legitimate connection with what was going on at the 

time. So when openly revoking one’s support of a teacher’s decision, this always happened in order 

to revise or countermand the very decision by offering a however feeble defense or argument. 

Regardless of the teacher’s subsequent handling of the situation (of which there were manifold 

variations), his overall authority thus remained intact because his decision-making competence 

remained unquestioned. 

As the case may be, one might object here that the general adherence to the basic social rules 

of the classroom that I found in the seventh grade under investigation is mainly owed to the specific 

teacher’s authoritative teaching style, and that teachers with less authority would have more 

difficulties to keep the interaction system together. Arguing the, at least to a certain extent, 

generalizable quality of my findings, I would like to point to the fact that a complete dissolution of 

the interaction system was never witnessed in either of the four school classes comprised in the LAS 

study.109 And this holds although we were dealing with two different countries and four partly 

extremely different approaches to lesson-making, dependent, amongst others, on the school’s attitude 

towards the educational mandate, the respective teacher’s pedagogic and didactic strategies, and the 

age groups involved. By comparison, it is safe to say that the structural preconditions of the 

institutionalized formal meeting were the same for all four investigated contexts, and so were the 

basic challenges of co-producing social cohesion on condition of multi-participant interaction. 

Principally, these challenges were not approached differently in any of the four classrooms: based on 

the institutional role asymmetry between teacher and students, and the fundamental requirements of 

multi-participant discourse organization, each teacher assumed the role of the leading actor even 

when a less ›authoritative‹ style was pursued than in the seventh grade discussed here. Obviously, the 

›leading‹ property of each teacher’s demeanor only became observable in contrast to the ›supportive‹ 

efforts of the students, who, however deviant their momentary behavior seemed to the observer, 

broadly remained susceptible to attention and communitization claims if these were carried out with 

an all-including quality.  

At least this much can be said without in-depth analysis of the specific issue in the three 

other LAS grades. But LAS research was directed towards the enabling and restricting potentials of 

literacy acquisition in the classroom and thus conducted from a normative perspective on teaching 

and learning strategies that do or do not foster the development of linguistic competences. Leaving 

such research desiderata aside, I arrive at the conclusion that it does not matter much what it is the 

participants in a school lesson are ›really‹ doing as long as they mutually attest one another 

inconspicuousness as to what they might be doing instead of what they are supposed or expected to 

do. So a clear differentiation is upheld between what can be deemed a good lesson and a functioning 

interaction system, and it is a weighty argument of this thesis that the accomplishment of a 

functioning interaction system is to a great deal gained through various strategies of maintaining a 

low profile in accordance with the momentary requirements conveyed in the public discourse and 

mirrored by the co-participants. 

                                                 
109  My gratitude goes to my colleagues Anja Boneß, Helena Olfert, Christoph Schroeder and Yazgül Şimşek, with whom I 

conducted the initial sessions of LAS lesson analyses. 
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What happens when inconspicuous behavior in accordance with the social order is not 

pursued can be seen in Garfinkel’s ›breaching experiments,‹ which were thought to deliberately 

“produce disorganized interaction” in order to find out about “how the structures of everyday 

activities are ordinarily and routinely produced and maintained” (Garfinkel 1967:38). In his example 

cases (ibid., p. 42ff), the obtrusiveness of the ›breachers’‹ inquiries rather sooner than later lead the 

respective co-participants to terminate either the topic or the entire conversation: their “commitments 

to motivated compliance” (ibid., p. 54) apparently vanish with the counterparts’ persistent non-

compliance with everyday expectations. Consider Garfinkel’s Case 3 (1967:43): 

On Friday night my husband and I were watching television. My husband remarked 
that he was tired. I asked, ‘How are you tired? Physically, mentally, or just bored?’ 
(S) I don’t know, I guess physically, maybe. 
(E) You mean that your muscles ache or your bones? 
(S) I guess so. Don’t be so technical. 
 (After more watching) 
(S) All these old movies have the same kind of old iron bedstead in them. 
(E) What do you mean? Do you mean all old movies, or some of them, or just the 

ones you have seen? 
(S) What’s the matter with you? You know what I mean. 
(E) I wish you would be more specific. 
(S) You know what I mean! Drop dead! 

Besides the fact that this is a designed incident, the structural characteristics of this 

conversation are, of course, the exact opposite of classroom interaction; it is an informal, symmetric, 

two-party interaction. Moreover, as this interaction is only documented up to the point quoted above, 

it cannot be said how the situation was resolved at last, and with the scarce information provided in 

the example, it is also impossible to say if this is a friendly banter or an irritable exchange, i.e. if any 

of the two involved signals that he or she is seriously annoyed by the other; for Garfinkel, it is the 

“you know what I mean”-part that is crucial to the experiment, revealing how commonplace practices 

of verbal interaction have to remain vague in order to maintain a social order in which every 

participant is acknowledged as equally competent (cf. Garfinkel 1967:41f). In classroom interaction, 

on the other hand, participants are not a priori equally competent, and vagueness is rather not 

tolerated, pointing at the structurally different framing.110 But against the backdrop of my findings, 

what I would like to emphasize here is that the deliberate breaching depicted above, the refraining 

from maintaining a low profile in accordance with mutual expectations, creates a situation where 

neither participant supports the other in their momentary objective; the husband states he was tired, 

from which the wife could deduce that he does not want to be bothered, and the wife inquires about 

her husband’s remarks, from which the husband could deduce that she is particularly interested in his 

specific thoughts (being oblivious to the fact that she deliberately tries to act against expectations). 

But neither does the wife leave the husband alone, nor does the husband make an effort to explain 

himself to his wife. As a result, at least as far as the quote goes, the conversation reaches a dead end. 

                                                 
110  Never witnessed and hardly imaginable is that a student who is requested by the teacher to specify her thoughts would 

respond with “you know what I mean.” Vice versa, if a student asked the teacher to elaborate an assignment, it seems to 
be equally unlikely that the teacher would respond in such a way. Accordingly, a deliberate breaching in classroom 
interaction would have to be designed exactly the other way around than in Garfinkel’s experiments. 
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Considering the husband’s final words, one can surely say that none of the participants made it 

through this interaction unharmed.  

For comparison, I would like to turn to a rather curious example from the German first grade 

of LAS research: Six months into the school year, after the pupils are told to put all non-ratified 

objects away, seven-year-old Sevim keeps playing with a rubber duck and this way attracts the 

teacher’s attention. Non-verbally, by stretching out her hand towards the toy, the teacher indicates 

that she wants Sevim to turn it over to her. Sevim, however, turns physically away from the teacher 

and spitefully holds the rubber duck out of the teacher’s reach, who then approaches her with a stern 

face and wordlessly wrenches the toy from Sevim’s fingers. Afterwards, the teacher carefully puts 

the rubber duck on the window sill, explaining with an apologetic smile that it had a better view from 

there. 

I am calling this a ›curious‹ incident for several reasons. First of all, it is an all-physical 

communication, only framed by the teacher’s verbal order to put the toys away in the beginning and 

her comment about the toy’s better view in the end. In between, no explanation, reasoning or 

argument takes place, which is very untypical for this teacher, who usually makes a considerable 

effort to explain the meaning and purpose of her demands and orders. However secondly, and also 

usually, when the pupils do not comply with the teacher’s orders, they do not demonstrate defiance as 

markedly as Sevim does here; they might be careless or inattentive to the teacher’s demands, but they 

do not openly spite her. By contrast, Sevim’s demeanor in this situation signals that although she 

understands what she is supposed to do, she is simply not willing to give in; although holding the toy 

out of the teacher’s reach is a perfectly child-adequate response to the teacher’s demanding gesture, 

her open refusal to follow a direct order is not provided for after six months of schooling, but also 

toward an adult. The teacher, on the other hand, neither lets this slide nor starts reasoning with 

Sevim, but solves the imminent power struggle simply by physically overpowering the defiant pupil, 

and thereby marks the situation between her and the child as beyond negotiation. Thirdly, while this 

uncommon exchange of non-verbal offences and challenges is far from uncontrolled, let alone 

violent, the fact that the teacher is making amends in the end, mitigating the incident retroactively, 

shows that she still might feel that she overstepped her limits.  

What can be deduced from this example is that utter defiance, the ›ultimate breach,‹ cannot 

be tolerated; but neither can it be reasoned with. This is basically also the outcome of Garfinkel’s 

›breaching experiments;‹ here, almost luckily, the teacher succeeds in restoring the social order by 

sheer physical advantage and without provoking the pupil to fight back. One can only imagine what 

might have happened if the teacher had tried to make Sevim give up the rubber duck ›voluntarily,‹ or 

if an actual physical fight had developed. Conceivably, albeit without further evidence to back this 

up, the institutional claim to and reliance on power asymmetry as a self-regulating device is much 

more easily stretched to its limits than the participants let show in their commonly observable 

dealings with one another. This latent fragility of the interaction system in general almost seems to be 

at odds with my finding that in the multi-participant settings investigated, it never reached its 

breaking point. As I see it, this contradiction is plausibly solved when arguing with Goffman 

(1967:15ff) that if one cannot avoid a situation, one can only try and get through it unharmed. The 

example of Sevim above shows that already this seemingly basic principle of conduct needs to be 

situationally adjusted; in a different context, getting through the situation unharmed could certainly 
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have meant to make sure that nobody takes away one’s property, an experience that a child of 

Sevim’s age is quite likely to have made on more than one occasion. Goffman’s “interaction ritual” 

(ibid.) of offences, challenges, and amends, of keeping face and allowing others to keep their face, is 

therefore not only a regulative mechanism of ›surviving‹ face-threatening incidents, it is also an 

instrument of conveying the social requirements at stake, and in this, it is a conservative measure of 

preventing the interaction system from falling apart. 

This, again, is probably not specific to school lessons. But as school is an organization whose 

daily business is carried out in a row of formal meetings, it is extremely dependent on working 

interaction systems. Within the frame of its program, binary code, and specific selections, the 

organization must rely on the immediate success of the interaction system beyond desirable outcomes 

and effects. This sort of success can not be measured in the form of grades and report cards, and is 

still the most basic success students can achieve in their socialization as interactants. 
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Closing Remark: Behind the Scenes 

In the movie business, from which I am borrowing my ›un-sociological terminology‹ of actor 

identification, ›behind the scenes‹ reports are often included in DVD versions in the form of ›Making 

Of‹ features that offer insights into the process of film-making; they comprise interviews with actors, 

directors, producers and other persons involved in the making of the movie, they deal with technical 

challenges of shooting specific scenes, they explain the technology used in post-production, in short: 

they provide a lot of context information on a work piece that originally, when it comes to the 

theaters, stands for itself. I suppose one can say quite safely that nobody needs (or at least, should 

need) a ›Making Of‹ in order to understand the respective movie; the inclined viewers, however, 

might be intrigued by the additional information, making them appreciate the effort of the film-

making process, and maybe even leading to a better comprehension of the decision-making process 

that resulted in the choice of specific shooting angles or editing, in case they had been wondering 

about that in the first place.  

In his memoir “My Movie Business” on being a screen writer for the film adaptation of his 

book “The Cider House Rules,” John Irving (1999:15) concedes that a special problem of story-

telling in the movies is that “there is less time for character development in a film than in a novel.” 

This is pretty much the same with immediate interaction, where the individual participants, being 

confined by the situational requirements, not only have less time, but also less grounds for 

developing their ›character,‹ as compared to, for example, a biographic account they could give to an 

investigator. Much like in the fictional movies, ›what you see is what you get‹ also in video analysis; 

participants are not given the opportunity to explain themselves retrospectively, they are solely 

measured by their momentary actions.  

In DVD productions, adding a ›Making Of‹ circumvents the basic property of the work piece: 

that it stands for itself. In this thesis, I followed the approach to let the situation stand for itself as far 

as possible, although I do have gathered a lot of information on the participants’ interpretations of 

what they are doing when they are participating in class. The LAS data set comprises rich 

ethnographic data around the videos of school lessons, which I compiled myself in the form of 

lesson-external observations and interviews. As far as the alignment of the ethnographic context data 

with interaction analysis is concerned, I do, obviously based on my own modest experience, rather 

doubt the immediate connectivity of these different sorts of data because ethnographic results are 

either very hard to retrieve in immediate interaction, or simply refer to not witnessed interactions that 

took place in absence of the researchers, but to interactions nonetheless. For example, in the case 

when ethnographic results from interview analyses with teachers, parents, and students point at an 

ongoing quarrel between the teacher and the parents of one of the students, this is a background 

information that can certainly be incorporated in interaction analysis as an explanative feature in case 

the latter reveals a tension between the teacher and the respective student during the lesson, i.e. in the 

very interaction system. But having an idea why there is this tension does not change the 

interpretation itself because, and this holds true whether one takes a ›radical constructivist‹ or a 

›social constructivist‹ view, what is not made reflexively relevant in interaction is indeed not (and 

cannot be) be a relatable point of reference on the part of the participants.  
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Clearly, as Gumperz (1982:25) states, it could be an intriguing research desideratum to 

“relate behavior, i.e. what people do, to what they say about what they do.” This would require that 

people have to say something about what they do in the first place, and a movie director as well as a 

teacher can be expected to have some sort of professional philosophy or program they can fall back 

on when asked what they are doing when doing their jobs, and they probably would be able to 

retrospectively apply such programs to past events. Asking seventh-grade students, on the other hand, 

what it is they are doing at school, they might react as indignantly as the husband in Garfinkel’s 

example case quoted above – because the very question implies that they have something to say 

about a matter that they actually might never have thought about: 

I: Und Grammatikunterricht, findest du das eher schwierig oder eher einfach oder? 
 And grammar units, do you you find those rather difficult or rather easy or? 
Sven: # Geht. # 
  So-so. 
I: Wie machst du das, wenn du dir solche Sachen merken musst, so Adverbialsätze und solche 

Sachen? 
 How do you do that when you have to memorize such things, adverbial phrases and such 

things? 
Sven: # Wir müssen uns das eigentlich immer aufschreiben. 
  We are actually supposed to always write that down. 
I: Mhm. 
Sven: Ja. # 
  Yes. 
I: Und dann hast du dir das schon gemerkt? Einmal aufgeschrieben, und dann hast du dir das 

schon gemerkt? 
 And then you have already memorized it? Written down once, and then you have already 

memorized it? 
Sven: Nein, dann merk ich, ich merk mir das. # Ich merk mir, wenn ich das abschreibe, merk ich das. 

# Also behalt ich mir das eigentlich immer. # Wenn ich dabei auch aufpass und nicht einfach 
nur hinschreibe. 

 No, then I memorize, I memorize that. I memorize, when I copy, I memorize it. So I actually 
always remember it. If I am attentive and not just writing. 
(LAS_GER_INT_SVE: 168-179) 

 Without going too much into detail here, relating Sven’s behavior in the lesson to what he 

says about it, it can be stated that he is neither very knowing as concerns adverbial phrases, nor does 

he diligently copy from the blackboard every time he is supposed to. Taking into account his own 

qualification “wenn ich dabei auch aufpass”/ if I am attentive, one might come to the conclusion that 

he neither wants to admit that he finds grammar units difficult, nor that he does not make an effort to 

keep up with the requirements, and that he therefore comes up with a rather awkward reply. Another 

way to look at it is this: since I am assuming so many things on so many levels in my questions – 

starting with the presumption that grammar units do not simply exist, but can be assessed according 

to their degree of difficulty, then alleging that one is supposed to memorize what is discussed in these 

grammar units, and finally implying that one must have a decided strategy to accomplish this 

memorization – it is indeed quite nice and considerate of Sven that he tries to give plausible answers 

instead of simply saying, ›I don’t know,‹ which, by the way, occurred several times in this as well as 

in other interviews with students.  

What people say about what they do sometimes just reveals that they do not have to say much 

about what they do. Contemplation is sometimes only, and not even necessarily, triggered by inquiry. 

What can be learned from the social situation and immediate interaction remains something very 

different from what happens – or does not happen – behind the scenes. 
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Observation logbooks 

Example 1 

 
OU TEA 1 NIN 2 BIR 3 THO 4 MUR 5 PET 6 HIL 7 ALI 8 SÜH 9 CEM 10 MON 11 SVE 12 AHM 

1.1.1 

sits on his 
desk, looks at 
left, holds 
book up, 
lowers it, looks 
at left front 
row 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
rests chin on 
hand 

looks down at 
table 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
while 
rummaging in 
her bag 

n. v. 

talks quietly 
with CEM, 
turned away 
from TEA 

looks at TEA 

talks quietly 
with AZA, 
hand covering 
face 

looks at TEA 
with annoyed 
expression 

looks at TEA, 
fidgets, 
fumbles 
lengthily with 
scarf 

looks at TEA, 
crouches a bit, 
with hand on 
cheek 

1.1.2 

looks at right, 
waves briefly 
left hand, holds 
book up briefly 
again, looks at 
left 

looks down, 
stares at table 

looks at TEA 
looks down, 
scratches neck 

looks at TEA, 
stops 
rummaging 

n. v. 
looks at WAL 
touching her 
folder 

looks at TEA 1.1.3 

looks at left, 
then down at 
book in his 
hand,  

looks at TEA 
gazes ahead 
past TEA 

looks down, 
plays with pc 

looks at TEA, 
supports chin 
with right hand 

n. v. 
looks down, 
adjusts folder 

looks down, 
fidgets, 
fumbles with 
book 

1.2.1 
looks up to 
right side 

looks at his 
desk, picks up 
book, holds it 
in front of him, 
looks at back 
of book 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA looks down 
looks at TEA, 
puts hand on 
cheek 

looks at TEA 

1.2.2 scans room 
looks around, 
raises hand a 
bit hesitatingly 

looks around, 
raises hand 

raises hand, 
looks around 

looks around 

looks at back 
while raising 
left hand, right 
hand still under 
chin 

n. v. 

scans room scans room 

raises hand 
hesitatingly, 
scans room 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks around, 
to SAS 

looks around/ 
window side 

1.2.3 looks at SVE 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

scans room 

n. v. 

scans room 

looks at SAS,  
points at him, 
heckles 

1.2.4 
shakes head, 
looks at front 
right 

looks at TEA 

leans back, 
scans back of 
room, looks at 
window row, 
chews on right 
thumb 

n. v. 
scans room, 
smiles 

looks down, 
takes book, 
browses it 

looks at TEA, 
picks up book, 
holds it 
carelessly 

laughs 
belatedly, 
looks down 

1.3.1 
looks at left, to 
center 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, lowers it 
quickly, then 
raises it again 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, taps 
table with the 
other 

looks down at 
book 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

n. v. 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
browses book 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
rests cheek on 
hand 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
plays with 
book 

1.3.2 
looks at right, 
looks at PET 

looks at TEA, 
starts raising 
hand, lowers it 
immediately 

looks at TEA 
lowers hand 

n. v. 
looks down at 
book 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA looks at SAS 

1.3.3 looks at PET 

looks down, 
holds book in 
front of his 
face 

looks at TEA, 
folds hands on 
shoulder level, 
looks briefly to 
left when 
there's quiet 
giggling 

n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at PET 
looks around, 
laughs 
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1.3.4 
looks at HIL, 
gives HIL a 
nod 

looks at PET 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks around 

1.3.5 
looks at HIL, 
looks at far 
right 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks around/ 
window side 

n. v. looks at HIL looks at HIL looks at HIL looks at HIL looks at HIL 

1.3.6 
looks at BAR, 
gives BAR a 
nod 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at HIL, 
grins with hand 
on mouth 

n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at HIL 

1.3.7 looks at BAR 
looks at BAR 
with raised 
hand 

turns around, 
looks at BAR 

n. v. looks at BAR looks at BAR looks at BAR looks at BAR 

looks at TEA, 
opens mouth 
with 
amazement 

1.3.8 

shakes right 
hand slightly, 
raises 
eyebrows 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
back 

n. v. looks at TEA looks at BAR 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

1.3.9 
scans back of 
room 

looks at BAR 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks around / 
window side, 
puts book 
down  

n. v. looks at BAR looks at TEA 
gazes ahead, 
closes book 

1.3.10 

scans back of 
room, looks at 
ISA, gives her 
a nod  

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA  looks around, 
scratches 
shoulder 

n. v. looks at TEA  

looks around/ 
window side 

gazes ahead 

1.3.11 looks at ISA looks at ISA  n. v. looks at ISA  looks at ISA 

1.3.12 
looks at CIG, 
gives her a nod 

looks at TEA  

gazes ahead, 
scratching 
shoulder in 
between 

n. v. looks at TEA  looks at TEA 

1.3.13 

looks at CIG, 
in the pause at 
AZA who 
raises a hand, 
gives AZA a 
nod 

looks at CIG 
with raised 
hand 

looks at CIG  
looks at CIG 
with raised 
hand 

n. v. looks at CIG  
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

1.3.14 

looks at AZA, 
briefly scans 
left side after 
“oder”, looks 
at GÜL who 
raises a hand, 
gives her a nod  

looks at AZA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at AZA  
looks at AZA 
with raised 
hand 

n. v. looks at AZA  
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at AZA looks at BAR 

1.3.15 
looks at GÜL, 
scratches head 
with left hand 

looks at GÜL 
with raised 
hand 

looks around 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

 
looks around/ 
back and 
windows 

n. v. looks at GÜL 

gazes ahead 
motionlessly 

 looks at GÜL 

turns around to 
AZA, IA, AZA 
shows him sth. 
in his book, 
both smile 

 

1.3.16 
looks at GÜL, 
at CEM 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA 

looks at AZA 

looks down, 
looks at his 
book, murmurs 
sth., smiles 

1.3.17 looks at CEM 
looks at CEM 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand, 
smiles slightly 

n. v. looks at CEM 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
scratches head 

looks at CEM 
looks down at 
his book 

1.3.18 
looks at THO, 
gives THO a 
nod 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

n. v. looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks around/ 
window side 
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1.3.19 looks at THO  
looks at THO 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

 

 

n. v.     

 
 

1.3.20 
looks at BIR, 
gives BIR a 
nod 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
scratches 
forehead 

n. v. looks at BIR 

gazes ahead, 
scratches nose 
slightly 

looks at BIR 

looks at TEA 

1.3.21 looks at BIR 
looks at BIR 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at BIR n. v. looks at NIN looks at TEA 

1.3.22 
at NIN, gives 
NIN a nod; 
slight disquiet 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

IA THO, 
smiles 

IA BIR, laughs 

looks down at 
book on his 
table, scratches 
it 

n. v. looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
folds hands on 
table 

1.3.23 looks at NIN 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand IA BIR 

n. v. 

looks at NIN 

looks at TEA 

looks at NIN 

1.3.24 looks at NIN looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

n. v. 

gazes ahead 
motionlessly 

turns to AZA, 
IA, smiling 
about book 
again 

looks at NIN 

1.3.25 looks at NIN looks at TEA looks at THO looks at NIN n. v. 

looks at NIN 
looks around/ 
window side 

1.3.26 
looks at right, 
looks around; 
slight disquiet 

looks at TEA looks at NIN looks at NIN n. v. looks at NIN 

1.4.1 
looks at left, to 
right 

rubs cheek, 
smiles 
embarrassedly 
at ELI, looks 
around 

IA NIN looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 

1.4.2 looks at SVE IA ALI, smiles looks at NIN 
looks down, 
fidgets 

looks at SVE 

n. v. IA NIN 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at SVE 

looks at TEA, 
heckles, holds 
up book, 
shows very 
first page, puts 
book down, 
smiles 

looks at TEA 

1.4.3 
looks 
motionlessly at 
SVE 

looks around, 
still smiling 

looks at TEA looks at SVE looks at SVE n. v. 

looks at SVE, 
raises hand 
briefly and 
lowers it 
immediately 

looks at TEA 

looks at SVE, 
smiles 

1.4.4 

in a quiet, 
matter-of-
factly voice; 
looks at SVE, 
looks at left 

looks around IA ALI looks at TEA looks at TEA n. v. 
IA BIR looks at TEA 

1.4.5 
looks at left, to 
center 

looks at TEA IA ALI 
looks around/ 
door side, 
takes up book, 
shakes it 
impatiently, 
looks down at 
book 

looks down, 
scratches book 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 

1.4.6 scans room looks around 
IA MED 
(mouthing, 
grimacing) 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks around n. v. looks around 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand, 
rubs eye 

1.4.7 

looks at left, 
then down at 
the book in his 
hands 

looks at TEA 
lowers hand, 
looks down at 
book, browses 
it, opens first 
page, bends 
over book, 
looks at it 

looks around, 
scratches ear 

n. v. looks at BIR 
lowers hand, 
looks down 

lowers hand, 
looks down, 
cheek on hand 

1.5.1 
browses book 
pages, looks up 

looks at TEA IA ALI looks down n. v. IA BIR looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
hands folded in 
front of mouth 

looks down, 
takes cap from 
desk, puts into 
his bag 
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1.5.2 

looks at left, 
crosses arms 
with book in 
left hand 
across his chest IA ALI 

looks at TEA looks down 

 
 

n. v. 

IA NIN 
 

 

 
 

looks at TEA 

1.5.3 
looks at right, 
shrugs 

looks around, 
makes annoyed 
face 

looks down, 
raises hand 

n. v. 

looks down, 
takes up book, 
opens it, looks 
into book looks down at 

book 

1.5.4 
looks at left, 
shrugs 

IA ALI, smiles 
looks down 
with raised 
hand 

n. v. looks around 

looks around/ 
door side, folds 
hands around 
neck

1.5.5 
looks at right, 
scans room  

looks at TEA, 
still smiling 

looks at TEA, 
rests chin on 
hand 

looks down 
with raised 
hand 

n. v. 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks down, 
takes pencil 
case, 
rummages in it 

gazes ahead 

1.5.6 
looks at BAR, 
gives her a 
nod, frowns 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

IA SIL; 
exchange of 
smiles 

n. v. 
looks at TEA, 
straightens 
back 

looks down, at 
book 

1.5.7 

looks at BAR, 
frowns, gazes 
with 
concentration 

looks at BAR, 
strokes hair 
back 

lowers hand, 
crouches in 
chair with face 
to door side, 
gazes ahead 

looks down, 
closes book looks at BAR n. v. 

IA CEM gazes ahead IA ALI 

looks down, 
takes up pencil 
case 

takes pen, 
opens book 
ponderously 

looks down, 
hands on chest 
level, watching 
himself 
kneading his 
hands 

1.5.8 
looks at BAR 
intently 

looks around 
looks down, 
wipes her table 

gazes ahead/ 
door side 

looks down, 
looks at book 
cover 

looks around/ 
door side 

n. v. 

looks down, 
opens pencil 
case 
ponderously

writes sth. into 
book 

1.5.9 
looks briefly at 
left first row, 
to BAR again 

IA BIR IA NIN 
looks around/ 
door side, 
scratches ear 

n. v. looks at TEA, 
scratches 
forehead 

looks down, 
puts both 
hands on face, 
closes eyes 

looks down 
into book 

looks at TEA 
takes another 
pen out of 
pencil case 

1.5.10 
looks at front 
right, to far left 

looks down looks at TEA 
looks down, 
fidgets 

n. v. looks at BAR looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
1.5.11 

scans left side, 
looks at THO, 
then looks up, 
looks at left, at 
THO 

looks at TEA 
looks down, 
wipes her 
table, picks up 
crumbs 

looks down, 
plays with 
pencil case 

looks down, 
adjusts jacket 
on chair 

n. v. 

looks at TEA 

gazes ahead 
with hands in 
front of mouth 

looks down 
into book 

looks down at 
pencil case 

1.5.12 

looks at THO, 
briefly to left, 
looks at THO, 
holds up right 
hand, opens 
and closes it 
quickly like a 
"mouth" 

looks down at 
book in his 
hands, looks 
quickly at TEA 

n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks down, 
writes into 
book 

looks at THO, 
lowers hands 

1.5.13 looks at THO looks down 

looks down, 
but moves 
head as if 
addressing 
door side 

looks down, 
scans her table 

n. v. 
looks down, 
takes up book, 
browses it 

looks at THO 
looks down, 
plays around 
with book 

looks at THO, 
plays absently 
with pencil 
case 

looks at THO 

1.5.14 
looks down, at 
THO 

looks at THO 
looks down, 
stops wiping 
table 

looks at TEA 
looks down, 
opens book, 
browses it 

looks down, 
inspects her 
right hand 

n. v. looks at THO 

looks down, 
slowly takes 
pen out of 
pencil case 

looks at THO 
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1.5.15 
looks at THO, 
to left 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
taps hand on 
desk looks down 

into book 
 n. v. 

gazes ahead, 
scratches 
forehead 

looks at TEA   

looks at THO, 
closes pen  

1.5.16 
looks at right, 
to left 

looks down looks down 
looks at TEA looks at TEA n. v. looks at THO 

1.5.17 

leans back a 
bit, looks at 
left, scans left 
side 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA, 
closes book 

looks down n. v. looks at THO looks down, 
puts book 
down, inspects 
his hands 

looks at TEA 
with pen in 
hand 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
windows side 

1.5.18 scans room  looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks around/ 
window side 

looks down at 
book, taps on it 
with fingers 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks down at 
MON’s folder 

 

1.5.18 
scans room, 
looks at CEM, 
shrugs slightly 

looks down 

gazes ahead looks down n. v. 

looks at CEM 
with raised 
eyebrows 

looks at CEM 

looks at TEA, 
then down, 
looks at his 
table, pulls 
book closer 

looks at CEM looks at CEM 

looks at CEM 

1.5.19 looks at CEM looks at CEM looks at TEA 

gazes ahead, 
scratches 
temple 

looks at CEM n. v. looks at TEA 

looks down, 
shrugs slightly, 
shakes head, 
smiles 
uncomfortably, 

looks at TEA 

looks at CEM, 
plays absently 
with his hair 

1.5.20 

looks ahead, 
mocks CEM's 
shrugging and 
expression 
exaggeratedly, 
looks at CEM 

looks down, 
coughs behind 
her hand 

looks around/ 
door side 

turns in chair, 
looks around at 
back 

n. v. looks down 

looks at TEA, 
smiles slightly 
behind her 
hands 

looks up 
slowly, down 
again, looks 
briefly to TEA, 
down again 

looks down, 
plays with pen 

looks down, 
purses lips 

 
 

OU 13 SIL 14 WAL 15 GÜL 18 AZA 19 CIG 20 BIA 23 MUS 25 MED 27 JON 28 ISA 29 FAD 30 SAS 31 BAR 

1.1.1 
looks at TEA, 
chin on hand looks at SEL's 

desk, inspects 
her folder 

looks down at 
table 

looks down 
into book, 
closes it, looks 
at cover 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
fidgets, strikes 
hair back 

looks down, 
browses book 

looks at TEA 

looks down 
with book in 
hands, browses 
it, looks at it 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with closed 
book in hands 

1.1.2 
looks down at 
table, chin still 
on hand 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
rubs eye 

 

looks down, 
takes up book, 
looks at it 

 

gazes ahead, 
chews on 
thumb 

looks down, 
browses book 

1.1.3 looks at TEA, 
chin still on 
hand 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
wipes her table looks down, 

rubs eye 

looks at TEA, 
puts book on 
mouth, puts it 
down 

looks down, 
closes book 

1.2.1 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
makes a face 

sits up, looks at 
TEA 

looks at BAR looks at TEA 

1.2.2 
looks around, 
puts hands on 
table 

looks around, 
raises hand 
hesitatingly, 
lowers it 
immediately, 
smiles slightly 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
raises hand, 
smiles smugly 

looks around/ 
door side with 
raised hand 

looks around 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks around/ 
door side, 
raises hand, 
book in other 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks around, 
raises hand 
inconspicuousl
y 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 
eagerly 
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1.2.3 

Looks around 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

 

 

 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks around 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, smoothes 
hair briefly 
with raises 
hand, stretches 
it again 

looks around 
with raised 
hand 

looks at SVE 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, smiles 
slightly 

1.2.4 
looks around/ 
window side 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at BAR 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

1.3.1 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks down at 
book, lowers 
hand 

looks down, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA 

1.3.2 
looks at TEA, 
plays with 
pencil case 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, stretches 
arm a bit more 

looks at PET n. v. 

looks at TEA 
with slightly 
annoyed 
expression 

looks down, 
plays with 
book 

1.3.3 

looks at TEA 

looks at PET 
with raised 
hand 

looks at PET 
with raised 
hand 

looks at PET 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA looks at PET n. v. looks at PET looks at PET looks at PET 
looks at PET 
with raised 
hand 

1.3.4 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks around looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA 

looks down, 
plays with 
book 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

1.3.5 
looks at HIL 
with raised 
hand 

looks at HIL 
with raised 
hand 

looks at HIL 
with raised 
hand 

looks at HIL  looks at HIL  n. v. looks at HIL  looks at HIL 

1.3.6 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks around 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand on 
ear level, 

1.3.7 looks at BAR 
looks at BAR 
with raised 
hand 

looks at BAR n. v. looks at BAR looks at BAR 
looks at TEA, 
smiles while 
talking, puts 
hand down 1.3.8 

looks down at 
pencil case 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
scratches nose 

looks at TEA n. v. 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

1.3.9 looks at BAR n. v. looks at BAR 
looks at TEA 
smilingly 

1.3.10 looks at TEA  n. v. 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand  

looks at TEA  
looks at TEA, 
plays absently 
with book  

1.3.11 looks at ISA  looks at ISA 
looks at ISA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
stops 
scratching nose 

looks at ISA  n. v. looks at ISA  
looks at TEA, 
puts hand on 
cheek, smiles 

looks at ISA  looks at ISA  

1.3.12 looks at TEA  looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA looks at TEA  n. v. looks at TEA  looks at TEA  looks at TEA  looks at TEA  

1.3.13 looks at CIG  
looks down, 
fumbles with 
pencil case 

looks at CIG 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
nods 

looks at CIG looks at CIG  n. v. looks at CIG  looks at CIG  looks at TEA looks at CIG  looks at CIG  

1.3.14 looks at AZA  looks at AZA 
looks at AZA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers arm 
behind head, 
waves other 
hand looks at AZA 

looks at AZA looks at AZA  
looks down, 
browses book 

looks at AZA  looks at AZA  

looks down, 
browses book 

looks at AZA  looks at AZA  

1.3.15 looks at GÜL looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

IA SVE, 
whispering 
about sth. in 
book 

looks at TEA looks at GÜL looks at TEA looks at GÜL looks at GÜL looks at GÜL looks at GÜL 
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1.3.16 

IA WAL, with 
lowered head, 
whispering 

IA SIL, 
whispering 

looks around, 
takes up book 

IA CIG, 
whispers, 
smiles 

IA AZA, 
whispering 

 looks at TEA  looks at TEA looks at TEA 

 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
leans back, 
plays with 
book 

1.3.17 looks around 
with book in 
hands 

looks at CEM looks at CEM looks at CEM looks at CEM looks at CEM looks at CEM 

1.3.18 

looks down 
into book, 
browsing 

looks down 
into book 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA gazes ahead 

1.3.19 

looks down, 
plays with 
book 

looks at THO looks at THO looks at THO looks at THO looks at THO 

looks around 

looks around/ 
door side 

1.3.20 

looks at TEA 
looks at SIL 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks down, 
fumbles with 
stack of books 

1.3.21 looks at BIR looks at BIR looks at BIR looks at BIR 

looks down 
into book 

1.3.22 
looks around 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 

1.3.23 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at NIN looks at NIN 

1.3.24 looks at TEA 
IA SVE, 
whisper about 
book 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

1.3.25 looks around/ 
window side 

looks at NIN looks at NIN 

1.3.26 looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
book, browses 
it, with hand 
on cheek, 
makes bored 
face 

1.4.1 

gazes ahead, 
folds arms 
across chest, 
slouches in 
chair, looks 
down, makes a 
face 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at SVE 

looks at TEA, 
chews on 
cheeks 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
lets book go 

1.4.2 looks at TEA 
looks down, 
plays with 
pencil case 

looks at TEA 
looks at SVE, 
smiles 

looks at SVE 
looks down 
into book 

looks at TEA 

1.4.3 

  

looks at SVE, 
laughs 

looks at TEA 

looks at SVE 

  
 

 
 

 looks around  

 
1.4.4 looks at SVE 

looks around/ 
door side, 
takes up book 
and “hugs” it 

1.4.5 looks at TEA 

looks around, 
hugging book 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

1.4.6 

looks around/ 
window side, 
rubs forehead 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks around 

looks around 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 
slowly 

IA BIR, 
mouthing, 
grimacing, 
smiles 

looks around 

looks around, 
playing 
absently with 
book 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks around, 
raises hand 
ponderously 

1.4.7 looks at MED 

looks down at 
book in his 
hands, inspects 
it, scratches it 

looks at TEA, 
with raised 
hand 

looks around 
with raised 
hand 

looks down, 
plays with 
book 

1.5.1 looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
puts book 
down looks down, 

plays with 
book 

looks down, 
lowers hand 
behind head, 
rubs eye, 
fidgets 

looks down looks at TEA 

gazes ahead, 
scratches 
mouth 
absently, 
leaves hand on 
mouth 

lowers hand, 
murmurs sth. 
to BAR 

1.5.2 
looks down, 
plays with 
pencil case 

looks down, 
moves pencil 
case 

looks down, 
looks at book 

gazes ahead, 
scratches neck 

looks down, 
plays absently 
with book 

gazes ahead 
with hand on 
mouth 

looks at BAR’s 
book 
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1.5.3 

 

 

looks around/ 
door side 

 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

 

 

 

 

looks at BAR 

looks at TEA, 
leans a bit 
forward, raises 
hand, scratches 
nose with other 
hand 

1.5.4 

gazes ahead 

looks down, 
opens book 

gazes ahead, 
folds hands 
under chin 

looks down 

looks at TEA, 
stretches arm 
toward TEA, 
supports it with 
other arm 

1.5.5 

looks down 
into book 

looks down, 
looks down, 
fumbling with 
book 

looks at TEA 

looks around 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 1.5.6 

IA PET, 
exchange 
glance 

looks down at 
pencil case 

gazes ahead, 
stops 
scratching 
neck 

looks at TEA 

1.5.7 looks down, 
plays with 
book 
looks down 

looks at TEA 

looks at BAR 

looks at BAR 

looks down, 
inspects book 
cover 

looks down 

looks at BAR 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
lowers both 
arms, folds 
hands loosely 
under chin, 
then puts hand 
on cheek, 
looking at 
TEA, gestures 
a bit when 
searching for 
formulation 

1.5.8 looks at BAR looks at BAR 

looks down, 
wipes her table 

looks down 

1.5.9 

looks down, 
browses book 

looks at BIA 
wiping her 
table 

looks down 

looks at TEA 

looks down 
looks at TEA 

1.5.10 

looks down, 
plays with 
pencil case 

looks at TEA 
looks down at 
book cover 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks around 

looks at TEA 
with hands 
folded before 
mouth 1.5.11 gazes ahead looks at TEA looks down, 

bored, playing 
ponderously 
with book 

looks at TEA

looks down, 
inspects her 
hands 

1.5.12 
looks at THO, 
closes book

looks at THO looks down at 
book cover 

looks down 
into book 

looks at THO, 
scratches nose, 
plays with hair 

looks at TEA

looks at THO 

looks at THO, 
leans back a bit

1.5.13 

looks at THO 
with chin on 
hand 

looks at THO 

looks at THO 
without 
changing 
posture 

looks down 

looks at THO 1.5.14 
looks down, 
pushes pc 
away, 

looks at THO looks down 

1.5.15 looks down, 
takes book 
from stack looks down at 

table 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
door side looks down, 

takes earring 
out, inspects it 

looks down, 
plays with 
book 

looks at TEA looks down, 
opens book 1.5.16 looks down, 

opens book 
looks around, 
plays with hair 

looks down

1.5.17 
looks down, 
browses book 
slowly 

looks at TEA 

looks down
looks down 
into book 

looks at TEA 

1.5.18 
looks around/ 
window side, 
chin on hand 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks down 
with hand 
covering eyes 

looks down looks around looks around 
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1.5.18 

looks down, 
moves pencil 
case

 
looks at CEM 

looks down 
into book looks at CEM 

looks at CEM, 
plays with hair 

looks down, 
fumbles with 
book  

 
looks at CEM 

 
  

1.5.19 
looks down at 
book 

looks down, 
into book 

looks at CEM looks down looks at CEM looks at CEM 

1.5.20 
looks down at 
table 

looks down 
into book 

looks down, 
smiles slightly 

looks down 
looks down, 
yawns

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks down looks at TEA 
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Example 2 

 
OU TEA 1 NIN 2 BIR 3 THO 4 MUR 5 PET 6 JAN 7 ALI 8 HIL 9 CEM 10 MON 11 SVE 12 AHM 13 SIL 

2.1.1 

holds piece of 
chalk in right 
hand, stands in 
the center aisle 
between his and 
MUR's table, 
looks briefly at 
his watch, then 
to left looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
leans back 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
frowns 

looks down, 
pushes book 
around looks down with 

arms crossed 

not in seat 
looks at TEA, 
puts glasses 
back on looks at TEA, 

scratches chin 

looks at TEA, 
fidgets a lot 

looks down, 
plays with 
hands 

looks at TEA 

2.1.2 
walks one step 
backwards, 
looks at right 

looks at TEA, 
fidgets 

looks at TEA 

puts book down, 
leans back  

not in seat 

looks at TEA 

2.1..3 

walks 
backwards to 
blackboard, 
looks at right 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with arms 
crossed 

not in seat 
looks at TEA, 
stops scratching 
chin 

looks down, 
takes folder 
secretly, looks 
briefly around 

2.1.4 

turns to 
blackboard, 
draws two slant, 
spread lines 
under 
"Inhaltsangabe"/ 
abstract on 
blackboard 

IA BIR, 
whispering 

IA NIN, 
whispering 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, clowns 
around with 
hand 

looks at SIL not in seat 
looks at TEA 

looks down, 
browses folder 

2.1.5 

writes "was"/ 
what under first 
slant line, draws 
box around it 

looks at PET 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA looks around 
looks at AZA, 
with arms 
crossed 

not in seat 

looks down at 
folder page 

2.1.6 

writes "wie"/ 
how under 
second slant 
line, draws box 
around it; HIL 
comes into the 
room with the 
class register in 
her hand, 
approaches TEA 

looks at TEA, 
fidgets 

looks at HIL looks at HIL 
IA PET with 
raised hand 

pulls MUR’s 
sleeve, IA MUR 

looks at HIL 
looks at HIL, 
puts arms on 
table 

comes into the 
room with the 
class register in 
her hand, 
approaches TEA 

looks at HIL looks at HIL 

2.1.7 

turns around to 
right, HIL hands 
him the class 
register and 
goes to her seat 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, eagerly 

looks at MUR 
looks down, 
plays with piece 
of paper 

looks down at 
tabletop 

hands him the 
class register 
and goes to her 
seat 

looks at TEA looks at AZA 

2.1.8 

looks at far 
right, puts class 
register on his 
desk, positions 
himself next to 
desk, walks one 
step backwards 

  looks at HIL  looks at TEA   
sits down, looks 
at TEA  looks at TEA, 

yawns 

looks down, 
starts 
rummaging bag 
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2.2.1 

walks 
backwards to 
blackboard, 
turns half 
around to it, 
points to "was", 
looks at left 

looks at TEA, 
stops fidgeting, 
hands on table 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 

 
looks around/ 
back with 
puzzled face 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
rummages bag 

 

 2.2.2 
scans left side 
of room 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
plays with book 

looks down, 
plays absently 
with pen 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.2.3 
looks at MED 
who is raising 
her hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

2.2.4 looks at MED IA BIR 
IA NIN, lowers 
hand 

looks at MED, 
raises hand 

looks down, 
lowers hand, 
displeased face, 
rubs face 

looks at TEA 
looks up, gazes 
ahead, puts pen 
down 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at ALI, 
lowers hand 

sits up, looks at 
TEA 

2.2.5 

turns to 
blackboard, 
writes "Ort"/ 
place below 
"was" 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
with hands 
folded in front 
of mouth 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

gazes ahead 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks around/ 
window side 
with raised 
hand, smiles 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

2.2.6 

turns around, 
steps to right, 
puts hands 
together in front 
of his stomach, 
looks briefly 
down at the 
chalk in his 
hands, looks 
from left to 
right, looks 
briefly at his 
hands; 
pronounces 
“was”/ what 
exaggeratedly 
with mocking 
grimace, looks 
at left 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises both 
hands 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
adjusts position, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.2.7 
points at NIN 
who raises a 
hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
lowers hand 

looks at NIN, 
lowers hands 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
makes 
displeased face 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
still playing 
with hands 

2.2.8 looks at NIN 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at NIN 

looks down, 
adjusts sweater 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
back 

 

 
looks at NIN 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 

 
looks at NIN 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
scratches chin 

looks at NIN 
with raised hand 

2.2.9 

turns to 
blackboard, 
writes 
"Personen"/ 
persons below 
"Ort"/ place 

IA BIR IA NIN 
IA PET, raises 
both hands 

IA MUR, raises 
hand 

looks at NIN 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at NIN, 
frowns 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.2.10 

pushes 
blackboard a bit 
higher, turns 
half around to 
left side, looks 
at left 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
fidgets 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hands 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

IA AZA 
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2.2.11 
looks at CEM 
who raises a 
hand, nods 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at ALI 

looks at CEM 

looks at TEA, 
stops scratching 
chin

2.2.12 

looks at CEM, 
pushes 
blackboard a bit 
higher behind 
his back 

IA BIR 

IA NIN, lowers 
hand, looks 
displeased 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
leans a bit 
forward 

gazes ahead 

looks at TEA looks around 
with raised hand 

2.2.13 

turns to 
blackboard, 
writes "Zeit"/ 
time below 
"Personen"/ 
persons 

IA NIN IA MUR 

IA THO, 
mouthing, 
grimacing, with 
raised hands 

IA HIL, 
mouthing, 
lowers hand 

IA ALI, 
mouthing 

looks around/ 
door side 

IA AZA 

looks down, 
rubs face, puts 
head on arms 
spread on table 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.2.14 

turns around, 
steps to the right 
side, looks at 
center, to right 

looks down, 
plays with book 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at MUR 
IA PET, lowers 
hand 

IA MUR 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
head on arms 

2.2.15 

looks at SIL 
who raises a 
hand, with 
hands put 
together in front 
of belly 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

IA MUR IA THO 

looks at SIL 

looks at TEA 

looks at SIL 

2.2.16 looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA  
looks around/ 
window side 

looks at SIL looks at SIL looks at SIL 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
folds hands in 
front of mouth, 
puts hands on 
desk 

2.2.17 

turns to 
blackboard, 
writes 
"Handlung"/ 
plot below 
"Zeit"/ time 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks at JAN 
IA JAN, adjusts 
table 

IA PET, helps 
her with table 

IA HIL, 
mouthing 

IA ALI, lowers 
hand 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at JAN, 
grimaces 

2.2.18 

starts talking 
while he is still 
writing, turns 
around on 
“ziehst”/ take 
off 

   looks at TEA   HIL looks at TEA    
sits up, looks at 
TEA 

looks down, 
fumbles with 
pencil-case 

2.2.19 observes SÜH 

looks at SÜH 

looks at SÜH looks at SÜH looks at SÜH looks at SÜH looks at SÜH 

IA HIL, smiling 
at her 

IA ALI, smiling 
back 

looks at SÜH 

looks at SÜH 

looks at SÜH looks at SÜH 

looks at SÜH, 
grins smugly 2.3.1 

walks toward 
right side, 
positions 
himself in front 
of PET’s/ JAN's 
table, looks at 
right side 

looks at TEA 
gazes ahead to 
door 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks around/ 
center back 

looks at TEA gazes ahead looks at TEA 
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2.3.2 

looks at right, 
spreads arms, 
points down 
with both index 
fingers, turns 
half to 
blackboard, 
looks at left, 
puts hands 
together, looks 
at blackboard 

looks at TEA  

 

 
looks at TEA, 
grins  looks at TEA looks at SIL  

looks at TEA  

looks down, 
rubs face 

looks around/ 
door side 2.3.3 

turns to front, 
looks at right, 
looks at MUR 
who raises a 
hand, points at 
him 

IA BIR IA NIN 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand, rubs 
nose with other 
hand 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks down, 
scratches on 
table 

looks at TEA looks around 

looks at TEA 

2.3.4 looks at MUR 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

2.3.5 

turns to 
blackboard, 
walks toward it, 
starts writing on 
blackboard 
while talking, 
does not look  at 
MUR 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks at TEA 

2.3.6 

writes 
"Präsens"/ 
present tense 
below "wie"/ 
how on 
blackboard 

IA BIR IA NIN, smiles looks at SIL IA PET IA MUR, grins 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks at MUR, 
heckles 

2.3.7 
turns around, 
looks at MUR, 
steps to right 

looks down at 
tabletop 

looks at MUR 
looks down, 
scratches book 

looks at TEA looks at MUR looks at MUR 
looks down, 
takes off glasses 

looks around/ 
window side, 
grins 

2.3.8 

looks at left, 
puts hands 
together in front 
of his stomach 

  

 

 

looks around/ 
back 

 

looks around/ 
door side 

 

looks down, 
fumbles glasses, 
rubs eyes 

 

looks at TEA  looks down at 
folder page 

2.3.9 looks at right 

IA BIR IA NIN 

IA JAN IA MUR 
looks around/ 
door side, puts 
glasses back on 

2.3.10 looks at SAS 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
window side 

looks at SAS 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at SAS 

looks down, 
rubs face, eyes 

2.3.11 

looks at SAS, 
makes a 
disparaging 
face, looks at 
left looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
starts browsing 
folder 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

2.3.12 
looks at GÜL 
who raises a 
hand 

IA MUR IA THO 

IAHIL, 
mouthing 

IA ALI, lowers 
hand, adjusts 
chair 

looks down, 
reads in folder 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.3.13 

looks at GÜL, 
nods, turns to 
blackboard, 
steps to left side 
of blackboard 

looks at TEA looks at THO looks at GÜL looks at TEA 
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2.3.14 

writes "keine 
wörtl. Rede"/ no 
direct quote 
below 
"Präsens"/ 
present tense, 
underlines 
"keine" 

looks at TEA looks at TEA IA MUR IA THO looks at TEA 
looks down, 
pushes book 
around 

looks at HIL looks at TEA looks at ALI 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks down at 
folder, lowers 
hand 

2.3.15 
turns around, 
steps and looks 
at right 

IA BIR IA NIN looks at TEA looks at HO 

looks around/ 
back 

looks up, gazes 
ahead 

IA CEM, turned 
toward him, 
partly with 
lowered head 

looks down at 
SÜH’s folder 

IA ALI, leans 
toward him 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
inspects hands 

looks at TEA 

2.3.16 
looks at SÜH 
who raises a 
hand 

looks at SÜH 

looks at TEA looks at SÜH looks at SÜH gazes ahead 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand, 
strokes hair 
back 

IA ALI 

looks at SÜH 

2.3.17 

looks at SÜH, 
frowns slightly, 
fingers his shirt 
pocket 

looks at SÜH 
looks around/ 
back, rubs face 

looks at TEA 

looks at SÜH 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

 

looks at SÜH 
with raised hand 

2.3.18 

turns to 
blackboard, 
writes 
"sachlich"/ 
factual below 
"keine wörtl. 
Rede"/ no direct 
quote on 
blackboard 

IA BIR IA NIN 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
window side 

looks around/ 
door side with 
raised hand 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at SÜH, 
raises hand 

2.3.19 

turns around, 
looks at right, 
steps next to his 
desk, looks at 
left looks around/ 

door side 

looks around/ 
door side 

   
looks down, 
plays with 
pencil-case 

 

 

 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks around/ 
back/ windows 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.3.20 
looks at SVE 
who raises a 
hand looks at TEA looks at TEA 

IA PET IA MUR 

looks down, 
lowers hand 
with displeased 
face 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
folder, lowers 
hand 

2.3.21 looks at SVE looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at MUR looks at SVE 

looks down, 
browses folder 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
folder 2.3.22 

turns to 
blackboard, 
writes "kurz, 
knapp"/ brief, 
concise below 
"sachlich"/ 
factual on 
blackboard 

IA BIR IA NIN IA SVE 
looks down, 
fumbles with 
pencil-case 

kicks MUR 
under desk, 
grins at him 

looks around/ 
window side 

IA THO, grins 
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OU 14 SÜH 15 GÜL 16 WAL 18 AZA 19 CIG 20 BIA 23 MUS 24 MIR 25 MED 26 JON 28 ISA 30 SAS 31 BAR 

2.1.1 looks at TEA 
with crossed 
arms 

looks at TEA, 
face half behind 
hand 

gazes ahead looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with hands on 
mouth 

looks down, 
chews on 
fingernails 

gazes ahead 

looks at TEA 

gazes ahead looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
strokes hair 
back briefly 

2.1.2 

looks at TEA 

2.1..3 

looks down, 
opens folder, 
browses it, 
looks into it 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 
hesitatingly, 
then assuredly 

looks down into 
open folder 

2.1.4 
looks at ALI 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at MUS 

2.1.5 

IA CIG 
looks down, 
browses folder 

says “Hefter 
zu”, looks at 
door side 

IA GÜL with 
raised hand 

looks down, 
touches folder 

looks at BAR 

looks at TEA 

bends down to 
bag, fiddles 
with it, opens it 

looks down, 
fiddles with 
material 

2.1.6 IA MUS looks at HIL 
IA AZA, smiles, 
adjusts material 

looks down at 
her tabletop 

looks down, 
opens folder 
secretly, looks 
into it 

looks at HIL 

2.1.7 
looks at TEA, 
leans back ion 
chair 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
plays absently 
with dictionary 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand looks at BAR, 

tries to get her 
attention, 
whispers, 
fidgets (is 
ignored) 

looks at TEA 
looks down into 
folder 

looks at TEA 

2.1.8 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at HIL 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

takes material 
out of bag, puts 
it on desk, 
closes bag 

looks at TEA 

looks at HIL 2.2.1 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA looks around 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

2.2.2 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

2.2.3 

 

 

 
 

 looks at TEA 

 

 

 
 

looks down into 
folder 

 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

2.2.4 looks at TEA 

IA MUS 

looks at AZA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks down, 
adjusts folder 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.2.5 a door side looks at MED 
IA AZA with 
raised hand, 
smiles 

looks around 

sits up, adjusts 
material 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

2.2.6 
looks at TEA. 
raises hand looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 
TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.2.7 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 
sloppily 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, stretches, 
leans back, 
grins 

looks down, 
makes a face 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
strokes hair 
back, yawns 

2.2.8 
looks at NIN 
with raised 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
strokes hair 

looks at NIN 
with raised hand looks at NIN 

with raised hand 

looks at NIN 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at NIN looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

2.2.9 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
strokes hair 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
window side 

TEA 

crosses arms on 
desk, looks 
around/ window 
side 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at MIR 

2.2.10 
IA SVE  with 
raised hand looks around/ 

windows side, 
scratches 
shoulder 

looks around/ 
window side 

2.2.11 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at CEM, 
rubs nose 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
yawns, makes 
displeased face 

looks at CEM 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
adjusts shirt 
sleeve 

looks at CEM looks at TEA 
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2.2.12 
looks at CEM 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 

 looks at CEM 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at CEM 

 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

 

 

looks at CEM  
2.2.13 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand  

looks around/ 
window side 

IA SVE looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
back 

looks down, 
strokes hair 
ostentatiously 

looks at TEA 
looks down at 
open folder, 
lowers hand 

2.2.14 

looks around looks around 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

IA SAS looks at TEA IA MIR looks at MIR 

2.2.15 
looks at SIL, 
lowers hand, 
leans forward 

looks down, at 
his watch 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at BAR 
looks at SIL 

looks at TEA 

looks down into 
folder 

2.2.16 

looks down into 
folder 

looks at SIL 
looks down, 
plays with  his 
watch 

looks at SIL looks at SIL 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA 
looks at SIL, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA 
2.2.17 looks at TEA 

looks down at 
tabletop 

looks around/ 
window side, 
adjusts position 

looks at TEA, 
adjusts scarf 

looks down, 
plays with 
material on his 
table 

looks around/ 
window side looks down, 

inspects hands 
looks around/ 
door side, at 
poster on wall 

2.2.18 looks at TEA 
looks down, 
browses folder 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks around/ 
window sode 

looks at TEA looks at TEA IA BAR IA MIR 

2.2.19 
looks down, 
takes off her 
coat slowly 

looks at SÜH 
looks at TEA, 
strokes hair 

looks at SÜH looks at SÜH looks at SÜH 
looks down, 
plays with 
pencil-vase 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks at SÜH 

looks at SÜH 

looks at SÜH 

looks at SÜH 

2.3.1 
looks down into 
folder 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
strokes hair 
back 

gazes ahead 
looks down, 
plays with 
hands 

looks at TEA 

2.3.2 

 

looks at TEA. 
raises hand looks around/ 

window side 

 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, puts 
sweater over 
chin 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

 

looks at TEA 

 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 
hesitatingly 

2.3.3 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at MUR 
looks at MUR 
with raised hand looks at TEA 

with raised hand 

looks around/ 
window side 

stares at poster 
on wall 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.3.4 

gazes ahead 
looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
looks down, 
chews on nails, 
rubs eye 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

2.3.5 
looks down into 
folder, lowers 
hand 

looks at MUR 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
lowers hand, 
plays with 
pencil-case 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand

looks at TEA 

2.3.6 looks down into 
folder 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
2.3.7 looks at MUR looks at SAS 

2.3.8 looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

follows SAS’s 
gaze to poster 

2.3.9 

looks down with 
crossed arms, 
into folder 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand

looks at TEA 
2.3.10 

looks at SAS 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at SAS looks at TEA 

2.3.11 
looks at TEA. 
raises hand 

looks at SAS 
looks around 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks down, 
opens folder 

looks at TEA, 
lowers head a 
bit, smiles 
embarrassedly, 
scratches head 

2.3.12 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

IA SAS 

looks into folder 

lowers hand, 
looks down, 
yawns 

IA MIR 

IA MIR, grins 

2.3.13 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

lowers hand, 
looks at TEA, 
voice lower 
toward end 

lowers hand, 
looks down, 
strokes hair 

looks at GÜL 
with raised hand 

gazes ahead 

lowers hand, 
looks down, 
opens folder 

IA BAR 
lowers hand, 
looks around looks down, 

plays with 
material on her 
table 

looks around/ 
window side 

2.3.14 
looks down, 
lowers hand, 
looks at folder 

looks down, 
plays with hand, 
looks at SIN 

looks down, 
inspects hands 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

IA MED 
looks around, 
rummages in 
bag 

IA MUS 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at MIR, 
stops scratching 
head 

looks down, 
browses folder 
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2.3.15 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA. 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

2.3.16 
looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks down into 
folder 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks at MUS 

2.3.17 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand, 
tilts head a bit 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at SÜH 
with raised hand 

looks at SÜH  looks at BAR looks at SÜH looks at SÜH 

2.3.18 
looks at TEA, 
fidgets 

looks down, 
leans forward, 
looks at SÜH’s 
folder 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand, changes 
raised arm 

looks around 

looks down into 
folder 

looks down into 
BAR’s folder 

looks down, 
plays with 
fingers 

looks down into 
folder with 
raised hand 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks down at 
BAR’s folder 

2.3.19 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

leans back, 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at BAR 
absently 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 2.3.20 

looks down, 
plays with 
hands 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised hand 

looks at TEA, 
lowers arm, 
makes 
displeased face looks at SVE 

2.3.21 
looks down, 
plays with 
pencil-case 

looks down, 
lowers hand, 
adjusts material 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 

2.3.22 
lowers hand, 
looks down, 
strokes hair 

looks at TEA looks at TEA IA MED IA MUS, smiles 
looks around/ 
door side, 
yawns 

looks down, 
adjusts books 
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Example 3 

OU TEA 1 THO 2 CEM 3 MIR 4 JAN 5 PET 6 GÜL 7 SIL 8 SVE 9 ALI 10 ISA 11 MED 12 AHM 13 MON 

3.1.1 

stands on the 
right next to 
his desk, has 
right hand in 
pant pocket, 
looks at his 
desk 

raises hand, 
looks at TEA 

looks down, 
browses 
folder with 
pencil in 
hand, 

looks down 
into open 
folder 

n. v. 
looks down 
into folder looks down, 

browses 
folder, holds 
it in front of 
her face, 

looks down, 
bends over 
folder 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
with hand 
raised almost 
invisibly 

looks down, 
browses 
folder 

looks at HIL, 
smiles 

IA JAN 

looks down, 
into her folder 
with pencil in 
hand, reads 
while holding 
pencil to 
lines, mouths 
words 

3.1.2 

takes up sheet 
from desk 
with left 
hand, glances 
quickly at it 

lowers, raises 
and 
immediately 
lowers hand 
again  

looks at TEA n. v. 

looks at TEA, 
chews on 
thumb 

looks at TEA looks at MED looks at TEA 

looks at JAN, 
smiles 

3.1.3 

looks at left 
side; lets 
sheet go, 
takes hand 
out of pocket, 
lifts both 
hands parallel 
in one 
movement 

looks down at 
book in front 
of him 

looks down 
into open 
folder 

n. v. IA SVE 

looks down 
into folder, 
fidgets with 
pen 

IA GÜL looks at TEA 

IA HIL, 
smiles 

3.1.4 

looks from 
left to right, 
with hands on 
shoulder 
level, forms 
half-circle 
with hands 

looks at TEA 
looks at CEM n. v. 

looks at TEA, 
smiles 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
GÜL’s folder 

IA HIL 

looks at 
folder page, 
with pencil in 
right hand, 
mouths words 
(reading), 
strokes hair 
with pencil 

looks down, 
opens folder, 
smoothes 
down pages 
lengthily 

3.1.5 looks at JAN looks at TEA n. v. 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at HIL 

3.1.6 

looks at JAN; 
claps hands 
together, 
lowers arms 

looks at JAN looks at JAN n. v. looks at GÜL 
looks at TEA, 
murmurs sth. 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

3.1.7 

looks at VAL, 
pauses 
briefly, raises 
gaze, looks at 
left side 

looks at JAN, 
smiles at him 

looks down at 
folder 

looks at 
CEM, says 
quietly "ja 
Mensch" 

n. v. IA SVE IA GÜL 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
folder 

looks down, 
smoothes 
folder pages 

3.1.8 

looks at left 
side; lifts both 
hands and 
spreads them 
open on 
shoulder 
level, then 
folds hands 
under chin 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

n. v. 
smiles, looks 
around 

looks down, 
browses 
folder 

looks down at 
BAR’s folder 

looks down, 
adjusts, 
strokes folder 

looks at TEA, 
rubs eye 
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3.1.9 

looks at right 
side; shrugs, 
gaze drifts to 
left side 

looks around/ 
door side, 
pulls 
shoulders 
together, 
purses lips 

 

looks down, 
turns page in 
folder 

n. v. 
looks at TEA, 
strokes hair 
back 

 

 

 

 

 

 

looks down at 
his hands in 
front of face, 
inspects what 
he got out of 
eye 

looks down, 
writes sth. in 
her text in 
folder 
(corrects?) 

3.1.10 

looks at left 
side; index 
fingers 
describe 
circles, 
pointing 
around 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
adjusts folder, 
smoothes 
pages 

n. v. 

looks down 
into folder 

looks down at 
his table, 
fidgets 

3.1.11 

looks at right 
side; both 
open hands 
point to 
middle/ left; 
folds hands 
under chin 

looks around/ 
door side 

n. v. 
looks down at 
ISA’s folder 

looks at TEA 

3.1.12 

looks at 
center; steps 
forward (level 
JAN), points 
with both 
hands on 
ground, steps 
forward (level 
AHM); looks 
at right; 
makes 
sweeping 
gesture with 
both hands 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
taps folder 
with pencil 

looks at TEA 

n. v. 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
plays with 
eyebrows, 
rubs face with 
both hands 3.1.13 

looks at right; 
steps forward 
(level MUR), 
makes 
sweeping 
gesture with 
both hands 

n. v. looks at TEA 

looks down 
into her folder 

3.1.14 

looks at left 
side, puts 
arms together, 
puts hands 
together on 
breast level, 
opens arms, 
makes 
sweeping 
gesture 

looks down, 
turns page in 
folder 

looks down at 
folder, writes 
quickly 

n. v. 
looks down, 
adjusts 
posture 

looks around/ 
window side 
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3.1.15 

looks at ALI/ 
HIL; 
sweeping 
gesture with a 
small curtsey 
on 
"handball", 
then puts 
arms together, 
folds hands 
on breast 
level, steps 
back (level 
MUR/ AHM) 

 

looks down, 
turns page in 
folder 

 

n. v. 

 

looks down 
into folder 

 

 

 

 

  

 

3.1.16 

looks at left 
side, then 
shifts gaze to 
right side 

looks down, 
plays with 
pencil 

n. v. 

looks at TEA 

looks at SIL 

3.1.17 

looks at right 
side; makes 
sweeping 
gesture with 
both hands, 
puts hands 
together on 
chest level, 
looks at left 

n. v. IA ISA IA SIL 

3.1.18 

looks at left 
side; makes 
sweeping 
gesture with 
both arms, 
points/ circles 
index fingers, 
folds hands 
on chest level, 
steps two 
steps 
backwards 
(level AHM/ 
JAN) 

n. v. 
looks around/ 
windows back 

looks at TEA 

looks down 

looks at TEA 

d 

3.1.19 

looks at left; 
makes 
sweeping 
gesture with 
both arms, 
shakes hands 
thereby, steps 
backwards 
(level JAN) 

looks at TEA, 
starts rubbing 
his lips 

looks at TEA, 
stops writing 

n. v. 

looks down, 
fidgets in 
chair, looks at 
folder 

looks down, 
nods 
ostentatiously 

looks down, 
turns page in 
folder, looks 
at new page, 
then turns 
page back 
again, rests 
chin in hand 
while looking 
into folder 
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3.1.20 

looks at left; 
steps 
backwards 
(level desk), 
looks down 
on desk, puts 
right hand on 
desk, looks 
up; to left; 
makes 
pointing 
gesture with 
left hand 
(spread 
fingers) 

looks at TEA, 
rubs his lips 

 

looks at TEA, 
straightens 
back 

n. v. 

turns half 
around in 
seat, looks 
around/ back 

looks at TEA 

gazes ahead 

looks down at 
GÜL’s folder 

looks down 

looks down 
into folder 

 

 

 

3.1.21 

looks down 
on desk at 
sheet, 
positions 
himself next 
to desk, looks 
up, looks at 
far left 

looks down, 
fidgets a bit, 
slides on 
chair 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
windows back 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

3.2.1 

looks at left 
side; sits 
down on his 
desk with 
hands loosely 
folded on 
knees, one leg 
on the floor; 
looks at MIR, 
then to ISA 
who raises 
hand 

gazes ahead 
looks down at 
folder, takes it 
into her hands 

looks down 
into folder 

looks down 
into folder 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks around/ 
windows back 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

gazes ahead, 
puts down 
pencil 

3.2.2 
looks at ISA, 
leans a bit 
forward 

looks at ISA 
looks down, 
browses 
folder 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks at TEA 
smiles shyly 
with pencil in 
right hand on 
page, looks at 
page, stands 
up smoothly, 
starts reading 
while 
standing up, 
one hand on 
desk, looks at 
TEA at 
"Lösung", 
looks 
expectantly, 
smiles a bit 
ironic 

3.2.3 

looks at ISA; 
lifts hands 
with palms 
upwards on 
head level 

looks at ISA looks at ISA looks at ISA looks at ISA looks at TEA 
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3.2.4 

looks down 
on his sheet, 
stands up, 
puts hands in 
jacket 
pockets, looks 
up, looks at 
ISA; steps 
one step 
backwards 
towards 
blackboard 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

looks down at 
ISA’s folder 

looks at ISA  

3.2.5 

looks at ISA, 
takes hands 
out of jacket 
pockets 

looks at ISA, 
laughs 
hoarsely and 
quietly, jumps 
in his chair, 
tilts head 

looks at TEA looks at ISA 

looks at ISA looks down at 
his folder 
with head 
rested in 
hands 

looks down, 
takes pencil, 
writes sth. in 
her text 
d 

3.2.6 

looks at ISA, 
puts hands in 
back pockets 
of pants 

looks at ISA, 
jumps in his 
chair, tilts 
head 

looks down, 
lays pencil 
down 

looks at TEA 
looks down, 
stares at table 

looks down 
into folder 

3.2.7 
looks at his 
desk, steps 
forward 

looks down, 
scratches his 
fingers 

looks down 
into folder 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

3.2.8 
looks down, 
takes hands 
out of pockets 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

sits down 
abruptly, 
looking 
tatTEA, 
makes 
grimace when 
TEA does not 
react 

looks at TEA, 
rubs eye 

3.2.9 

looks at right, 
folds hands 
on hip level, 
sits down on 
desk, clears 
throat, looks 
at AZA 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks down at 
her folder, 
still looking 
slightly 
annoyed and 
embarrassed 

looks down, 
rubs eye, 
inspects what 
he got out of 
eye 

3.2.10 
looks at AZA, 
chews on his 
lips 

looks at TEA 

looks down 
into folder, 
holds it above 
table level, 

slouches in 
chair, looks 
down, rubs 
(scratches) 
leg lengthily 

3.2.11 looks at AZA 

looks at AZA, 
fumbles at his 
sleeve 

looks down, 
stares at table 

looks at AZA 
looks at AZA 

looks at AZA looks at AZA 

looks at TEA 

3.2.12 looks at AZA n. v. 

looks around, 
at ISA 
sympathetical
ly 

3.2.13 looks at AZA n. v. 
looks around looks at AZA 

looks at TEA, 
rubs fingers 3.2.14 looks at AZA n. v. 

3.2.15 
looks at AZA, 
shakes head 
slightly 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks down at 
her folderts 
scribbling 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks down at 
his hands in 
front of face, 
rubs fingers 

looks down, 
stops writing, 
looks into 
folder, resting 
head on left 
hand 

3.2.16 
looks down 
briefly, then 
to AZA 

looks at AZA, 
smiles briefly looks at TEA 

n. v. looks downs, 
rubs leg 

looks down, 
fidgets in 
chair 

looks down, 
scribbles 

looks at AZA, 
leans back in 
chair, 
stretches 

looks at AZA 

looks down 
into folder, 
strokes hair 
with pencil 

looks at AZA 

3.2.17 looks at AZA looks at TEA n. v. looks down 
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3.2.18 looks at AZA 

looks down at 
SIL’s folder, 
watches her 
writing 

looks down at 
her folder 

n. v. looks at AZA into folder 

looks at TEA 
with pencil on 
mouth 

looks at TEA 
3.2.19 looks at right n. v. 

looks downs, 
rubs leg 

looks at TEA 

3.2.20 

looks at right, 
to left, to 
AZA, then to 
right 

looks down at 
her folder, 
plays absently 
with rubber of 
pencil 

n. v. looks at TEA 
looks down, 
plays with 
eyebrows 

3.2.21 

looks at left, 
purses lips, 
looks at 
center right, 
looks quickly 
to the left, 
right, left, 
then turns 
head slowly 
to right 

IA SIL, both 
pointing at 
folder 

n. v. 

gazes ahead 

looks at TEA 

IA THO, 
pointing at 
scribble  

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
rubs nose 

3.2.22 

nods to SVE 
who raises his 
hand, pulls 
lips inwards, 
looks at SVE 

looks around/ 
door side 

n. v. 
looks around/ 
window side looks at TEA 

with raised 
hand 

looks at AZA, 
lowers hand, 
grins 

looks down, 
fidgets, pencil 
on mouth, 
strokes hair 
back, looks 
slightly 
defiant, 
mouths sth., 

looks at ISA 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks down, 
takes rubber 
out of PC, 
starts erasing 
in her text, 
then writes 
sth. 

3.2.23 looks at SVE 
looks down at 
SIL’s folder 

looks down, 
takes pencil looks down, 

wipes her 
table, plays 
with rubber of 
pencil 

n. v. looks at TEA 
looks down, 
scribbles 

looks down 
looks down, 
starts writing 
in her folder 

looks at SVE, 
lowers hand 

3.2.24 looks at SVE 

IA SIL, with 
a playfully 
disapproving 
expression 

looks down, 
fumbles with 
pencil 

n. v. looks at SVE 

gazes ahead, 
tilts head, 
rests cheek on 
left hand 

IA THO 
while hiding 
her face 
behind hand 

looks ahead, 
stands up, 
hands on 
desk, looks 
ahead, looks 
at TEA when 
misspeaking, 
then ahead 
again, fidgets 
nervously, 
puts left hand 
in pocket, 
looks at TEA 
when 
finished, sits 
down on 
"mhm" 

looks at SVE, 
smiles 

looks down, 
writes 

looks at TEA 
looks at SVE, 
rubs eyes 
briefly 

looks at SVE 

3.2.25 looks at SVE 
looks down at 
SIL’s folder 

turns half 
around in her 
seat, looks at 
SVE 

n. v. looks at TEA looks at SVE 
looks down, 
scribbles 

looks at HIL, 
makes a face, 
says "hä?" 

looks at SVE, 
rubs eye 

3.2.26 looks at SVE IA SIL n. v. 

looks down, 
scratches and 
wipes her 
table 

looks down 
into folder 

IA THO looks at SVE 

looks up to 
TEA, 
whispers sth., 
smiles 

gazes ahead, 
looks at eye-
rubbing 
pinkie 

looks at TEA, 
plays with 
one eyebrow 

looks at TEA 

3.2.27 
looks at far 
right, scans 
room 

looks down, 
lays head on 
arm on table, 
looks at SIL's 
folder to his 
right 

looks at TEA  n. v. looks at TEA  

looks at TEA 

looks at BAR, 
grins 
embarrassedl
y, holds hand 
on right 
cheek, 
burning 
cheeks 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA  
looks at SVE, 
smiles 

looks around 

3.2.28 

looks at left, 
kneads hands, 
leans a bit to 
the left 

looks down at 
his book, 
reaches for 
his pencil-
case 

looks down, 
fumbles with 
pencil 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at SVE IA SVE IA GÜL 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks down 
looks down, 
plays with 
eyebrows 

looks at TEA 
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3.2.29 

looks quickly 
down at his 
sheet, then to 
WAL who 
does not raise 
a hand, 
kneads hands 

looks down, 
takes pencil, , 
starts 
scribbling 

 

looks down, 
writes on 
table with 
pencil rubber 

n. v. 
looks around, 
giggles 

looks down 
into folder 

looks down 
into folder 

looks around, 
strokes hair 

 

 

looks at TEA 

 

 

3.2.30 looks at WAL 

looks down, 
scribbling 

n. v. looks at WAL 

looks at TEA 

looks at 
WAL, fidgets 

3.2.31 

looks down, 
waves left 
hand 
dismissively 

n. v. looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

3.2.32 

folds hands 
loosely on 
knee, leans a 
bit back, 
looks up, to 
left side, runs 
eyes from left 
to center left 

n. v. 
looks around 

looks down at 
table looks at HIL 

looks around 

3.2.33 looks at MED n. v. 

looks around, 
scratches ear 

looks down, 
on folder, 
face partly 
covered by 
hands (head 
on hands) 

3.2.34 looks at MED n. v. 

looks at MED 

looks at MED looks at MED looks at MED 
looks at TEA, 
shakes head 
slightly 

looks at MED 3.2.35 

widens eyes, 
shakes head, 
looks quickly 
to the left, 
then down on 
his sheet 

n. v. looks at TEA 
looks at 
MED, sits 
straight looks down at 

MED’s folder 

looks down 

3.2.36 
looks down at 
the sheet on 
his desk 

n. v. looks at MED looks at MED looks at MED looks at TEA 

3.2.37 
looks up, to 
middle right 

   n. v. looks at TEA    looks at TEA 
IA MED, 
exchange 
smile 

IA ISA, 
exchange 
smile 

looks at TEA, 
strokes mouth 
briefly, makes 
helpless 
gesture, folds 
hands in front 
of face while 
talking 

gazes ahead 

3.2.38 

looks at 
middle right, 
turns head 
quickly to 
left, then to 
right again 

 

 

 n. v. 
 

 

   looks at TEA 

looks at ISA 

  
3.2.39 

looks at 
AHM, nods to 
him 

looks at TEA n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks down, 
runs hand 
through hair 

looks down at 
her folder, 
pencil in 
mouth 3.2.40 looks at AHM looks at AHM looks at AHM n. v. looks at AHM looks at AHM 

looks at 
AHM, chews 
on right 
thumb 

looks at 
AHM, leans 
back, smiles 
with hand on 
mouth 
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3.2.41 

looks at 
AHM, nods; 
looks from 
right to center 
left, smiles 
uneasily, 
shrugs 

looks down, 
scribbling  

 n. v. 
looks at 
AHM, fidgets 
in chair 

 

 

 looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
pencil in 
mouth 

 

looks down, 
rubs eye 
briefly, looks 
busily at 
book, folder 
on his desk 

 

3.2.42 
looks at 
center right 

looks around 

n. v. 

gazes ahead 

looks down, 
puts down 
pencil, looks 
annoyed, 
shakes 
shoulders, 
shakes head 

looks down 

3.2.43 

scans right 
side, looks at 
NIN who 
points at SAS 

n. v. looks at TEA, 
stops chewing 

looks down at 
SIL’s folder looks at TEA 

3.2.44 looks at SAS looks at TEA n. v.

looks down at 
table 

looks down at 
table, rocks 
his chair 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks down 
on folder, 
scratches 
page with 
finger, pokes 
rubber with 
pencil 

3.2.45 

looks at SAS, 
puts right 
hand on 
cheek, 
supports right 
arm with left 
arm 

looks at SAS 
turns around, 
looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

n. v. 
looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

looks down at 
her folder, 
fumbles with 
pencil 

looks down 
with hand on 
mouth 

looks down, 
plays 
inconspicuous
ly with pages 
of folder 

3.2.46 looks at SAS 
looks down, 
scribbling 

turns to front, 
rubs eye, 
looks ahead 

n. v. looks down, 
scribbles 

looks at SAS, 
leans forward 

3.2.47 

looks at SAS, 
folds arms 
across his 
stomach 

IA SIL gazes ahead n. v. looks around/ 
window side 

IA THO 

3.2.48 looks at SAS 

looks down at 
SIL’s folder 

looks down, 
plays with 
pencil 

looks at TEA n. v.
looks around/ 
back 

looks at TEA looks down, 
scribbles 

 
IA HIL 

 
looks at SAS 

 

 

3.2.49 looks at SAS 
looks at SAS 

n. v.

looks at SAS 
looks down 
into folder 

gazes ahead, 
stretches 

looks down, 
inspects hand 3.2.50 

turns head to 
left 

turns around, 
looks at SAS 

n. v. looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

looks at TEA 
3.2.51 

looks at 
middle left 

looks down 
on his table, 
plays with 
pencil 

looks at TEA n. v. looks down 
into folder 

looks at SAS looks around 
looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA 

3.2.52 

looks at MIR 
with arms still 
folded across 
stomach 

IA SIL, 
smiling 

 

turns slowly 
back to front 

n. v. 

 

 

IA THO 

gazes ahead 

  

looks at MIR 

looks around/ 
window side 
with irritation 

 

3.2.53 looks at MIR 

gazes ahead, 
scratches nose 

n. v. 
IA SAS, 
wobbles in 
chair, smiles 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

3.2.54 

looks at 
middle left, 
gives AZA a 
nod 

n. v. looks at SAS 
looks down, 
plays with 
rubber/ pencil 

3.2.55 looks at AZA looks at AZA n. v. looks at SVE 
looks down 
into folder 

looks at AZA looks at AZA 
looks at TEA, 
lowers hand 

looks down, 
fumbles with 
fingers 
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3.2.56 
looks from 
AZA to SAS 
to AZA 

looks down, 
scribbling 

looks at TEA 
 

n. v. looks at TEA 

 

looks at AZA 
 

looks around looks around 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

 

3.2.57 

observes 
discourse 

turns around, 
looks at AZA 

n. v. looks at AZA looks at HIL 

looks down, 
fumbles with 
fingers 

looks at AZA, 
strokes hair 

3.2.58 
looks around/ 
back 

looks at SIL 

n. v. looks at TEA IA HIL 
looks around, 
stops 
wobbling 

3.2.59 
looks down, 
plays with 
pencil 

n. v. looks at AZA IA ALI( looks around IA SIL IA AZA 

 
 

OU 14 BAR 15 HIL 16 BIR 17 SÜH 18 AZA 19 CIG 20 MUR 23 MUS 24 WAL 25 BIA 27 JON 29 FAD 30 SAS 31 NIN 

3.1.1 

looks down, 
has opened 
folder erectly 
in both hands, 
looks at it 

looks at TEA looks down at 
her folder looks down, 

browses 
folder 

looks down at 
his folder, 
with blotter in 
hand 

looks down, 
browses 
folder 

looks down, 
plays with 
pencil-case looks at TEA 

looks down 
with pen in 
hand, turns in 
chair 

looks around/ 
door side, 
fidgets 

gazes ahead 
with edge of 
folder 
dangling from 
his mouth 

looks at TEA, 
briefly to the 
left, with 
hand with 
tissue on 
mouth 

looks into 
folder in front 
of him, 
browses 

looks down, 
browses 
folder, turns 
page down 

3.1.2 looks at MED looks at looks at TEA 

3.1.3 

IA MED 

sits up, looks 
at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks at ALI 
looks down, 
pulls open 
book closer 

looks down at 
SAS’s folder 

3.1.4 
looks down, 
takes up 
folder, turns 
page down 

looks down at 
page in folder  

looks at HIL 

looks down, 
plays with 
pencil-case 

looks down, 
plays with 
pencil-case 

puts folder 
down, looks 
at TEA 

3.1.5 
looks down at 
SAS’s folder 

looks around 
looks around/ 
window side looks down 

into folder 
with pencil in 
right hand in 
front of 
mouth 

3.1.6 looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA looks at TEA looks down at 

NIN’s folder 3.1.7 looks at HIL looks down 

3.1.8 

puts folder 
down, looks 
at TEA, turns 
page down 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
window side 

looks down, 
lets page go, 
folds arms on 
desk, looks at 
folder page 
motionless 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
opened book looks down, 

browses 
folder, opens 
page, bends 
over it 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
folder 

3.1.9 

looks at TEA 

looks at MUS 
looks down at 
folder, adjusts 
it 

looks at TEA 
looks down, 
head rested 
on right hand, 
does not 
move 

3.1.10 looks down, 
browses 
folder, opens 
folder, looks 
at page, folds 
hands in front 
of face, rests 
chin on right 
hand 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
window side 

3.1.11 looks down, 
closes book, 
rummages 
laboriously 
with books 
and folders on 
his desk 

looks down 
looks at TEA 

3.1.12 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

3.1.13 looks down looks down, 
opens pencil-
case slowly, 
takes out 
blotter, starts 
blotting sth. 
in his text in 
folder 

looks down 
into folder 

3.1.14 looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
window side 

looks down at 
page in 
folder, 
scratches 
neck with 
right hand 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks down 

looks at TEA 
3.1.15 

looks down at 
folder 

looks down at 
folder 

looks down, 
laboriously 
takes up 
folder, 
browses 
folder 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
window side 

looks at TEA 

3.1.16 looks at TEA IA FAD looks at TEA 

looks down 

IA CIG 

looks down 
into SAS’s 
folder 3.1.17 

looks around/ 
door side, sits 
back in chair, 
looks ahead, 
adjusts 
position 

looks down at 
folder 

gazes ahead 

looks down 
folder, still 
scratching, 
looks 
irritated, turns 
page, looks at 

looks around/ 
door side, 
scratches leg 

looks down, 
tilts head to 
right, rests 
cheek on right 
hand 

looks at TEA 

looks down, 
puts blotter 
into pencil-
case 
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3.1.18 looks at TEA looks at TEA next page 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks down, 
adjusts 
headscarf 

looks at TEA 
gazes ahead, 
taps pencil on 
mouth 

3.1.19 

gazes ahead 

gazes ahead 
looks down, 
browses 
folder 

looks around, 
scratches 
forehead 

3.1.20 looks at TEA looks at TEA looks down 

looks down 
into folder 

3.1.21 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks down at 
folder, opens 
blotter, starts 
writing in his 
folder 

looks down at 
AZA’s folder looks down 

looks down, 
fidgets, 
adjusts scarf 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

3.2.1 

looks at TEA 
looks down 

3.2.2 looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
looks at ISA 

looks at TEA 
3.2.3 

looks at ISA 
looks at TEA 

looks at ISA 
looks down 

looks at ISA 
looks at ISA 3.2.4 

looks around/ 
windows back 

looks at CIG 
3.2.5 IA FAD 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

IA CIG 
3.2.6 looks at ISA looks at TEA, 

chin rested on 
fist 

looks at CIG looks at TEA 

3.2.7 looks at TEA looks at FAD looks at TEA looks at ISA 

3.2.8 

 

 

looks at TEA  

stops writing, 
closes blotter, 
looks at TEA, 
raises hand IA FAD 

 
 

 

looks at AZA looks at AZA 
IA CIG, 
mouthing 

 

looks at AZA 

3.2.9 

looks at AZA 

looks at TEA 
with raised 
hand 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

3.2.10 

stands up 
expeditiously, 
looks down at 
folder, reads 
with hands at 
his sides, 
changes 
standing legs 
in between 
two times 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks up, puts 
thumb (fist) 
on mouth, 
looks at TEA 

3.2.11 
looks down at 
folder 

looks at AZA 

looks at AZA 
looks at AZA looks at AZA, 

fumbles with 
fingers 

looks at AZA 

looks around 

looks at AZA looks at AZA 
3.2.12 

looks at AZA 

looks down 
looks at AZA 

looks down, 
turns folder 
down, puts it 
on desk, looks 
at folder page, 
rolls sleeves 
up, fidgets a 
bit 

3.2.13 
looks at TEA looks at AZA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 
3.2.14 

looks at TEA 
3.2.15 looks at TEA 

looks at AZA 

looks at TEA 

looks down at 
folder, 
motionless 

looks 
expectantly to 
TEA 

looks at AZA looks at TEA 
looks at AZA 

looks at AZA 

3.2.16 

looks at AZA 

looks at AZA 
looks at 
folder, 
searches lines 
with right 
index finger, 
reads aloud 
with finger 
under lines 

looks around looks around looks down 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks down 

3.2.17 
looks around/ 
window side 

looks down at 
AZA’s folder 

looks at AZA looks at AZA 

looks at AZA 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks at AZA 

3.2.18 looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

3.2.19 looks at ALI 

looks at TEA 

opens blotter, 
erases sth. in 
his text, 
closes blotter, 
sits down 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at AZA 

3.2.20 looks at AZA 
looks down at 
folder 

looks at HIL looks at AZA looks down looks down gazes ahead 

3.2.21 looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA gazes ahead looks at ALI looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
door side, 
plays with left 
ear 

looks down looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

3.2.22 looks around/ 
window side, 
rubs forehead 

looks down at 
folder 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA, 
rocks head, 
leans back in 
chair 

looks at HIL looks at TEA looks down IA SAS looks down looks around IA WAL looks down 
into SAS’s 
folder 

3.2.23 
looks down 

looks around, 
clears throat 

looks around 
looks at SVE 

looks down at 
SÜH’s folder 

looks around/ 
window side 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks down looks at WAL 

3.2.24 looks at SVE looks at SVE looks at SVE, looks at SVE, looks down looks at SVE gazes ahes looks at SVE, looks at SVE looks at TEA looks at TEA 
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wobbles kneads 
fingers 

rubs nose looks at SVE 
3.2.25 looks at TEA looks at SVE looks at SVE 

looks around, 
smiles 

looks at SVE looks at SVE 
looks down, 
plays with 
book 

looks at SVE 

3.2.26 
looks at SVE 
with chin on 
right hand 

looks at TEA 

looks around 

looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks around 

looks dowm 

3.2.27 IA SVE looks around looks down 
looks at SVE, 
laughs, 
wobbles 

looks at TEA 
looks down 
into folder 

looks around looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at SVE looks at TEA 

3.2.28 looks at SVE   
looks at TEA looks around 

looks at SVE 
 looks at TEA 

looks around 
looks at SVE looks at SVE 

looks down, 
plays with 
book 

 

 

3.2.29 looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks around looks at TEA 

3.2.30 looks at WAL looks at WAL looks at WAL WAL looks at WAL looks at WAL looks at WAL 
looks down, 
burning 
cheeks 

looks at WAL 
looks at TEA, 
heckles 

looks at WAL 

3.2.31 
looks at TEA gazes ahead, 

chews on 
thumb (cheek 
in right hand) 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks around, 
smiles 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks down, 
plays with 
pen, book on 
desk 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 
3.2.32 

looks around, 
wobbles 

looks around 
looks down 
into folder 

gazes ahead 
with head 
turned 
slightly to 
right 

3.2.33 

3.2.34 looks at MED 
looks at MED 

looks at MED looks at MED looks at MED looks at MED 
looks at 
MED, smiles 

looks at MED 
looks at MED 

3.2.35 looks at TEA 
looks at MED 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks down, 
plays with 
necklace 

looks at SVE 
looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks down, 
chews on 
cheeks 

3.2.36 
looks at MED 

looks at MED looks at MED looks at MED looks at MED 
3.2.37 looks around 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 
looks around 

looks at TEA 

looks at ALI 
looks at TEA 

gazes ahead 

looks at TEA 
3.2.38 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at TEA 

3.2.39 

looks around 

looks around 

looks around looks at TEA 
looks at TEA 

looks at SAS 
3.2.40 looks at AHM looks at AHM looks at AHM 

looks at TEA 

looks at AHM looks at AHM looks at TEA 

3.2.41 looks at TEA 
looks around 

looks around 

looks at TEA, 
covers mouth 
with scarf 

looks at TEA 
looks at TEA, 
points at SAS 

3.2.42 

looks around 

looks at TEA, 
heckles lowers scarf, 

looks around, 
kneads scarf 

looks at AZA looks down 

3.2.43 
looks down at 
her desk, 
sucks right 
index finger, 
fidgets 

looks at TEA 
looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA 

looks down 
looks at SAS 

looks at TEA, 
raises hand 

3.2.44 looks around looks at TEA 
3.2.45 

looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

looks at SAS looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

stands up 
awkwardly, 
adjusts folder, 
reads his text, 
folder on 
desk, head 
bent, a bit 
haltingly in 
between 

looks down at 
SAS’s folder 

3.2.46 looks at FAD 
looks around/ 
back 

looks down, 
plays with 
fingers 

looks at TEA 

3.2.47 

looks down at 
folder, 
browses 
folder 
lengthily 

gazes ahead, 
plays with left 
ear 

looks down 

3.2.48 IA ALI looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks around 

3.2.49 looks down 

looks at SAS 

looks at SAS 

looks at TEA, 
playing with 
ear 

looks around 

gazes ahead 3.2.50 

bridles up, 
smiles, turns 
briefly around 
to adjust 
posture raises both 

hands 
ostentatiously
, looks at 
TEA, clicks 
fingers 

looks at TEA t 

3.2.51 
looks at TEA 

gazes ahead looks at TEA 

looks around/ 
door side 

looks at TEA looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

looks at TEA 

3.2.52 

looks at TEA looks at SAS 
looks down, 
fumbles with 
fingers 

looks at MIR looks at SVE 

looks around 

3.2.53 
looks around 
erratically, 
with chin on 
right hand 
and pinkie in 
mouth 

gazes ahead, 
plays with left 
ear 

looks at SAS looks at TEA 
IA SVE, 
smirks 

3.2.54 
looks around/ 
window side 

gazes ahead looks at TEA 
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3.2.55     

lowers arms, 
still leaning 
back in chair, 
points with 
open hand to 
ROB while 
talking, 
looking at 
TEA 

looks at AZA  looks at TEA looks at AZA looks at AZA  looks around 

prepares to sit 
down again, 
then remains 
standing, 
crouched, 
looks at AZA, 
burning 
cheeks, looks 
around 
insecurely 

looks at AZA 

3.2.56 looks at TEA looks at TEA looks at SAS 

 

 looks at TEA 

 looks at AZA 

 

looks around 

 

 

 
looks down 

3.2.57 

looks at AZA 

looks down looks at TEA 
IA JAN looks down at 

folder 

looks down 

looks at AZA 

looks at TEA 

3.2.58 IA SIL 
looks at AZA looks at AZA 

looks down 
into folder looks down at 

SAS’s folder 
3.2.59 looks down IA ISA looks at AZA 
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Lesson transcripts extracts 

Please note that this Appendix only contains extracts of the respective lesson transcripts referred to in 
Part Three in order to provide the immediate context of the discussed lesson portions. The transcripts 
are rendered in CHAT annotation. 
 

Example 1

    0: Anfangsroutinen

SQ 0/4 Organisatorische Maßnahmen: Buchanschaffung/ Organizational measures: book purchase 
*TEA: ähm@i wer hat dieses buch bisher jetzt noch nicht ? 20 
%eng: um who does not have this book yet ? 21 
%com:  meldung SIL, TEA geht zu ihr, legt das buch auf SILs tisch, geht zu SÜH, gibt ihr ein  22 

Buch, hält SÜH die hand hin, SÜH gibt ihm geld 23 
%eng:    SIL raises a hand, TEA approaches her, puts the book on her table, goes to SÜH,  24 

gives her another book, holds up his open hand, SÜH gives him money 25 
*TEA: hast auch geld dabei ? 26 
%eng: you’ve also brought money ? 27 
%add: SIL 28 
*SIL: hab ich doch schon am ersten äh@i am zweiten . 29 
%eng: I already have on the first uh the second . 30 
%com:  TEA holt kleingeld aus seiner jackentasche, eine münze fällt auf den boden, THO  31 

hebt sie auf, steht auf, geht zu TEA 32 
%eng: TEA takes change out of pocket, a coin falls down, THO picks it up, stands up,  33 

approaches TEA 34 
*THO: herr schmidt da ist noch ein euro . 35 
%eng: mr Schmidt there’s a euro . 36 
*TEA: leg einfach dahin . 37 
%eng: just put it over there . 38 
%com:   deutet auf MURs tisch, THO legt die münze auf MURs tisch, setzt sich wieder;  39 

TEA gibt SÜH wechselgeld, steckt das kleingeld in seine tasche 40 
%eng: points at MUR’s table, THO puts coin on MUR’s table, sits down again; TEA gives SÜH 41 

change, puts rest of change in his pocket 42 
*TEA: ähm@i ja ich habe jetzt äh@i +// . 43 
%eng: um yes I have now uh . 44 
*TEA: zwei bücher hab ich jetzt abgegeben . 45 
%eng: two books I’ve given out . 46 
*TEA: ja äh@i wem fehlt noch eins ? 47 
%eng: yes uh who still needs one ? 48 
%act: sieht sich um 49 
%eng: looks around 50 
*TEA: fadime du hast schon ? 51 
%eng: fadime do you have already ? 52 
%act: hält ein buch hoch 53 
%eng: holds up a book 54 
*FAD: ja . 55 
%eng: yes . 56 
*TEA: ja . 57 
%eng: yes . 58 
*TEA: hast auch geld bei ? 59 
%eng: did you bring money as well ? 60 
*FAD: ja . 61 
%eng: yes . 62 
*TEA: ja wunderbar . 63 
%eng: yes wonderful . 64 
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%act: geht zum pult 65 
%eng: goes to his desk 66 
*TEA: kannst mir eben geben ? 67 
%eng: could ya just give it to me ? 68 
%com: FAD holt geld aus ihrer tasche, geht nach vorne, bleibt am pult stehen 69 
%eng: FAD takes money from her bag, goes to front, stands next to desk 70 
*TEA: so jetzt hat bezahlt süheyla xxx . 71 
%eng: so paid has now Süheyla xxx . 72 
%com: notiert etwas auf einem blatt, FAD gibt TEA geld 73 
%eng: makes a note on a sheet, FED gives him money 74 
*TEA: hat jemand äh@i vielleicht +// . 75 
%eng: does someone maybe have . 76 
*TEA: kann jemand äh@i +// . 77 
%eng: can somebody uh . 78 
*TEA: äh@i ich dachte ich dachte +// . 79 
%eng: uh I thought I thought .  80 
*TEA: hat jemand zwei cent ? 81 
%eng: does someone have two cents ? 82 
%com: es herrscht unruhe 83 
%eng: it is noisy 84 
*TEA: xxx . 85 
*FAD: xxx . 86 
*TEA: √hat jemand zweimal zehn cent ? 87 
%eng: does someone have two times ten cents ? 88 
%com: es herrscht unruhe 89 
%eng: it is noisy 90 
*MUS: isch , isch . 91 
%eng: I I . 92 
%com: ruft rein 93 
%eng: heckles 94 
*TEA: ja her damit komm . 95 
%eng: yes give it to me come here . 96 
%com: FAD geht in richtung ihres platzes 97 
%eng: FAD approaches her table 98 
*TEA: warte warte . 99 
%eng: wait wait . 100 
%add: FAD 101 
*TEA: du krichst noch zehn cent . 102 
%eng: you still get ten cents . 103 
%com: FAD geht wieder zum pult, MUS geht nach vorne, gibt TEA geld 104 
%eng: FAD goes back to the desk, MUS goes to front, gives TEA money 105 
*TEA: √mustafa wunderbar . 106 
%eng: mustafa wonderful . 107 
*TEA: ich danke dir . 108 
%eng: I thank you . 109 
*TEA: bist als finanzminister der geeignete mann . 110 
%eng: you are the right man for secretary of treasure . 111 
%com: gibt FAD das geld, MUS und FAD gehen auf ihre plätze zurück, TEA notiert etwas auf einem 112 

blatt 113 
%eng: gives FAD the money, MUS and FAD go back to their seats, TEA makes a note on his sheet 114 
*TEA: so dann hab ich jetzt glaub ich nur noch die bücher von von zweien . 115 
%eng: so I have now I believe only the books of two others left . 116 
*TEA: von allen geld . 117 
%eng: money from everyone . 118 
*TEA: das ist auch schon mal was . 119 
%eng: that’s something . 120 
%act: ordnet seine materialien auf dem pult 121 
%eng: puts the material on his desk in order 122 
*TEA: äh@i sieht jemand zufälligerweise den jan ? 123 
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%eng: uh does someone see jan by any chance ? 124 
*ALL: nein . 125 
%eng: no . 126 
*TEA: nachmittachs oder auch inna freizeit ? 127 
%eng: in the afternoon or during free time ? 128 
*TEA: oder wohnt jemand in der nähe ? 129 
%eng: or does someone live close by ? 130 
*ALL: nein . 131 
%eng: no . 132 
%act: TEA ordnet seine materialien 133 
%eng: TEA adjusts his material 134 
*TEA: dann bitte einer umziehen . 135 
%eng: then someone please move . 136 
%com: schüler lachen, TEA ordnet seine materialien auf dem pult 137 
%eng: students laugh, TEA adjusts material on his desk 138 
*TEA: so . 139 
%act: nimmt buch zur hand, setzt sich auf das pult 140 
%eng: takes up book, sits down on desk, ISA raises a hand 141 
*TEA: isabell . 142 
%com: mit meldung 143 
%eng: with raised hand 144 
*MEL: ich musste sechzig mal schreiben . 145 
%eng: I had to write sixty times . 146 
%act: TEA sieht ins klassenbuch 147 
%eng: TEA looks into the class register 148 
*TEA: sechzig mal ja . 149 
%eng: sixty times yes . 150 
*TEA: du bist auch die einzige die da steht . 151 
%eng: you’re the only one who’s mentioned here . 152 
%com:   geht zu ISA, sie gibt ihm einen zettel, auf dem viele male "Ich darf keine dummen  153 

Fragen stellen." steht, TEA sieht auf den zettel, nickt ISA zu, geht mit dem zettel  154 
nach vorne, steckt ihn in seine jackentasche, setzt sich auf das pult 155 

%eng: approaches ISA, she gives him a sheet which says many times I shall not ask stupid questions., 156 
TEA looks at the sheet, gives ISA a nod, goes with the sheet to front, puts it in his jacket 157 
pocket, sits down on his desk 158 

 
  1: Neues Thema (Textarbeit): Roman/ New topic (text elicitation): novel 

              SQ 1/1 Beiträge Sammeln: Erste Eindrücke von der Lektüre
*TEA: das buch hab ich ja wie gesacht . 160 
%eng: I had [given] the book, as I said . 161 
*TEA: den allermeisten von euch bis auf die zweien die nicht da waren . 162 
%eng: to most of you except for those two who weren’t there . 163 
*TEA: äh@i in der letzten woche glaub ich am freitag dann mitgebracht . 164 
%eng: uh last week I believe on friday . 165 
*TEA: wer hat denn schon mal drin gelesen ? 166 
%eng: who has already read in it ? 167 
%act: viele schüler zeigen auf 168 
%eng: many students raise a hand 169 
*SVE: überschriften . 170 
%eng: headlines . 171 
*TEA: überschriften . 172 
%eng: headlines . 173 
*TEA: äh@i ja dann sacht mir nur mal ganz kurz . 174 
%eng: uh yes so just tell me briefly . 175 
*TEA: äh@i wie viel ihr gelesen habt . 176 
%eng: uh how much you’ve read . 177 
*TEA: petra . 178 
%com: mit meldung 179 
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%eng: with raised hand 180 
*PET: bis zum vierten kapitel . 181 
%eng: up to the fourth chapter . 182 
*TEA: mhm@i . 183 
%com: nickt HIL zu, mit meldung 184 
%eng: gives HIL a nod, with raised hand 185 
*HIL: bis zum fünften . 186 
%eng: up to the fifth . 187 
%com: TEA nickt BAR zu, mit meldung 188 
%eng: TEA gives BAR a nod, with raised hand 189 
*BAR: ich bin schon ganz durch . 190 
%eng: I’m already done . 191 
*TEA: /einmal ganz gelesen ? 192 
%eng: read the whole thing once ? 193 
*BAR: ja . 194 
%eng: yes . 195 
*TEA: mhm@i . 196 
%com: nickt ISA zu, mit meldung 197 
%eng: gives ISA a nod, with raised hand 198 
*ISA: erste kapitel . 199 
%eng: first chapter . 200 
%com: TEA nickt CIG zu, mit meldung 201 
%eng: TEA gives CIG a nod, with raised hand 202 
*CIG: siebte kapitel . 203 
%eng: seventh chapter . 204 
%com: TEA nickt AZA zu, mit meldung 205 
%eng: TEA gives AZA a nod, with raised hand 206 
*AZA: fünftes oder viertes . 207 
%eng: fifth or fourth . 208 
%com: TEA nickt GÜL zu, mit meldung 209 
%eng: TEA gives GÜL a nod, with raised hand 210 
*GÜL: bis dritte . 211 
%eng: up to third . 212 
*TEA: ja . 213 
%eng: yes . 214 
*TEA: cem . 215 
%com: mit meldung 216 
%eng: with raised hand 217 
*CEM: bis erste . 218 
%eng: up to first . 219 
*TEA: ja . 220 
%eng: yes . 221 
%com: nickt THO zu, mit meldung 222 
%eng: gives THO a nod, with raised hand 223 
*THO: bis zum vierten . 224 
%eng: up to fourth . 225 
%com: TEA nickt BIR zu, mit meldung 226 
%eng: TEA gives BIR a nod, with raised hand 227 
*BIR: bis zum ersten . 228 
%eng: up to first 229 
%com: TEA nickt NIN zu, mit meldung 230 
%eng: TEA gives NIN a nod, with raised hand 231 
*NIN: alles . 232 
%eng: all of it . 233 
*TEA: bitte ? 234 
%eng: pardon ? 235 
*NIN: alles . 236 
%eng: all of it . 237 
*TEA: alles . 238 
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%eng: all of it . 239 
*TEA: dann will ich jetzt noch mal umgekehrt fragen ähm@i . 240 
%eng: then I’ll ask the other way around um . 241 
*SVE: ich hab das xxx gelesen . 242 
%eng: I have read the xxx . 243 
*TEA: sven . 244 
*TEA: wer hat äh@i noch gar nicht gelesen gar nicht angefangen ? 245 
%eng: who has uh not read at all not started at all ? 246 
%com: einige schüler zeigen auf 247 
%eng: several students raise a hand 248 
*TEA: gut danke . 249 
%eng: okay thanks . 250 
*TEA: ja dann diejenigen die etwas gelesen haben . 251 
%eng: okay then those who have read some . 252 
*TEA: sagt mal mit einigen worten . 253 
%eng: tell in a few words . 254 
*TEA: wie hat s euch gefallen . 255 
%eng: how did you like it . 256 
*TEA: oder was sind so eure eindrücke von dem buch ? 257 
%eng: or what are your impressions of the book . 258 
*TEA: was würdet ihr sagen ? 259 
%eng: what would you say ? 260 
*TEA: barbara . 261 
%com: mit meldung 262 
%eng: with raised hand 263 
*BAR: äh@i am anfang da äh@i da find ich das n bisschen . 264 
%eng: uh in the beginning there uh I find it a bit . 265 
*BAR: ja nicht ja äh@i ja nicht langweilig nicht interessant . 266 
%eng: well not well uh well not boring not interesting . 267 
*BAR: aber ab der mitte so ob die das jetzt sagen soll oder nicht .  268 
%eng: but from the middle on whether she should tell it or not . 269 
*BAR: da find ich das halt spannend . 270 
%eng: I find it well gripping . 271 
*TEA: mhm@i . 272 
*TEA: thorsten hat sich noch gemeldet . 273 
%eng: thorsten had also raised his hand . 274 
*THO: ja ich bin ja noch nicht so weit aber +/ . 275 
%eng: yes I’m not that far ahead but . 276 
*TEA: laut . 277 
%eng: loud . 278 
*THO: ähem@i ich bin ja noch nicht so weit . 279 
%eng: uhum I’m not that far ahead . 280 
*THO: aber ähm@i die ersten drei kapitel die sind für mich noch einleitung . 281 
%eng: but um the first three chapters for me they are still the introduction . 282 
*THO: also da passiert noch nicht so viel . 283 
%eng: there’s not much happening there . 284 
*TEA: mhm@i . 285 
*THO: kann ich jetzt noch nicht beurteilen . 286 
%eng: can’t judge yet . 287 
*TEA: gutt . 288 
%eng: alright . 289 
*TEA: ja die anderen die noch gelesen haben . 290 
%eng: yes the others who have also read . 291 
*TEA: deren meinung ganz kurz . 292 
%eng: their opinion quickly . 293 
*TEA: cem was meinst du ? 294 
%eng: cem what do you think ? 295 
%com: ohne meldung 296 
%eng: without raising a hand 297 
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*CEM: 0 .298 
 
           SQ 1/2 Beiträge Sammeln: Zusammenfassung/ Collecting contributions: summary 

*TEA: wer kann denn denjenigen sagen die jetzt noch gar nichts wissen . 299 
%eng: who can tell those who don’t know anything yet . 300 
*TEA: worum geht es denn wohl hier ? 301 
%eng: what could this be about? 302 
*TEA: das kann man erkennen . 303 
%eng: that’s obvious . 304 
*TEA: wenn man auch /ein kapitel oder /wenige kapitel gelesen hat . 305 
%eng: even if one has read one or a few chapters . 306 
*SVE: steht da doch oder ? 307 
%eng: it’s on here isn’t it ? 308 
%act: ruft rein, zeigt auf die rückseite des buches 309 
%eng: heckles, points at the back of the book 310 
*TEA: ja da steht s auch . 311 
%eng: yes, it’s also on there . 312 
*TEA: aber du hast ja aufgezeigt als jemand der gar nichts gelesen hat . 313 
%eng: but you raised a hand as someone who didn’t read anything . 314 
%add: SVE 315 
*TEA: und jetzt wollen wa mal fragen . 316 
%eng: and now we’re going to ask . 317 
*TEA: ciğdem . 318 
%com: mit meldung 319 
%eng: with raised hand 320 
*CIG: es geht um einen unfall . 321 
%eng: it’s about an accident . 322 
*TEA: ja . 323 
%eng: yes . 324 
*CIG: der in der pause geschehen ist . 325 
%eng: that happened during recession . 326 
%com: TEA macht das lauterzeichen 327 
%eng: TEA makes gesture for “speak up” 328 
*CIG: nischt ? 329 
%eng: not ? 330 
*TEA: cem . 331 
%com: ohne meldung, hat sich während CIGs beitrag gemeldet 332 
%eng: without raising a hand, raised a hand during CIG’s contribution 333 
*CEM: es geht um ein unfall das im äh@i schulhof passiert ist . 334 
%eng: it’s about an [wrong gender] accident that [wrong gender] happened in the school yard . 335 
*TEA: <um ein unfall /das passiert ist> ["] . 336 
%eng: about an [wrong gender] accident that [wrong gender] happened . 337 
*TEA: wie heißt das richtig ? 338 
%eng: how do you say it correctly ? 339 
%com: nickt SVE zu, mit meldung 340 
%eng: gives SVE a nod who raises hand 341 
*SVE: /der passiert ist . 342 
%eng: that [correct gender] happened. 343 
*TEA: ja . 344 
%eng: yes . 345 
*TEA: isabell . 346 
%com: ohne meldung, hat sich während CEMs beitrag gemeldet 347 
%eng: without raising a hand, raised a hand during CEM’s contribution 348 
*ISA: also äh@i da ist jemand auf m schulhof umgekommen . 349 
%eng: well uh somebody died in the schoolyard . 350 
%act: TEA macht mit zeigefinger kreisende bewegung 351 
%eng: TEA describes circles with index fingers 352 
*ISA: ja ähm@i äh@i weil ein anderes kind ihn zu tode getreten hat . 353 
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%eng: yes um uh because another child kicked him to death . 354 
*TEA: mhm@i . 355 
*TEA: sven . 356 
%com: mit meldung 357 
%eng: with raised hand 358 
*SVE: die ham ähm@i eine person tot^geprügelt . 359 
%eng: they have um clubbed a person to death . 360 
*TEA: ja . 361 
%eng: yes . 362 
%com: blickt sich um 363 
%eng: looks around 364 
*TEA: azad . 365 
%com: mit meldung; TEA sieht auf seine armbanduhr 366 
%eng: with raised hand; TEA looks at his wristwatch  367 
*AZA: äh@i das opfer hieß äh@i helmut . 368 
%eng: uh the victim was named uh helmut . 369 
*AZA: und das wohnte oder lebte in so nem spezialgebiet . 370 
%eng: and it dwelled or lived in kind of special area . 371 
*AZA: wo die ganzen ausländer kamen kommen . 372 
%eng: where all the foreigners came come . 373 
*TEA: mhm@i . 374 
*TEA: barbara . 375 
%com: mit meldung 376 
%eng: with raised hand 377 
*BAR: also helmut lebte in xxx hütten mit mit seiner mutter . 378 
%eng: well helmut lived in xxx huts with with his mother . 379 
*BAR: der ähm@i vater der ähm@i hat ne postkarte an die geschrieben . 380 
%eng: the um father he um wrote them a postcard . 381 
*BAR: weil der nicht mit n mit n mit n transporter zurückgekommen ist . 382 
%eng: because he didn’t come back with the with the transporter . 383 
*TEA: mhm@i . 384 
%act: blickt sich um 385 
%eng: looks around 386 
*TEA: azad . 387 
%com: mit meldung 388 
%eng: with raised hand 389 
*AZA: da ist so n mädschen die heißt anna . 390 
%eng: there’s a girl whose name is anna . 391 
*AZA: und die hat die hat am anfang glaub isch n gespräsch mit dem schuldirektor . 392 
%eng: and she has in the beginning I think a conversation with the principal . 393 
*AZA: mit anderen lehrern . 394 
%eng: with other teachers . 395 
*TEA: mhm@i . 396 
*AZA: und die traut sisch nisch die wahrheit zu sagen . 397 
%eng: and she doesn’t dare to tell the truth . 398 
*TEA: ja . 399 
%eng: yes . 400 
*TEA: thorsten . 401 
%com: mit meldung 402 
%eng: with raised hand 403 
*THO: also da also da geht s drum . 404 
%eng: well it’s about that . 405 
*THO: dass äh@i sich zwei geprügelt haben . 406 
%eng: that two beat each other up . 407 
*THO: der eine ist zu tode gekommen . 408 
%eng: one of them died . 409 
*THO: und die anna hat das gesehen . 410 
%eng: and anna saw it . 411 
*THO: und weiß nicht . 412 
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%eng: and doesn’t know . 413 
*THO: ob das richtig ist . 414 
%eng: whether it’s right . 415 
*THO: also zu sagen also dass der den totgeschlagen hat . 416 
%eng: well to tell that he stroke him dead . 417 
*TEA: mhm@i . 418 
%act: sieht sich um, blättert im buch 419 
%eng: looks around, browses the book420 
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Example 2 

              SQ 0/3 Organisatorische Maßnahmen, Verschiedenes/ Organizational measures, miscellaneous
*TEA: so klassenbuch ist auch wieder nicht da . 42 
%eng: so class register isn’t here once again . 43 
%com: schüler setzen sich, HIL verlässt den raum, es herrscht unruhe, TEA klappt linken tafelflügel 44 

zu, wartet ab, nickt ALI zu, mit meldung 45 
%eng: students sit don, HIL leaves the room, it is noisy, TEA closes blackboard, waits, gives ALI a 46 

nod who raises a hand 47 
*ALI: herr schmidt der ahmed hat geburtstag . 48 
%eng: mr schmidt it’s ahmed’s birthday . 49 
*ALI: wollt ich nur mal sagen . 50 
%eng: just wanted to say . 51 
%act: TEA geht zu AHM und gibt ihm die hand 52 
%eng: TEA approaches AHM and shakes his hand 53 
*TEA: herzlichen glückwunsch und alles gute wünsch ich dir . 54 
%eng: happy birthday and I wish you all the best . 55 
%com: es herrscht lärm; TEA geht zur tafel, zeichnet einen weiteren strafminutenstrich 56 
%eng: it is noisy; TEA goes to blackboard, draws another line on it for penal minute57 

1: Textarbeit: Roman/ Text elicitation: novel

SQ 1/1 Ankündigung Klassenarbeit/ Announcement of class test
*TEA: so ähm@i am freitach werden wir die letzte klassenarbeit schreiben in diesem jahr . 58 
%eng: so um well on friday we’re going to write the last class test of this year . 59 
*TEA: ich verspreche mir von dieser klassenarbeit +... 60 
%eng: I expect of this class test . 61 
*TEA: oder ich erhoffe mir von dieser klassenarbeit sehr sehr viel . 62 
%eng: or I have very very high hopes for this class test . 63 
*TEA: da habt ihr die einmalige chance zu sagen . 64 
%eng: you’ll have the unique opportunity to say . 65 
*TEA: na@i das war aber ein hervorragender schlusspunkt . 66 
%eng: well that was an excellent finale . 67 
*TEA: also ich hab schon gefracht . 68 
%eng: well I already asked . 69 
*TEA: und wir werden s wohl wieder so machen äh@i wie beim letzen mal . 70 
%eng: and we’re probably going to do it uh as we did last time . 71 
*TEA: dass wir +... 72 
%eng: that we . 73 
%act: schreibt „Inhaltsangabe“ an linken tafelflügel 74 
%eng: writes abstract on the left side of the blackboard 75 
*TEA: dass wir in der ersten stunde beginnen . 76 
%eng: that we begin in the first period . 77 
*TEA: ich hab frau meier schon gefragt . 78 
%eng: I already asked ms meier . 79 
*TEA: jetzt muss ich frau schulze auch noch fragen . 80 
%eng: now I still have to ask ms schulze . 81 
*TEA: die aufgabe wird sein . 82 
%eng: the assignment will be . 83 
*TEA: dass ihr einen textauschnitt bekommt . 84 
%eng: that you get a text extract . 85 
*TEA: die erste aufgabe wird sein eine inhaltsangabe . 86 
%eng: the first task will be an abstract . 87 
*TEA: und dann gibt es ein oder zwei fragen so zur analyse oder zur interpretation . 88 
%eng: and then there’ll be one or two questions on analysis or interpretation . 89 
*TEA: die ihr dann beantworten müsst . 90 
%eng: that you’ll have to answer . 91 
%act: zieht an tafel einen senkrechten strich zwischen „Inhalts“ und „angabe“ 92 
%eng: draws a vertical line between „Inhalts“ and „angabe“ on blackboard 93 
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*TEA: das werden wa auch noch üben . 94 
%eng: we’re going to practice that as well . 95 

 
SQ 1/2 Q & A Inhaltsangabe/ Abstract
*TEA: jetzt beginnen wir mit der inhaltsangabe . 96 
%eng: now we start with the abstract . 97 
*TEA: das schreibt ihr jetzt nicht ab . 98 
%eng: don’t copy this now . 99 
*TEA: das steht schon längst in eurem heft . 100 
%eng: that’s already in your notebook . 101 
*TEA: ich möchte nur mal wissen . 102 
%eng: I’d just like to know . 103 
*TEA: oppa s auch im kopf habt . 104 
%eng: if you’ve got it in your heads . 105 
%act:    zieht an tafel zwei striche von „Inhalts“ und „angabe“ nach unten und schreibt unter  106 

„Inhalts“ „was?“ und unter „angabe“ „wie?“ und umrandet die zwei wörter  107 
%eng: draws on blackboard two lines below abstract, writes what and how next to one another below, 108 

draws boxes around the two words 109 
*TEA: wenn wir eine inhaltsangabe schreiben . 110 
%eng: when we write an abstract . 111 
*TEA: dann müssen wir uns darüber klar werden . 112 
%eng: then we have to decide . 113 
*TEA: was diese inhaltsangabe enthält . 114 
%eng: what this abstract should include . 115 
*TEA: und wie die inhaltsangabe von euch zu schreiben ist . 116 
%eng: and how you should write the abstract . 117 
%com: HIL kommt mit dem klassenbuch in der hand zurück ins zimmer, gibt es TEA, setzt sich dann 118 

auf ihren platz 119 
%eng: HIL comes into the room with class register, gives it to TEA, then sits down in her seat 120 
*TEA: was schreib ich unter das was ? 121 
%eng: what do I write below the what ? 122 
*TEA: jeder nennt einen punkt . 123 
%eng: every one names one thing . 124 
*TEA: medine . 125 
%com: mit meldung 126 
%eng: with raised hand 127 
*MED: ort . 128 
%eng: place . 129 
%act: TEA schreibt „Ort“ unter „was?“ an tafel 130 
%eng: TEA writes place below what on blackboard 131 
*TEA: ihr dürft immer in einem ganzen satz äh@i antworten . 132 
%eng: you may always uh answer with a complete sentence . 133 
*TEA: weil ich auch nicht frage . 134 
%eng: since I don’t ask . 135 
*TEA: was ? 136 
%eng: what ? 137 
%com: zeigt auf NIN, mit meldung 138 
%eng: points to NIN, with raised hand 139 
*NIN: die personen müssen vorkommen . 140 
%eng: the persons have to be mentioned . 141 
%act: TEA schreibt unter „Ort“ „Personen“ an tafel 142 
%eng: TEA writes persons below place on blackboard 143 
*TEA: cem . 144 
%com: mit meldung 145 
%eng: with raised hand 146 
*CEM: und da kommt auch die zeit hin . 147 
%eng: and the time also goes there . 148 
*TEA: ja . 149 
%eng: yes . 150 
%act: schreibt unter „Personen“ „Zeit“ an tafel 151 
%eng: writes time below persons on blackboard 152 
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*TEA: silke . 153 
%com: mit meldung 154 
%eng: with raised hand 155 
*SIL: äh@i da kommt auch handlung &drin vor . 156 
%eng: uh also the plot appears there . 157 
*SIL: also handlung vor . 158 
%eng: well plot appears . 159 
*TEA: ja . 160 
%eng: yes . 161 
%act: schreibt unter „Zeit“ „Handlung“ an tafel 162 
%eng: writes plot below time on blackboard 163 
*TEA: süheyla ziehst du mal bitte deinen mantel aus . 164 
%eng: süheyla will you please take off your coat . 165 
*TEA: äh@i so dann pullen wir über . 166 
%eng: uh well so we proceed . 167 
*TEA: wie in welcher sprache in welcher form muss die inhaltsangabe abgefasst sein ? 168 
%eng: how in what language in what form should the abstract be formulated ? 169 
%com: zeigt auf MUR, mit meldung 170 
%eng: points to MUR, with raised hand 171 
*MUR: im präsens . 172 
%eng: in present . 173 
%act: TEA schreibt unter „wie?“ „Präsens“ an tafel 174 
%eng: writes present below how? on blackboard 175 
*TEA: kannste auch n ganzen satz opfern . 176 
%eng: can ya also sacrifice a complete sentence ? 177 
*SIL: opfern . 178 
%eng: sacrifice . 179 
*MUR: wir müssen im präsens formulieren . 180 
%eng: we have to formulate in the present tense . 181 
*TEA: ja . 182 
%eng: yes . 183 
*TEA: sascha was gehört noch dazu ? 184 
%eng: sascha what else belongs to it ? 185 
%com: ohne meldung 186 
%eng: without raised hand 187 
*SAS: 0 . 188 
*TEA: gülcan . 189 
%com: mit meldung 190 
%eng: with raised hand 191 
*GÜL: wir sollen keine wörtlische rede . 192 
%eng: we shouldn’t word for word . 193 
%act: TEA schreibt unter „Präsens“ „keine wörtl. Rede“ an tafel 194 
%eng: TEA writes no direct quotes below present on blackboard 195 
*TEA: süheyla . 196 
%com: mit meldung 197 
%eng: with raised hand 198 
*SÜH: da muss man sachlichen bericht schreiben . 199 
%eng: you have to write factual report . 200 
*TEA: ja . 201 
%eng: yes . 202 
%act: schreibt unter „keine wörtl. Rede“ „sachlich“ an tafel 203 
%eng: writes factual below no direct quotes on blackboard 204 
*TEA: sven . 205 
%com: mit meldung 206 
%eng: with raised hand 207 
*SVE: knappe zusammenfassung . 208 
%eng: concise summary . 209 
*TEA: ja . 210 
%eng: yes . 211 
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%act: schreibt unter „sachlich“ „kurz, knapp“ an tafel 212 
%eng: writes brief, concise below factual on blackboard213 

 
SQ 1/3 Arbeitsanweisung: Inhaltsangabe/ Instruction: abstract
*TEA: äh@i ich werd das in der klassenarbeit auch noch angeben . 215 
%eng: uh I will quote that in the class test too . 216 
%act: setzt sich aufs pult 217 
%eng: sits down on his desk 218 
*TEA: das gilt für diese übung jetzt auch . 219 
%eng: that goes for this exercise as well . 220 
*TEA: die der idealumfang für die inhaltsangabe . 221 
%eng: the ideal length of the abstract . 222 
*TEA: die ihr jetzt übt . 223 
%eng: that you practice now . 224 
*TEA: ist genau wie bei der arbeit eine spalte . 225 
%eng: is just like in the test one column . 226 
*TEA: wenn das also deutlich mehr wird . 227 
%eng: if that’s going to be decisively more . 228 
*TEA: ich möchte jetzt keinen namen nennen von manchen . 229 
%eng: I don’t want to say names of some . 230 
*TEA: ich kuck auch jetzt nach äh@i unten . 231 
%eng: I even look uh down now . 232 
*TEA: wenn das wieder so zwei zweieinhalb spalten werden . 233 
%eng: if it’s again going to be like two and a half columns . 234 
*TEA: dann kann da nicht dann kann das nicht sein . 235 
%eng: than it cannot that cannot be . 236 
%com: einige schüler lachen 237 
%eng: some students laugh 238 
*TEA: so ihr setzt euch jetzt dran . 239 
%eng: right you start now . 240 
*TEA: und habt circa eine halbe stunde zeit für eine inhaltsangabe kapitel achtzehn . 241 
%eng: and have circa half an hour for an abstract chapter eighteen . 242 
*TEA: das ist dann auch die überschrift . 243 
%eng: that’s also the title . 244 
%com: schüler holen material aus schultaschen und nehmen sich hefter und stift, TEA klappt die tafel 245 

auf 246 
%eng: students take material out of bags, TEA opens the blackboard 247 
*TEA: ihr fangt eine neue seite an . 248 
%eng: you start a new page . 249 
%act: schreibt „Kap. 18: Inhaltsangabe“ und datum in rechte obere ecke an die tafel, setzt weiteren 250 

strafminutenstrich ins kästchen  251 
%eng: writes chapter 18, date and another line for penal minutes on the blackboard 252 
*TEA: so und ab jetzt üben wir das unter klassenarbeitsbedingungen . 253 
%eng: right and from now on we’ practice this on class test conditions . 254 
*TEA: ich klapp das jetzt gleich noch mal auf . 255 
%eng: I’ll show it to you once more . 256 
*TEA: dassa das jetzt noch mal vor augen habt . 257 
%eng: so you’ll have it at hand . 258 
*TEA: woa dran denken müsst . 259 
%eng: what ya have to keep in mind . 260 
*TEA: jetzt macht das bitte jeder für sich und ohne dass geredet wird . 261 
%eng: now everyone please works alone and without talking . 262 
*TEA: ihr nehmt euch bleistift marker alles das . 263 
%eng: you take your pencil marker and the like . 264 
*TEA: was ihr braucht . 265 
%eng: what you need . 266 
*TEA: und schreibt auf spalte . 267 
%eng: and write in columns . 268 
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*TEA: bitte dann jetzt anfangen . 269 
%eng: please start now .270 
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Example 3

3: Fortsetzung der Erarbeitung des Themas „Argumentation“/ Continuation of the elicitation of  
     the topic “argumentation”

3/1 Unterrichtsvorbereitende Maßnahmen/ Lesson-preparing measures
@New Episode 1357 
%com:   es klingelt, schüler setzen sich nach und nach auf ihre plätze; TEA sitzt am pult vor  1358 

aufgeschlagenem deutschbuch, es herrscht unruhe 1359 
%eng:    the school bell rings, students sit down one after another, TEA sits at his desk with  1360 

opened textbook, it is noisy 1361 
*TEA: so . 1362 
*TEA: äh@i schlagt . 1363 
%eng: uh open . 1364 
*TEA: schnell . 1365 
%eng: quickly . 1366 
*TEA: ihr schlagt bitte die bücher auf seite einundsiebzig . 1367 
%eng: you please open the books on page seventy-one . 1368 
*TEA: bevor wir da jetzt weitermachen . 1369 
%eng: before we continue there . 1370 
*TEA: möcht ich den dialog noch einmal von einigen lesen lassen . 1371 
%eng: I’d like to let some of you read out loud the dialogue once more . 1372 
*TEA: damit wir den anschluss finden . 1373 
%eng: so we have the connection . 1374 
*CEM: darf ich lehrer ? 1375 
%eng: may I teacher ? 1376 
%com: ruft rein 1377 
%eng: heckles 1378 
*TEA: wer reinruft . 1379 
%eng: who’s heckling . 1380 
*TEA: darf natürlich nicht . 1381 
%eng: may of course not . 1382 
*TEA: deshalb darf nina den lehrer lesen . 1383 
%eng: that’s why nina may read the teacher . 1384 
*TEA: jan  jan . 1385 
%com: mit meldung 1386 
%eng: with raised hand 1387 
*TEA: tobias  cem . 1388 
%com: mit meldung 1389 
%eng: with raised hand 1390 
*TEA: florian  barbara . 1391 
%com: mit meldung 1392 
%eng: with raised hand 1393 
*TEA: und klaus  sascha . 1394 
%com:  mit meldung; es herrscht unruhe, gemurre, dann wird es ruhiger; MUS kommt herein,  1395 

wischt die tafel 1396 
%eng:   with raised hand; it is noisy, there is grumbling, then it gets quiet; MUS comes in,  1397 
             starts cleaning the blackboard1398 
 
SQ 3/2 Vorlesen Lesebuchtext (mit verteilten Rollen)/ Reading out loud textbook text (with assigned  
            parts)
*NIN: &=read guten morgen kinder . 1399 
%eng: &=read good morning children . 1400 
*NIN: &=read heute spielen wir handball . 1401 
%eng: &=read today we are going to play handball . 1402 
*JAN: &=read ich möchte aber lieber fußball spielen . 1403 
%eng: &=read but I would rather like to play football . 1404 
*CEM: &=read ja genau . 1405 
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%eng: &=read yes correct . 1406 
*CEM: &=read da hab ich auch mehr lust zu . 1407 
%eng: &=read that’s what I rather fancy, too . 1408 
*NIN: &=read ich will aber heute gern hand^ball mit euch spielen . 1409 
%eng: &=read but I would like to play handball with you today . 1410 
*BAR: &=read das macht doch gar kein spaß . 1411 
%eng: &=read but that’s not fun at all . 1412 
*NIN: &=read kann sein . 1413 
%eng: &=read possible . 1414 
*NIN: &=read aber wir haben vor einem jahr schon mal fußball gespielt . 1415 
%eng: &=read but we have played football already a year ago . 1416 
*NIN: &=read das können wir nicht schon wieder machen . 1417 
%eng: &=read we cannot do it once again . 1418 
*CEM: &=read warum denn nicht . 1419 
%eng: &=read and why not . 1420 
*CEM: &=read das kann doch nicht so schlimm sein . 1421 
%eng: &=read it cannot bet hat bad . 1422 
*NIN: &=read doch . 1423 
%eng: &=read yes it can . 1424 
*NIN: &=read in meinem lehrplan steht genau . 1425 
%eng: &=read in my schedule it is exactly defined . 1426 
*NIN: &=read was wir wie oft und wie lange machen dürfen . 1427 
%eng: &=read what we may do ho often and for how long . 1428 
*NIN: &=read und fußball ist jetzt nicht an der reihe . 1429 
%eng: &=read and now it is not the time for football . 1430 
*JAN: &=read das würde ich an ihrer stelle auch sagen . 1431 
%eng: &=read that’s what I’d say if I were you . 1432 
*JAN: &=read hauptsache sie sind nich schuld . 1433 
%eng: &=read it’s all right as long you’re not to blame . 1434 
%act: MUS schreibt das datum an die tafel und geht an seinen platz 1435 
%eng: &=read MUS writes the date on the blackboard and goes to his seat 1436 
*BAR: &=read genau . 1437 
%eng: &=read right . 1438 
*BAR: &=read ich glaube ihnen auch nicht . 1439 
%eng: &=read I don’t believe you, either . 1440 
*BAR: &=read dass so was im lehrplan steht . 1441 
%eng: &=read that something like that is in the schedule . 1442 
*BAR: &=read die anderen siebener klassen machen nämlich auch kein handball . 1443 
%eng: &=read since the other seventh grades aren’t playing handball either . 1444 
*NIN: &=read was interessieren mich die anderen ? 1445 
%eng: &=read what do I care about the others ? 1446 
*NIN: &=read die haben einen ganz anderen plan . 1447 
%eng: &=read they have an entirely different schedule . 1448 
*NIN: &=read wenn wir diese und die nächste stunde handball spielen . 1449 
%eng: &=read if we play handball this lesson and the next . 1450 
*NIN: &=read habt ihr es hinter euch . 1451 
%eng: &=read you’re done . 1452 
*NIN: &=read und in den darauf folgenden stunden dürft ihr euch aussuchen . 1453 
%eng: &=read and in the following lessons you may choose . 1454 
*NIN: &=read was ihr machen wollt . 1455 
%eng: &=read what you want to do . 1456 
*NIN: &=read meinetwegen auch fußball . 1457 
%eng: &=read for all I care even football . 1458 
*CEM: &=read sie wollen uns ja nur vertrösten . 1459 
%eng: &=read you just try to stave us off . 1460 
*CEM: &=read aber nicht mit uns . 1461 
%eng: &=read but not on our watch . 1462 
*JAN: &=read genau . 1463 
%eng: &=read correct . 1464 
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*JAN: &=read entweder spielen wir jetzt fußball oder wir streiken . 1465 
%eng: &=read either we play football now or weg o on strike . 1466 
*NIN: &=read etwas dümmeres fällt euch wohl nicht ein . 1467 
%eng: &=read that’s a stupid idea . 1468 
*NIN: &=read noch bin ich der lehrer . 1469 
%eng: &=read I am the teacher here . 1470 
*NIN: &=read und bestimme was gemacht wird . 1471 
%eng: &=read and I decide what is done . 1472 
*NIN: &=read bisher bin ich noch mit allen meinen klassen fertig geworden . 1473 
%eng: &=read as yet I’ve been able to cope with all my classes . 1474 
*NIN: &=read und das werde ich mit euch quengelheinis auch . 1475 
%eng: &=read and I will also cope with you whiners . 1476 
*SAS: &=read meinen sie ? 1477 
%eng: &=read you think ? 1478 
*SAS: &=read sie kennen uns ja gar nicht genau . 1479 
%eng: &=read yet you do not really know us . 1480 
*NIN: &=read jetzt reicht es . 1481 
%eng: &=read that’s enough . 1482 
*NIN: &=read schluss mit dieser &unsinnig unsinnigen diskussion . 1483 
%eng: &=read we’re done with this pointless discussion . 1484 
*NIN: &=read ich bin der lehrer . 1485 
%eng: &=read I am the teacher . 1486 
*NIN: &=read und ich bestimme was gemacht wird . 1487 
%eng: &=read and I decide what’s done . 1488 
*NIN: &=read wenn ihr nicht sofort still seid und handball spielt . 1489 
%eng: &=read if you do not shut up at once and play handball . 1490 
*NIN: &=read bekommt ihr eine dreiseitige sonderaufgabe . 1491 
%eng: &=read you’ll do a three-page penal exercise . 1492 
*ALI: corinna stevens . 1493 
*TEA: gut . 1494 
%eng: good .1495 
 
SQ 3/3 Beiträge Sammeln: Wiederholung Texterarbeitung/ Collecting contributions: repetition text  
            elicitation
*TEA: so . 1496 
*TEA: jetzt müsstet ihr unseren gästen einmal ganz kurz erklären .  1497 
%eng: now you should briefly explain to our guests . 1498 
*TEA: was wir in zwei stunden jeweils immer nur am rest der stunde . 1499 
%eng: what we in two lessons we only at the end of the lesson . 1500 
*TEA: über diesen dialog noch äh@i erarbeitet hatten . 1501 
%eng: had found out about this dialogue . 1502 
*TEA: da ham wir uns doch gedanken drüber gemacht . 1503 
%eng: we thought about . 1504 
*TEA: wie lehrer und schüler hier miteinander sprechen und umgehen . 1505 
%eng: how teacher and students talk with each other and deal with each other . 1506 
*TEA: wer kann das mal ganz kurz erklären ? 1507 
%eng: who can briefly explain that ? 1508 
*TEA: ciğdem . 1509 
%com: mit meldung, TEA steht auf, geht zur tafel, nimmt kreide, klappt tafel auf 1510 
%eng: with raised hand; TEA gets up, goes to blackboard, takes chalk, opens blackboard 1511 
*CIG: ähm@i die kinder die sind äh@i zu den lehrer sehr unhöflich . 1512 
%eng: um the students they are uh very rude to the teacher . 1513 
*CIG: weil die ihre meinung sagen . 1514 
%eng: because they speak their mind . 1515 
*CIG: und der lehrer sagt . 1516 
%eng: and the teacher says . 1517 
*CIG: dass die handball spielen sollen . 1518 
%eng: that they are to play handball . 1519 
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*TEA: mhm@i . 1520 
*TEA: wer fährt fort ? 1521 
%eng: who continues ? 1522 
%act: klappt tafel zu  1523 
%eng: closes blackboard 1524 
*TEA: azad . 1525 
%com: mit meldung 1526 
%eng: with raised hand 1527 
*AZA: äh@i die kinder wollen ihre also ihre schlechte &ze seite zeigen . 1528 
%eng: uh the children want to well show their bad side . 1529 
*AZA: also wenn die . 1530 
%eng: well when they . 1531 
*AZA: also wenn der lehrer lehrer nicht gehorcht . 1532 
%eng:  well when the teacher teacher doesn’t listen . 1533 
*AZA: also äh@i ja . 1534 
%eng: well uh yes . 1535 
*TEA: mhm@i . 1536 
*TEA: das ist auch richtig . 1537 
%eng: that’s also correct . 1538 
%act: setzt sich aufs pult 1539 
%eng: sits down on his desk 1540 
*TEA: das ham wa übrigens aber schon festgestellt . 1541 
%eng: we already stated that by the way . 1542 
*TEA: und in einem ersten gespräch herausgefunden . 1543 
%eng: and found out about it in first conversation . 1544 
%act: gestikuliert ausgiebig 1545 
%eng: gestures excessively 1546 
*TEA: als unsere gäste noch da waren . 1547 
%eng: when our guests were still there . 1548 
*TEA: aber eben dann in der stunde . 1549 
%eng: but then in that lesson . 1550 
*TEA: da ham wa so ne kleine zeichnung an die tafel gemacht . 1551 
%eng: we made a little sketch on the blackboard then . 1552 
%act: steht auf, wendet sich zur tafel 1553 
%eng: stands up, turns to blackboard 1554 
*TEA: äh@i wenna euch da vielleicht noch erinnert . 1555 
%eng: uh if you perhaps still remember . 1556 
*TEA: hier waren die schüler . 1557 
%eng: here were the students . 1558 
%act: schreibt auf linken zugeklappten tafelflügel „Schüler“ und umkreist es 1559 
%eng: writes students on blackboard, encircles it 1560 
*TEA: und hier waren der lehrer . 1561 
%eng: and here was the teacher 1562 
%act: schreibt auf rechten zugeklappten tafelflügel „Lehrer“ und umkreist es 1563 
%eng: writes teacher on the other side of blackboard, encircles it 1564 
*TEA: und was hatten wa also da gesagt ? 1565 
%eng: and what had we said to that ? 1566 
%act: stellt sich vor PETs tisch 1567 
%eng: positions himself in front of PET’s desk 1568 
*TEA: wie ist also hier die äh@i zusammenstellung oder äh@i die situation . 1569 
%eng: what is here the uh constellation or uh the situation . 1570 
*TEA: in der sie sich befinden ? 1571 
%eng: in which they find themselves ? 1572 
%com: nickt CEM zu, mit meldung 1573 
%eng: gives CEM who raise a hand a nod 1574 
*CEM: die alle hatten äh@i gute begründungen . 1575 
%eng: they all had uh good rationales . 1576 
*TEA: alle hatten gründe ja . 1577 
%eng: all had reasons yes . 1578 
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%act:  geht zur tafel, schreibt jeweils unter „Schüler“ und „Lehrer“ „Gründe“, wendet sich zur klasse 1579 
%eng: goes to blackboard, writes below students and teacher respectively reasons, turns to class 1580 
*TEA: wer ergänzt ? 1581 
%eng: who complements ? 1582 
*TEA: ahmed . 1583 
%com: mit meldung 1584 
%eng: with raised hand 1585 
*AHM: beide streiten &s sich . 1586 
%eng: both are arguing . 1587 
*TEA: sie streiten . 1588 
%eng: they argue . 1589 
%act:     verbindet an tafel „Schüler“ und „Lehrer“ mit einem doppelpfeil, schreibt  1590 

„streiten“ darüber, wendet sich zur klasse 1591 
%eng: connects on blackboard students and teacher with a double-sided arrow, writes argue above it, 1592 

turns to class 1593 
*TEA: und dann hatten wa noch etwas unter diesem strich stehen . 1594 
%eng: and then we had written something under this line . 1595 
%act: zeigt auf pfeil 1596 
%eng: points at arrow 1597 
*TEA: das hatte thorsten glaube ich gesagt . 1598 
%eng: I believe thorsten said it . 1599 
*JAN: xxx schließen . 1600 
%eng: xxx closing . 1601 
*TEA: nein . 1602 
%eng: no . 1603 
*TEA: in dieser situation . 1604 
%eng: in this situation . 1605 
*TEA: hmhm@i . 1606 
%eng: [negation] 1607 
*TEA: petra . 1608 
%com: mit meldung 1609 
%eng: with raised hand 1610 
*PET: &ko korperieren nicht . 1611 
%eng: do not cooperate . 1612 
*TEA: kooperieren nicht . 1613 
%eng: do not cooperate . 1614 
%act: schreibt „kooperieren nicht“ unter den pfeil an tafel, wendet sich zur klasse 1615 
%eng: writes do not cooperate below arrow on blackboard, turns to class 1616 
 
SQ 3/4 Q & A Wortschatz: „kooperieren“/ Q & A vocabulary: “cooperate”
*TEA: so damit wa nicht nur mit fremdwörtern herumwerfen . 1619 
%eng: so in order not to just throw around foreign words . 1620 
*TEA: wer erklärt noch mal . 1621 
%eng: who explains again . 1622 
*TEA: was heißt dieses wort kooperieren ? 1623 
%eng: what does this word mean cooperate ? 1624 
%com: setzt sich aufs pult, blickt sich um, keine meldungen 1625 
%eng: sits down on his desk, looks around no one raises a hand 1626 
*TEA: sonst nutzt das nichts . 1627 
%eng: otherwise it’s no use . 1628 
*TEA: wenn man das ins heft und an die tafel schreibt . 1629 
%eng: if one writes it in the notebook and on the blackboard . 1630 
*TEA: kooperieren . 1631 
%eng: cooperate . 1632 
*TEA: was heißt das ? 1633 
%eng: what does it mean ? 1634 
*TEA: boah@i leute . 1635 
%eng: wow guys . 1636 
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*TEA: das hatten wa erklärt . 1637 
%eng: we had explained that . 1638 
*TEA: monique . 1639 
%com: ohne meldung 1640 
%eng: without raised hand 1641 
*MON: 0 . 1642 
*TEA: keine ahnung ? 1643 
%eng: no idea ? 1644 
%act: blickt sich um 1645 
%eng: looks around 1646 
*TEA: petra . 1647 
%com: ohne meldung 1648 
%eng: without raised hand 1649 
*PET: 0 . 1650 
*TEA: mustafa . 1651 
%com: mit meldung 1652 
%eng: with raised hand 1653 
*MUS: also das heißt also nicht übertrieben also nicht beleidigen . 1654 
%eng: well that means well not exaggerated well not to insult . 1655 
*TEA: nein . 1656 
%eng: no . 1657 
*TEA: petra . 1658 
%com: mit meldung 1659 
%eng: with raised hand 1660 
*PET: vorschläge machen . 1661 
%eng: make suggestions . 1662 
*TEA: nein . 1663 
%eng: no . 1664 
*TEA: die tun ja das nicht . 1665 
%eng: they don’t do that . 1666 
*TEA: sie streiten . 1667 
%eng: they argue . 1668 
*TEA: und was tun sie nicht ? 1669 
%eng: and what aren’t they doing ? 1670 
*TEA: kooperieren . 1671 
%eng: cooperating . 1672 
%com: nickt ALI zu, mit meldung 1673 
%eng: gives ALI a nod, with raised hand 1674 
*ALI: äh@i sie &verha verhalten sich nicht ruhig . 1675 
%eng: uh they don’t keep calm . 1676 
*ALI: sie . 1677 
%eng: they . 1678 
*TEA: ja . 1679 
%eng: yes . 1680 
*ALI: sie streiten mit anderen leuten . 1681 
%eng: they argue with other people . 1682 
*TEA: das ist richtig . 1683 
%eng: that is correct . 1684 
*TEA: bianca . 1685 
%com: mit meldung 1686 
%eng: with raised hand 1687 
*BIA: die einigen sich nicht . 1688 
%eng: they do not settle . 1689 
*TEA: die einigen sich nicht oder ? 1690 
%eng: they do not settle or ? 1691 
%com: steht auf, zeigt auf AZA, mit meldung 1692 
%eng: stands up, points at AZA, with raised hand 1693 
*AZA: sie arbeiten nicht zusammen . 1694 
%eng: they do not work together . 1695 
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*TEA: sie arbeiten nicht zusammen . 1696 
%eng: they do not work together . 1697 
 
SQ 3/5 Fortsetzung Beiträge Sammeln (Wiederholung)/ Continuing collecting contributions (repetition)
*TEA: so und /dann hatten wir in einer stunde /danach uns ja gedanken darüber gemacht . 1698 
%eng: right and then in a later lesson we thought about that . 1699 
%act: zeichnet an tafel einen pfeil unter „kooperieren nicht“, dreht sich zur klasse 1700 
%eng: draws an arrow below do not cooperate on blackboard, turns to class 1701 
*TEA: was aber müssten beide parteien tun . 1702 
%eng: but what would both parties have to do . 1703 
%act: setzt sich aufs pult, gestikuliert 1704 
%eng: sits down on his desk, gestures 1705 
*TEA: wenn sie jetzt miteinander das problem lösen wollen ? 1706 
%eng: if they’d want to solve the problem together ? 1707 
*TEA: da hatten wa einige folgerungen draus abgeleitet . 1708 
%eng: we had deducted several implications . 1709 
*TEA: ah@i jetzt seh ich wieder . 1710 
%eng: ah now I see . 1711 
%act: blickt sich um 1712 
%eng: looks around 1713 
*TEA: jetzt ham schon zu viele aufgeschlagen . 1714 
%eng: to many have already opened [the notebook] . 1715 
*TEA: ich hätte das gerne mal aus m kopf . 1716 
%eng: I’d like to have that from memory . 1717 
*TEA: wer sein heft auf hat . 1718 
%eng: who has opened his notebook . 1719 
*TEA: macht s zu . 1720 
%eng: close it . 1721 
*TEA: sagt jetzt mal . 1722 
%eng: now tell . 1723 
*TEA: was wir herausgefunden hatten . 1724 
%eng: what we had found out . 1725 
*TEA: was könnten die personen tun ? 1726 
%eng: what could the persons do? 1727 
%act: legt kreide aufs pult, reibt hände 1728 
%eng: puts chalk on desk, rubs his hands 1729 
*TEA: ich glaub . 1730 
%eng: I believe . 1731 
*TEA: fünf dinge hatten wa an die tafel geschrieben . 1732 
%eng: we hat written five things on the blackboard . 1733 
*TEA: cem . 1734 
%com: mit meldung 1735 
%eng: with raised hand 1736 
*CEM: die konnten vorschläge äh@i machen . 1737 
%eng: they could make suggestions . 1738 
*TEA: ja . 1739 
%eng: yes . 1740 
%act: hält daumen hoch 1741 
%eng: holds thumb up 1742 
*TEA: birsen . 1743 
%com: mit meldung 1744 
%eng: with raised hand 1745 
*BIR: hm@i freundlich miteinander reden . 1746 
%eng: hm speak friendly with each other . 1747 
*TEA: ja . 1748 
%eng: yes . 1749 
%act: hält zeigefinger und daumen hoch 1750 
%eng: holds up index finger 1751 
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*TEA: n ganzen satz dürfteste auch sagen . 1752 
%eng: you may say a complete sentence . 1753 
*TEA: wär viel besser . 1754 
%eng: would be much better . 1755 
*TEA: hilal . 1756 
%com: mit meldung 1757 
%eng: with raised hand  1758 
*HIL: ähm@i zuhören . 1759 
%eng: uhm listen . 1760 
%act: TEA nickt HIL zu 1761 
%eng: TEA gives HIL a nod 1762 
*HIL: also sie sollten sich gegeneinander zuhören . 1763 
%eng: well they should listen against one another .1764 
 
SQ 3/6 Q & A Wortschatz „zuhören“/ Q & A vocabulary: ”listen” 
*TEA: nicht /gegeneinander sondern ? 1765 
%eng: not against one another but ? 1766 
*TEA: wie sacht man da ? 1767 
%eng: how do you say that ? 1768 
*TEA: nicht +//. 1769 
%eng:  not . 1770 
*TEA: ich höre nicht /gegeneinander . 1771 
%eng: I don’t listen against . 1772 
%com: nickt HIL zu, mit meldung 1773 
%eng: gives HIL a nod, with raised hand 1774 
*HIL: /zueinander . 1775 
%eng: for one another . 1776 
*TEA: ist schon besser . 1777 
%eng: that’s better . 1778 
*TEA: aber wir sagen s im deutschen anders . 1779 
%eng: but we say it differently in german . 1780 
%com: zeigt auf CIG, mit eifriger meldung 1781 
%eng: points at CIG, with eager hand-raising 1782 
*CIG: gegenseitig . 1783 
%eng: mutually . 1784 
*TEA: gegenseitig zuhören das kann man sagen . 1785 
%eng: listen mutually you can say that . 1786 
*TEA: es gibt noch eine bessere formulierung . 1787 
%eng: there is yet a better formulation . 1788 
%com: zeigt auf BAR, mit meldung 1789 
%eng: points at BAR, with raised hand 1790 
*BAR: hinhören . 1791 
%eng: listen at . 1792 
*TEA: hinhören ja . 1793 
%eng: listen at yes . 1794 
*TEA: aufeinander hören . 1795 
%eng: listen to one another .1796 
 
SQ 3/7 Fortsetzung Beiträge Sammeln (Wiederholung)/ Continuing collecting contributions (repetition)
*TEA: gut das war der dritte punkt . 1797 
%eng: good that was the third point . 1798 
%act: hält mittelfinger, zeigefinger und daumen hoch 1799 
%eng: holds up middle finger, index finger and thumb 1800 
*TEA: dann hatten wa noch etwas . 1801 
%eng: then we had something else . 1802 
*TEA: gülcan . 1803 
%com: mit meldung 1804 
%eng: with raised hand 1805 
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*GÜL: freundlich miteinander reden . 1806 
%eng: speak friendly with each other . 1807 
*TEA: das hat hilal schon gemeint ja. 1808 
%eng: that’s what hilal said yes . 1809 
%act: deutet auf HIL 1810 
%eng: points at HIL 1811 
*TEA: fröhlich /freundlich miteinander sprechen . 1812 
%eng: speak happily friendly with each other . 1813 
%com: nickt MIR zu, mit meldung 1814 
%eng: gives MIR a nod, with raised hand 1815 
*MIR: beispiele beispiele liefern . 1816 
%eng: examples give examples . 1817 
*TEA: auch mhm@i . 1818 
%eng: also . 1819 
*TEA: aber was ist vielleicht noch wichtiger ? 1820 
%eng: but what is maybe even more important ? 1821 
*TEA: thorsten . 1822 
%com: mit meldung 1823 
%eng: with raised hand 1824 
*THO: kompromisse schließen . 1825 
%eng: make compromises . 1826 
*TEA: das stand am schluss ja . 1827 
%eng: that was the final point yes . 1828 
%act: hält kleinen finger hoch 1829 
%eng: holds up pinkie 1830 
*TEA: und jetzt zu dem stichwort beispiele finden beispiele liefern . 1831 
%eng: and now for the keyword finding examples giving examples . 1832 
*TEA: gülcan . 1833 
%com: mit meldung 1834 
%eng: with raised hand 1835 
*GÜL: argumente . 1836 
%eng: arguments . 1837 
%act: TEA macht lauterzeichen 1838 
%eng: signals GÜL to speak up 1839 
*GÜL: &ar argumente &sa sagen . 1840 
%eng: give arguments . 1841 
*TEA: ja . 1842 
%eng: yes . 1843 
*TEA: und jetzt mach ich demnächst so . 1844 
%eng: and from now on I make this 1845 
*TEA: das ist für lauter . 1846 
%eng: that’s for louder . 1847 
%act: macht lauterzeichen 1848 
%eng: makes gesture signaling to speak up 1849 
*TEA: und wenn ich so mache . 1850 
%eng: and when I do this . 1851 
%act: macht wellenförmige bewegung mit den zeigefingern 1852 
%eng: makes wavelike movement with index fingers 1853 
*TEA: dann brauch ich nicht mehr so viel zu sagen . 1854 
%eng: then I don’t have to talk so much . 1855 
*ALI: leiser . 1856 
%eng: softer . 1857 
%com: ruft rein 1858 
%eng: heckles 1859 
*TEA: nein . 1860 
%eng: no . 1861 
*TEA: das heißt einfach mal im ganzen satz antworten . 1862 
%eng: that means to answer with a complete sentence for a change . 1863 
*ALI: achso@i . 1864 
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%eng: I see . 1865 
*MIR: okay . 1866 
%act:  TEA nickt GÜL mehrfach zu, macht dann wellenförmige bewegung mit zeigefingern 1867 
%eng:   TEA gives GÜL a nod, makes wavelike gesture with index fingers 1868 
*GÜL: 0 . 1869 
*TEA: war richtig . 1870 
%eng: it was right . 1871 
*TEA: was du gesacht hast . 1872 
%eng: what you said . 1873 
*TEA: sach das mal in einem ganzen vollständigen satz . 1874 
%eng: just say it with a whole complete sentence . 1875 
*GÜL: 0 . 1876 
*TEA: wer hilft ihr ? 1877 
%eng: who’ll help her ? 1878 
*TEA: ahmed . 1879 
%com: mit meldung 1880 
%eng: with raised hand 1881 
*AHM: die müssen bessere argumente liefern . 1882 
%eng: the have to give better arguments . 1883 
*TEA: richtig . 1884 
%eng: correct .1885 
 
SQ 3/8 Hausaufgabenkontrolle/ Homework check
*TEA: so und die hausaufgabe war äh@i . 1886 
%eng: so and the homework was uh . 1887 
*TEA: ihr solltet euch entweder für den lehrer oder für einen schüler . 1888 
%eng: for either the teacher or a student . 1889 
%act: gestikuliert 1890 
%eng: gestures 1891 
*TEA: jetzt mal einen größeren redebeitrach überlegen ausdenken und den aufschreiben . 1892 
%eng: you were to think of a larger contribution to the discussion and write it down . 1893 
*TEA: und das wollen wa jetzt miteinander besprechen . 1894 
%eng: and that’s what we’re going to talk about now . 1895 
%act: schaut auf armbanduhr 1896 
%eng: looks at wristwatch 1897 
*TEA: einfach mal nur die frage . 1898 
%eng: just the question . 1899 
*TEA: liebe leute . 1900 
%eng: dear folks . 1901 
*TEA: freiwillige meldungen . 1902 
%eng: voluntary show of hands . 1903 
*TEA: wer hat die hausaufgabe /nicht gemacht ? 1904 
%eng: who hasn’t done the homework ? 1905 
%com: blickt sich um; THO, JAN, SVE, ALI, AHM, WAL, BIA, JON, FAD melden sich 1906 
%eng: looks around; THO, JAN, SVE, ALI, AHM, WAL, BIA, JON, FAD are raising a  1907 

hand 1908 
*CIG: waldemar du warst doch nicht da . 1909 
%eng: but waldemar you weren’t there . 1910 
*TEA: ja wenn waldemar nicht da war . 1911 
%eng: well if waldemar wasn’t there . 1912 
*TEA: kann er sie nicht . 1913 
%eng: he cannot [have] it . 1914 
%com: nickt BIA zu, mit meldung 1915 
%eng: gives BIA a nod, with raised hand 1916 
*BIA: ich war auch nicht da . 1917 
%eng: I wasn’t there, either . 1918 
*TEA: auch nicht da . 1919 
%eng: also not there . 1920 
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*TEA: nur zwei . 1921 
%eng: just two . 1922 
%act: steht auf, stellt sich hinter pult, schaut kurz auf zettel 1923 
%eng: stands up, positions himself behind his desk, looks at sheet1924 
 
SQ 3/9 Arbeitsanweisung/ Instruction
*TEA: so jetzt machen wir folgendes . 1925 
%eng: so now we do the following . 1926 
%act: gestikuliert 1927 
%eng: gestures 1928 
*TEA: wir können das mal machen . 1929 
%eng: this time we can do it . 1930 
*TEA: als wenn wir miteinander diese szene nachspielen . 1931 
%eng: as if we’re re-enacting this scene together . 1932 
*JAN: herr schmidt drei oder ? 1933 
%eng: mr schmidt three right ? 1934 
%com: ruft rein 1935 
%eng: heckles 1936 
*TEA: mensch@i ob zwei oder drei . 1937 
%eng: man whether two or three . 1938 
%act: verzieht gesicht 1939 
%eng: makes a face 1940 
*TEA: wir tun so mal . 1941 
%eng: we’ll just pretend . 1942 
*TEA: als spielen wir die szene nach . 1943 
%eng: as if we’re re-enacting the scene . 1944 
*TEA: einer von euch fängt als lehrer an . 1945 
%eng: one of you starts as the teacher . 1946 
*TEA: und dann ruf ich andere auf . 1947 
%eng: and then I’m calling on others . 1948 
*TEA: die als schüler antworten . 1949 
%eng: who answer as students . 1950 
*TEA: dann stehen die bitte auf und sagen ihren beitrag . 1951 
%eng: then they please stand up and say their contribution . 1952 
%act: geht in den mittelgang, gestikuliert 1953 
%eng: walks in the center aisle, gestures 1954 
*TEA: ihr sitzt in der sportstunde ja auch oft um den sportlehrer . 1955 
%eng: in phys ed you also often sit around the phys ed teacher . 1956 
*TEA: der sagt liebe leute . 1957 
%eng: who says dear people . 1958 
*TEA: heute wollen wir mal nach der fußball äh@i unterrichtseinheit . 1959 
%eng: today after the football uh teaching unit. 1960 
*TEA: mit handball beginnen . 1961 
%eng: we’ll start with handball . 1962 
*TEA: und ab heute wird für vier wochen handball gespielt . 1963 
%eng: and as of today we’ll be playing handball for four weeks.  1964 
*TEA: euer lehrer macht das gleich besser . 1965 
%eng: your teacher will do it better . 1966 
*TEA: und dann melden sich also schüler . 1967 
%eng: and then students are raising their hands . 1968 
%act: geht rückwärts richtung pult 1969 
%eng: walks backwards to his desk 1970 
*TEA: und stehen auf und sagen ihren beitrag . 1971 
%eng: and stand up and say their contribution . 1972 
*TEA: dürfen den auch mal verlesen . 1973 
%eng: may even read it out loud . 1974 
*TEA: und die anderen hören sich das an . 1975 
%eng: and the others listen to it . 1976 
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%act: setzt sich aufs pult 1977 
%eng: sits down on his desk1978 
 
SQ 3/10 Hausaufgaben Vortragen/ Homework presentation
*TEA: wer möchte beginnen ? 1979 
%eng: who would like to start ? 1980 
*TEA: lehrer ? 1981 
%eng: teacher ? 1982 
%add: ISA mit meldung 1983 
%eng: ISA with raised hand 1984 
*ISA: ja ich bin lehrer . 1985 
%eng: yes I’m [the] teacher . 1986 
%com: TEA deutet ihr an, aufzustehen, ISA steht auf 1987 
%eng: TEA signals ISA to stand up, ISA stands up 1988 
*ISA: &=read wir können ja erst handball und dann fußball spielen . 1989 
%eng: &=read we could play handball first and then football . 1990 
%act: TEA steht auf, geht einen schritt rückwärts, dann wieder zum pult, setzt sich darauf 1991 
%eng: TEA stands up, steps backwards, then back to desk, sits down on it 1992 
*ISA: &=read das wäre doch eine sehr gute lösung . 1993 
%eng: &=read that would be a very good solution . 1994 
%act: setzt sich wieder 1995 
%eng: sits down again 1996 
*ALI: richtig . 1997 
%eng: right . 1998 
%com: ruft rein 1999 
%eng: heckles 2000 
*TEA: azad . 2001 
%com: mit meldung, AZA steht auf 2002 
%eng: with raised hand, AZA stands up 2003 
*AZA: &=read keine lust auf handball . 2004 
%eng: &=read don’t wanna play handball .  2005 
*AZA: &=read sport sollte doch spaß machen . 2006 
%eng: &=read sports should be fun . 2007 
*AZA: &=read also können wir &sch schüler aussuchen . 2008 
%eng: &=read so we students get to choose . 2009 
*AZA: &=read was wir heute machen . 2010 
%eng: &=read what we’re doing today . 2011 
*AZA: &=read die ganze klasse ist bestimmt für fußball . 2012 
%eng: &=read I bet the whole class is going for football . 2013 
*AZA: &=read wenn wir heute handball spielen . 2014 
%eng: &=read if we play handball today . 2015 
*AZA: &=read werden bestimmt niemand rischtisch mitmachen . 2016 
%eng: &=read I bet no one will really go along . 2017 
*TEA: das letzte hab ich &n nicht richtig verstanden . 2018 
%eng: I didn’t catch the last [thing you said] . 2019 
%act:    AZA geht seine notizen durch und liest dabei leise mit 2020 
%eng:   AZA scans his notes, mouths along 2021 
*AZA: ähm@i &=read die ganze klasse ist bestimmt für fußball . 2022 
%eng: um &=read I bet the whole class is going for football . 2023 
*AZA: &=read wenn wir heute handball spielen . 2024 
%eng: &=read if we play handball today . 2025 
*AZA: &=read wird bestimmt niemand rischtisch mitmachen . 2026 
%eng: &=read I bet no one will really go along . 2027 
*TEA: mhm@i . 2028 
%com: blickt sich um, AZA setzt sich 2029 
%eng: looks around, AZA sits down 2030 
*TEA: wer möchte noch mal als schüler ? 2031 
%eng: who wants again as a student ? 2032 
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%com: blickt sich um, nickt SVE zu, mit meldung, SVE steht auf 2033 
%eng: looks around, gives SVE a nod, SVE stands up 2034 
*SVE: ähm@i wir haben also vier wochen hä@i . 2035 
%eng: um we have well for four weeks uh . 2036 
*SVE: vier wochen haben wir kein fußball gespielt . 2037 
%eng: for four weeks we haven’t played football. 2038 
*SVE:   vielleicht können wir auch ähm@i zum beispiel zwei wochen handball spielen . 2039 
%eng: maybe we can um for example play handball for two weeks . 2040 
*SVE:   und dann wieder zwei wochen fußball . 2041 
%eng: and then football again for two weeks . 2042 
*TEA: mhm@i . 2043 
%act: SVE setzt sich 2044 
%eng: SVE sits down 2045 
*TEA: wer liest noch einmal als schüler vor ? 2046 
%eng: who wants to read again as a student ? 2047 
*TEA: waldemar . 2048 
%com: ohne meldung 2049 
%eng: without raising a hand 2050 
*JON: der war doch nisch da . 2051 
%eng: but he wasn’t there . 2052 
*TEA: achso@i . 2053 
%eng: I see . 2054 
%act: winkt ab, blickt sich um 2055 
%eng: looks around 2056 
*TEA: medine . 2057 
%com: ohne meldung 2058 
%eng: without raising a hand 2059 
*MED: 0 . 2060 
%act: schüttelt kopf 2061 
%eng: shakes head 2062 
*TEA: wie nee ? 2063 
%eng: what naw ? 2064 
*TEA: medine bitte . 2065 
%eng: medine please . 2066 
*MED: ich hab lehrer . 2067 
%eng: I have teacher . 2068 
*TEA: achso@i . 2069 
%eng:  I see . 2070 
*TEA: wer hat noch als schüler ? 2071 
%eng: who else has as student ? 2072 
*TEA: ahmed . 2073 
%com: ohne meldung 2074 
%eng: without raising a hand 2075 
*AHM: ich hab ich hab nicht +// . 2076 
%eng: I have I don’t have [it] . 2077 
*TEA: ach@i du hast gar nicht na@i prima . 2078 
%eng: oh you don’t have [it] at all well splendid . 2079 
*AZA: wer hat denn überhaupt schüler ? 2080 
%eng: who has student anyway ? 2081 
%com: ruft rein 2082 
%eng: heckles 2083 
*TEA: wer hat schüler noch ? 2084 
%eng: who else has student ? 2085 
*TEA: bitte aufzeigen . 2086 
%eng: please raise a hand . 2087 
*TEA: sascha mach . 2088 
%eng: sascha go . 2089 
%com: mit meldung, SAS steht auf 2090 
%eng: with raised hand, SAS stands up 2091 
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*SAS: &=read in den letzten wochen haben wir schon öfter handball gespielt. 2092 
%eng: &=read in the past weeks we have played handball several times . 2093 
*SAS: &=read jetzt ist wieder fußball dran . 2094 
%eng: &=read now it’s time for football again . 2095 
*SAS: &=read ein jahr ist lange her . 2096 
%eng: &=read a year is a long time ago . 2097 
*SAS: &=read danach demnächst findet ein fußballtunier der jahrgangsstufe sieben statt . 2098 
%eng: &=read then soon there will be a football tournament in the seventh grades . 2099 
*SAS: &=read dafür müssen wir dringend üben. 2100 
%eng: &=read fort hat we really need to practice . 2101 
*TEA: mhm@i . 2102 
*MIR: xxx . 2103 
*TEA: pst@i . 2104 
%add: MIR 2105 
%com: TEA nickt AZA zu, mit eifriger meldung 2106 
%eng: TEA gives AZA a nod, with eager hand-raising 2107 
*AZA: wir sollten doch eigentlisch vom schüler . 2108 
%eng: but originally we should [contribute something] from the student . 2109 
*AZA: und nicht vom lehrer . 2110 
%eng: and not from the teacher . 2111 
*AZA: das war jetzt eigentlich vom lehrer . 2112 
%eng: that was actually from the teacher . 2113 
%com: gemurmel, einige schüler sagen „nein fußball“ 2114 
%eng: murmuring, some students say „no football“ 2115 
*JAN: nein der hat doch gesagt fußball mann@i . 2116 
%eng: no he said football man . 2117 
*AZA: nein der hat am ende gesagt . 2118 
%eng: no he said in the end . 2119 
*AZA: wir müssen dringend für handball üben . 2120 
%eng: we really have to practice handball . 2121 
*ALL: nein fußball . 2122 
%eng: no football .2123 
 
4: Stundenabbruch: Feueralarm/ Lesson termination: fire alarm

%com: feueralarm ertönt im sekundentakt 2124 
%eng: fire alarm resounds in short intervals 2125 
*TEA: fenster schließen . 2126 
%eng: close windows . 2127 
*TEA: sachen liegen lassen . 2128 
%eng: leave things here . 2129 
*TEA: vorne an der klasse aufstehen . 2130 
%eng: line up in the front of the classroom . 2131 
%com:  einige schüler laufen zur zimmertür, rufen und lachen; TEA nimmt klassenbuch und  2132 

stellt sich zur schülergruppe 2133 
%eng:   several students run to the door, shout and laugh; TEA takes class register and goes  2134 

to group of students 2135 
*TEA: hintereinander . 2136 
%eng: in a row . 2137 
%act: der rest der schüler geht zur tür 2138 
%eng: rest of the students goes to door 2139 
*TEA: birsen xxx . 2140 
*TEA: so ihr geht langsam xxx . 2141 
%eng: now you walk slowly xxx . 2142 
%com: blickt sich um, gibt BIR zeichen, die tür zu öffnen; alle verlassen das klassenzimmer 2143 
%eng: looks around, signals BIR to open the door; all leave the room 2144 
@End2145 
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